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Introduction 

I:Iadïth Studies 

By l:ladlth is meant the massive literature of the tradition of the 
Islamic community compiled from thousands of individual brief nar
ratives, each of which is referred to individually also as a l;ladlth, with 
a small'}J.'. A second technical term used virtually as a synonym of 
badlth is sunna, to which corresponds, when one is discussing the 
content or the theory of tradition, the term Sunna, with a capital's'. 
Thus, where the term l;ladlth refers to a document, the term sunna 
refers to the usage described in such a document. The provenance of 
any l;ladïth document is intended to be attested by a list of names 
appended to the document, listing from la test to earliest the narra tors 
responsible for the recording of the sunna or usage described. This 
chain of 'guarantors' by whom the document bas been handed clown 
from generation to generation is known as the isnad, literally the 
'support' on which the document rests. 

Together with the Holy Quran, the Sunna forms the base which 
supports the structures of Islamic political, legal and doctrinal thinking. 

The modern reader of Islamic litera ture (which dates from the mid
second century AH/mid-eighth century AD) is soon made familiar with 
a situation in which every question of religions or legal moment is 
thought to have been decided on the basis of either Quran or Sunna. 
The Quran, the Book of God, revealed section by section to God's 
Prophet throughout the two dozen years of his public ministry first in 
Makka (AD 610-22) and theo in Madina (AD 622-32), can be taken for 
granted for the purposes of our study. It is rather the second source, the 
Sunna, as it bas been documented in the l:ladïth litera ture, which will 
be the focus of this investigation. 

The foundations of modern Western analysis of the generall:ladïth 
phenomenon were laid by Ignaz Goldziher in his Muhammedanische 
Studien (1889-90), and the questions of the nature and 'origins' of the 
l:ladïth were more recently further investigated by Joseph Schacht in 
his Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (1950). 

Goldziher bad questioned the alleged connection of much l:ladïth 
with the age of the Prophet; and Schacht, who concentrated on one 
particular class of l:ladJ.th, namely traditions employed in the discus
sions and debates among the jurists, announced that his studies bad, in 
general, endorsed the scepticism expressed by Goldziher as to the 
historicallink between the l:ladïth and the person, or even the time, of 
the Prophet. Indeed, the signiioi.cant achievement of Schacht's work 
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was to make it clear that that link had not even been claimed in any 
consistent and systematic way by the Muslims until it was made the 
comerstone of the polemic of the late second-century AH scholar 
ShAfi'I (d. AH 204/AD 819). This discovery affects, however, only the 
semantics of l:fadïth studies. The fact that the concept of 'the Sunna of 
the Prophet' as a consistent element in the intellectual equipment of 
the accomplished Muslim scholar dates only from the time of Sha.fi'ï 
carries the discussion of the nature and origin of the 'Sunna of the 
Muslims' (or, qui te simply, the Sunna) little beyond the stage to which 
it had already been brought by Goldziher. 

There is little to quarre! with in Goldziher's résumé of what Mus-
lims have generally understood by the term Sunna: 

The Prophet's pious followers have reverently repeated the 
enlightening sayings of the master and have endeavoured to 
preserve for the edification and instruction of the community 
everything that he said, both in public and in private, regarding 
the practice of the religious obligations prescribed by him, the 
conduct of life in general, and social behaviour, whether in 
relation to the past or the future. When the rapid succession of 
conquests led them to distant countries, they handed on these 
hadiths of the Prophet to those who had not heard them with 
their own ears, and, after his death, they added many salutary 
sayings which were thought to be in accord with his sentiments 
and could, therefore, in their view, legitimately be ascribed to 
him, or of whose soundness they were in general convinced.1 

The material here described formed 'the basic substance' of the l:ladïth 
which, as Goldziher notes, 'vast! y increased during subsequent genera
tions'.2 

Undisguised disagreement on a host of detailed rnatters is perhaps 
the outstanding impression gained by the student of the voluminous 
l:ladith record. Seizing upon this chaotic disarray on most political, 
legal and religious questions discussed in the sources, and upon that 
'vast increase' of hadiths 'during subsequent generations', Goldziher 
proposed to explain the l:ladith as the natural consequence of divisions 
between innumerable groups whose rival political, theological and 
legal programmes bad led to the exploitation of the tradition as the 
most natural weapon to wield in a community whose members shared 
a deep religious reverence for the giants of its heroic recent past. Hence 
the isntid, the technique whereby respectability could be won for any 
political or theological utterance by the mere expedient of attributing 
it to one or other of the great generation who had witnessed the 
revelation of the Quran and had imbibed from the Prophet's own lips 
the details of the Islamic practice. 
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Certainly, as we shall see hereafter, attribution is the aspect of the 
Hadith most open to question, given both that, in many instances, one 
and the same form of words has been attributed to a spectrum of 
different eponyms in whose names information was purportedly 
handed down, and, more seriously, items of opposed and incompatible 
information have been commonly ascribed to one and the same his
torical personage -even to the Prophet himself. But, the attribution is 
itself the significant act, and is what constitutes the hallmark of the 
very concept of Sunna. That explains why attribution is the Achilles 
heel of the I:ladltb. The ascription of mutually irreconcilable sayings 
to several contemporaries of the Prophet, or of wholly incompatible 
declarations to one and the same contemporary, together strain the 
belief of the modem reader in the authenticity of the reports as a 
whole, and led, quite understandably in the cases of Goldziher and 
Schacht, to outright scepticism as to the historical connection be
tween the I:ladïth and the Companions of the Prophet. Suspension of 
belief generated the suspicion that the information conveyed in con
flicting repons land ultimately in all reports) merely mirrored the 
viewpoint of sorne individual scholar or group of scholars now con
sciously fathered upon a leading figure of the past to secure the 
appearance of authenticity, and so enhance the likelihood of its wider 
acceptance. The I:ladith, in this view, was thus a weapon of debate 
wielded upon all sides, even, according to Goldziher, by the ruling 
bouse itself land not only on vexed political questions). It is true that 
Goldziher could cite cases enough to vindicate his claim that 

among the hotly debated controversial issues of Islam, whether 
political or doctrinal, there is none in which the champions of 
the various views are unable to cite a number of traditions, all 
equipped with imposing isnads3 

nor does he meet any difficulty in amassing instances to illustrate the 
abuses of the I:Iadlth principle by the ruling power and by their rivais 
and opponents among the Shi' a, Khawarij, 'AbhAsids and other panies 
striving for influence and leadership. Examples of the kind, and other 
reports which emphasise the special dignity of particular towns, cities 
or provinces specilied by name, but, unh.appily, including sorne not 
even incorporated into the terri tories of Islam until sorne considerable 
time after the death of the Prophet or reports either lauding or damning 
individual persons, or religio-political groupings active land, in the 
latter case, founded) only in the post-Prophetie age, have contributed 
to the effect calculated to be produced by the evidence selected by 
Goldziher from the sources.4 

That abuse of the I:ladith form undoubtedly occurred is, however, 
less telling than the fact highlighted thereby, na.Jilely that, in the hope 
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of securing wider acceptance, much inter-party propaganda assumed 
the garb of Hadith. If hypocrisy lies precisely in the adoption of the 
external demeanour of the pious and the counterfeit testüies to the 
existence of the genuine coin, pseudo-Hadith imitates real Hadïth, 
otherwise the exercise is pointless. 

The Muslims themselves became alert to the risks they ran and the 
dangers they daily incurred from their very dependence upon the 
Hadith and their expectation that all important information be trans
mitted and circulated in badith-form, although it is unfortunately true 
that the precautions which they prepared to guard against these recog
nised threats were slow to appear and, when they did appear, were (in 
being too much shaped by consideration of the importance of the 
isndd) hable to over-subjectivity in the judgments reached. It is, how
ever, only just to add here that we shall, in what follows, find instances 
of the contents of badïths being rejected, isnàd or no isnàd. In cases of 
the sort, matter unpalatable to the scholars could be dismissed as 
errors perpetrated by certain of the transmitters during the course of 
the handing down of the hadiths in question. Besides, the isntïd tests 
that were to be introduced, were, in any event, anachronistï'c, since the 
earliest surviving works make it plain that, un til the second half of the 
second century AH, the scholars had not attached great importance to 
the isnild and, when they fust began to do so, were slow to develop the 
necessary skills and sophistication. 

Reliance upon the Hadith was already widespread and, to all appear
ances, f~r from being a novelty wh.ell ta,~enl,l}',~Il~)'ublicly cultivated 
by the pietistic 'Abbasids, who unctuo\Ï$ly made great show of their 
official support for the developmen:t of. religious studies and of their 
favour towards those who engaged in them. For, whereas Goldziher's 
study opened the door for the modern examination of the Hadith 
phenomenàn, where it may now be said to be showing signs of its age 
is in his handling of the Umayyad period. Serious issue must, for 
example, be taken with his generous use of emotive, not to pùf too fine 
a point üpôn.-rr;-pejorative language. Consider the frequency with 
which he interlards his most penetra ting analyses with the vocabulary 
of deception and conspiracy, using, for instance, such terms as 'fraud', 
'fabrication', 'invention', 'falsification'- even 'lies'.5 

His approach suffers also from a tone of amused condescension 
appropriate, perhaps, to the age of confident Western political and 
scientüic superiority in which he was nurtured, while his persona! 
liberal instincts betrayed him into a too-sweeping acceptance of 
stories of the godlessness and religious indifference imputed by their 
political enemies to the haughty aristocrats of the Umayyad line of 
'kings'. 
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Doubtless justified in his assertion that, at the time of the fust 
conquests, 'there was no ready-made system to be taken from Madina, 
since the new order was only developing even there',6 and in drawing 
attention to the 'otherwise incomprehensible lack of knowledge and 
nncntation during the first century regarding religious matters in the 
non-Arab terri tories conquered for Islam'/ Goldziher may be thought 
hy the modern enquirer to have been much less than fair in his 
contention that 'the govemment did little for the consolidation of 
rdigious matters. The Umayyad rulers and their governors -who can 
hardly be said to have been Islamic-minded - were not the people to 
prornote a religious and sociallife corresponding to the Sunna.'8 

That that was not, in fact, the attitude of the devout men who gave 
their lives to the construction and systematisation of the Islamic 
sciences, will become clear from the sheer number of badïths which, 
even in our brief study, point on the contrary to the lively interest 
believed to have been taken in the details of religious affairs by severa! 
representatives of the ruling bouse, and by numbers of their high 
officiais and functionaries. 

Nor has Goldziher succeeded in concealing a roman tic streak in his 
preference for 'free speculation' as opposed to slavish adherence to 
Tradition in his assessment of the contrasting trends represented 
respective! y by the upholders of ra'y and the proponents of the 8ad1tb. 
As Schacht succeeded in showing, the ra'y group were every bit as 
assiduous in their collection of badïtbs as were their opponents, 
whom they may even, for polemic reasons, bave pre-dated in unfurling 
the banner of 'the Sunna of the Prophet'. 

Goldziher stressed the degree of ignorance and uncertainty prevail
ing in the fust century in regard to ritual and legal questions. It may 
weil be that our own investigations indicate that the same or sirnilar 
evidence suggests rather a lack of broad consensus, with widespread 
disagreement among the Muslims over the whole range of such ques
tions. We therefore suggest substituting 'lack of agreement' for the 
'lack of interest' which Goldziher saw as underlying the fluctuation, 
apparent lack of decision and failure to achieve uniformity. The degree 
of disagreement among the Muslims, at times on matters of the 
minutest detail, testifies to the intense interest in the legal and ritual 
questions which occupied the minds of countless scholarly individu
ais and groups. A clearly visible lack of agreement on a wide variety 
of matters is, as already stated, the outstanding impression afforded 
the reader of the 8aditb. Disagreement on this scale presupposes 
the contrary of indifference. It suggests a whole series of earlier argu
ments each of which bad thrown up different answers. Uncertainty 
may indicate not an inadequacy, but a surfeit of informtltion. We 
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may thus find ourselves 'reading the signs' differently from Goldziher. 
The prepara tory work of previous generations was too scanty to 
afford a foundation on which to build up a system of Islamic law. 
There was no fixed norm for the most elementary questions of 
law even within a single province of Islam. The generation of the 
'successors' was occasionally unsure even of Koranic law, 
though there had never been any doubt that this pillar of reli
gious law was untouchable. 'Abd Allah, son of Abu Hurayra, 
asked the son of 'Umar whether fish that had been washed 
ashore by the sea could be eaten. The divine who was asked the 
question thought he must answer with a firm negative. But 
shortly afterwards, he asked for a Koran to be brought to him and 
there found a passage (5:97) from which he was forced to con
elude that he had given the wrong answer to the son of Abu 
Hurayra.9 

Even this matter is, however, by no means so simple. It can be seen 
in the source from which Goldziher derived this example that what 
was here involved was not a mere glanee at Q 5, but the exercise of 
sorne ingenuity in arriving at an answer to the question of food
procurement when, in the sacral condition of ibràm, a man is prohib
ited from hunting. Among the scholars whose views have, on this 
occasion, been listed, in addition to the son of 'Umar, are: 'Abdallah b. 
'Amr; Zayd b. ThAbit; MarwAn b. al-}:lakam (a prince of the Umayyad 
bouse!) and Abu Hurayra, to whom, perhaps, the son of Abu Hurayra 
would have done better to have addressed his query. These personages 
occur in badïths concemed not with checking the words of the Quran, 
but with expressing views as to its interpretation. Incidentally, Malik 
(d. 179) quotes here, in addition, a purported utterance of the Prophet's, 
worded in such a way as to make it clear that the discussion was 
somewhat technical in nature. 10 

In similar vein, Goldziher concluded, since the most contradictory 
information was quoted on the question of whether the consumption 
of horse flesh was permitted to the Muslim, that even greater uncer
tainty was to be looked for in questions and circumstances for which 
no provision had been made in the Quran. 'At that time, people were 
ignorant even about the most primitive dietary laws.' Yet, MAlik, 
whom Goldziher does not, for the nonce, cite, states that the best 
statement that he has beard on the question of the flesh of horses, 
mules and donkeys is that it is not to be eaten, 

on the grounds that God, in referring to the three classes of beast, 
had specifically mentioned their load-carrying capacity and their 
omamental qualities, but not their utility as a source of foodstuff 
(Q 16.8). On the other band, in Q 16.5, in speaking of His having 
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provided Man with cattle, Gad did include, among their several 
uses, the consumption of their flesh. 11 

ln glossing various lexical items drawn from the same Quran texts, 
MAlik is here clearly ta be seen engaging in the exegesis (tafsir) of the 
verses. We note that he derived his negative conclusion from the 
1ilence of the Quran - he adduces no hadith. At this point, 
Goldziher's reference is ta Abü Da'üd, and it has ta be said, following 
what we have just seen, that the question arises as ta the precise 
nature of Abü Da'üd's hadiths whose wording reproduces exactly the 
wording of the a bave Quran passage, and in exactly the same arder as 
in the Quran passage. In short, the hadiths are exegesis, and we must 
note that two opposing views are ascribed ta two separate groups of 
Companions.12 

Further, observing that the interpretation of Quranic texts underlay 
the conflict of hadiths just noted, it may be more prudent ta assume 
that the Malik and Ahü Da'üd discussions represent two separate 
phases in the development of a purely literary tradition. Abü Da'üd 
died in AH 275, almost a century after Malik. Bath men were self
evidently engaged in an entirely academie exercise. 

Portraying the situation during the century of Umayyad rule, 
Goldziher supposed that the aims of the pious were 

divorced from reality. During the time when religious people 
were pushed into the background by the rulers, they, like the 
Jewish rabbis under Roman rule, occupied themselves with 
research into the law, which had no validity for the real circum
stances of life but represented for themselves the law of their 
ideal society. The god-fearing elements of society looked upon 
these men as their leaders, and even sorne lax persans occasion
ally approached them for guidance in casu conscientiae. With
out paying any attention to reality, these men founded the sunna 
of the Prophet upon which the law and jurisprudence of the 
Islamic state was ta be based. The Companions and 'followers' 
living amongst them gave them the sacred material which 
formed the contents and basis of their endeavour.13 

Exactly. These studies had nothing to do with reallife. 
Time and again, Goldziher returns to the theme of the conflict of 

information, so characteristic of the Hadith. 
Only the assumption that in early times the most elementary 
questions were not the subject of normative decision can explain 
this uncertainty and wavering in most questions of everyday life. 
Without this assumption it is difficult to understand how it was 
possible that during the second century various teachings about 
ritual and legal problems sprang up in the several madhiihib, an\! 
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even in the same madhab, with which harmonising theologists 
could do no more than consider them as equally justified ... 14 

even in the earliest times of its development, it is impossible to 
speak of a uniform sunna in Islam, since different contradictory 
hadïths concerning one and the same question, which arose in 
order to support the conflicting opinions of the various schools, 
are juxtaposed as having equal authority. 15 

For Goldziher, hadiths were 'invented' as required to document the 
differing views espoused by different scholars working together in 
schools. Hadiths were also 'invented' to justify existing local usages: 

Since there was no fi.xed practice for most legal questions, it was 
unavoidable that for one and the same question contradictory 
hadïths were invented according to the opinions of various 
theologians of various gr_pups, or different hadiths were selected 
from earlier material tô be handed down. These hadiths were 
then called upon to support the individual opinion or usage 
customary in a particular circle, since the hadith had often only 
to justify existing customs.16 

We have drawn attention to the vocabulary used by Goldziher. We 
shall have to conclude that he did not consider these 'inventions' the 
regrettable result of pious self-deception. For him, they were, rather, 
conscious 'fabrication', the result of deliberate fraud basely perpe
trated upon the unsuspecting Islamic community with the selfish 
motive of gaining acceptance for the views agreed upon within small 
academie factions interested in ritual, legal or political issues. From 
this, it would appear that Goldziher was not disposed to exempt any 
class of hadith from the stigma of falsehood. There was, perhaps, a core 
of hadith that had come down from the generation contemporary with 
the Prophet. Reports had been carried from the Islarnic centre at 
Madïna to the outlying provinces now being added to the territory of 
Islam following the wave of military conquests. That core had formed 
'the basic material of the hadïth which vastly increased during subse
quent generations'. Certain portions of that core may have been se
lected for onward transmission, but, 

in the absence of authentic evidence, it would indeed be rash to 
attempt to express the most tentative opinion as to which parts 
of the hadith are the oldest original material, or even as to which 
of them date back to the generations immediately following the 
Prophet's death. Closer acquaintance with the vast stock of 
hadiths induces sceptical caution rather than optimistic trust 
regarding the material brought together in the carefully compiled 
collections. We are unlikely to have even as much confidence as 
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Dozy regarding a large part of the l;ladïth, but will probably 
consider by far the grea ter part of it as the result of the religious, 
historical and social development of Islam during the first two 
centuries. The l;ladïth will not serve as a document for the 
history of the infancy of Islam, but rather as a reflection of the 
tendencies which appeared in the community during the 
maturer stages of its development. It contains valuable evidence 
for the evolution of Islam during the years when it was forming 
itself into an organised whole from powerfully mutually opposed 
forces. This makes the proper appreciation and study of the 
hadith so important for an understanding of Islam, in the evolu
tion of which the most notable phases are accompanied by 
successive stages in the creation of badïthP 

This was the brilliant discovery that Schacht so admired, and one 
11ympathises with his deep regret that sorne later authors, while 
ncccpting Goldziher's method in principle, were inclined to minimise 
lt in practice, in their natural desire for positive results. Goldziher's 
magnificent insight deserves the highest praise. It has certainly helped 
to explain many of the hitherto incomprehensible confusions and 
contradictions encountered daily by the student in the sources, and yet 
unease remains about acquiescing wholeheartedly in the suggestion 
that devout and pious men, conscious of the sacred nature of the source 
materials with which they worked, would engage in a policy of wide
spread deception and fraud on behalf of their own opinions while 
themselves sadly painting out the approach adopted by the less scrupu
lous among them. For many of these scholars were men of deep piety 
and undoubted probity who saw themselves as engaged in mapping out 
ln exquisite detail a statement of the revealed will of God, and charting 
what they viewed as the uniquely valid path to their (and their com
munity's) etemal salvation. The very seriousness of the task on which 
they had embarked filled many with profound scruples and lent sharp
ness, at times rising to fierce acrimony, to the debates with which the 
Hadith literature is crammed, as they wrestled passionately over 
punctilios which will strike the modem reader as intolerably pettifog
ging. To the Muslim scholar, every detail, however minute, might 
llterally make the difference between etemallife or death. Properly to 
handle this I:Iadith, we must attempt to match this high seriousness. 

Now, whereas, in Goldziher's eyes, 
for cultural history, the legal parts of the hadith are of lesser 
importance than those which show how the religious elements 
of the Muslim world came to grips with political circumstances 
and relations, 18 

the author of the second brilliant modem survey of the I:Iadith chose' 
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to concentrate almost exclusively on the legal traditions exploited in 
discussions and debates among the jurists. Schacht recognised that 

the sacred law of Islam is an all-embracing body of religious 
duties rather than a legal system proper; it comprises on an equal 
footing ordinances regarding cult and ritual, as well as political 
and (in the narrow sense) legal rules. 19 

Notwithstanding this realisation, Schacht proposed to concentrate as 
much as possible on the (properly speaking) legal sphere. That, he 
argued, recommended itself for practical reasons, and was also histori
cally legitima te, since, he further maintained, the legal subject matter 
in earl y Islam 

did not primarily derive from the Koran or from other purely 
Islamic sources; law lay to a great extent outside the sphere of 
religion, was only incompletely assimilated to the body of reli
gious duties, and retained part of its own distinctive quality. No 
clear distinction can, however, be made, 

and whenever Schacht uses the term 'Muhammadan Law', he asks the 
reader to bear in mind that he means it to be understood to comprise 
all those subjects which come within the sacred law of Islam.w 

There arises here a major difficulty: that of what European writers 
mean by the use of the expression 'Islamic law'. In his references to the 
sacred law of Islam, Schacht was doubtless thinking of the Fiqh and, 
although showing that he appreciated the wide scope of that system 
which embraced topics of widely disparate natures, in deciding to 
limit his investigation to 'the purely legal' aspect, taking little or no 
account of the religious and ritual content, he has courted the danger 
of viewing the Fiqh in the inappropriate light of an exclusively rational 
man-made discipline. Goldziher had neatly summarised the nature of 
the Fiqh, as, indeed, did Schacht in the first of the brief passages above. 
Goldziher wrote: 

Fikh, like the jurisprudentia of the Romans, [is] rerum 
divinarum atque humanarum notitia and, in its widest sense, 
covers all aspects of religious, political and civillife. In addition 
to the laws regulating ritual and religious observances ('ibtïdtït) 
as far as concems performance and abstinence, it includes the 
whole field of family law, the law of inheritances, of property 
and of contract; in a word, provisions for all the legal questions 
that arise in sociallife (mu'amalat); it also includes criminallaw 
and procedure and finally constitutionallaw and laws regula ting 
the administration of the state and the conduct of war. All 
aspects of public and private life and business should be regu
lated by laws recognised by religion; the science of these laws in 
Fikh.21 
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'Should be regulated by laws recognised by religion' exactly brings out 
thr nature of the aspiration that created Fiqh. Fiqh is not law. It is 
rxc~esis aspiring to become law. 

The basic sense of the term fiqh is 'understanding'. As we find the 
trrm used in the Quran, the abject of the 'understanding' is normally 
'11prcch' and especially the speech of a prophet. Fiqh means, therefore, 
'undcrstanding the message conveyed on God's behalf by God's 
•Jmkcsman'. The implication of the term, as in the locus classicus, Q 
IJ.I22, is the patient endeavour to achieve a comprehensive under
lllllnding of the many duties laid upon the Muslim by Gad in His 
revelation recorded in the Book of Gad, the Quran. Among the most 
Important obligations imposed upon the contemporary Arabs who 
11grced to make the hijra to join MlÙ;lammad at Madïna was that of 
participating in his wars. 

Yet the believers ought not ail togo out on military missions. 
One party of each section of Muslims should remain behind and 
strive to acquaint themselves with the details of the faith. They 
would then be better able to instruct their tribes on going home·. 

If, as Goldziher has also pointed out, we are to distinguish the Islamic 
terms 'ilm and fiqh, the former denoting, besicles knowledge of the 
Quran and of its exposition, the accurate knowledge of the legal 
decisions handed dawn by the Prophet and his Companions lthe very 
atuff of the Hadïth) then the latter will bear upon the effort to achieve 
11 comprehensive systematic statement of the implications for human 
lndividual and social action of the contents of the sources: the Quran 
and the Sunna. The abject of 'ilm is the divine input; fiqh is the 
outcome of the human contribution. Statements delivered by special
lat scholars: 'ilm- 'ulama', fiqh- fuqahtï', asto the divine intention 
underlying any revealed statement of the Quran, or as to the madel 
exemplification of its import provided in the records of the acts and 
11yings of the Prophet or of his closest associates, have historically 
been judged in the light of the closeness of the individual scholar's 
adherence to the twin sources. A scholar's ra'y, his judicious opinio is 
aasessed as more or less legitima te and th us acceptable in the degree to 
which he has taken account of all the information provided in the 
Quran and the Sunna. Ideally, ra'y is exercised in strict conformity 
with the literary sources. Thus, the ideal scholarly approach was 
conceived as narrowly exegetical. 

Individual private interpretation of a Quran verse, based on either 
linguistic or logical criteria, is invalid. That is the reprehended ra'y, 
opinion as opposed to opinio. Only the Prophet and the immediate 
witnesses of his daily acts and utterances had achieved the fullest • appreciation of the divine revelations. The contemporaries of the 
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Prophet bad been uniquely qualified by their thorough grasp of the 
Arabie idiom, but even more by their awareness of the precise circum
stances in which the Quran regulations had been sent dawn, and their 
physical presence in the Prophet's company as he for the fust tirne put 
those divine commands into practice, to pronounce upon matters of 
faith and Fiqh. The information which they have bequeathed is thus 
by far the surest and the safest interpretation of the sacred texts. 

Denying that the 'legal' subject matter of Islam bad primarily 
derived from the Quran, or fro1,11 other purely Islamic sources, Schacht 
nevertheless took the importance of the Quranic element in Islamic 
law for granted, although wishing to qualify that for the earliest period. 
His work centres, in fact, upon legal theory, and, as far as J:{adïth is 
concerned, focuses upon its role in that theory. Above ail, his primary 
concern is attribution, and he proceeds by means of detailed analysis of 
bath the material content of ~adlths and meticulous examination of 
their isnàds. 

One of the main results of his study is that it was ShAfi'I who was 
the first 'lawyer' consistently to define Sunna as 'the madel behaviour 
of the Prophet'. This contrasts with the usage of his predecessors, for 
whom Sunna was not necessarily connected with the Prophet. Indeed, 
it was not necessarily connected at first even with the Companions, 
nor yet with their successors. 

Schacht's brilliant investigations have shawn that attribution itself 
was an innovation called into being at successive stages in the devel
opment of a prolonged and many-sided polemic waged between the 
scholarly representatives of the ancient Islamic communities of Iraq 
and the }:lija.z. Summoned up to provide the accreditation of the 
conflicting doctrines that bad become the currency of the schools of 
Kufa, Ba$ra, Makka or Madina, attribution lisnàd) consisted of the 
ascription of the local body of doctrine first to the immediately preced
ing generation, thereafter to the generation before that, and so on until, 
for technical reasons of legal theory, the attribution bad to be eventu
ally carried ali the way back to the Prophet hirnself. The body of 
doctrine being thus attached to this or that representative of progres
sively more and more distant generations bad originally represented 
the traditional- albeit ideal- usage !sunna) that bad grown up in the 
various localities. 

Schacht's demonstration, from the original sources, of the progres
sive evolution in the isniid of many ~adïths, and of the parallel 
expansion or contraction of the wording of many ~adïths, is easily the 
most convincing aspect of his analysis. We shaH see it frequently 
borne out in what follows. 

On the other band, the least convincing element in his work is his 
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hypothesis as to the ultimate 'origin' of the substantive doctrines 
documented in his hadiths. Part of Schacht's aim had been to work out 
a method by which the 'legal' traditions might be used for following 
the development of legal doctrine, step by step, especially for the early 
period. From his detailed study of the isncld, and especially of isndds 
which intersect at particular points, where more than one version is 
available, as is frequently the case, Schacht felt able to date many of 
his badïths. Noting that his methods, when applied to 'legal' badïths, 
carried him back to about the year AH 100 only, Schacht concluded that 
Islarnic legal thought had begun at that time- i.e. during the Umayyad 
period. 

For Schacht, therefore, Islamic 'legal' thought started from late 
Umayyad administrative or popular practice, elements of which it 
either endorsed, modified or rejected. But here, Schacht appends two 
general remarks. There are perceptible differences in doctrine between 
'the ancient schools of law'. These he would explain on the grounds 
that legal practice in the several parts of the Umayyad Empire was by 
no means uniform. This would reflect the fact that, during most of the 
Umayyad period, the administration of justice lay in the hands of the 
provincial govemors and, insofar as special judges were appointed, 
these were merely the agents of their govemors. Different officiais 
acting in different centres had dealt differently with similar questions. 
Second, 

although the dynasty and most of the Arab ruling class were 
Muslims, and although sorne elementary legal rules enacted in 
the Koran were more or less followed, the legal practice during 
the earlier part of the Umayyad period cannat yet be called 
Muhammadan law. Muhammadan law came into existence only 
through the application of Muhammadan jurisprudence to the 
raw material supplied by the practice. It will be shown that legal 
norms based on the Koran, which go beyond the most elemen
tary rules, were introduced into Muhammadan law almost 
invariably at a secondary stage.22 

As noted, Schacht chose to select his material from the (properly 
speaking) 'legal' sphere. This decision tended to channel his attention 
towards commercial, financial and fiscal questions affecting chiefly 
problems concemed with property, contract, sales, loans, revenue, 
exchange and the like. Doubtless, on matters of such severe practical
ity, it was legitimiate to anticipa te a role for local customary usage and 
also a lively central government interest which would manifest itself 
in the effects upon the 'practice' - and hence upon the discussions 
of the leamed - of official policy shifts announced in the issue of 
administrative and regulatory decrees. There remain the problems of 
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attribution (and hence of dating). In assigning the ongms of 
Muhammadan jurisprudence, which was to create Muhammadan law 
out of la te Umayyad practice, to the la ter part of the Umayyad period, 
Schacht would not wish to rule out the possibility that that practice 
contained earlier elements. This highlights his recognition that the 
dating of isnads is not the same as the dating of badïths. We have 
indicated earlier that the isnad itself was, at about this same time, still 
an innovation. 

Further, Schacht's references to Umayyad administrative or to 
popular 'practice' are always mere blunt assertion. Not one single 
instance of such presumptions has been substantiated. Ail are at
tended, and rightly, by 'perhaps', 'possibly', 'probably' or 'presumably'. 
He readily adroits that, in a number of places, the allegations by ShAfi'I 
and his scholarly adversaries that certain rulings had originated 
merely in the decisions of local govemors or their agents are patently 
part of regular inter-party polemic.23 What should be noted in ali such 
instances is that the intent underlying such allegations is always 
negative - that is, the decisions in question were merely those of 
individuals, and might not be regarded as part of the fabric of the 
Sunna. They had originated in ra'y, and were thus to be repudiated, 
certainly not endorsed. The decisions and the rulings based upon 
them, being man-made, had no place in a systematic exposition of the 
revealed law of God.In Islam, as Goldziher pointed out, ail aspects of 
public, business or private life should be regulated by laws recognised 
by religion. 

Of the countless issues which came within the purview of Islamic 
discussion, practical questions such as the level of weregeld applicable 
to various grades of persons; rates of taxation and determination of the 
classes of goods and property hable to taxation; the rules goveming the 
division and disposai of captured enemy chattels; the organisation and 
regulation of internai and extemal commerce, supervision of markets, 
control of weights, measures and priees, the conditions governing 
the validity of sales, loans and credit; the laws governing marriage, 
divorce, patemity, inheritances and the like, would clearly be of 
concern to those ruling over the community. But, as this was an 
Islamic community, and those governing it were Muslims, on what 
basis would they make their determinations; within what limits 
would they feel free to make such determinations, even without the 
constant surveillance of the community of believers and the unremit
ting vigilance of their (mostly self-appointed) religious and scholarly 
leaders? Govemments govem. On what basis did Islamic govemments 
govem? The fact that earl y caliphs are reported to have pronounced on 
a range of questions lends a veneer of plausibility to suggestions that 
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their reported decisions may be regarded as 'govemment decree' or 
'administrative practice'. The caliphs were themselves either surviving 
Companions of the Prophet, or Successors who had met and known 
contemporaries of the Prophet to whom had come the momentous 
revelations that had revolutionised their society. It also raises the 
thomy problem of attribution which Schacht has elsewhere con
fronted courageously. Y et, we have also already pointed out that his 
references to 'Umayyad administrative practice', or even to 'Umayyad 
popular practice' are only presumed, and linked to the attribution of 
this or that specifie measure to this or that specifie date or figure in the 
past. But, since Sunna means 'precedent', the practitioners of the study 
of the Sunna are perrnanently looking to the past, their gaze being 
necessarily and by definition retrospective. Schacht has himself 
clearly demonstrated the general emptiness of the attribution to par
ticular individuals of countless statements recorded in the Hadith. 
Why then accept attribution to Umayyad personages~ His mention of 
'Umayyad administrative practice' or of the 'Umayyad popular prac
tice' was the product of the 'isnad-barrier', the irnpossibility of tracing 
the badïths back beyond the beginning of the second century. This 
bears, as we have stated, upon the study of the attribution appended to 
the badïth, but not at aU upon the substantive material content of the 
badïth. Considerable achievements are thus to be registered against 
the names of Goldziher, who first boldly tackled the question of the 
'authenticity' of the lfadïth, and of Schacht, who fearlessly took up the 
issue of the 'attribution' of the l:ladïth. There remains the question of 
the 'origin' of this 8adïth. For Schacht has left unanswered the ques
tion of the ultimate origin of this 'Umayyad administrative practice' or 
of the 'Umayyad popular practice'- perhaps because he overlooked the 
wise caveat which he himself (like Goldziher before himl had issued. 
The 'practice' referred to by the Islamic scholars does not simply 
reflect the actual custom. It contains a theoretical or ideal element.24 

Schacht had elected to restrict his consideration to the (properly 
speakingl 'legal' sphere. Drawing his materials from a comparatively 
narrow segment of the vast available Fiqh record- a selection dictated 
largely by the Western conception of law - Schacht may well have 
denied himself the opportunity to conceive of Islamic 'legal' litera ture 
-more correctly, the Fiqh- as the documentary precipitation of what 
we earlier described as an 'academie exercise', a paper war whose raw 
materials had been supplied by the exegesis of a document, the Holy 
Quran. 

Again, like Goldziher before him, Schacht concentrated primarily 
upon conflicts in the sphere of the Sunna. His datum, like that of his 
great predecessor, was disagreement. His dissection of the content of 
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his hadiths, and especially of their isniids, culminated in the hypoth
esis that Umayyad 'practice' had fumished the raw materials for the 
studies of the Islamic jurists. The application of Muhammadan juris
prudence to these raw materials supplied by the practice had brougllt 
Muhammadan 'law' into existence. Schacht's inclination to minimise 
the role of the Quran in this creation may perhaps have been the 
consequence of his concentra ting heavily on a range of questions only 
very sketchily dealt with in the Quran. But what question is not dealt 
with only very sketchily in the Quran? This question goes to the very 
heart of the nature of the Sunna itself. It is true that the discussion of 
the questions pursued by Schacht developed mainly in the sphere of 
the Sunna. But, not only those questions- every question discussed in 
the Fiqh developed mainly in the Sunna. It must not be overlooked 
that, here, we speak of 'development'. That the Quran's reference to a 
topic may be perfunctory to the point of obscurity does not alter the 
fact that the Quran, in referring to the matter in the first place, 
initiated its discussion, throwing clown a challenge which no self
respecting scholar could refuse to take up. 

We have noted Schacht's references to the 'practice'. In his view, 
the Hadith discussion of problems paralleled- even originated in
sorne Umayyad practice. When on the other hand, the detailed discus
sion of one topic drawn from the law on marriage is accompanied in 
the Hadith by numerous references to the Quran, including frequent 
appeals to the so-called 'variant reading' (in reality, mere! y a sub-form 
of variant hadith) of a relevant Quran verse, said to have been shared 
by severa! major figures of the Companion generation, thus placing 
beyond ali doubt the Quranic origin of this particular dispute, 
Schacht's insistence upon the 'practice' makes him here presume an 
ancient Arab institution. That the 'practice' in question has been 
linked with one of the sources bestows, for Schacht, 'reality' upon the 
'practice'; since the source mentioned is the Quran, the 'practice' must 
be pre-Islamic and it must be 'sanctioned' by the Quran.25 He appar
ently deems it unnecessary to submit the hadiths in this case, and 
especially their isnads, to the kind of searching scrutiny which he 
elsewhere applies so fruitfully to the hadiths employed as weapons in 
other debates which rage around what precise! y constitutes the Sunna. 

Schacht's most valuable contribution to our knowledge focused 
upon 'legal' theory, or Islamic jurisprudence. So far as the role be
stowed upon the Sunna in the development of that theory is con
cemed, his work is unlikely for the foreseeable future to be equalled. lt 
is improbable that it will be surpassed, especially in regard to the 
problem of attribution, where he showed a masterly grasp of his 
materials. If we imagine that we have detected a weakness in 
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Schacht's study, this is because his very concentration on only one 
series of documents, the Sunna, contrasts so strongly with the proce
dures adopted by the scholars engaged in the actual creation of the 
Fiqh. Those men leave their reader in no doubt that they were simulta
neously having to cope with two series of documents, since they saw 
themselves (and frequently to their considerable embarrassment) hav
ing to take account of two sources: the Quran and the Sunna. Schacht 
discussed the role of the Quran in the evolution of Islamic 'law' only 
very briefly, and again from the angle of the development of legal 
theory. Failing to extend his penetrating insight on matters of attribu
tion (isnad) to the Quranic element of these Islamic discussions, he 
inclined to restrict consideration of the contents of the revelation and 
to minimise the pressure that they may well have exerted on the 
thinking of the Muslim savants. 

Schacht presents the evolution of the Fiqh as proceeding within a 
literary tradition to be placed within a framework of 'law'-creation, 
whose starting point was actual historical custom and practice. 

Islam was the most literate culture in the Middle Ages, and the 
following studies will suggest the possible alternative of placing the 
same lengthy literary tradition within a framework almost wholly 
exegetical in inspiration. The search for an answer to the 'origin' of the 
Sunna must involve the study of badïths which agree, as well as 
badïths which disagree, and seek to identify a common factor underly
ing both types. lt will be suggested that that common factor was the 
obscurity of the Quran's expression which provoked a human determi
nation to unlock its secrets. 
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The Mission of the Prophet 

For twenty-three years, AD 610-32, the Prophet Muhammad, already 
forty years old at the time of his call, attempted to gain a hearing for a 
waming and a promise. The waming was one of impending doom; the 
promise, life everlasting. Tirelessly, he preached a programme of 
religious and social reform in a mission which falls neatly into two 
phases: the Makkan period and the hijra. 

THE MAKKAN PERIOD 

In the face of general indifference, the earlier, Makkan period, AD 610-
22, was a comparative failure. Engaged in importing rare, luxury goods 
from Africa and the Far East and re-exporting them to the rich markets 
of the north, his peers were much tao preoccupied with the business of 
amassing profits to have time for far-fetched preachings about the 
perils of an imminent Judgement Day when each man would be 
stemly judged on the record of his daily activities and then be assigned 
either to an etemal life of inexpressible bliss, or to an unending 
existence of indescribable misery and pain. It was not that they had to 
be convinced of the existence of God. 1 They already believed in a 
creation and a Creator, but this was something dating back to sorne 
distant past and was of no real significance for their busy daily 
routines. He who had created the earth and all its inhabitants, and the 
skies above with ali their stars and planets, was tao distant a figure to 
concem himself with the warehouses and the counting-houses of 
Makka and tao far removed for any present-day communication to be 
conceivable. Wh y would He suddenly wish to communicate now; and, 
supposing He did, why with Makka; and would He not in any case 
have chosen sorne more prominent citizen than the obscure and 
scarcely noteworthy Muhammad?2 

Over the generations, intermediary figures had been inserted be
tween the too-remote Creator and men. If properly propitiated and 
their intercession won, they might speak to Gad and He might be 
prepared to listen and remove sorne sudden natural disaster or the 
more personal misfortune of a deterioration in trading conditions. The 
hazy notion had grown up that certain heavenly beings, 'the daughters 
of Gad', could be won over by offerings of rich sacrifices brought to 
them at the periodic ceremonies held in their honour at a number of 
shrines in or near the towns and other trading-posts of Arabia. Meas
ures needed also to be taken to placate other supematural beings that 
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hovered around unseen, ready to work mischief on a man's health or 
that of his offspring or of the draught animais on which he depended 
for his livelihood. A class of specialists were in communication with 
these spirits and, if consulted, could convey messages from them on 
the probable outcome of a proposed commercial undenaking, or advise 
on how to remedy the infertility of a wife or of a valuable beast. By a 
combination of natural temperament and acquired skills, the seers and 
soothsayers were able to relay to those bearing gifts relevant oracles 
provided by familiars who, being spirits, could loiter near and eaves
drop upon the deliberations and decisions of the Heavenly Council. 
This they regularly did, at the risk of being detected and pelted with 
shooting-stars by the ever-vigilant celestial guards.3 

Measures also had frequently to be taken to propitiate a host of jinn, 
ifrits and hobgoblins that entered houses by night to annoy the inhab
itants by ovenurning pots, spoiling stored food, turning the milk in the 
jug or the udder sour, stirring the embers of unguarded fires or upset
ting lamps, and causing serious damage or even loss of life.4 These 
demons could also be recruited by an enemy to use their powers to 
upset an individual's health or cause miscarriages. One had to be on 
guard constant! y against their malevolence, as one had to be aware of 
the dangers of the evil eye that could be applied by jealous neighbour or 
business competitor.5 Religion did thus have serious repercussions on 
everyday living. But it affected only this life. There was only this life. 
On his death, a man sirnply ceased living and all existence ended.6 The 
best that one could hope to do, therefore, was to avoid the multiple 
dangers that surround one in life and, by energy, ingenuity and guile, 
make for oneself and one's household as com.fortable and prosperous a 
living as one could contrive. 

For other difficulties, the encroachment of powerful neighbours, 
undue pressure from greedy competitors, or quarrels and disputes 
leading to physical violence, a man had the backing and support of his 
clan, ready to close ranks and act in solidarity to protect the life, limb 
and propeny or the honour of its members, who shared and gloried in 
a common ancestry. Any threat or insult to a clan member would be 
met by the concened act of the entire clan, which would spring to his 
defence, offering advocacy and negotiation if that were sufficient, but 
armed intervention if it were not. Each clan member was conscious of 
the benefit of belonging to a body that would provide its most out
standing orators to plead every argument in his favour and would not 
hesita te to avenge insult or injury to one of its own number. It was not 
at all necessary to identify the culprit. Action against any member of 
the offender's clan would satisfy honour, while the certainty of wider 
consequences and dread of a prolonged inter-clan feud would cause 
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older heads on both sides to press for a negotiated settlement and 
cessation of hostile action, even if that meant restraint of a clan 
member, should he be judged to have acted intemperately. The wilder, 
more reckless spirit could usually be contained by the mere threat to 
withdraw the clan's protection. In the extreme cases in which an 
undisciplined clansman was expelled from the clan, that was as good 
as a dea th sentence, since no-one else owed him the duty of protection. 
The outlaw was truly exposed, since ail could assault, even kill him 
with impunity. Such clan-centred thinking proved infertile soil for 
Mn]Jammad's concept of an afterlife and judgment seat before which 
each individual was alone answerable for his every act. 

The Makkans had difficulty in taking Mu]Jammad seriously. He 
had already spent a lifetime among them without showing any signs of 
the clairvoyance which he now appeared to be claiming to possess. 7 

They saw him as a modera tel y prosperous merchant, one of their own 
kind. What he now alleged about an afterlife was to them a clear 
absurdity. All knew that life is snuffed out by death. In a short time, 
the buried corpse decomposes and crumbles to dust. It was mere 
madness to suggest to hard-headed businessmen that sorne sort of trial 
could be held at which the arraigned was a handful of dust indistin
guishable from the din in which it lay and with which it would saon 
merge. Mouldering bones bad never been seen to rise again from the 
grave.8 Nor did it forward his cause to threaten that at my moment 
God m.ight overtum their city by earthquake, or consume it with fire 
sent down from the sky. Well might he try frightening the women md 
children with his chilling tales of long-ago floods that bad engulfed 
mm and beast, save for the few invited to embark in a ship constructed 
just intime; or of the sea paning to allow the passage of Israelites and 
their prophet-leader, only to close over the armed might of Egypt. 
Those and the rest of his stories were old wives' tales, fables that had 
been repeated un til they had now lost their power to scare grown men.9 

If Mu]Jammad really believed in the rising of dead bodies mouldered to 
dust, let him provide a demonstration. He should produce sorne of the 
mcestors so that they could be questioned about conditions beyond 
this life. If he really feared that Gad was about to rain down fire md 
brimstone wiping out ail of Makka, but for Mu]Jammad and the few 
deluded creatures who followed him, he could convince the more 
intelligent by praying to his God to mount a brief demonstration.10 His 
talk about messages coming from Heaven would be more convincing if 
he could be seen actually mounting up to Heaven and bringing down a 
parchment that men could touch md feel, examine the script and read 
with their own eyes.11 

Mu]Jarnmad was regarded as not merely disordered. He was probably 
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also dangerous. His subtly crahed versions of the stories of the proph
ets of old usually showed them as demanding obedience to themselves 
as a sign of true beüef.11 In his public preaching, Muhammad always 
contrived to extend the same moral to include himself. He claimed to 
be a prophet and alleged that God invariably demands obedience to 
the commands and prohibitions of His prophet and to nobody else, 
promising rich rewards to those who believe and threatening the 
destruction of those who do not believe and who defy the prophet to do 
his worst. This daim to be a prophet and the demand for obedience to 
himself suggested that Muhammad had social and political aspirations 
in addition to - indeed, arising from - his religious reflections. That 
could threaten the balance of social and political forces that Makkan 
society had by now achieved. His denunciations of the commercial 
ethos as materialistic, ungodly and self-centred, and his accusations 
that it subordinated all other considerations to the detriment of the 
welfare of allless fortunate members of society, was mere humbug. 

What kept the city fed, if not the industry of its merchants? ln its 
barren, rocky valley, where agriculture was totally inconceivable, 
what kept the city alive, if not its commerce and its enterprise? Makka 
and its inhabitants could not have survived if its merchants, bankers 
and investors had not had the courage to take risks with their capital. 
Without its energy and the deserved rewards of hard work, Makka 
would not have enjoyed the high reputation that its citizens had won 
among the Arabs. To criticise these efforts and their results was 
nothing but ingratitude. Muhammad's talk was dangerous and simply 
fed the dissatisfaction of the feckless and the less enterprising, as 
witness his pemicious notion that those who believed in him were all 
equal in the eyes of his God. His preaching implied also that the noble 
ancestors of the clan, including his own parents and grandparents, 
languished in Hell, not having had the advantage of hearing his mes
sage, and that all who paid hamage to other supematural beings 
besides God would be etemally damned. These were gross insults to 
the pride and honour of the tribe that ought not to go unpunished. 

Faced with growing hostility in his own community, Muhammad 
attempted to interest the citizens of a nearby settlement in his wam
ings and promises, only to be met with a similar lofty aloofness in their 
chiefs and the stones and insults of the mob. So bleak seemed the 
prospect that he encouraged a group of his followers to set sail and seek 
refuge in the neighbouring Christian Kingdom of Ethiopia, in the hope 
that there they might find the freedom to live in peace and to worship 
God undisturbed by daily insult and prejudice. 

The final blow that almost drained Muhammad of hope and which 
heralded the end of his Makkan mission was the near-simultaneous 
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deaths of his uncle, the chief of the clan under whose protection he bad 
hitherto been safe, and of his wife. The Lady Khad.Ija bad been fifteen 
years his senior when, at the age of twenty-five, he bad wed ber. 
Perhaps the first to believe in Muhammad's cali, she bad stoutly stood 
by him and borne his children, and he remained monogamously faith
fui to ber as long as she remained alive. Although he bad never 
consented to convert, the uncle, Abü Talib, bad fulfilled his duty to his 
nephew as clan chief. He was, however, now to be replaced by a new 
chief who had never hidden his hostility to Muhammad, whom he 
regarded as an incorrigible and dangerous impostor. 

God moves in a mysterious way. Shortly after suffering this double 
tragic loss, Muhammad found himself being approached by representa
tives of several clans from a township to the north who bad arrived to 
participate in the religions ri tuais associated with the annual pilgrim
age to the ancient temple of Makka. Having beard, or at !east heard of, 
his passionately-held beliefs, these men thought that they might find 
in Muhammad a solution to their political and civil disorder. Unlike 
Makka, with its comparative! y homogeneous population, the majority 
of whom were members of a single tribe, Quraysh, the other township, 
Yathrib, had been settled by elements of unrelated clans belonging to a 
number of different tribes and, in consequence, was regularly dis
turbed by quarrels and disputes over land-ownership and water rights 
which led not only to private vendettas but also to periodic bouts of 
more general blood-letting. No single grouping bad ever bad the 
strength or the numbers to gain an undisputed victory, so the pattern 
of alliances between the clans was constantly changing. Uncertainty, 
instability and fear threatened the en tire economie and politicallife of 
the community. 

Since several of the Yathrib clans were Jewish, the members of the 
delegations sent to interview Muhammad may well have been more 
familiar with, and hence more responsive to, his ideas and idiom than 
the heathen Makkans had proved. His thinking and vocabulary may 
have resembled part of what they could already have heard from their 
Jewish neighbours. Certainly, when scoffed at by his own people for 
suggesting that God made a habit of sending messengers, revealing 
books for prophets to recite to their listeners, it bad been the Jews 
whom Muhammad suggested they consult. 13 They should ask those 
who already possessed their own scriptures whether what he alleged 
was true or false. The People of the Book, he was confident, would 
confirm his claims. 

This Yathrib delegation had come seeking a wholly disinterested 
outside party to undertake to propose impartial solutions to the num
erous causes of dispute and division rending their community. To 
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invite any outsider to act in such a capacity would be to expose him 
and anyone who chose to accompany him to the gravest persona! 
danger. In a tribally-organised society where a man feels safe only 
within the reach of his own blood kin-group, he dare not venture 
beyond the radius of its protection, as no-one else owes him the duty of 
protection. What was suggested to Muhammad amounted to what 
nowadays would be called 'defection'. It was only during the sacred 
pilgrimage season, when there was a strict traditional taboo on the 
shedding of blood, and only within the sacred enclave around the 
Makkan temple, where there was a strict traditional taboo on carrying 
weapons, that the Yathrib delegation had ventured to seek out 
Muhammad. He, for his part, would have to demand and be assured of 
obtaining the most solemn and binding undertakings to protect life, 
limb and property for himself and for any of his followers who agreed 
to accompany him, before he could contemplate considering the invi
tation to go to Yathrib. Following detailed consultations with the 
leaders of the clans at Yathrib, the delegation were at length empow
ered in their further negotiations with Muhammad, which spanned 
several pilgrimage seasons, to offer Muhammad the guarantees that he 
and his followers needed. It was thus agreed that they would be 
protected, but only within the boundaries of Yathrib.I• They had to 
devise for themselves the means of getting there. 

Followipg prayer and grave consideration, and having put the matter 
in secret to his own small following, Muhammad took his momentous 
decision. It was true that the atmosphere towards himself had altered 
with the coming of a new clan chief; yet he had now to carry responsi
bility for asking his followers to renounce clan and tribal affiliation, 
abandon home, relatives and property and, placing their trust only in 
an unseen God, set out on the perilous ten-day journey, e:xposed 
throughout each of the 200 miles to the constant danger of being 
overtaken and attacked by Makkan or stranger with complete impunity. 

THE HIJRA 

The defection from Makka occurred in AD 622, and the event came to 
be regarded in later generations not merely as an act of unprecedented 
faith and courage but also, from its results, as marking the true 
beginning of the realisation of the Prophet's God-given mission. It was 
for these reasons that, in a later time, perceiving the extreme signifi
cance of the event, the Muslims selected the year in which 
Muhammad had quit Makka for Yathrib to be the fust year of the 
calendar of the new Islamic dispensation: AD 622 becarne AH 1. 15 

Having safely reached Yathrib without misadventure, the Prophet 
arranged for his followers to be accommodated in the homes of his new 
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Yathrib sympathisers. For the help and hospitality that they offered 
the refugee Prophet, they would henceforth be known as the Helpers, 
the An$iir. The Makkans accompanying Muhammad and sharing with 
him the renunciation of home and family, the bijra, would be known 
henceforth as the Muhajirün. Between these two groups, Muhammad 
formed a formai bond of brotherhood: ali together would henceforth be 
'believers', muslims, those who had thrown their very lives into the 
safekeeping of their God and had subordinated their persona! wills to 
the wishes of the Prophet. 

Promptly addressing the problems which had brought him, he 
issued a series of decrees constituting the different groups within the 
township, including the new immigrants and the severa! Jewish clans, 
a single, exclusive community, or umma. 16 Each of the groups would 
continue to regula te its own affairs under its own chieftain on the basis 
of its own clan tradition, but relations with other, outside communi
ties and questions of war and peace were retained in Muhammad's 
hands. Against ail externat threats to Yathrib, the newly-established 
federation would react with one voice and with one hand. In the same 
way, united action would meet any internai breach of the general 
peace, while quarrels and disputes between the clans forming the new 
union would be referred to God, through his representative, 
Muhammad. From the outset, it would appear that his determination 
to reserve to himself sole control of external relations may have had 
chief! y the Makkans in mind, while it equally obviated the old dangers 
of divided loyalties that had plagued the Yathrib clans. lt is, however, 
the case that the texts of these decrees, which are one of the two sets of 
contemporary documents to have reached us, specifically prohibit ali 
members of the federation from offering protection, aid or comfort to 
any Makkan orto any of his property. 

Muhammad's new responsibilities offered him the opportunity to 
demonstrate that, in addition to his religious interests, he possessed 
considerable political and diplomatie skills. His band of Makkan 
followers had arrived at Yathrib with neither possessions nor immedi
a te prospects. The generous hospitality shown them by their hosts had 
been essential in the first days of their new life, but it was clearly 
advisable that it be drawn on for the shortest time possible. Resent
ment might sooner rather than later arise spontaneously from their 
novel additional burden, or be fostered by those with political aspira
tions and interests not wholly sympathetic to the arrivai of 
Muhammad and his group. That had thwarted sorne ambitions, and 
bittemess could create an atmosphere inimical to the Prophet's activi
ties and plans, threatening the promising start that he had made in his 
role of peacemaker. 
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Yathrib lay astride the trade routes linking Makka with its lucrative 
northem markets. Ta provide an immediate means of incarne for his 
supporters, Muhammad organised them into small raiding parties and 
set them ta intercepting and plundering the caravans of the rich 
Makkan trading-houses. Early success seemed ta vindicate the policy, 
while Mu))ammad exploited each successful foray as evidence of divine 
support and approval of his claims to represent the will of Heaven. By 
a combination of raiding and trading in the Yathrib markets, his 
associa tes saon made themselves independent of their generous hosts. 
The Prophet made astute propaganda use of these initial successes, 17 

taunting the unbelieving Makkans and, beyond them, addressing also 
the leaders of those Arabian tribes with whom the Makkans had built, 
over generations of skilful negotiation, a network of mutual non· 
aggression and co-prosperity ties. He wooed Arab onlookers and aimed 
to win them over eventually to his side in the struggle against Makka 
that must come. 

The arrivai of Muhammad and the Muhàjirüm had not been univer
sally welcomed at Yathrib. But so desperate had been the situation 
preceding his invitation that those who looked ta him for the resolu
tion of age-old instability would not long brook political manoeuvring 
or dissident grumbling that he was leading them into a war that was 
entirely of his making and served only his ends. The internai opposi
tion, of which we hear something, was not organised, was indifferently 
led, lacked clear alternative policies and proved no match in any case 
for Muharnmad's iron determination, acuteness of political sensitivity 
and clarity of vision. Nor did it match the wholehearted backing 
which he received from his Makkan group, who shared his perilous 
exile and who had no other focus for their loyalties. The Prophet's faith 
in his call was absolute, and bad already been demonstrated by his 
stubbom persistence in publicly proclaiming it throughout twelve 
barren years at Makka. Allied to the strength that Muhammad had 
found to continue in Makka, ta an unshakeable faith in the rightness 
of his claims and of his cause and to the courage and determination 
that he showed to bring it to a successful conclusion was his practised 
talent for persuasion. These qualities made Muhammad a magnetic 
leader and a formidable manipulator of situations. 

When scoffed at for claiming to receive guidance and regular corn· 
munications from Heaven, he had appealed, in confirmation of his 
claims, to the information already in the bands of the Jews. At first, 
that had been a general abstract riposte restricted to the question of the 
historical fact of prophethood and of revelation, of which he now 
alleged that his mission was the continuation and renewal. Arriving at 
Yathrib with the guarantees won by his tireless negotiations, he began 
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in his new surroundings on reasonably satisfactory political ground. 
The early decrees which he had issued had included the Jewish clans in 
the political undertakings by which he had bound the numerous clans 
to his own émigré group. The recognition of the traditions of the clans 
included, in the case of the Jews, freedom to continue their religious 
practices. If, in addition to these political undertakings, Muhammad 
entertained hopes that in the religious aspect of his activity he would 
soon be joined and supported by the Jews when they saw the similari
ties between his beliefs and their own, he was soon to be disabused. 
The leaders of the Jewish groups, no less than the leaders of other 
groups, especially those opposed to his arrivai, regarded him with 
suspicion as an unwelcome intruder into their society. 

Together with the texts of the agreements already mentioned, the 
texts of the Holy Quran complete the only body of documents to have 
reached us from the days of Muhammad. The latter consist of the 
transcripts of Mubammad's public statements and preaching in both 
periods of his mission. During the course of each of the two phases, in 
addition to the instruction given by the Prophet on the significance of 
hurnan actions both for the life of society in this world and for the 
persona} fate of the individual in the next, the objections raised by his 
audiences and the responses to their mockery or arguments suggested 
by God are ali recorded. Preserved both by being memorised by the 
faithful and by being instantly recorded in writing at the Prophet's 
order, the texts provide the onlooker with a window onto the progress 
of the mission, its reception and the changing relations between 
Mubammad and a variety of audiences. ln the recension in our bands 
today, the texts have not been organised in the chronological order of 
their delivery. But, insofar as his relations with the Jews are concemed, 
this is compensated for in that many of the passages are addressed 
directly to 'the sons of Israel', orto 'the People of the Book'. From such 
sections, a graduai transition may be detected from a feeling of warm 
relatedness, through a growing impatience with carping criticism, to a 
devastating series of angry denunciations culminating in the bril
liantly simple and telling solution to the embarrassing conundrum 
that those to whom appeal had so often been made for confirmation of 
the reality of prophethood proved the most stubbom in not recognising 
the reality of Mubammad's Prophethood. This was the accusation that 
the realisation that their power was waning and being placed in the 
bands of others had tempted the religious authorities of the Jews to 
withhold the vital information that the appearance of the Prophet 
Muhammad had been foretold in the texts of their own scriptures.18 

From envy and rancour at the realisation that God grants authority to 
whom He pleases, and withdraws it from whom He pleases, they 
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denied that there were any such texts in their sacred Book. Since the 
God who is informing Muhammad of this treachery is the same God 
who had written the previous scriptures, who is more to be believed
the author, or the rabbis who find they must now take second place in 
God's plans to His latest prophet? 

In this latest act of revelation, the Quran, God insists that 
Mul)ammad is indeed His Prophet and His spokesman, sent to renew 
the mercy of divine communication and to rid the religion of men 
of all unwarranted accretions to which, in the intervals between 
prophets, revelation tends historically to be exposed when left in the 
keeping of humans. In His former revelations and especially in the 
Covenant which He had exchanged with Israel, God had formally 
bound His previous prophets, in the name of their congregations, to 
expect the coming of subsequent prophets and, on their appearance, to 
acknowledge and proclaim them before all men.19 Both in the Tora and 
in the Gospel, God had formally announced the coming of this latest 
prophet, who would also be God's last prophet to Earth.20 If the rabbis 
challenged this, they did so wittingly and from base motives. They 
would have chosen to deny the Covenant, although God had chosen 
the Jews above all others to be His people and the repository of His 
most holy Word. 

A detailed record of their national history presented in the Quran is 
designed to demonstrate how often previously and how far they had 
fallen below the standard of faithful fulfilment of their side in the 
Covenant.21 Those who most loudly boast the greatness of Moses had 
regularly treated even him and the office which he represented with 
contempt. Today they no longer consult the Tora which had been 
granted them. They prefer instead to apply a book that they them
selves had concocted for the sake of the paltry income that it brought 
them, thrusting the Book of God out of sight behind their backs, as 
though they had never beard of it.22 In effect, they rejected Moses. 
They rejected Christ. It should surprise no-one that they rejected 
Muhammad, since they reject any prophet who does not agree to 
sanction their cynical attitudes. In rejecting Muhammad, they eleva te 
him into very noble company- the company into which God through 
His mercy had admitted Mul)ammad. The Prophet's consolation lay in 
God's informing him that those to whom God does not wish weil, He 
renders deaf, blind and quite incapable of recognising a true prophet 
when they hear and see him. Those who believe and follow this, His 
latest prophet, are the new chosen of God for whom He created His 
paradise. 

Makkan reaction to Muhammad's interference with trade, slow at 
first, began to gather pace. Much was at stake. The mounting casualties 
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and growing financialloss were grievous. Equally important was the 
effect that the harrying of their trade had on the reputation and 
political and religious prestige of their city, while their disgruntled 
Arab partners and the uncommitted tribes looked on the struggle and 
wondered what the outcome might be. 

Yathrib had initially pledged itself ta defend Muhammad and 
protect his group only within the confines of their township. The rich 
prizes won in his early successes brought fresh recruits ta his force 
from the Yathribites themselves, greatly improving the potential ta 
intensify what the Quran began to project as the struggle between the 
party of Gad and the forces of infidelity.23 Every success enharrced the 
Prophet's power and prestige and increased the attractiveness of the 
'cause of God'. Setbacks could be blamed on the people who were not 
yet sufficiently persuaded of Muhammad's claims, who, lacking faith, 
hesitated to give him total control over their lives and their re
sources.14 He had assigned to himself, it will be remembered, sole 
prerogative to determine when to make war and when to call a halt to 
hostilities arrd offer peace. As, in a short time, the enmity between the 
Prophet and the Makkans blossomed, as the pessimists at Y athrib said 
it must, into full-scale war between the two cities, to question the 
wisdom of Muhammad's policies not merely called for outstanding 
courage but could be represented as treason or, even worse, as defiance 
of the will of Gad Himself. In the circumstances, the voices of dissent 
grew weaker un til they were beard no more. 

Three major confrontations between Makka and Yathrib had punc
tuated the continuing armed raids on trading caravans. The first, 
unexpected clash between the forces of the two sides ended in a 
crushing defeat for the Makkan force. Following the encounter, 
Muhammad used his followers, flushed with victory, to expel one 
whole clan of Jews from the town, on the grounds that they bad given 
inadequate support ta the Prophet's campaign.25 The second meeting 
of the two sides led to a defeat of Muhammad's army, content with 
which the Makkan force withdrew, failing to follow up their advan
tage. A second Jewish clan was now forced out of Yathrib.16 Realising 
their former error, the Makkans mounted a third, more darrgerous 
campaign, besieging Yathrib to try to starve it into submission and 
finish Muhammad and his allies once and for alP7 The Prophet had 
had the foresight ta gather in the harvest before the enemy arrived, 
leaving them with no fodder for their animals, while the population, 
with plenty of supplies and water, sat behind the heavy fortifications, 
which proved too strong for the Makkans to overcome. Differences 
and arguments among the Makkans and between them and their allies 
led to long periods of military inactivity, un til, growing bored with the 
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en tire enterprise, group after group of Makka's Arab contingents with
drew from their camp and went home. ln the end, the Makkans 
themselves, realising the failure of their plan, abandoned the siege and 
returned to Makka. Alleging that, in this hour of Yathrib's greatest 
peril, his Jewish opponents had been in treacherous communication 
with the enemy, Muhammad urged the elimination of the last remain
ing sizeable Jewish clan. The males were executed and the females and 
children sold off into slavery.18 The embarrassment of Jewish opposi
tion to the Prophet that could not be overcome by intellectual argu
ment was thus finally silenced by military violence. As the last 
remnants of Jewish opposition were extinguished, there faded at last 
also the last shreds of internai opposition to Muhammad. 

Six years of warfare had failed to resolve matters effectively be
tween Muhammad and Makka. New policies in both the political and 
the religious aspects of the Prophet's mission seemed to be called for. 
The Makkans had regarded Muhammad's teaching among them as 
consisting largely of matter alien to their culture and tradition. It has 
also been suggested that the astute merchants had feared the diminu
tion of additional revenues that had accrued to the town from the 
annual influx of pilgrims to Makka's ancient temple and the surround
ing shrines, with a corresponding reduction in the transactions at the 
trade fairs associated with the sacred period, should Mubammad's 
denunciation of their goddesses and religious rites lead to the abandon
ment of the old religion and its cult. 

Mubammad's severe reaction to the opposition of the Yathrib Jews 
marks the outward sign of his final dissociation with their tradition, 
which he had not been able to exploit. Their stubbom failure to rally to 
his support showed that they had failed to preserve the apostolic 
tradition in its true form.ln the time after Moses and Aaron, they must 
have betrayed the Law. The Quran speaks reverently of Christ and of a 
few who had remained faithful to his teaching. But, for the rest, the 
main body of the Christians had shown themselves no less guilty than 
the Jews. The Christian doctrine of the sonhood of Christ was an 
absurd blasphemy. It was as perverse as the Jewish belief in the 
sonhood of 'Uzayr, while the Christian belief in 'three' was no advance 
on the misguided Makkan faith in 'the daughters of God'.19 It was 
nonsense to speak of God's offspring when it was clear to all that the 
Deity had no consort.30 

To strip away these false and unworthy ideas that men had devel
oped conceming God, it would be necessary to overstep the accretions 
and distortions of centuries and reach back to the revelations granted 
to and exemplified in the blameless lives of the great patriarchs. 
Supreme among them had been the prime monotheist Abraham, 'who 
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had been neither Christian nor Jew' but heroic protagonist of simple, 
pure, unadulterated belief in the oneness and the singleness of God.31 

That stout champion of the uniqueness and the unicity of God had 
never once, whatever torment and torture was visited upon his person, 
wavered in his belief in and total submission to the will of the one, 
true, only living God. Abraham's obedience to God had known no 
bounds. He had demonstrated as much by his preparedness to sacrifice 
his own son when challenged to give proof of his faith and trust.31 

Abraham had been the common ancestor of Jew and Arab. His eldest 
son, who immediately submitted to his father's report that he had 
been invited to offer hlm upas a holy sacrifice and, indeed, urged his 
heartbroken parent to do as he had been asked, permitting himself to 
be trussed up and offering his throat to the knife, bad been redeemed 
by a grateful Deity and spared to father the Arab race.33 He had been 
settled by his father in the valley of Makka where, on arrivai, he had 
assisted his father in the foundation and construction of the first 
temple on earth dedicated to the exclusive worship of the one, true, 
living God. The Ka'ba, the ancient 'house of God', still stood in the 
valley bottom.:w Isma'il, with his father, had instituted the ancient 
ri tuais and ceremonies of the pilgrimage that should hereafter be made 
each year. It was to the Ka'ba that the Prophet, in eamest of his final 
break with the Jews, ordered his followers to tum and face as they 
performed the daily ri tuai prayers35 That has the additional merit that, 
to do so, it is necessary to tum one's back on Jerusalem, the direction 
traditionally faced by the Jews. 

The policies pursued throughout the previous six years were sud
denly reversed. Ail efforts to modernise the biblical religions were 
abandoned. The Arabs were supplied with a new national myth, and 
the religion of Islam was set on the firmer ground of reviving the 
ancient, simple, strict monotheism of Abraham. In a move to effect a 
rapprochement with the city of his birth, Muhammad made it publicly 
known that the rites of the ancient pilgrimage to Makka were hence
forward to be incorporated into the growing system of religious prac
tice of Islam. 

Moving on Makka at the head of some 1,400 followers, he announced 
his intent to perform an 'umra, or visitation to pay his respects to the 
owner of the ancient bouse. The Makkans hesitated to permit their 
arch-enemy to enter the town, knowing that the eyes of Arabia were 
keenly watching to see what would happen. The Arabs would con
elude that he was now grown so powerful that Muhammad could 
move wherever he pleased, even into the Makkan capital itself, when 
it suited hlm. The Makkans managed to delay Muhammad and draw 
hlm into prolonged negotiations. They eventually saved face and 
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preserved peace by offering the Muslims entry into the city the follow
ing year, but only for three days. The main clauses of the agreement 
hammered out between the two sides included the suspension of ail 
warlike activities for ten years and permission ta third parties ta 
accede ta the agreement by declaring their alliance with the side of 
their choice. Certain provisions of this treaty caused sorne dissatisfac
tion in Mul:lammad's camp. One was the Makkans' stubbom refusai ta 
accord ta Muhammad the dignity of 'the Prophet of Gad', sa that he 
was obliged ta sign the treaty in his usual style, 'Muhammad, son of 
'Abdallah'. One clause recognised the right of anyone at Yathrib ta 
retum and resume residence and full citizen's rights at Makka with no 
right on the part of Mul:lamm.ad ta seek ta retain him. Any persan, 
however, leaving Makka to join Muhammad at Yathrib without the 
consent of his family and clan must be returned forthwith ta Makka on 
request. Despite this vexations clause which would be honoured in the 
breach, Mul:lammad might well feel content with the outcome of his 
negotiations. Sorne of his followers thought he bad been bested by his 
enemy, but the fact spoke for itself. Under the gaze of Arabia, 
Muhammad bad manoeuvred the Makkans into treating him as a 
political equal, which was victory enough for the moment.36 

As provided for, the tribes in the region now began ta ally with 
either Makka or Muhammad for protection in the final struggle that 
must yet come. Ta assuage sorne of the criticisms among his own 
party and, perhaps, occupy them with other things, Muhammad by
passed his base on the return journey and led his force ta besiege and 
reduce the neighbouring Jewish seulement at Khaybar. This was the 
first land acquired by Islam, its fust 'foreign conquest', and the terms 
agreed between Mul:lammad and the Jews of Khaybar would continue 
ta interest the scholars for several generations. The Prophet is said ta 
have accepted the Jewish proposai that they be allowed ta retain 
possession of their land and ta continue ta cultiva te it agâinst payment 
ta Mul:lammad of an annual tribute of half the produce. It is also 
emphasised in the relevant accounts of this agreement that it bad set 
no time-limit on this arrangement . 

The following year, the Muslims were led back ta Makka ta per
form the 'umra provided for in the treaty. It is called in the sources 
'umrat al-qacja', 'the "made-up" 'umra', or 'umrat al-qacjiyya, 'the 
'umra mentioned in the treaty', according ta whether the scholars 
viewed it as the obligatory 'making-up' of the abortive 'umra of the 
previous year, or merely the fulfilment of a politically negotiated 
bargain. That it spited the Makkans is also one interpretation of the 
alternative name, 'umrat al-qi$d$(the tit-for-tat 'umra). 

Shortly aher the 'umra bad been thus consecrated as a valid Islamic 
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act of worship, one group that had in the interim allied with Makka 
treacherously attacked a second group that had declared for 
Muhammad. Despite desperate Makkan diplomatie attempts to con· 
ciliate the Prophet, he chose to interpret the incident as a deliberate 
challenge to the treaty and so as a casus belli. Last minute appeals from 
Makkan leaders failed to appease him. The most that he would con
cede was that no-one who remained indoors and offered no resistance 
would come to harm when he marched into the city. 

Only eight years after the Prophet had given up ali hope of winning 
his native city by preaching, he made himself its master in a vinually 
bloodless military conquest.37 Summoning the city elders and clan 
chiefs, he magnanimously confirmed them in office and pleaded for 
their willing cooperation. Within weeks, he found himself at the head 
of a joint Makkan-Muslim army in a desperate and finally successful 
defence of the city against a great, armed Arab confederation.38 Once 
more, rouch vocal dissatisfaction greeted Muhammad's generous 
treatment of his la test defeated en emy. He is portrayed as silencing the 
outcry that this latest show of magnanim.ity provoked by promising 
the people from Yathrib that he proposed to retum with them and 
continue to make his home among them. He is reported as telling 
them: 'These people may have been given the spoils of battle - mere 
baubles of this world's wealth. Does it not please you that you are 
taking home with you the prophet of God?'39 From now on, we should 
become accustomed to referring to Yathrib by its new, proud title, 
Madinat al-nabl, the seat of the Prophet of God-in short, Madina. 

The year AH 9 was occupied with the usual show of force to overawe 
the Arab tribes and with the reception of delegations sent in by other 
tribes to profess allegiance to Muhammad and receive instructions as 
to the rights conferred and the obligations incurred by offering fealty to 
the prophet. 00 Hitheno, it would appear that what had been expected 
of the tribes making terrns with Madina was rather more than neutral
ity, if somewhat less than conversion- islam, submission, rather than 
Iman. total commitment. They undertook not to aid and comfort the 
enemies of Muhammad and to be prepared, when called upon, to 
fumish levies and subsidies, in cash or in kind, such as mounts or 
weapons, and generally assist in promoting 'the cause of God'. 

That year's pilgrimage, it was said, was presided over by the Proph
et's father-in-law and long-time lieutenant, Abü Bakr, who announced 
to the assembled throng the solemn warning that those who had 
treaties with Muhammad but had shawn themselves lukewarm had a 
grace period of four months in which to decide to be more serious 
about the terms of their agreements or risk facing the Prophet in hattie. 
That did not apply to those who had scrupulously kept to the letter of 
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their undertakings by eschewing all other alliances. Their treaties 
would run for their appointed duration but, on the expiry of the holy 
months, that is1 after sorne seven weeks only, all other Arabs should 
consider that a state of war existed between them and Muhammad. 
From that point on, only adoption of the religious principles and 
practices of Islam would save them. Excluded from this ultimatum 
were those with whom Muhammad had exchanged treaties at Makka, 
as long as they faithfully fulfilled the terms. If they did that and if they 
assumed the religious duties of the Muslims, the prophet would regard 
them as 'brothers-in-religion'. This open declaration of war on all 
unfaithful allies and on unbelievers is preserved in the nin th section of 
the Quran, the Dissociation.41 Warin the narne of God was elevated 
into a religious obligation binding upon every Muslim, while the sarne 
passages exclude for the future ail except the believers from the 
visitation of the sacred masque and ali duties associated with its care 
and maintenance. Henceforward, the house of God would be an exclu
sive Muslim shrine, its rituals and ceremonies reserved only to believ
ers. Having recently acknowledged the 'umra and the pilgrimage as 
valid acts of Muslim worship, Muhammad now appropriated bath, 
making them acts of exclusively Muslim worship. 

In AH 10, Muhammad himself presided over the one and only 
pilgrimage that he ever made. None but Muslims were present, and 
the numbers of the concourse surrounding him have been put in the 
tens of thousands. It has since come to be known as the 'Farewell 
pilgrimage', when the Prophet took his leave of the believers; for, 
within the year, Muhammad was dead. Minute descriptions abound of 
every act that he performed on that occasion and of every ward that he 
then uttered, sorne quite lengthy and detailed. They have been treas
ured for every crumb of precious information that they are thought to 
convey of precisely how God's Prophet had approached the perform
ance of each of the complex of numerous acts that constitute this 
central act of Muslim worship. 
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The Islamic Tradition 

Like Christianity, Islam is a religion of the revelation. For the Chris
tian, the divine revelation resides in a person, the Word made flesh. 
The book, or Gospel, represents merely the personal reminiscences of 
its human authors, in the form of anecdotes told years later about the 
life and work, the acts and perhaps the words of the man whom they 
believed in and whom they followed in the hope of finding salvation. 
Also included in the Gospel are reports about the infancy and early 
organisation of the movement founded to continue Christ's work and 
teaching, stories of the acts and experiences of his disciples, and sorne 
correspondence from early Church leaders to groups of fellow believ
ers in different lands. By the fourth century, it had been decided which 
writings should form part of the authentic Gospel, while other books 
regarded as pseudo-records were left aside as apocryphal. 

For the Muslim, the revelation is deposited in the Book. The Quran 
did not result from divinely-inspired human authors recollecting past 
events. It was composed by God Himself. Its texts preserve the precise 
words spoken by God, who told Muhammad exactly what to say 
throughout the course of his mission to those among whom he lived, 
whose Arabie idiom God had selected for use in His address to man
kind, so that it should be understood, they should be in no doubt, and 
they would be unable to plead ignorance.42 Muhammad was a mere 
mortal who was chosen to be the conduit of this divine revelation. 
Being a mortal, he could not be expected to perform miracles. The age 
of miracles had passed. They had been useful in bringing men to 
believe, but had proved useless in preserving the purity of belief and 
doctrine. Let the fact of revelation be miracle enough. The Quran text 
is wholly and exclusive! y the Word of God. Every sentence, every word 
originated in Heaven and was imparted to Muhammad by Gabriel, the 
angel chosen to deliver it to him.43 Th us, as Christ is to Christians, the 
Quran is to Muslims, the Word made Arabie. 

What Christianity finds in the Gospel- details of the birth and life 
of its founder, stories of the evidentiary miracles granted to him, 
instruction and explanation he provided for his followers, the record of 
the model they saw in him of the perfect human life lived in accord
ance with the will of God, which they aspire to apply in their own lives 
and hope to bring others to imitate - the Muslim seeks in a literature 
additional to, parallel with and thus lying wholly outside the Holy 
Quran. This is the literature of the Islamic Tradition, the I::Iadïth, 
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which had its origins in the life of the community which strove to 
pattern the life both of the individual and of the group on its under
standing of the implications of the Book presented to them by their 
Creator, and attempted to fashion from that understanding a private 
and a corporate mode of life most pleasing to Him who had sent it. At 
the very heart of that Tradition, as it is now known and revered by the 
Muslim of today, is the figure of Muhammad. What, however, distin
guishes the Muslim from the non-Muslim examination of that Tradi
tion is the question of whether Muhammad has al ways, from the dawn 
of Islam at the tum of the sixth to the seventh century AD, occupied 
that central position, or whether that is a later development. By a 
series of arguments, the Muslims were convinced by the beginning of 
the third century of their era that that necessarily was and al ways had 
been the case. The non-Muslim scholar argues a number of considera
tions that put a large question-mark over that conviction. The evidence 
and arguments marshalled on both sides of the divide ought to be 
reviewed as neutrally as possible, for a matter of such human conse
quence deserves the most sober and impartial scrutiny that ordinary 
logic and emotion will permit. 

The literature of the Islamic Tradition is vast. The language can be 
difficult, at times impenetrable, and the mode of presentation adopted 
by authors usually writing to convince others as expert as themselves 
in the minutiae of arguments normally spanning severa! generations 
can frequently take for granted knowledge of the Islamic sources as 
wide or as profound as their own, though not al ways possessed by the 
modem Muslim or non-Muslim reader. The texts are frequently allu
sive, suggesting reference to other contexts familiar to their authors 
and to those whom they address, not all of which, however, have 
reached our day, or, where they have survived the whim of medieval 
literary fashion, not always fully recognised by us. There are many 
vexatious gaps in the record. There are also misrepresentations, inten
tional or inadvertent. Above ail, there are serious confusions and, what 
is worse, downright contradictions, especially in the attribution to 
named persons of views and opinions supposedly uttered by them, 
making an already difficult enough task the more perplexing. On a 
large number of topics, the hope of reaching certainty is still often 
frustrated, given the obscurity of many of the details. But much seems 
to be clear enough to enable a broad account of the Tradition to be 
attempted. 

In the West, our modem study of the Jjadïth can be taken to have 
begun with the publication in 1889-90 of a book by the Hungarian 
scholar Ignaz Goldziher, now available in English translation. The 
book has not, to my knowledge, appeared in Arabie, but a familiarity 
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with the main thrust of Goldziher's thesis (although unaccompanied, 
it must be said, by his detailed reasoning and the battery of references 
to original sources which he scrupulously provided) saon reached 
sorne Muslim intellectuals. The book provided usefullecture notes for 
a few academies trained in German or other European centres of 
leaming, and thus able to read it, while sorne of his ideas filtered down 
to others who, finding them attractive, sought to influence their own 
students into taking the 'progressive' line in the internai debate then 
developing.44 The modernists, eager to introduce into their own 
society 'the best of the West' as a key to sorne of the advances which 
they wished for their own community, and às a weapon in their 
struggle to free it of 'the tyranny of tradition' which they blamed for all 
the social and economie or political ills around them, adopted what 
they thought were the latest ideas. The conservatives, mistrusting the 
'heathen European' who continued to harbour imperialistic aspira
tions, and genuinely fearful for the cultural and spiritual heritage of 
the Muslims and anxious for the effect that the undoubted attractions 
of the contemporary West might have on the spiritual and intellectual 
development of the nation's young, fiercely oppose ail Western intru
sions into Hadith. 45 

Since earl y medieval times, the Muslims had portrayed the Islamic 
Tradition as stemming directly from the Prophet's untiring and solici
tous instruction of his immediate group by word and example, as he 
patiently initiated them into the knowledge of the details of every 
doctrine and ritual practice of the new religion. A vast corpus of 
individual narratives, consisting of supposed eye-witness accounts of 
Mul:tammad's every act, his orders, prohibitions, recommendations, 
approval or disapproval, covers every conceivable aspect of persona!, 
private, domestic, public, political, commercial, military, fiscal and 
administrative, as weil as strictly religious, activity undertaken hour 
by hour, day by day, week in, week out, year after year of the twenty
three years of his public ministry. Ali that he had ever been seen to do, 
or beard to say, or reply when questioned had, it was claimed, been 
reported by one or other of his inner circle and immediately taken up, 
talked about, analysed, checked, stored, memorised and preserved and 
then handed on to any who had been absent by those who had been 
present to see, hear and record.46 Mul:tammad's immediate followers 
were portrayed as constantly observing, endlessly discussing, avid for 
every scrap of information which they regarded as indispensable to the 
salvation of their immortal souls. No act, no word of this remarkable 
man who was in regular receipt of Heavenly guidance and direction 
had been thought too trivial to be stored away in the human memory, 
discussed with one's family at home and with one's colleagues in the 
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market or in the mosque, repeated time and time again and pondered 
for every ounce of significance that could be gleaned from it. Such 
eagerness for this essential religious information was held to account 
for the fact that the minutest details were engraved on the capacious 
memories of the Prophet's contemporaries and to explain how so 
much detailed knowledge had been garnered that Muhammad's could 
be projected as the most thoroughly documented life in the entire 
history of humanity. If anyone enquired how one should hold one's 
little finger when engaged in devotions; how to dress the hair, whether 
to dye the hair or the beard, and, if so, what was the proper colour for a 
Muslim to use; how to perform the complex major ritual purification 
process; which foods were lawful and which unlawful, which bever
ages might and which might not be enjoyed; whether there were 
certain preferred garments, or materials, or colours and a preferred 
mode of wearing them; what to say on entering or leaving the water
closet, how to sit and in what direction, once installed there, and how 
to cleanse oneself on completion of the natural functions; what to say 
on going to bed and which was the preferable side to lie on; what to say 
before and after relations with one's wife, and precisely what was 
permitted during the days of her menstruation: on these and a host of 
other questions, he would be assured of receiving an answer, since the 
Muslims had information on what the Prophet had done in every 
waking and sleeping moment of his life. Pride in this unusual accumu
lation of information on even the smallest trifle is reflected in one 
Muslim's report: 'Y our man', scoffed the outsiders, 'teaches you every
thing, including how to relieve yourselves.'47 

We learn of the Prophet's dislike of anions, carrots and, above all, 
garlic; we are told the most private details of his conjugal life in the 
privacy of the bedroom. We know all this because the Muslims 
thought they needed to know and to be certain of getting every detail 
right. If, as is reported, the Prophet had once declined a dish of lizard 
meat, that had to be probed to ascertain whether his refusai indicates 
that the flesh of the lizard is not lawful, halai, or whether that had 
been merely a matter of personal taste. His intervention, on one 
occasion, on agricultural methods resulted in a much-diminished 
crop, leading to his telling his followers: '1 merely expressed a personal 
opinion on that business of pollination. But take heed of whatever I say 
on any matter affecting religion.'48 

This represents someone's attempt to place a limit on the incessant 
collection of detail on the Prophet's supposed views on every subject 
under the sun. We shall see in due course that that attempt was 
doomed to failure, given the serious anxiety that many Muslims felt 
for the eventual fate of their souls. Muhammad has been reported, 
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although a Prophet, as having been capable of, on occasion, forgetting 
a verse of the Holy Quran when reciting it in the ri tuai prayers. Later, 
noticing his error, he asked a man who performed that prayer with Îtim 
why he had not prompted him. 'J thought', said the other, 'that that 
particular passage had perhaps been withdrawn.' 'No,' was 
Mubammad's reply, 'had it been withdrawn, 1 should have informed 
the believers of that fact. 1 just forgot it at that moment.'49 This and 
similar reports was taken to indicate that Muhammad had always 
been conscious of the importance of his example and his teaching role. 

On another occasion, to the confusion of the congregation, 
Muhammad miscounted the constituents of the ritual prayer and led 
the faithful in an irregular devotion. When asked about this later, two 
varying replies have been reported, one of which is that he adrnitted 
his error and completed the part of the prayer which he had inadvert
ently muddled, adding: 'I am human and, like you, 1 sometimes forget, 
so when 1 do forget, remind me'.50 That he had miscounted the ele
ments of the prayer might mean that his prayer on that occasion had 
been either too long or too short. To cover either eventually, we have 
reports on two events, one when he prayed too long a prayer and 
another when his prayer bad been too short. The exchanges between 
the Prophet and the congregation are identical in both reports. The 
second reported reply51 that he may have made is: '1 am sometimes 
made to forget, in order to establisb a practice that you should adopt in 
the event that you similarly forget'. This report stems from quarters 
that would deny that a Prophet can forget, especially on so sacred a 
topic as the ritual prayer but prepared to admit that a prophet might be 
made to appear to forget, in order to establish a pattern of behaviour for 
those whose forgetting would be nothing unusual. 

Thus, in the Muslim view, the very remarkable character of the 
man and the singular nature of the events that surrounded him, allied 
to a constant anxiety about their own persona! fate in the Hereafter, 
would explain men's determination to uncover absolutely every possi
ble scrap of information that they could about him. Their heightened 
moral awareness and their shared sense of gratitude for the richness 
that be had brought into their lives imbued in them a vocation to spread 
their information on this very remarkable person and his celestial 
teachings as far as they possibly could When dea th suddenly removed 
the Prophet from the midst of his Companions, they are said to have 
found that collective! y they possessed what might serve to fill the void 
that his departure might be thought to have left. The signilicance of 
the Tradition is thus the sense that it preserves the Prophet alive in 
the midst of the believers, available still to be consulted on any and 
every question. ln this light, Mubammad's death became irrelevant. 
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Consciousness of the grievousness of their loss nevertheless made his 
associates the more dependent on each other's information and 
spurred them to greater determination to share the privileged knowl
edge among them, the greatest not disdaining to be instructed by the 
least among them. Sorne bad to assume the burden of goveming the 
religion and the infant state which the Prophet bad fashioned. Others, 
unburdened by the responsibilities of office and decision-making, 
could devote their time and energy to the equally important task of 
setting in arder the welter of seemingly unimportant detail on reli
gious and civil matters that their group bad acquired, to provide a 
reservoir of counsel and information available for the guidance of 
those who did govem, but also for those who would come after them. 

The Companion, 'Abdallih b. Qays, sought an interview with 
the caliph 'Umar. He was not, however, allowed to enter, the 
ruler being at that moment too busy to be interrupted. After 
'Abdallah bad gone, the caliph said, 'Did 1 not hear 'Abdalla.h's 
voice? Bringhim. in', but was told, 'He's gone'. 'Umar summoned 
him. and 'Abdallah said, '1 was just doing wbat we were ordered 
to do'. 'Umar demanded proof of what 'Abdallah had said. So 
'Abdallah called on a group of the Ansilr to whom he explained 
his predicament. They said, 'None shall be sent to confirm your 
statement but the very youngest among us'. They sent Abü Sa'ïd 
·to 'Umar with 'Abdallah to confirm what he bad alleged. 'Umar 
said, '1 didn't know the Prophet had given that particular arder. 1 
was too busy with my transactions in the market to hear that.'52 

This report is characteristic of the I:Iadith, in that it alludes to a 
parallel report without knowledge of whose fuller text it would be 
difficult to appreciate the point of the story. 

Abü Sa'Id reports, '1 was sitting in a group of Ansilr when 
'Abdallah came in looking very frightened'. He said, '1 asked to 
be allowed to see 'Umar three times, but was not allowed in, so 1 
went away. Later, 'Umar asked me why 1 had not waited, and 1 
said that 1 had asked three times to be allowed to see him and 
each time 1 was denied permission, so 1 went away, since the 
Prophet said once, "If you ask permission three times to enter 
and are not permitted to do so, go away". 'Umar rather strenu
ously insisted tbat 1 bring him confirmation of wbat 1 reported. 
Did any of you chance to hear the prophet say anything to this 
effect? 'Ubayy b. K.a'b said, in response to 'Abdallah's plea, 'By 
God! only the youngest will accompany you'. Abü Sa'Id said 
'Being the youngest present, 1 got up and went with him and 
informed 'Umar that the Prophet bad, indeed, said that'.53 

A further characteristic of the I:Iadith to which it is by no means 
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fanciful to draw attention is that there is a verse in the Holy Quran 
which wams the believers to order their slaves and minors that they 
must not enter a room without fust seeking permission to do so at 
three particular times: 'before the dawn prayer; when you undress at 
noon; and following the night prayer- three times when you are 
uncovered'.54 Thus, if someone says that the Prophet had said that the 
Muslim must seek permission three times, he would be perfectly 
truthful, although the Abu Sa'ïd story can be seen to have generalised 
this instruction and taken it out of its context. 

The value of the stock of information in the bands of the Campan· 
ions and how it might be applied was thought to have been demon
strated in the very moment of the Prophet's death. The more remote 
tribes of Arabia, failing to understand that their treaty relations with 
Madlna had been entered into with God Himself, rather than with His 
earthly representative, deemed the treaties to have automatically 
lapsed on Mubammad's decease. They therefore withheld further 
payment of the taxes he had imposed. Muhammad's immediate suc
cessor, his elderly father-in-law, Abu Bakr, was determined to snuff 
out the first signs of abandonment of what Muhammad bad laboured 
to create, and so decided to use rnilitary force to oblige compliance. His 
decision was challenged by the second most powerful figure in 
Madïna, the forceful 'Umar, who asked the caliph how he could 
contemplate making war against other believers when the Prophet had 
declared that any who uttered the formula of allegiance, 'There is no 
god other than God and Muhammad is indeed His Prophet', had 
rendered thereby their persons and their property inviolable. Correct
ing 'Umar's imperfect reference to the Prophet's dicturn, Abü Bakr 
completed it: 'except what is due to God'.55 Time and again, Godin His 
Book conjoins mention of the financiallevy (zakdt) with mention of 
the ritual prayer ($alât). Time and again, the Prophet, in setting out 
their obligations to the newly-converted, is reported similarly to have 
conjoined reference to the levy witb reference to the prayer. What God 
and His Prophet had joined together, Abü Bakr would permit no man 
to separa te. He therefore proceeded with his war, which occupied most 
of his brief reign. During that of his successor, the Arabian civil war, 
called when viewed througb an Islarnic perspective the War of the 
Apostasy, merged into the great Muslim wars of conquest which, 
within scarcely a dozen years of Mubammad's death in AD 632, 
brought under the rule of Madïna and Islam one after anotber the 
surrounding lands of the former Persian and Eastern Roman Empires: 
Syria, Egypt, Iraq and Iran. 

Having conquered these vast territories, the Muslims set about 
goveming them and, in time, converting their peoples. The first 
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generation of field commanders, provincial govemors, financial 
administrators, judges and a host of minor officiais were drawn from 
the ranks of Muhammad's contemporaries, many of whom bad known 
him, some for longer and some more closely than others. They were 
thus, from the outset, not ail equal in terms of their stock of informa
tion about the Prophet and, given the distances and the difficulties of 
communication, could not be in regular contact either with each other 
for guidance and advice, or with the centre of the administration at 
Mad.Ina.56 

Islam, born at Mad.Ina, continued, in the years following 
Muhammad's death, to evolve and mature along the lines that its 
Arabian environment would determine. Simultaneously, Islam now 
embarked upon its provincial growth in a variety of newly established 
centres remote from and very different from its original home, each 
with its own social and cultural past, distinct population and language, 
mode of life and customs. The provincial growth of Islam would now 
parallel its Arabian growth, supplementing it, enriching it and, in 
time, competing with it. 

The Muslims settled in the various centres, when in doubt, might 
consult those Companions now settled in their midst. Often the same 
questions arase, but the answers received were not uniform.57 We have 
already seen one instance in which, within days of the Prophet's death, 
a fresh circumstance bad led to a difference between two of his oldest 
associates, each of whom retained a different remembrance of what 
Muhammad had said on a single tapie and with significantly differing 
implications. Grea ter distance in time and place could not but lead to 
the multiplication of such instances of difference: 

Anas b. MAlik, who bad known Muhammad since his childhood, 
and who, after the death of the Prophet, bad settled in Ba$ra, 
retumed home for a visit to Mad.Ina. He was visited by two old 
comrades, like himself early con verts. Anas offered them a meal, 
at the conclusion of which he rose and performed the wudii' 
ablution. His two comrades thereupon enquired, 'ls that sorne 
Iraqï custom, Anas?' The other two rose to perform the ritual 
prayer without making any kind of ablution at ail. 58 

ln cases of disagreement, when Muslims failed to reconcile their 
differences by discussing them, it might be thought appropriate to 
consult in the first place the Holy Book. ln one celebrated clash 
conceming a matter that must have been witnessed during the Proph
et's lifetime on thousands of occasions, the ritual ablution to be 
performed before one embarks on the performance of the ritual 
prayers, reference to the Quran proved wholly ineffective. Brief consid
eration of this one case will show the progressive nature of the J:{adlth 
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when used as a weapon of debate. The verse relevant to the dispute, Q 
5.6: 'When you rise ta pray, wash your faces and your hands up to the 
elbows and wipe over your heads and your feet up to the ankles', 
signally failed to settle the issue. lt must be emphasised that the 
English translation given here may obscure the nature of the difficulty 
facing the Muslims. The highly inflected and rhetorical language of 
the Quran was alleged to have been read in the past in two incom
patible senses. 'Wash', being transitive, has a direct object in the 
accusative; 'wipe' is intransitive and govems by a preposition with its 
object in the genitive. If the argument depended on one reading, the 
meaning is 'wash the feet'; if on the other reading, the meaning is 'wipe 
over the feet'. The conflict was jrresolvable, and remains so to this day. 
Those who insisted on washing the feet had two main arguments. They 
showed that they could tolerate the genitive reading by alleging, first, 
the linguistic phenomenon acknowledged in the native grammatical 
tradition, of 'case-vowelling by attraction'. 'Feet' may weil be read in 
the genitive, but that does not indicate the intention of the divine 
speaker. lt shows merely the acoustic effect of the positioning of the 
words 'and the feet' in that particular sentence, after the instruction to 
'wipe over the head'. Altematively, it was also argued that the Book 
bad suggested 'wiping', but the Tradition bad always favoured 'wash
ing'.59 To avoid the appearance of a clash in this instance between the 
Book and the Tradition, scholars reverted to consideration of the text. 
Each side drew up lists of those Companions who had been reported to 
have actually recited the verse in the accusative or in the genitive, and 
their practice adduced in support of their reported reading. The lists of 
'readings' that the two sides had drawn up for this purpose themselves 
called for justification. It was now said that severa! of the more 
prominent of the Prophet's Companions had adopted varying versions 
of the texts of the Quran, and that the Prophet had known of these 
variant readings but had not been so pedantic as to seek to impose 
upon them a single uniform reading. 60 This effect was achieved by 
having Muhammad adjudicate a number of quarrels over textual de
tails and showing him declare each of his quarrelling Companions to 
be in the right, for 'this Quran was revealed tome in multiple versions, 
so recite whichever you find easiest'.61 The italicised words are not 
Mubammad's own, but derive from Q 73.20, a verse on a quite differ
ent topic which has been applied elsewhere in this literature to the 
qui te separate arguments on the precise number of ritual prayers to be 
performed daily, on the obligatory or non-obligatory character of the 
night prayer, and on its timing and its preferred duration.62 

We shall have more to say in due course on the topic of the 
versatility of the l:ladïth, another of its striking characteristics. 
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Cumulatively, reports on the different 'readings' of the Quran 
attributed to sorne of Muhammad's senior Companions, preferably 
those who had been engaged in the actual written recording of the 
sacred texts in the course of their revelation, or those who were 
thought to have contributed to the preservation and dissemination of 
the texts following the Prophet's death, matured into the developed 
allegation that each Companion had prepared for his persona! use an 
individual codex of the entire Quran text. This was a daim that had 
then to be reconciled with the observed fact that the Muslims every
where and of whatever centre, sect or party were now in possession of 
a single, uniform and universally agreed text of the Holy Book which 
alone might fumish the Quran recitation constituting an indispens
able part of the valid daily ritual prayers. Reports on official caliphal 
initiatives undertaken as a state responsibility to provide that single 
agreed text had next to be constructed to show the steps leading from 
a supposed multiplicity of texts in use in the time of the Prophet, to 
this unique text in the hands of the entire Muslim population of the 
Empire, only fifteen years later.63 That was, however, only one of the 
purposes served by such reports on the collection of the Quran texts. A 
second, even more crucial motive underlying the same reports will be 
considered in its proper place. 

The preparation and promulgation of an officially approved defini
tive text of the Quran from which no deviation would ever be permit
ted, said to have disposed of all other rival Companion codices, did not, 
however, put an end to arguments about the details of the pronuncia
tion of the verses, nor to the accompanying disposition to allege 
evidence from Companions in favour of this or that 'reading', as has 
just been seen in the ca~e of the shared text of Q 5.6. For the possibility 
of prolonging the same arguments, although on a more restricted scale, 
was offered by the actual condition of the texts in circulation among 
the early generations. A later generation of Muslims was driven by such 
disputes to seek to ameliora te a primitive script by the introduction of 
much-needed signs to distinguish the written symbols representing 
two, three or sometimes as many as six quite unrelated consonant 
sounds. lt was also necessary to invent various techniques for distin
guishing the three short vowels of the language and to indicate the 
presence of the long vowels, which play so important a role in Arabie 
morphology as to be absolutely crucial to the comprehension and 
interpretation of anywords presented solely in writing. 64 Older reading 
traditions survived the improvement of the script. Where they contin
ued to show differences, this generally affected only single consonants 
of similar appearance in writing, although capable of being pro
nounced differently. Such cases had no effect on the meaning, being 
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restricted to disagreements over whether to read certain words as 'y ou' 
(plural) or 'they'. Short vowels, on the other band, when interchanged, 
can have a significant effect on the meaning, such as bas happened in 
the case of Q 5.6. There, the problem arase from the old absence of 
vowel-markers. 

The method of transmitting the Quran from one generation to the 
next by having the young memorise the oral recitation of their eiders 
bad mitigated somewhat from the beginning the worst perils of relying 
solely on written records, and thus obviated all but the least signifi
cant occasions of difference. Any grea ter differences that emerged lat er 
among the Muslims can certainly not be blamed on the Quran texts. 
Rather, as will be seen, they are to be traced to the interpretation of the 
texts, in our investigation of which different deposits laid down in 
different periods can, as will be shawn, be detected. 

Thus, the reading differences over Q 5.6, which affected only a 
single short vowel, must have been very old. As stated, it bas not been 
solved to this very day, for the majority of Muslims, the so-called 
Sunnïs la name we shall investigate), wash the feet, while the minor
ity, the Shï'a, prefer that the feet be wiped. Noteworthy for our 
purposes is that each group can cali toits aid reports on the Prophet's 
own practice and that the reports precisely mirror their own distinct 
views. 

A second category of so-called 'readings' survived the supposed 
removal of opportunities to appeal to alleged codices of Companions. 
This class of report is represented, however, by obvious attempts to 
interpolate extraneous matter into the texts that could be ignored by 
all except those so wedded to reports from previous generations as to 
have made themselves quite incapable of throwing off that reliance 
and to have become unable to read the Quran texts without mentally 
supplying these additions. Q 5.6 is a case in point. The verse speaks of 
'rising' to pray. 'Rise' may mean 'stand'. It was therefore concluded 
that prayer may be performed solely in a standing position. Ritual 
ablution appears to be an indispensable requisite to the validity of each 
of the prayers, 'When[ever] you rise to pray'- and one rises to pray five 
times a day. It is reported that the Prophet performed the ablution five 
times a day.65 Ritual ablution renews ritual purity. We have other 
reports that ablution is required only if the ritual purity bas been 
breached. That means that many read: 'When you rise to pray [and are 
not in astate of ritual purity], wash your faces and your bands up to the 
elbows ... '. 66 Asked what the prophet did, Anas replied: 'He renewed 
his ablution for every prayer'. Asked what the Companions had done, 
he replied: 'We performed the ablution only once a day unless we bad 
breached the ritual purity in the meantime'.67 
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But the raison d'être of Hadïth is imitation of the Prophet. Would 
his Companions act differently from Muhammad? But, as Prophet, 
Muhammad regarded the prayers with such reverence that he would 
insist on renewing the ablution even when it was not at ail necessary 
that he do so. What explains the Companions' practice was that the 
word 'rise' actually means 'get up out of bed'68 It suffices to perform the 
ritual ablution only once daily, on first rising in the moming. But 
would the practice of the Companions actually vary from that of the 
Prophet? On one of his campaigns, the Prophet is reported to have 
performed several prayers in the course of a day without once renew
ing his ritual purity by performing the ritual ablution. One of his 
soldiers mentioned to the prophet: '1 saw you doing something today 
y ou have never clone before'. Asked to what he was referring, he said: '1 
saw you perform several ritual prayers without once renewing the 
ritual ablution'. The Prophet replied: 'That's true, and 1 did so deliber
ately'.69 

The Prophet bad clone so deliberately to demonstrate to his followers 
that their understanding of the matter was correct. Another character
istic of the Ijadîth reports is the frequency with which the significant 
elements in a report are deliberately emphasised by being repeated, to 
make sure that none will miss the point. This has bad an interesting 
consequence for the literary style of the Hadïth in which dialogue 
plays an important part. Here, the point is made that the practice of 
the Companions did not vary from the occasional practice of the 
Prophet. 

Those who claimed that 'rise' means 'get up out of bed' had unwit
tingly introduced the notion that sleep must, therefore, breach one's 
ritual purity. More than one ward in Arabie refers to sleep, and sorne of 
the commoner synonyms imply 'to lie on one's back'. A variety of 
sleeping postures became the subject of consideration, un til the factor 
that breached the ritual purity was finally identified as sleeping lying 
down.7° This appeared to gain sorne confirmation from advice given by 
the Prophet: 'Before you renew your ritual purity, first wash the band 
separately, before you embark on the ablution proper, since you never 
know where the band bas spent the night'J1 This, too, did not always 
apply to the Prophet himself, but 'a prophet's eyes may sleep; his 
consciousness, however, never does'. 72 

The Companion Anas bad been criticised by his Madïnan comrades 
for renewing the ritual purity after he bad eaten a meal. The story 
formed part of the documentation of the wide-ranging discussions on 
this matter. Since, for the ritual prayer, one must be ritually pure, it 
had been natural to ask what would make one ritually impure. Rejec
tion of the notion that eating did so gave rise to the aphorism that 
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ritual purity is breached not by what goes into the body, but by what 
cornes out.73 Eating and drinking bas no such effect, but the natural 
functions of urination, defecation and, perhaps, the shedding of one's 
own blood might undo the ritual purity. Once tumed in the direction 
of enquiring what might breach ritual purity, the fertile human mind 
showed a capacity for compiling differing lists of polluting activities. 
The check-lists prepared in the different centres inevitably expanded 
under the pressure of religious scruple. There being a host of such 
activities, the compilation of the lists led to undisciplined casuistry, as 
item after item was first suggested, considered and then traced to 
pronouncements alleged to have been uttered by one or other major 
personality of the past. Precisely the same scholarly activities led, in 
the case of fasting, to the emergence of a second aphorism, the contra.ry 
of that just cited, namely that fasting is breached not by what cornes 
out of the body, but by what goes into the body.74 

Casuistry of the type -just alluded to was a principal factor in the 
search for repons on the words or actions of the prominent personali
ties of the past. Evidence for their words or actions formed the raw 
materials of the Hadith as its mass grew bath in the centres in which 
Islam had grown up in Arabia and, following their conquest, in the 
provincial centres also. 

THE HADITH 

The ward hadith has bath a technical and a non-technical sense. Non
technically, it refers ta any utterance, be that a simple conversation, a 
communication or report, whether written or oral. The significance of 
the badïth as a technicallitera.ry form is shawn by its ubiquitous use 
in every form of Islamic literature. In such varied fields as history, 
biography, Quran commenta.ry, theology, law, politics, literary criti
cism and even linguistics, authors display a constant predilection for 
casting any statements that they wish to make into the form of brief 
narratives to demonstrate that another bad informed them of what 
they assert. From extemal appearances alone, one could judge that 
Islamic culture showed a reverence for authority. To name one's 
authority is 'to prop up' one's assertions. The Arabie for 'prop', sanad, 
gives the technical term for 'propping up', isnàd. The isntid is the list 
of names of those who one after the other transmitted the information 
until it ~eached him who currently reports it. The typical appearance 
of an isnàd is: 'A informed B who informed C who informed D who 
informed me'. 

To receive the serious consideration of scholars, ail information 
was expected to be transmitted in the form of a badïth, which con
sequently consisted of two parts: the isnàd, without which the 
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information would be regarded as merely the expression by the latest 
speaker or writer of his purely personal opinion, and the matn, the 
content of the report. 

In its technical sense, the word hadith more usually refers to a 
special class of narrative of relevance to more particular religious 
concems, although, even here, it will still be found that the hadith 
fulfils many roles and has been employed for numerous purposes. In 
relation to the Quran, for example, every single statement on detailed 
textual matters, such as the rival 'readings' for Q 5.6 considered 
earlier; any account of the history of the text, whether referring to the 
date and the circumstances of its first being collected into book-form, 
or identifying who was thought to have taken the first initiative to 
result in that collection; every story attached to an individual verse 
which relates its contents to an event extemal to the text itself- the 
so-called asbab, or 'the circumstances which allegedly provoked the 
revelation of the verse'; each and every attempt to interpreta single 
word or phrase occurring in the Quran, must be accounted a hadith. 
But very much more than even direct connection with the Holy Book 
is involved in the I:Iadith, as will be seen. 

Since it was known to every Muslim that the Quran had been 
divulged gradually to the Prophet throughout the entire period of his 
public ministry, there was an understandable propensity, especially as 
next to no material was available from any other source, to seek to 
extrapolate the events of the Prophet's remarkable career from state
ments in the Quran which appear to refer to events. The procedure is 
fraught with hazard, since it is to seek to make one thing- exegesis, a 
strictly literary process- determine quite another thing- biography or 
his tory- which purports to be a statement of 'fact', that is, a happening 
in the extemal world. The insatiable curiosity of the Muslims drove 
them to extract, from as many Quran passages as possible, pointers to 
happenings in the Prophet's life. One natural question, for example, 
would be to ask: 'How did it ali start? Which of the revelations had 
been the very first to come to him?' 

A widow of the Prophet, 'A'isha, informed her nephew, 'Urwa, 
an assiduous collector and dissemina tor of badJth, of events that 
had occurred before she was born, but concerning which the 
Prophet had spoken to her. 
a. Muhammad would spend periods praying in seclusion in a 

cave. Suddenly he was alarmed by the appearance of an angel 
who commanded him to recite. Muhammad sought to make 
excuses, but each time he tried to do so, the angel seized him 
and squeezed the breath out of him, obliging him in the end to 
repeat: 'Recite in the name of your Lord who created ... '[the 
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opening of Q 96). Fleeing home in tenor, Muhammad called 
out, 'Cover me! cover me!' [zammilünï), which they did, and 
gradually his fear subsided. 75 

b. YabyA b. Abl Kathir asked Abü Salama, 'Which was the fust 
revelation Mul;lammad received?' Abü Salama replied that it 
had been Q 74[al-muddathtbir). 'But 1 have been infonned, 
persisted Y ahya, 'that it bad been Q.96.' Abü Salama patient! y 
explained that ~e had asked Jâbir [~e promirient Companion 
of the Prophet) the same question and, receiving the same 
reply, had made the same objection that Y abyA was now 
making to him. JAbir had said '1 am telling you only what the 
prophet told me. Mul;lammad said, "1 was coming down off 
the mountain when someone called me. 1 looked right, 1 
looked left; 1 looked ahead and 1 looked behind but 1 could see 
nothing. Then 1 looked up and saw something and rushed 
home shouting, 'Cover me! caver me! [ dathth.inïnï), and pour 
cold water over me!' They did so, and Q 74 was revealed."'76 

These two stories would appear to have been generated in discus
sions on the odd words muddaththir and muzzammil that occur at the 
openings of Q 74 and Q 73 respectively, and later used as the titles of 
the sections. Among the several versions of the JAbir report, we find: 

a. There he was, seated on a throne between Heaven and Earth.77 

b. There was the angel who had come to me previously on the 
mountain, seated on a throne between Heaven and Earth. 78 

The second version shows awareness of a rival account and con
sciously bridges and reconcües the two conflicting l;ladïths. That gave 
rise to the harmonising motif occurring in other versions: 'Jabir said, 
"The Prophet spoke of an interruption (fatra), in the revelations which 
were then resumed after a break".'79 Q 73 is addressed to 'the one 
wrapped in a garment', muzzammil. Q 74 is addressed to 'the one 
wrapped in a garment', muddaththir. Q 7 4.2 reads: 'Arise and warn!' Q 
96, we have seen, commands Mul;lammad: 'Recite' - or 'Proclaim' -
'the name of Him who created'. 

Either could plausibly be taken to have been the fust order to 
undertake public preaching. Or, one could mean that and the other be 
seen as a command to resume preaching after an interval. 

a. Masrüq asked 'A'isha, 'Did Muhammad actually see God?' 
She replied, 'You've made my hair stand on end. Whoever 
tells you that Muhammad saw God is lying: "Human eyes 
cannat attain to sight of Him, but He can see them. God is 
insubstantial, all-knowing"' [Q 6.103).80 

b. 'A'isha asserted that anyone who said that Muhammad bad 
seen God was lying, so Masrüq said, 'What about this verse? 
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"He then approached and descended until He was a mere 
bow's length away, or even nearer, and He revealed to His 
creature that which He revealed" .' She replied, 'But that 
refers to Gabriel. He used to come in human guise but, on this 
occasion, coming down in his own form, he blocked the en tire 
horizon.'81 

According to the leading Companion, 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd, the 
Prophet bad seen Gabriel twice in his angelic form. He bad 600 
wings.82 It can be seen from the wording of Q 53 how sorne might take 
the passage cited by Masrüq as an account of a meeting with the 
Almighty Himself. 

A hadith may have a more technical purpose such as, for example, 
'proving' an earlier exegesis by documenting from the Prophet's sup
posed conduct the linguistic assomption underlying the earlier inter
pretation. Argument raged, for instance, in what may appear to be 
merely a squabble arnong etymologists, but bas much more compli
cated implications, over whether a word, naskh, means 'to replace' or, 
whether, as others insist, it means 'to suppress'. Evidence needed to 
settle the dispute was supplied in a bizarre anecdote, now familiar to 
ali. 

Despairing of weaning his fellow-Makkans from devotion to 'the 
daughters of God', Mul;wnmad bad attempted a compromise by 
finding room for their local deities in his pantheon, although 
placing them in a position subordinate to God's. Once, when 
publicly reciting Q 53, 'Have you considered al-Làt, al-'Uzza and 
the third, al-Manat?', he added on his own initiative, 'Those are 
the high-flying cranes on whose intercession you may rely'. 
Noting the unwarranted interpolation of these words, God 
immediate! y dispatched Gabriel with a severe admonition to His 
Prophet: 'We have sent no previous messenger or Prophet but 
that, when he decided to launch out on his own initiative, Satan 
smuggled false words into the man's utterance. But God naskhs 
that which the Devil insinuates and God reinforces His own 
signs.'14 

Although the story was rejected as absurd by some of the greatest 
figures in medieval exegesis, it continues to find a ready hearing 
arnong non-Muslim scholars on the grounds that 'a story which por
trays Muhammad in such a poor light could scarcely have been in
vented by a believer, or foisted upon the Muslims by a non-believer' .85 

It is therefore thought that it must contain a grain of truth. Plausible 
as that may sound, plenty of other stories abound arnong the 
believers determined 'to prove' that the Prophet bad been seen to 
forget portions of the revelations, and not merely momentarily, but 
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irrecoverably. Once forgotten, they were lost forever, so that the 
revelations now in the bands of the Muslims have never represented 
the entire Quran.86 These are merely some instances in which the 
imperious need of one theory or another has driven the believers into 
making what appear to the outsider to be very dangerous suggestions. 
Exegesis bas its own logic and its own imperatives. Its function was to 
explain to the congregation every nuance and detail of the meaning of 
each of the Quran's verses. It was thought that that could be best 
achieved by introducing stories from Muhammad's 'experiences', fre
quently with seant regard to Muhammad's reputation or even, as we 
have just seen, to his most basic beliefs and impassioned teachings. It 
bas also been maintained that he made similar attempts to conciliate 
the Jews by adopting sorne of their customs and practices. Thus, 

on the day he arrived at Madlna from Makka, Muhammad saw 
the Jews observing a fast. Asking what the fast represented, he 
was told that it had been instituted to commemorate God's 
deliverance of Moses and the Israelites from bandage in Egypt. 
Declaring that, as a prophet, he could claim a closer relation 
with his brother Moses than Jews could, Muhammad required 
his followers to observe that fast. 87 

But some Muslims found it intolerable that Muhammad should have 
had to depend on unbelievers for any item of religious information. 
They determined to sever this link with the Jews, imitation of whom 
could only detract from Mubammad's prophethood, which was sus
tained by direct communications from Heaven. They therefore pro
jected this fast back into the days before his call. It had been the 
Makkans who had observed the one-day fast of 'Ashüra' which the 
Prophet, approving it as one pious custom of his tribe, bad observed 
and had continued to observe after his transfer to Madlna, where he 
had imposed iton the Muslims as part of the fabric of Islamic devo
tions.88 

This second attitude is reflected in what 1 should cali a 'second 
order' badith. That is, it stemmed from dissatisfaction with an already 
existing story. It does not appear to have occurred to anyone to 
question this attribution of a pious custom to the Makkan heathens, 
who are normally denounced as immersed in superstition, idolatry and 
depravity and who otherwise provide a foil for ali that is held true and 
good in Islam. Neither of the two badlths, in fact, bas any kind of 
historical grounding. Both were entirely literary in origin, springing 
from knowledge of Q 2.183: 'Ye who believe! There is hereby irilposed 
upon you the obligation to fast, as it was imposed upon those before 
you.' 

Two sets of stories dilier merely in the identification of those who 
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were before Islam. Whereas 'Umar b. al-Khattab, the Prophet's second 
successor, is reported to have commanded the Muslims of his day to 
observe the fast of 'Ashura', 89 his own son, 'Abdallah, is pointedly said 
never to have observed it:90 "'People of Madina," thundered Mu'awiya, 
the fourth [or fifth) caliph after the Prophet, "where are your scholars? 
1 heard the Prophet say, 'God never imposed this fast on the Mus
lims'.'"91 Divided on whether Muhammad had ever actually seen God; 
divided on whether he had, or could have, uttered the 'Satanic verses'; 
divided on whether he had or had not imposed the fast of 'Ashura' and, 
if so, how and where it had originated, the Muslims will be found to be 
equally divided on a host of questions. Almost every issue that arase 
for discussion in working out the implications for human conduct of 
the momentous revelations that they had inherited divided the believ
ers into opposing groups, each equipped with an imposing battery of 
evidence traced to one or other of the great personalities of the com
munity's past. Whether the argument concerned a ritual, a legal, a 
political or a commercial tapie, the all-pervasive hadith demonstrates 
a constant reaching back in debate for support from past authority. 
Dispute and disagreement encompassed every branch of the social and 
intellectuallife of the Muslims, which the ]fadïth cannat but faith
fully reflect. The disarray of opinion and a confusing welter of proposi
tion and counter-proposition, ideas, suggestions and views promoted 
in the different centres and in the different generations are ali so 
faithfully reflected in the ]fadïth that it is understandable that, failing 
to locate elues to an agreed core of Tradition, which might indicate a 
record of continuity of life and praxis, non-Muslim scholars ended by 
regarding the entire Tradition as the mere offspring of disunity. That 
had been the position reached by Goldziher, whose immense learning 
and command of a vast range of Islamic literature brought hirn to a 
pessimistic outlook on the sensitive issue of the 'authenticity' of the 
Hadith in general. Aware of the acute, at times acerbic quarrels among 
the Muslims themselves on a host of tapies, he was emboldened to 
conclude that the disarray among the scholars spoke of a lack of 
regulation on the en tire range of questions over which they endlessly 
bickered. There had been no ready-made system established at Madïna 
available for export to the conquered terri tories following the death of 
the Prophet. On the contrary, many of the ]fadïth reports testify to the 
most profound ignorance on many elementary questions of Islamic 
faith and practice. 

In the absence of authentic evidence, it would indeed be rash 
to attempt to express the most tentative opinion as to which 
parts of the .badïth are the oldest original material, or even as to 
which parts of them date back to the generations immediately 
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following the prophet's dea th. Closer acquaintance with the vast 
stock of hadiths induces sceptical caution rather than optimistic 
trust regarding the material brought together in the carefully 
compiled collections .... we ... will probably consider by far the 
greater part of it as the result of the religious, historical and 
social development of Islam during the first two centuries. 

The hadith will not serve as a document for the his tory of the 
infancy of Islam, but rather as a reflection of the tendencies 
which appeared in the community during the maturer stages of 
its development. It contains invaluable evidence for the evolu
tion of Islam during the years when it was forming itself from 
powerful mutually opposed forces. This makes the proper appre
ciation and study of the hadith so important for an understand
ing of Islam in which the most notable phases are accompanied 
by successive stages in the creation of the hadith.92 
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The Political Dimension of the I:Iadïth 

In mentioning Mu'awiya above, 1 hesitated between calling him the 
fourth or the fifth in line of succession to the Prophet. A Muslim 
would not hesitate to call him the fifth. The fourth successor had been 
the prophet's cousin and son-in-law, 'Ali. A la ter, important minority, 
the Shi'a (from shl'at 'Ah, supporters of the daims made on 'Ali's 
behalf), would insist that, despite having been designated by the 
Prophet to be his immediate successor, 'Ali had been elbowed aside 
and denied the right to fulfil the Prophet's expressed wish by the 
jealous machinations of the Prophet's close inner circle of Makkan 
Companions. This usurpation showed that, as Muhammad himself 
had allegedly feared, he was no sooner dead than the old Makkan 
hubris re-emerged. Pride and arrogance drave his associa tes back into 
their old Arab ways of thinking. They became 'backsliders into world
liness, treating the succession as a group possession to be handed 
around among themselves'. The Prophet reportedly said that the thing 
he feared most for the Muslims after he was gone was that they would 
struggle among themselves in a scramble for the things of this world.93 

He had had to re-assure the An~ar on severa! occasions, when they did 
not understand his poli tic sharing-out of the spoils of victory, that he 
really vinually considered himself one of them, and to pacify them had 
promised, even after the conquest of his own birthplace, that he 
proposed to end his days among them in their city which had become 
his city. He did, however, wam them that, after him, they would see 
others preferred above them.94 They should be patient until they met 
him again at his cistem in Heaven.95 The An~:~ar would have been 
justified in claiming a greater say at the head of affairs after the 
Prophet's death. The succession was, in fact, procured in what nearly 
amounted to a coup d'état engineered by the forceful 'Umar, in favour 
of Abü Bakr, Muhammad's elderly father-in-law, who, it is said, in his 
inauguration address, told the An~ar: 'We Makkans are the rulers and 
you are the lieutenants'.96 

Despite their role as the real crea tors of the conditions which bad 
made the success of the Prophet's mission possible, the .An$Ar, whose 
patient, self-denying services to His cause God recognised in His Book: 

Those who prepared the home and established the faith before 
the Muhajirün, who love those who sought refuge among them, 
feeling themselves in no need of that which the refugees are being 
given, who, indeed, put the interests of the refugees before even 
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their own, great as their own need is - those who guard against 
the greed of their hearts, will certainly be successful [Q 59.9] 

were to be by-passed in the matter of the succession and the control of 
the polity of Islam. Their city would remain for a while the capital of 
the new regime, but the power would be exercised by others. This is 
self-consciously mentioned in a number of bad1ths. 

Seeking the counsel of the Muslims on one problem, 'Umar 
consulted a group of the earliest converts, but bad to dismiss 
them, since they could not agree among themselves. Similarly, 
he bad to dismiss the An$Ar on whom he bad called for advice, 
since they too, could not agree. It was only the Muslims of the 
Conquest [of Makka] who were agreed on the advice they offered 
him. La ter, it was discovered that their recommendation bad, in 
fact, been what the Prophet bad decided on that very matter.97 

Jabir b. Samura reported the Prophet as having said, 'There will 
be twelve princes'. Not catching the rest of the Prophet's words, 
he bad to ask his father, who said that the Prophet bad con
cluded, 'They will ali be from Quraysh'.98 

'Abdallah b. 'Umar reported the Prophet's words, 'This polity will 
always remain with Quraysh, as long as two of them remain'.99 

After his brief, war-filled reign, Abü Bakr, like the Prophet, died 
peacefully in his bed. He would be the last leader of the Muslims to do 
so for a number of years. Abü Bakr is said to have nominated as his 
successor the redoubtable 'Umar, like himself an early convert to 
Muhammad's movement and, like him also, a father-in-law of the 
Prophet. It was he who oversaw the first wave of the great Islamic 
conquests and established the bases of a new imperial administration 
which, at fust, concentrated mostly on the division of the spoils of 
victory and their distribution among the warriors for the faith, and 
instituted the principles of the fiscal policies and a rudimentary judi
cial administration that would govem the newly-won extemal terri
tories. Falling victim to the dagger of a non-Muslim assassin, a Persian, 
it is said, who had some grievance about his tax assessment, the caliph 
lingered long enough to give thanks to God that be bad not been slain 
by a believer, and theo to appoint the members of a six-man electoral 
college cbarged to select bis successor from among their own number. 
He is reported as baving said about this: 'If 1 were to nominate my own 
successor, a man better than 1 did that; if 1 do not specify my wishes 
conceming the succession, a man better than 1 did that too' .100 

The cboice fell on 'Uthman, like his two predecessors an early 
convert to Islam from the old pre-hijra days, and a son-in-law of the 
Prophet. Of another branch of Quraysh, 'Uthman bad stronger clan 
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and family links with the rich mercantile oligarchy who had long held 
sway in Makka, who had suppressed the Prophet and the believers and 
who had become converts, not from any profound conviction but, it 
was said, when there was nothing else left to do, as their city feil to the 
armed might of nascent Islam. 

During his reign, the Islamic conquests continued to bring Islam 
untold and undreamed-of wealth while carrying the Muslims further 
and further from their Arabian homeland into lands far to the east and 
the west. 'Uthman, in his tum, met a violent death (AD 656), but at the 
hands of disaffected believers stirred up by widespread discontent at 
the distribution of the spoils of continuing victories, complaints of 
maladministration of the new provinces and dark hints of nepotism in 
the allocation of lucrative state appointments. The murderers of the 
aged ruler had come from Egypt, but a similar restiveness had affected 
the Muslims of Iraq, sorne of whose leaders, at this critical juncture, 
are thought to have invited 'Ali to fill the vacuum and accept their 
support in his bid to secure for himself at long last the succession 
which, as father of the Prophet's only surviving male descendants, 
sorne thought ought to have come to him. Other Companions of the 
Prophet, resentful of lraqi intrusion into what they regarded as the 
prerogative of Madïna to decide the succession, marched into Iraq 
accompanied by a widow of the Prophet's, the lady 'A'isha, daughter of 
Abü Bakr, to pre-empt the lraqi designs on the leadership. 'Ali, who 
had recruited support in Ba$ra, was the initial victor. Two Campan
ions of the Prophet, Talha and al-Zubayr, feil in what has been called 
'the Battle of the Camel' in reference to the white camel ridden by 
'A'isha, who was now respectfuily escorted back to ber home in 
Madlna, which now faded from the political forefront. A new, more 
formidable adversary took up the challenge presented by 'Alï's and the 
lraqi presumption. 

Appointed Govemor of Syria in the time of 'Umar, Mu'àwiya now 
led the army of his province into Iraq. It may have been an unheard-of 
thing for Muslim to engage in armed conflict with fellow-Muslim, as 
was now happening, although the Quran appears to address such a 
contingency: 

If two parties of believers fall to fighting, reconcile them. If one 
party aggress against the other, fight the aggressing party until it 
retums to God's affair. If it return, reconcile the two sides with 
justice and equity. God loves the equitable. The believers are 
brothers, so reconcile two groups of your brothers and fear the 
Lord, and perhaps you will be shown mercy .101 

What seemed to many a novel situation proved a fertile field for the 
appearance of badïths. 
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The Prophet is said to have foretold that the Day of Judgment 
would not appear until two groups of Muslims took up arms, 
against each other, both cl~ precisely the same thing.101 

In a sermon, the Prophet had foretold severa! instances of future 
civil dissension. 'But',.he said, 'whoever gives an imilm his hand 
in token of his allegiance, let him ohey him, if he can. Should 
another come along and dispute the leadership, k.ill the later 
one.' A listener questioned the narrator, '1 entreat you by God! 
did you really hear that from the Prophet?' The man replied, '1 
heard it with these two ears and 1 stored it in my breast'. The 
other persisted, 'but here is your kinsman, Mu'âwiya, asking us 
to spend our wealth vain! y and recommending that we kill each 
other- both procedures that God Himself has prohibited'. After 
a short silence, the other replied, 'Ohey him in what is obedience 
to God and disobey him in what is disobedience to God'. 103 

Jabir reports that the Prophet once made a man cover his arrows 
on entering the mosque in case he accidentally scratched a 
Muslim.104 

The Prophet also said, 'Whoever takes up arms against us is not 
one of us'.105 

'To insult a brother-Muslim is sinful; to kill him is unbelief.'106 

Al-Ahnaf b. Qays set off with his weapons. Meeting him, Abü 
Bakra asked him where he was heading. '1 am going to the help of 
the Prophet's cousin', he said. 'But', rejoined the other, '1 heard 
the Prophet himself say," Any two Muslims who take up arms 
against each other will bath land in Hell". Understanding that 
that might well apply to the k.iller, the audience asked, "Why 
should that apply to the victirn?", to which the Prophet had 
replied, "He intended to kill his opponent, didn't he?"'107 

Following a series of half-hearted, indecisive engagements, it was 
agreed between 'Ali and Mu'àwiya to make the attempt to patch up 
sorne political solution. Readiness to negotiate proved 'All's undoing. 
Some elements among his supporters argued with legalistic pedantry 
that his agreeing to participate in the proposed parleys suggested that 
there was something to negotiate. That might be seen as 'Ali's admit
ting in advance that there was some question over his daim to succeed 
the Prophet, for which Muslim blood had already been spilled, but 
which he was now apparently prepared to place in abeyance until the 
outcome of the negotiations. On the view that a caliph did not possess 
any right of abdication, these men declared that, in introducing doubt 
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as to his God-given trust, 'Ali had forfeited his sacred office. Others in 
his camp, represented as adopting a more 'hihlical' view of the situa
tion, denied that mere political deliberations could settle a holy issue 
so delicate as that of the leadership of 'the cause of God'. They 
demanded that God Himself be called upon to decide the issue be
tween 'Alï and Mu'awiya, whom they regarded as in rebellion against 
the lawfulleader. They now clamoured for the matter to be settled by 
the ordeal of hattie. Denouncing 'Ali as a backslider into unbelief, 
different groups withdrew their pledge of support and declared war on 
both contestants. That plunged 'Ali into confrontation with two sets 
of determined opponents, Mu'llwiya and the Syrians, and now his own 
former most fervent supporters. His strength was weakened by a series 
of desertions brought about partly by these internai wrangl.ings in his 
camp and partly by the discouragement which some may have felt at 
his lack of immediate military success, which may have said some
thing to the more pious among his followers about the degree of divine 
support for his daims. 

Events fortuitously tumed in favour of Mu'llwiya and the Syrians 
when 'Ali was murdered at the instigation of his own erstwhile support
ers in revenge for the harshness of the measures that he had taken 
against the regular desertions jAD 6611. Killing his own men had created 
among their comrades and kinsmen an obligation to seek retaliation. 

Each of these quarrelling groups and their figureheads would attract 
favourable and unfavourable comment from later generations of Mus
lims who, in taking sides retrospectively in the old divisions, would 
form the nuclei of the sects and factions that began to appear. The 
views which they expressed long continued to reverberate in the shape 
of their badith reports, which may still be read in the voluminous 
literature. Eloquent testimony to the depth of feeling created in the 
community as it looked back on the earlier struggles, reflecting on 
who had been in the right and who had been in the wrong, and 
evidence of the utility of the I:ladïth in advancing the interests and 
opinions of the severa! factions and sects descended directly from the 
protagonists in these ancient battles, is stamped into the reports in 
which they addressed each other and the wider community of the 
faithful. In the endless arguments about who should rightfully have 
succeeded the Prophet, which is how the unsuccessful express their 
dissatisfaction with his tory, it was natural that they would involve the 
authority of the Prophet himself. He is, for example, said to have 
foretold the death of '.AmmAr, the devoted supporter of 'Ali, at the 
hands of 'the aggressing party' .108 Coded as the language of the badïths 
may appear to be, the vocabulary and references would be understood 
by all to hark hack to the ancient ruptures. 
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The initiative could well have been taken in many cases by those 
who sought retrospectively to plead 'All's cause. 

The prophet js supposed to have said to 'Ali: 'Y ou are of me and 
1 am of you'. 109 

On one occasion, amid a throng of his followers, the Prophet is said to 
have declared: 

'He whose patron 1 am, 'Ali is also his patron'. 110 

When Mu'awiya attempted to incite Sa'd to insult 'Ali, Sa'd said, 
'Don't you recall the three things the Prophet said? He had left 
'Ali behind on one of his expeditions and 'Ali protested at being 
left with the women and children. The Prophet said, "Aren't you 
pleased to be to me as Aaron was to Moses - although there will 
be no prophet after me?" Then, at Khaybar, the Prophet said, "1 
shall give command to one who loves God and His Prophet and 
whom God and His Prophet love". We all hoped it would be 
given to us, but he said, "Cali 'Ali". 'Alï came, suffering from 
ophthalmia which Muhammad cured by spitting on his eye. He 
then gave him the flag and God granted him victory. Thirdly, 
when the verse, "Let us cali our sons and yoursons" [Q 3.611 was 
revealed, the Prophet summoned 'Ali, Fatima, l:lasan and 
l:lusayn, sayin& "These are my family" .'111 

A similar story tells of the attempt of the representative of a later 
caliph seeking to subom a different Companion to insult 'Ali, with a 
similar negative result.111 

Muhammad is reported as addressing his followers at the Pool of 
Khumm: 

'1 am but mortal and soon the messenger of my Lord will call and 
1 shall accompany him. But 1 shallleave you two solidities, the 
Book of God in which is guidance and light. Take the Book of 
God, hold fast toit. 1 shaH also leave you my family. 1 remind you 
of Godin respect of my family and commend them to you. 1113 

Malik had beard but can produce no isnad for the following: 
The prophet said, '1 have left you two things which, if you 
embrace, you will not go astray- the Book of God and the sunna 
of your Prophet' .114 

Of his grandson, l:lasan, the Prophet said: 'Lord God! 1 love him, love 
him too, and love those who will love him.'m He also said of him: 
'This son of mine is a leader. Perhaps through him God will reconcile 
two great forces.' 116 Following thè dea th of 'Alï, l:lasan marched against 
Mu'awiya with a huge force. Mu'Awiya sent two men of Quraysh to 
assuage him. They were eventually able to make him enough promises 
to satisfy him.117 
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The Prophet whispered something to his daughter Fapma and 
she wept bitterly. He whispered to her again and she laughed. 
She had wept because he told her of his impending death, and 
when she wept, to console her, he asked, 'Does it not, however, 
please you that you will be the fust of my family to join me and 
that you will be the first lady of Heaven, and chief of the female 
believers?'118 

That this was supposed to have been reported by 'A'isha would not be 
lost on the listeners. 

As death approaches, the Muslim is required to set his affairs in 
order by appointing an executor to see that his dying wishes are 
respected. Thus, there are reports to the effect that the Prophet had 
appointed 'Ali to be his executor. They were pointedly challenged by 
other reports in which 'A'isha asks: 

When would there have been time or opportunity for the Prophet 
to do that? 1 nursed him in my anns day and night and he 
breathed his last in my embrace. 119 

There is a close conceptuallink between leadership in the commu
nal prayer (imdma) and leadership in the govemance of the entire 
community (imdma), ready to be exploited in the reports on the 
Prophet's last few days of life. Severa! of these feature 'A'isha, said to 
have been Mubammad's favourite wife. She was the daughter of the 
man who, in fact, had been the fust to succeed the Prophet. When no 
longer capable of leading his community in public worship, 
Mul;tammad had told her to ask Abü Bakr to deputise for him. To 
reinforce this point, 'A'isha is shown in the narrative making a series 
of excuses. That obliges the Prophet to keep repeating his request - a 
favourite narrative technique often employed in the Had1th. 

Abü Bakr worships in such a humble, devout mam1er that the 
congregation would be qui te unable to hear him and to follow his 
lead. He was inclined to be so emotionally overcome when 
reciting the Quran that his sobs. and pious groans would obscure 
from those behind him the wording of the holy texts. It would 
probably be better to send for 'Umar. 'A'isha prevailed upon her 
co-wife, l:laf~a, daughter of 'Umar, to make the same arguments. 
Exasperated by their female wile, the weakened Muhammad 
denounced both wives as 'just like the women in the Joseph 
story'. Repeating his insistence that Abü Bakr be called, 'since 
God and the Muslims will have no other,' the Prophet eventually 
succeeds in having his wishes respected.120 

On another occasion, consulted by a woman, Muhammad told her to 
come back later, adding: 'if you don't find me, ask for Abü Bakr'.121 

It was easy to represent here that, thinking of his own death, the 
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Prophet was expressing a view on the succession. He is regularly 
reported, when adjudicating on any legal matter, to have called the 
evidence of the older witnesses before that of their juniors. He stated 
his preference for the imama of the oldest present in the communal 
worship in the district masques. Where more than one eider was 
proposed, the office should fall to the one more familiar with the 
Quran and, in the event that they shared an equal knowledge of the 
texts, preference should be shawn to him whose conversion to Islam 
and adherence to the Prophet bad been earliest.122 This explains the 
quite large number of reports declaring now Abü Bakr, now 'Ali, to 
have been the first to believe in Muhammad's daims. The outcome of 
that debate is still apparent in Abü Bakr's honorific title, al-Siddlq, 'he 
who firmly believed' and endorsed the claims. 

None would miss the drift of the words attributed to the son of 
'Umar when questioned by one of the faithful. 

He replied: When the Prophet was still among us, we compared 
no man with Abü Bakr and, after him, with 'Umar, and then 
'Uthman. We made no distinction between the remaining Cam
panions. 123 

It proved worthwhile to transfer this sentiment to 'Ali. 
Asked by his son, 'Which is the best Muslim after Muhammad?', 
'Alï replied,'Abü Bakr'. To the further question, 'Then who? 'Ali 
replied, "Umar'. Fearing to ask the next question, lest his father 
mention 'Uthman, the son suggests, 'Then yourselH' 'Ali replied, 
'No. l'm just another ordinary Muslim.'124 

Sufyan exclaimed, '1 don't think that the religious acts of one 
who alleges that 'Ali bad a stronger claim to succeed the Prophet 
than Abü Bakr or 'Umar can commend themselves to Heaven. 
For that would be to accuse Abü Bakr, 'Umar, the Muhajirün and 
the Ansa.r of having committed an error.1125 

The Prophet described waiting at the cistem in Heaven for the .. 
arrivai of his Companions. As they draw near and are about to 
join him, they are suddenly seized and swept away to a fate 
other than he or they bad anticipated. 'Those are my dear 
Companions', he complains. 'Yes,' cames a voice, 'but you do 
not know what innovations they introduced after you left 
them.'126 

A prophet and bence privy to the unseen, Muhammad was thought to 
be able to foresee the future. 'Don't', he is reported as saying, 'revert to 
unbelief after I'm gone, striking each other with the sword.'117 

Ascending Madlna's Mt Uhud one day in the company of Abü 
Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman, the Prophet was angered when the 
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mountain quaked. Stamping his feet, he called out, 'Be quiet! a 
prophet, a true believer and two martyrs!'128 

A man asked 'Ali about the action he had taken: 'Was that 
something the Prophet told you to do, or was it something you 
just thought up for yourselH' 'Alï assured him that it had not 
been something the Prophet had told him to do, merely some
thing he thought he would do. 129 

The idea that the patriarchal rule of 'the rightly-guided caliphs' at 
Madina had been a smooth and legitimate succession was fostered in 
the words attributed to the Prophet. 'The apostolic succession, then 
God will grant authority to whom He pleases.' 130 The forgiving, har
monising effects of the Hadith are apparent in the inclusion of Ta!Qa 
and al-Zubayr alongside 'Ali in the list of the Companions allegedly 
foretold by the Prophet as the men destined for Paradise. 131 The power 
of the Hadïth to sway general attitudes is, however, clear in a variant 
to the above. 

The Prophet foretells that the apostolic succession willlast only 
thirty years, after which God will grant authority to whom He 
pleases. One scholar checked this dictum: Abü Bakr, two years; 
'Umar, ten years; 'Uthman, twelve years, then 'Ali - informed 
that the present rulers asserted that 'Ali never had been caliph, 
the man exploded in a torrent of expletives.131 

In the report that 'the rightly-guided caliphs' had been five in number, 
Abü Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali and 'Umar b. 'Abdul 'Azïz, the exclu
sion of the dynasty established by Mu'âwiya was designed to make an 
undisguised political point. 133 

Following the murder of 'Alï, to the inconsolable chagrin of sorne 
lraqis, who had been too divided by their own internai bickering to be 
of any real assistance to him orto remain constant to their promises to 
support him, power had passed to 'the latecomers'. Mu'âwiya's skilful 
diplomacy had enabled him to come to an accommodation with 'All's 
son }:lasan, and his astute assessment of the situation led to the 
transfer of the capital to Syria, where his main support lay. For the next 
ninety years, Islam would be govemed from Damascus, and it was all 
too easy to accuse the new dynasty of the Umayyads of ruling the 
Muslims by force rather than by consent. They presided over a still
expanding empire and, beset with serious internai opposition from 
other groups, were forced to govem the provinces with a firmness that 
many would find inconvenient. The descendants of those who had 
failed 'Ali in his confrontation with the Syrians kept up a ceaseless 
barrage of propaganda of an increasing bittemess and fomented a series 
of uprisings against the new regime in the name of the house of 'Alï, 
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the abl al-bayt, or 'holy family', one after another of whose hapless 
members were sacrificed on the altar of conscience and in the narne of 
Iraqi separatist aspirations in a series of hopeless revolts suppressed 
with ruthless Syrian efficiency. Most tragic of all these events bad 
been the slaughter of the Prophet's grandson }:lusayn, who, together 
with a large number of his family and relatives, bad been slaughtered 
on the field of KarbalA' by the army of the Umayyads' viceroy. Sur
rounded by the govemment forces and denied food and water until 
they could no longer offer any effective resistance, they bad been 
butchered like cattle. Dramatic descriptions of this appalling act pro
vided poets and musicians with the materials for countless elegies and 
dirges, many of which were brought together into a passion play which 
to this day is still movingly enacted in towns and villages on the 
anniversary of the massacre, retaining its power to reduce the audi
ences to shuddering and tears. As the lists of Shi'î 'saints' and 'holy 
martyrs' swelled, even more shrill excoriation of the 'impious regime', 
'the dogs of unbelief' and 'enemies of Go d', born of repeated frustration 
and a sense of impotence, flowed into the Hadith. A man who consulted 
ibn 'Umar on whether the pilgrim plagued by a gnat would incur the 
penalty for shedding blood if he crushed it drew from the venerable sage 
the withering shout: 'Listen, will you, to this lraqi. His people slaugh
tered the Prophet's grandson and he asks me about the blood of agnat! 13• 

Nor was the party that most vigorously kept alive the daims of the 
bouse· of 'Alî the only group that cursed and execrated the Syrian 
rulers. The chorus of vituperation was arnplified by the voices of the 
secessionists, the Khawàrij lfrom kharat, 'to desert'), now formed into 
numerous raiding parties recruited from the fierce warriors of the 
desert which rampaged up and down the border land between Iraq and 
Syria, killing and looting in the name of purity of belief and the rule of 
the most faithful to the laws of God and the Quran. All Muslims who 
failed to respond to their cali to make 'the new hifra' to join them in 
their camps were denounced as unbelievers, denizens of the abode of 
faithlessness whom Godin His Holy Book bad urged the true believers 
to root out without mercy. This failure to join them showed indiff
erence to the general evil emanating from 'the godless' rulers at 
Damascus who bad tumed 'the affair of God' into another hereditary 
monarchy and who, misguided themselves, were misguiding the people 
of God and using them to keep hold of the leadership which they had 
irnpiously seized. Worse, failure to make the hitra might expose these 
villagers or townsmen as supporters of those who also thought they 
had family daims on the leadership of the Muslims, the accursed 
Shi' a, who were engaged with the Umayyads in a base struggle for the 
trappings of temporal power and pelf. The Khàrijites declared war on 
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both Umayyads and Alids. In their view, both parties, no better than 
each other, were backsliders and apostates who bad betrayed the Book 
of God and His Prophet. Both were the enemies of God upon whom 
Heaven bad declared unremitting war until God should decide the 
issue and His rule alone prevailed. 

The Umayyads, in the interests of good order, stability of the state 
and the preservation of the immense gains that Islam bad made, saw 
no alternative to retaining power in the bands of their own clan as they 
strove to maintain the unity of the Muslims. 

Mu'Awiya recalled in the course of one of his sermons that he 
bad beard the Prophet say: 'This polity will remain with 
Quraysh. None wül show them enmity but God will cast him 
down on his face- as long as they uphold the religion.'135 

Also reported from the Prophet were his words: 
'He who obeys me, obeys God; he who disobeys me, disobeys 
God. He who obeys the ruler, obeys me; he who disobeys the 
ruler, disobeys me.'136 

'Israel', said the Prophet, 'was govemed by prophets. As one died, 
he was replaced by another. There will, however, be no prophet 
after me, but there will be caliphs and they will be numerous.' 
His Companions asked birri, 'What do you advise us to do?' He 
replied, 'Faithfully fulfil your oaths of allegiance to them, one 
after the other. Give them their due. God will question them 
about their stewardship.' 137 

Mul)ammad informed I:Iudhayfa that he must cleave to the 
unity of the Muslims and uphold their imam. 'What', asked 
I:Iudhayfa, 'if there is no unity and no imam?' The Prophet 
wamed him, 'ln that case, a void all factions' .138 

A man complained to ibn 'Abbas, cousin of the Prophet, about 
the manner in which Mu'Awiya perfonned a particular prayer. 
'Let him be,' said 'Abdallah, 'he is a Companion of the Prophet 
and a man who understands the religion.' 139 

The idealistic view adopted by the Kharijites that the people of God 
be govemed only by the purest of faith and the most scrupulous in his 
observance of the ordinances of the faith, 'even if there be set over you 
an Ethiopian with a head like a raisin', 140 soon led, given the different 
degrees of rigour possible in defining both 'belief' and 'piety', to their 
splintering into numerous smaller camps, each swearing allegiance to 
its own chosen 'Commander of the Faithful' judged to measure up to 
their severe criteria. That of course, made them the more difficult to 
pursue and to destroy. 
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A man had once accused the Prophet of acting unfairly in the 
distribution of booty and advised him to act more scrupulously. 
When the man had gone, the Prophet said that there would be 
descended from him people 'who would recite the Quran, 
although it would get no further than their throats. They would 
depart from Islam with the speed at which an arrow leaves the 
bow. They would kill the people of Islam, while sparing the 
unconverted heathen.'141 

'If I should be spared to encounter them,' said Muhammad, 'l' d 
kill them.'142 

The sarne man had associates with whom none of the Campan
ions of the Prophet would deign to pray or to fast ... Their sign 
will be a black man one of whose upper arms will resemble a 
female breast ... They will appear at a time when the Muslims 
are divided. 'I swear', says the Companion, 'I beard the Prophet 
say this. I further swear that I was with 'Ali when he fought 
those people. A search was made for the man and when he was 
found, I examined him and found him to be exactly as the 
Prophet bad described him.'143 • 

The fearless raids and ceaseless depredations of the Khlrijites proved a 
severe tri~ to the unarmed villagers, a scourge to the traveller whom 
they would examine in detail to ascertain the purity of his theology, 
and a thom in the flesh of the Umayyads who had to mount countless 
campaigns to counter their lawlessness. They may even have contrib
uted their share to the weakening and eventual downfall of the regime. 
But they served Islam incidentally by opening up, in addition to the 
political issues which they raised, the question of the definition of 'sin' 
and the effect that it might have on 'faith', thus provoking some of the 
earliest theological discussions among the Muslims. 

The questions having once been raised, the different theologi.cal 
attitudes being framed and given expression in hadith form prompted 
arnong the general body of the Muslims the need to confirm their own 
positions vis-à-vis the welter of hadïths with which they were being 
bombarded from ali sides. They showed an inclination to challenge 
some of the views expressed and to counter them with their own 
hadiths expressing their own point of view. The chief drawback of the 
Kharijites in the eyes of ruler and ruled alike was the destructive effect 
which their activism was having on public order. Passivity and resig
nation were now drummed into the public mind in hadith after 
hadith. 

The Prophet foretold, 'There will come after me govemors 
who will not be govemed by the guidance 1 have provided, nor 
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proceed on the path 1 have laid down. Among them will arise 
men with the hearts of devils in human bodies.' 'What shall we 
do if we live to see thad' he was asked. 'Y ou will hear and ohey 
the prince, even if he beats your back and steals your property. 
Hear and obey. 1144 

'Whoever abandons obedience [var.: the ruling power] and sepa· 
rates from the general body of believers, then dies, dies a pagan. 
Whoever enlists un der a flag whose objectives are not clear, from 
anger against one party, or whoever summons others to one 
party, or responds to the cali for assistance to one party against 
another and kills, kills as a pagan. Whoever rebels against my 
people, striking pious or impious, making no distinction in 
favour of those who believe, whoever does not faithfully keep to 
the oath of allegiance that he freely gave, has no connection with 
me, nor 1 with him.'145 

To those who complained of the evil of the times, consolation was 
offered in: 

'You will not live through one period, but that the one after it 
will be even worse. Bear patiently un til y ou meet y our Maker .'146 

Whoever withdraws his band from allegiance will meet God on 
the Day of Judgment and will have no defence. Any man who 
dies owing allegiance to no ruler will die a pagan. 147 

Even rulers who insist on receiving their due but who deny the 
believers their due are to be obeyed. 'They will be judged for what they 
do, and you will be judged for what you do.'1' 8 It is not the business of 
the individual Muslim to make snap moral judgments on his rulers, 
deciding which of them is evil and bound to go to Hell. God will judge 
these rulers in due course; only He knows the true innermost condi
tion of men's hearts. 

Furious with one of his generais (it might have been KhAlid, or it 
might have been his adoptive grandson, Usàma), the Prophet had 
stormed at being informed that, in the beat of battle, ignoring the 
enemy's calling out, '1 believe that there is no other god besides 
God', the Muslim had eut the man down. 'He bad confessed to 
the faith,' thundered Muhammad. 'But he just said that to save 
his skin.' 'How do you know that? Did you tear the heart from 
his breast and peer at it to find out if he was sincere or not? 1 am 
not commanded to look into men's hearts. 1 am commanded to 
summon them to belief, and if they say that they believe, to 
accord them all the benefits of their belief, and to honour their 
lives and their property as inviolable.'1' 9 

The business of the ruled is to render unto Caesar the things that are 
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Caesar's and to render unto God the things that are God's- as long as 
the ruler upholds the religion and as long as he provides the conditions 
in which the practices of the religion may be observed bath in public 
and in private without constraint. Providing the ruler is at the very 
least a nominal believer, it is the duty of the Muslims to ohey and to 
eschew, in the interests of the unity of the Muslims, any seductive call 
to judge the marals of the de facto authority as an excuse for legitimis
ing rebellion. 

Those who do not take up arms against the ruling power are 
distinguished from the implacable foes of the Umayyads, the Shi' a and 
the Khârijites, by the title 'people of the sunna and unity'. We have 
already seen the term 'sunna of the Prophet' used consciously in 
contrast to the ahl al-bayt, the family of the Prophet, the rallying-call 
of the Shi'a. This term, sunna, is intimately intertwined with the 
concept of the Tradition of the community embodied in the term 
l:ladith, with which it shares the concept of 'continuity of practice', 
the 'way of the ancestors', or the pious forebears. Some writers con
sider the two terms l:ladith and sunna to be synonymous and therefore 
interchangeable. That, however, did not become the case un til the late 
second/eighth century and then only for a specifie technical reason 
that remains to be examined. The term sunna retained its original 
general sense until well into the literary phase of the history of the 
Hadïth ,was stillin current use in the secondhalf of the second lslamic 
century and can still be distinguished from the term 'sunna of the 
prophet' which was just beginning to appear alongside it. The seman
tic transition was already und er way but not yet complete in the time 
of Mâlik b. Anas of Madïna jd. 179/795), as a few exarnples from his 
classic work on Madinan legal opinions will make clear. 

Discussing a legal restriction on an owner's freedom to sell his 
property, and mentioning a ruling said to have been given by the 
Prophet himself, Malik says, 'and the undisputed sunna with us 
on this question is in conformity with that'. 150 Malik bad beard 
that the early Madinan legal expert, Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab, being 
asked whether there were any sunna on this same question, bad 
replied, not, however, with a badlth, but with a statement of the 
legal principle involved.151 Of a particular commercial transac
tion, Màlik himself says, 'that is not the way Muslims do 
things' .151 Describing certain arrangements made between inves· 
tor and agent, he speaks of the sunna, the past practice of the 
Muslims.153 Of another transaction, he says that it follows the 
ancient practice, sunna, in this type of transaction.154 Certain 
marriage restrictions he describes as 'following the ancient way', 
sunna.155 Anyone proposing to perform one of the major Islamic 
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rituals of prayer, fasting, pilgrimage or religious retreat has only 
to follow 'the ancient way of performing them', the sunna, 
which is known by the Muslims. He may not introduce any 
innovative practice [mubdath], but must follow 'the way of the 
Muslims' .156 

The caliph Abü Bakr bad been unaware of a ruling on a legal 
question in either the Book of God or 'the sunna of the Prophet'. 
He consulted the Companions and one of them recalled a ruling 
that the Prophet bad given in just such a case.157 
This daim being confirmed by a second Companion, the ruler 
accepted it and acted upon it. In his day, 'Umar, in a develop
ment of the same case, declined to vary his predecessor's deci
sion.1"8 The judgment which he gave in the new case arising out 
of the earlier one is elsewhere projected back as having, in fact, 
been delivered by Abü Bakr. 159 'That', says Malik, 'is a ruling not 
known to have been departed from "since Islam began".'160 Of 
another ruling, he says that it 'bas persisted from the Prophet's 
time un til tod.ay'. 161 But, another ruling is not adopted, since 'it is 
not the way of the Muslims' .162 One panicular practice 'bas 
al ways been disapproved of in our region, owing to the Prophet's 
having prohibited it.'163 

On the other band, in one question professional adjusters have 
to be engaged to advise, 'since nothing bas come down from the 
Prophet, nor is there any past practice, sunna, to guide us'. 164 

'Umar had wamed the Companions about their conduct, 'since 
the people imitate what you do.' 165 'Umar himself explains his 
refusai to act in a certain way that had been suggested to him by 
a Companion, 'for, if 1 did, that would become a sunna'. 166 
Consulted on a matter of personal hygiene and asked 'whether 
any report bad come down', Mâlik replies, without naming 
names, '1 have heard that sorne of the earlier Muslims used to do 
that'. It is not, however, he stresses, what he himself does. 167 
Commenting on a feature of the ritual prayer, Malik sa ys he bad 
not beard that it had been done 'in the ancient period' .168 He has, 
indeed, heard that 'Umar had been responsible for certain inno
vations in relation to the prayer.169 Final! y, he reports that 'A'isha 
recalled, when mentioning the story of a case concerning her 
freedwoman, Barïra, that the l;J.adlth conveyed three sunnas.l1° 

The distinction is therefore made that, while the l;J.adlth is the story or 
document itself, the sunna is the practice or ruling that is to be 
inferred from the story. In the following century, a scholar found, in 
one hadith about a man who died while on the pilgrimage, as many as 
five separate sunnasY1 
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Setting aside his normal attitude of sceptical reserve towards the 
hadith, Goldziher allowed himself to be duped into accepting that the 
Umayyads really had been 'the godless regime' that their enemies 
depicted. For him too, they were the worldly 'race of kings', material
istic in outlook, little interested in matters of religion, the bitter 
opponents of the pious religious party whom they suppressed with 
cruel tyranny. 

Religious people were pushed into the background by the rulers 
. . . Like the Jewish rabbis under Roman rule, they occupied 
themselves with research into the law, which had no validity for 
the real circumstances of life, but represented for themselves the 
law of their ideal society.172 

Using their great power and the wealth which they e.xpropriated from 
the state finances, the rulers succeeded, in Goldziher's view, in seduc
ing a number of prominent scholars into defending their position and 
illegitimate policies by inventing and spreading hadiths in their fav
our, putting into the mouth of the Prophet statements condemning 
their enemies as unbelievers, and consigning their opponents to a 
fearful fate in the Hereafter. Including in his sweeping condemnation 
the great father of Arabian hadith studies, Zuhrl, 'a pliant tool' of 
Umayyad ambition, Goldziher even managed to misconstrue a remark 
attributed to this scholar: 'These emirs forced us to write hadiths'. 
That, he concluded, could be understood only on the assumption of 
Zuhrï's willingn.ess to lend his name, which was in general esteemed 
by the Muslim community, to the government's wishes. 173 The full 
statement makes a quite different impression: 'We did not originally 
approve of the written recording of religious knowledge until these 
princes obliged us to do so. Then we decided we should withhold it 
from none of the Muslims.'174 This has nothing to do with the forma
tion of a ministry of propaganda where, behind closed doors, officiais 
engaged in concocting false hadiths to be disseminated among the 
public to further the regime's public relations. The remark occupies its 
own place in the academie quarrel over the legitimacy or otherwise of 
preserving and transmitting the Jjadith in writing. The interest of the 
rulers in opening up what had hitherto been the preserve of a few 
specialist scholars in order to spread the knowledge of the religion 
beyond their confined circle makes an impression quite opposed to 
that intended by Goldziher. The princes of the ruling house were 
themselves either Companions or Successors - the founder of the 
dynasty, Mu'awiya, had been the Prophet's brother-in-law - and the 
names of several members of the family occur in the isnàds of the 
pious as frequently as those of their contemporaries from the house of 
'Ali, the ahl al-bayt, in, for example, Malik's Muwatta'. 
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Professor Abbott has shown the interest of severa! members of the 
Umayyad dynasty in acquiring for their libraries copies of the written 
collections of severa! prominent Companions' badlths, an interest 
which preceded in date that attributed to the most revered memb6r of 
their house, 'Umar b. 'Abdal'Aziz.I7S 

More recently, Professor Schacht took up for reconsideration 
Goldziher's general thesis that much of the Hadith had been the result 
of widespread fabricationY6 Schacht, however, not merely chose to 
restrict his investigations to the l;ladiths adduced in the disputes 
between the coteries of scholars in the severa! regional schools of law, 
and in the quarrels between the 'lawyers' and the devotees of the 
Hadlth, but he also chose to confine his analyses to l;ladiths of more 
strictly 'legal' application, showing less interest in those relevant to 
the strictly 'religious' matters of cult and ritual. Crucial! y, he showed 
little interest in the Muslims' handling of l;ladlths on matters regu
lated in the Quran. His studies concentrated rather more on legal 
theory, that is, jurisprudence, than on the underlying phase of law 
derivation from both Quran and Hadith. Schacht had a special interest 
in the attribution of statements relative to law to specifie individuals 
in the first Islamic generation (the Companions) and in subsequent 
generations (the Successors). He thus focused on the isnâds of the 
l;J.adiths, and it is in this field that his most perceptive insights lie. For 
Schacht has shown that the isnâd had a tendency to grow bath 
vertically, that is, backwards, and horizontal! y. Statements adduced in 
one context from Successors tend to reappear regularly elsewhere 
either in identical statements from Companions or as counter-state
ments attributed to other Companions. The same relation can be seen 
to obtain between statements attributed in one context to Campan
ions which reappear elsewhere as statements or counter-statements 
from different Companions, or from the Prophet. This tendency of the 
hadlths 'to grow backwards' shows, Schacht suggests, a movement 
natural in scholars who, taking their information at first from the 
lowest source available to them, gradually make, under the pressure of 
dispute, the transition to tracing it to ever higher and higher author
ity.177 In this development, the role played by the Hadith specialists 
was of significance. We have seen that the isnâd is a list of names 
intended to identify and so guarantee the successive stages through 
which information passed dawn. Frequently, isnâds branch off after a 
particular point into severa! alternative lists: thus, A- B - C - D can 
become: A - B - E - F, or A - B - G - H, and so on. The last common 
link in all these cases is B. This phenomenon suggested to Schacht 
the possibility of dating the first appearance of an item of information, 
in the present case to lifetime of B, or immediately after, if the 
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information were first put into circulation either by B or by someone 
using his name.178 

We shaH meet instances in which scholars, invited to consider 
hadiths alternative to their own, will be seen to declare that they bad 
never beard these alternative reports. Similarly, in the literary phase of 
the hadith, it frequently happens that a master is silent, while a 
particularly relevant hadith appears in the writings of one of his 
pupils. On the argument that a scholar would have used in debate a 
particular item if he had known it, this observation is also used to 
determine the approxima te date of that hadith in the interval between 
master and pupil, or between one writer and another, slightly later. 179 

A characteristic feature of many isnàds is incompleteness. One or 
more links in the chain of authority may be absent. If found elsewhere 
with a complete isniid, the badlth may be said to have been 'im
proved'. Schacht thus draws a series of conclusions: 

Companion hadïths are later than Successor hadiths; prophet 
hadiths, it follows, are la ter still.l:ladiths with perfect isntlds are 
later than hadiths with faulty isntlds. The isnad is the most 
arbitrary part of any hadïth.180 

In common with other scholars, Schacht experienced the isnad 
barrier. The further back one reaches, the more unsatisfactory the 
isniid until it is discovered that, on the basis of the isntld, one cannat 
proceed further back than about the year AH 100. Faced with this 
problem, Schacht made his most radical proposais. Although, like ail 
who study the l:ladith, Schacht realised that there was a considerable 
ideal element in the statements of the Muslim scholars, and that 
expressions like 'our practice', 'our generally agreed practice' and 'our 
practice on which there is no disagreement' can equally weil mean181 

'the practice, in our view, ought to be such-and-such', Schacht never
theless proceeds on the assumption that what is being described is 
actual behaviour which he refers to as 'the living tradition' of Madïna, 
Küfa, or whatever the case may be. In the great debate between those 
who confined their vision to the study of traditions only and those who 
were attempting to codify the law, this 'practice' can be seen to come 
into conflict with the content of hadiths. From the date at which the 
discussions known to us were being conducted, bath between the 
'lawyers' of the different regions - to be determined by those whom 
they cited as their main authorities - and between the 'lawyers' 
generally and the cultivators of the specialist study of the hadïtb, 
Schacht decided that the origins of Muslim jurisprudence were first 
being laid dawn about the year AH 100 by legal specialists whose raw 
materials were being fumished by actual practice, whether official 
enactments instituted by late Umayyad rulers and their officiais or 
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'popular practice' current among the people.182 To this, it was cogently 
pointed out that that is to abandon the whole of the period between the 
dea th of the Prophet and the end of the fust century, and especially the 
entire period of the Madlnan caliphate (AD 632-5).183 This telling 
criticism raises the need for a continued search for the origins of the 
substratum behind the lawyers' 'practice' which perhaps will not be 
located without taking more account of the role of the Quran in its 
contribution to the thinking of the intelligent Muslim of the earliest 
and most crucial period as to how the 'practice' ought to be fashioned. 
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The Study of the I:Iadïth 

The student about to embark on the study of the Hadith may weil feel 
as daunted as the novice mariner navigating a chartless ocean. But 
there are ways to 'tame' the waves of what even the Muslims think of 
as 'this raging sea'. First, one organises the l:ladïth into categories 
according to the main topics. Political, ritual, legal, theological, tech
meal or éxegetical themes tend to be recognisable. In dealing with the 
last group, it can be convenient to divide it into 'pure exegesis' and 
'applied exegesis'. By 'pure exegesis' is meant here a type of report 
which can most easily be explained as originating direct from a Quran 
text. 'Applied exegesis' is more complicated. Discussions in a later 
generation led to a serious split in opinions: the quarrels over how to 
read Q 5.6, whether to wipe the feet or to wash them, illustrate the 
activity. A dispute was thought to be resolvable by going back to the 
Quran to seek out texts that could be claimed to support one view of 
the matter over the other. We shall take the categories in turn. 

PURE EXEGESIS 

In many Muslim countries, it is still today preferred that a non
Muslim should not possess a copy of the Quran, an attitude that arises 
from an ancient notion that none may even touch the sacred Book who 
is not in the state of ritual purity (faharal required of one about to 
embark on the ritual prayer. lt may easily be supposed that the idea 
derived in turn from Q 56. 77-9: 'lt is a noble quran; in a concealed 
book which none may touch but those who have been purified 
[mutahhanïn ).' 

The celebrated l:ladith expert, 'Urwa, 
discussed with MarwAn various acts which breach tahàra and 
require renewal of the ablution [ww;iü'). Among the acts MarwAn 
listed was touching the genitals. 'Urwa protested that he had 
never beard that. 'Weil,' said MarwAn, 'a woman told me she bad 
beard the Prophet say so.'184 

'Urwa must have accepted what MarwAn bad told him, for 'Urwa's son 
reports that that had been his father's teaching. 185 

Mu~'ab reports that he used to hold the holy text while his father 
recited from it. Once he fidgeted and Sa'd asked, 'Did you by any 
chance just touch your gentials?' When Mu$' ab said he thought 
he might have, his father told him to go and renew his wu4ii' .186 
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The son of 'Abdallah b. 'Umar tells us that that bad also been the 
teaching and practice of his father. Sa.lim bad seen him one day 
perform the minor ablution {wu4u'] after having just completed 
the major ablution {ghusl). 'I'd have thought that the ghusl 
would enable you to dispense with the wu4u'?' said Sa.lim. 'lt 
does,' said 'Abdallah, 'but occasionally 1 find that in doing it, 1 
touch my genitals, so 1 perform the wu4u' for that reason.'187 

The Marwin-'Urwa exchange bad been reported by a distinguished 
member of the fam.ily which still retained sorne of the Prophet's papers. 
He states that among these documents were Mul;aammad's written 
instructions to his great-grandfather that none except the ritually pure 
(tdhir) may touch the Holy Quran.188 Malik explains that one may not 
even carry the text on a cushion if not in astate of ritual purity (tdlrir). 
This rule bas nothing to do with whether or not one's bands are clean 
or, if dirty, liable to stain the holy pages. The matter is wholly abstract, 
one of consideration for the great sanctity of the Word of God, for 
which one must always show the greatest reverence. As to the verse, 
the best thing he had beard was that it resembles Q 80.11-16: 'Nay! it 
is a reminder; whoso wishes may recall; on honoured sheets; elevated, 
purifed fmutahhara); by the bands of scribes noble and pious.' Words are 
treacherous. Tâhir refers to humans in astate of ritual purity; mutahhar 
refers to Heavenly beings intrinsically pure, having been made so by 
divine action (Q 2.25). That reminds Malik of a repon about 

'Umar, who bad been with a group who were reciting Quran 
when he broke off to go and relieve himself. As he emerged from 
the privy, 'Umar was still reciting Quran, at which one of the 
company, scandalised, pointed out to the caliph that he was 
reciting the holy text without having first renewed his ritual 
purity. 'Who was your teacher,' asks 'Umar, 'was it perhaps 
Musaylima?', referring to Muhammad's arch-rival, execrated by 
the Muslims as 'the false prophet'.189 

One need not be in astate of ritual purity to recite Quran. Ritual purity 
is demanded only of those about to pray. 

Q 75.1-19 presents a dramatic scene at the Last Judgment. It depicts 
the arrivai of the individual soul before the tribunal to be shown the 
record of its earthly deeds. lt will then realise that ali its days it bas 
been under surveillance. A record kept by an ever-watchful angel will 
be read out. Should the soul begin to proffer excuses, it will be told not 
to seek to anticipate the reading of the charges. lt is the divine 
responsibility to keep the record and to read it out. The soul is 
commanded to follow in silence the reading of the charges. It will be 
for the judge to expound the details. The passage is in the form of direct 
address. lt is easy to understand how it might be taken to have been 
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spoken to the Prophet, and, once that identification bad been made, 
the Muslims thought they were in possession of one further item of 
biographical information. (Double quotation marks enclose actual 
Quranic citations; single quotation marks enclose commentary.) 

'The Prophet used to keep repeating the revelation over and over 
again as the sections were being delivered, for fear of forgetting 
them.'190 

'When Gabriel brought a revelation, Mu.4arnmad would have to 
wrap himself in a garment, so oppressive was the weight of the 
revelation. Before the angel had completed a communication, 
Mu.4ammad was already repeating to himself the beginning of 
the passage, for fear that he might forget it. Gabriel asked, "Why 
do you do that?" Muhammad replied, "1 am afraid I rnight forget 
it", so God revealed Q 87.fr-7, "We shall empower you to recite 
the Quran and you will not forget- except what God wishes". 
This new revelation relieved the Prophet's anxiety about his 
powers of memory.'191 

'As revelation was being delivered, the Prophet moved his 
tongue, so God revealed, "Do not be impatient, do not move 
your tongue" [Q 75.16). He feared it might escape him.' 
'We it is who must assemble it Assemble it in your breast 
and recite it.' and fix it there 
'and recite it' 
'When We have recited it' 

so that you can recite it. 
when it has been revealed to 

y ou, 
'follow the recitation' it is for Us to clarify it, i.e. 'to 

provide the clarification 
through the elucidation that 

you will provide [cf. Q 16.44)'. 
'When We have recited it, follow the recitation' -base your 
practice upon the revelation. 192 

After this, whenever Gabriel came, Mu.4ammad would bow his 
head and, when the angel departed, Muhammad could recite, as 
God had promised him.193 

A similar passage on the Last Judgrnent occurs at Q 20.109-14: 'Do not 
hasten to recite [quranj before its disclosure [wahyJ is completed'. But 
this passage is complicated by uncertainty as to whether the terms it 
uses- 'an Arabie quran', 'do not rush its quran'- are intended as verbal 
noun, 'recitation', or proper noun, Quran. The native commentators 
assume that the Quran is meant, and one has drawn attention to the 
similarity between Q 20 and Q 87 (as opposed to Q 75). 194 
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I describe these discussions as 'pure exegesis', since that is how 
they would have begun. But it can be seen how quickly, as a result of 
comparing verse with verse, they also became sa bab comment, that is, 
assertions as to the circumstances that bad prompted the revelation of 
particular Quran passages. This type of comment helped to fill out 
details of the 'ille of the Prophet'. 

APPLIED EXEGESIS: 'UMAR1S 1 READING' 

'Believers! when summoned to the Friday prayer, hasten [is'aw) to 
worship' [Q 62.9]. The Muslims were expected to leave off what they 
were doing and make their way promptly to the communal prayer. 
Taking the word is'aw literally, sorne would run to the mosque. We 
hear, for exarnple, that 'Abdallah b. 'Umar, on hearing the call to 
prayer, would make ali speed and might arrive flustered and out of 
breath. In order to make the point that the Muslim should come to 
prayer in the composed frame of mind that befits the ritual, his father, 
the caliph, recited not the word is' aw, but imdü, 'make your way to 
the mosque'.195 

In reporting this, for which he bas no isndd, MAlik comments: In 
the Book of God, the root sa'y implies merely 'doing', nothing 
more. Ci ting a number of appropria te verses, he feels that he can 
demonstrate that the term does not imply 'running', certainly 
not 'rushing'. He thinks that 'Umar had reacted to a false inter
pretation of the verse and so had substituted the other word in 
order to establish his view of the meaning. 

'Umar's alleged view was taken up in an instruction from the 
Prophet himself, as reported by Abü Hurayra: 'When the ritual prayer 
is called, do not run, but come to prayer in a seemly and dignified 
manner'. Apparently Malik had not beard this badïth, or he might 
have cited it, for he had nothing against the Abü Hurayra reports. This 
particular Abü Hurayra report from the Prophet may then, be taken to 
date from after Malik's time. MAlik's pupil, Shà.fi'l, knew a more 
generally worded badïth and was able to interpret it as including the 
Friday worship at the mosque. 196 In a second report, 

hearing another man recite the Quran in an unfamiliar version, 
'Umar brought him before the Prophet. Having listened to both 
versions, Muhammad pronounced both correct, 'for the Quran 
has been revealed in severa! versions for the convenience of the 
Muslims'. 197 

This badïth laid the foundations for a host of assertions that this or 
that Companion had recited this or that verse of the Quran in this or 
that way. The allegation was the essential preliminary for any depar
ture from the strict letter of the holy text in all arguments which 
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involved matters addressed in the Quran. Clearly, for such debating 
procedures, the approval of the Prophet was a prime desideratum. It 
provided the Muslims with adequate room for manoeuvre whenever, 
in the course of discussion, the actual wording of the Quran might 
prove inconvenient. The allegation that the Prophet had raised no 
objection to the circulation of variant Quran texts in his day among his 
followers had an even grea ter attraction to the Muslims, who all knew 
that they shared an identical Quran text in the period following the 
Prophet's death. That alone showed that the unique Quran text which 
the universal body of Muslims now shared had been supplied not by 
the Prophet but by one of his successors. Indeed, the Prophet's failure 
to do so had prompted the impulse behind another's initiative to 
'unify' the texts. 198 We shall have to revert to this important point. 

PRAYER 

The Prophet's widow 'A'isha is purported to have described the origi
nal imposition of the daily ritual prayers. According to this report, 
when fust introduced, each of the five daily prayers had consisted of 
only two rak' as, or cycles of Quran recitations accompanied by bowing 
and genuflection. 

That situation had endured throughout the Makkan period. 
When the Prophet came to Madïna, the form of the prayers was 
reorganised. The ancient two-rak'a prayer was now declared to 
be valid only for travellers. For the settled Muslims, prayers were 
to be made longer. The dawn prayer would continue to be one of 
two rak'as, but the noon, aftemoon and night prayers were ali 
increased to four rak'as each. 199 

The report, which makes no reference to the sunset prayer, a ritual 
of three rak'as for traveller and non-traveller alike, came from the 
band of one who knew that it was alleged that there was a difference in 
respect of prayer between travellers and non-travellers, and set out to 
'explain' the difference. Unhappily, the difference bas been wrongly 
accounted for. No such dispensation rules in favour of travellers. Q 
4.101 does, indeed, discuss the prayer obligation of the warrior fighting 
in 'the cause of God'. In times of war, when the time for the ritual 
prayer cames, the fighting men may apprehend the danger of coming 
under attack in the course of their devotions. If such is the case, they 
will be entitled to avail themselves of the special concession to 
decrease the length of their rituals. It is clear from the terms of the 
verse that the operative condition is actual fear of imminent enemy 
attack. In the absence of such real fear, the concession would not 
apply. 
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A Counter-l:iadïth 

'A'isha e:xhorted the Muslims to complete their ritual prayer when 
travelling. 

When reminded of reports asto the Prophet's supposed observ
ance of shortening the prayers when travelling, she insists, that, 
of course, in his day, the Prophet and his group had every 
expectation of hostile action whenever they ventured forth from 
their base at Madïna. Those days had gone and gone forever. 
Following the pacification of Arabia, a Muslim could travel the 
length and breadth of Arabia with no fear of encountering hostil
ity from any quarter. Circumstances in which a Muslim travel
ler might avail himself of the divine concession to abbreviate the 
ritual prayer no longer existed. 200 

When 'A'isha's nephew, 'Urwa, relayed to the great Hadith expert, 
Zuhrl, 'A'isha's account of the original imposition of the prayers, later 
to be extended to four rak'as for non-travellers only, Zuhrï asked him 
to account for the other reports that, even when travelling, 'A'isha had 
invariably performed the four-rak'a prayer. 'Urwa surmised that she 
had probably regarded the right of the traveller as a concession which 
one was free to accept or not. She may have sought the greater merit 
that would accrue from performing the longer ritual.:un 

Much more convincing, however, is the thought that the latter 
hadiths, circulating also under the aegis of 'A'isha's name, had 
occurred in the minds of those who could see the reference in the 
Quran to fear of enemy attack and who, on that account, now might 
acquiesce in the historical'reality' of a shortened prayer in war condi
tions, but reflected that that had applied in the time when Islam was 
struggling against powerful forces. 

A man is reported as saying to ibn 'Umar, 'l can find in the Quran 
a "fear-prayer" and the references to the prayer of the sedentary. 
But there is no trace of a "travel-prayer".' 'Abdallàh replied, 
'Cousin, God sent us Muhammad when we knew nothing, and 
we merely do as we saw him do'.102 

Thus, the 'travel-prayer' is non-Quranic. lt is a sunna. 
A second man pointed out to 'Umar that the very wording of Q 4 
stipulated actual fear of enemy attack as the condition of the 
concession to abbreviate the prayers. Following the pacification 
of Arabia, there no longer existed any such apprehension. 'Umar 
admitted that he had been as surprised as the other and had asked 
the Prophet about this very point. Muhammad said, 'lt is a free 
gift that God has bestowed upon the Muslims. Accept God's 
gracious gift. '203 
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These frank admissions that the source of the 'travel-prayer' had not 
been the Quran did not appeal to ali, or did not reach aU. The Quran 
text remained, and it seemed to state a condition for the abbreviation 
of the prayer. This potentially embarrassing fact could be neutralised 
in a number of ways. One might, for example, offer to punctuate the 
passage. A repon, handed down in the name of 

'Ali, alleges that a group of peaceable merchants had consulted 
the Prophet on their prayer obligation in the course of their 
commercial travels. Through His Prophet, God had answered 
their query: 'When you travel, you will incur no moral guilt in 
abbreviating the prayer'. At this point, revelation ceased. 

A year later, as Muhammad was about to lead those accom
panying him on one of his expeditions in the ritual prayer, they 
were confronted by an armed force who, familiar with the forms 
of Muslim worship, determined to attack the believers as they 
were engrossed in worship. To frustrate the enemy ploy, God 
intervened at this critical juncture, revealing: 'If you fear the 
assault of the unbelievers, they have ever been openly hostile to 
you', whereupon the Prophet divided his force into worshippers 
and guards, in accordance with the instructions provided in Q 
4.102, by which he was now guided.104 

The consequence of this type of repon was that the Muslims could 
assen that, from the Quran, one may distinguish three categories of 
ritual worship: the prayer of the peaceful traveller; the prayer of the 
warrior; the prayer to be performed by the non-traveller at home. 
Arising from this, 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas is credited with the view that 

non-travellers perform the four-rak' a prayers; the traveller's 
prayer is of two rak'as, and the warrior's is one of one rak'a 
only.ws 

The caliph 'Umar allegedly maintained that the 'travel-prayer' is not 
an abbreviated form of the ritual but an independent form of worship, 
complete in all respects.206 

We have seen that, in the days of the Prophet, severa! of his senior 
Companions were said to have compiled persona! codices of the sacred 
revelations for their own use and that the Prophet had not been so 
pedantic and bookish as to seek to impose a single uniform text on ali. 
The idea is useful in cases such as the present where an inconvenient 
Quran verse appears to impose conditions on the right to shonen the 
prayer. It was now recalled thar the Companion Ubayy, who had 
served Muhammad at Madlna as secretary of the revelations, had 
preserved Q 4.101 in his private copy in the following terms: 'When 
you travel abroad, you will incur no ·guilt in shortening the prayers, 
lest you be attacked by the unbelievers'.207 That was intended to excise 
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the troublesome condition of 'fear' and to reassert a Quranic sanction 
for the 'travel-prayer'. The intent bas, however, not been fully exe
cuted, since the allusion to unbelievers and the possibility of assault 
both persist. 

Dreams 
The dreams of prophets are regarded as structurally part of the means 
of revelation. That had been how Abraham bad been ordered to sacri
fice his son. Among the dreams bestowed on Muhammad was one in 
which he was informed that he would enter the sacred precinct of 
Makka in perfect safety, accompanied by persans with shaven heads 
and others with trimmed locks.w8 In an autobiographical anecdote, the 
Basran Abu '1-'Aliya recounts his joumey to Makka. As he proceeded, 
he was asked by the scholars at various points how he was performing 
the prayers. 

Stating that he was abbreviating them, he was asked if that were 
Quranic. 'Both Quran and sunna', he replied, and reminded his 
questioners of the verse: 'Cod has granted His Prophet a vera
cious dream: "Your party will enter the sacred masque. God 
willing. in perlect security, sorne with shaven heads [muhalliqin) 
and abbreviating the ritual prayer [muqa.$'$irln), while fearing 
none"'. 209 

The use of the exegesis of one verse (here, Q 48.27, but based on a 
dubious etymology) to bolster the exegesis of another verse (Q 4.101) is 
a commonplace procedure in this literature, as is the creation of one 
badïth to reinforce another. 

Prayers at Makka 
Also prevalent in the literature is the motif that certain of the ritual 
prayers are abbreviated in the course of the rites of the pilgrimage at 
Makka. Following his establishment at Madlna, Muhammad made 
only one pilgrimage to Makka. The reports on this event, the 'farewell 
pilgrimage', are replete with references to his shortening of the ritual 
prayers. To go to Makka involves an arduous joumey of several days. 
The prophet-pilgrim was ipso facto the prophet-traveller. The motif 
that he shortened the prayers at Makka was extended into that of his 
shortening the prayers both on his way to Makka and on his retum 
joumey. Several of the reports lay heavy stress on the point that 
Muhammad bad shortened the prayers on this occasion when any 
thought of enemy attack was inconceivable.210 It is emphasised that 
what is being described is not a 'fear-prayer' but a simple 'travel
prayer'. Further, the concept of 'the continuous practice of the Mus
lims' is intentionally also heavily underlined. Abü Bakr, 'Umar and 
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'Uthman are all said to have based their performance of the shortened 
prayers, both at Makka and on the way thither and thence, on what 
had been reported - indeed, on what they themselves had witnessed -
to have been the practice of the Prophet.211 

Abbreviating the prayer, Muhammad tumed and said to those he 
bad been leading in the ritual, 'People of Makka, now complete 
the rest of the prayers by yourselves, for we are travellers'.m 

Identical words are reported as addressed to the Makkans by 'Umar on 
the occasion of his own pilgrimage. 213 

The perfect, unbroken continuity of the Muslim practice in this 
regard was not, however, sustained. We hear of breaches in this sunna 
in the days of 'Umar's successor, 'Uthman. A man reported to 
'Abdallah b. Mas'üd who, together with 'Ali, features in the literature 
as one of the chief eponyms of the teachings of the school of Küfa in 
Iraq, much as 'Umar and his son 'Abdallah fill the same role in the 
school of Madlna, that he had just seen 'Uthman perform a four-rak' a 
prayer, although at Makka. 'Abdallah bad some harsh words for 
'Uthman. Later, however, praying behind 'Uthman, 'Abdallah compli
antly followed his lead in completing a four-rak'a prayer. Taken to 
task by those accompanying him, 

'You criticise 'Uthman, then do exactly as he does', 'Abdallah 
exculpates himself by insisting that division in the ranks of the 
Muslims would be an evil, adding, however, that of the four
rak' a ritual prayer he had just completed behind the imam, he 
fervently prayed that two rak' as would find a gracious accept
ance in the eyes of Gad. 214 

'Travel Prayer' 

As already seen, 'A'isha tao had broken rank by completing the four
rak'a prayer when travelling. She had been excused on the grounds 
that, perhaps, she bad exercised ta'wïl, that is, interpretation, as, 
doubtless, 'Uthman had done. Prodigies of rationalisation were applied 
to these reports on 'Uthman's reported conduçt. It is alleged that 

he had been approached by a beduin from whose conversation 
'Uthman had gathered that the man had continued to perform 
the two-rak' a prayer the whole year round, having seen how the 
caliph had performed the prayers at the previous year's pilgrim
age. Bethinking himself of his caliphal role as instructor of the 
Muslims, 'Uthman thought that, to disabuse this man of his 
misunderstanding, he should this year perform the complete 
four-rak'a· prayer. To this, it was objected that the Prophet had 
bad an even more elevated teaching role, yet he had not seen fit 
to perform the complete four-rak' a prayer at Makka. 
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In that event, possibly on that occasion, 'Uthman bad been 
accompanied by one of his wives, which would have lessened the 
degree of isolation that characterises the situation of any travel
ler. But, had not the Prophet been in the habit of having sorne of 
his wives accompany him on his journeys and expeditions? 

Weil, then, perhaps 'Uthman had taken a Makkan wife, or had 
bought sorne property at Makka. That, however, could be dis
missed. Neither was permitted to a muhajii. 

More probably, as Commander of all the Faithful, 'Uthman in 
exercise of his office was 'at home' wherever within the realm of 
Islam he might alight. The caliph can never be considered a 
stranger, an outsider, a traveller. 

The same charming consideration has been applied to 'A'isha. 
The Quran declared the wives of the Prophet 'the Mothers of the 
Faithful'. 'A'isha would al ways be among her children wherever 
within the realm of Islam she might alight. She, too, could never 
properly be described as a 'traveller'. 

Or, as 'A'isha is also thought to have done, 'Uthman rnight 
have supposed that abbreviation of the ritual prayers was a 
gracious concession and not a peremptory requirement. It was 
thus something he was free to avail himself of or not, as he 
chose. This shortening of the ritual prayer must therefore be 
optional.215 

The detail of 'Abdallâh's remonstrating with 'Uthmàn, then of his 
la ter reported following of 'Uthmm's lead in the four-rak' a prayer, 
acquires an added piquancy from one's hearing that the later Iraqi 
school which traced so many of its teachings to reports on 'Abdallâh's 
words or actions was to take the view that to shorten the prayer was 
not the traveller's option but his inescapable obligation.116 In their 
view, the ritual prayer of the traveller who completes four rak'as is 
ipso facto invalid. 

Combining Prayers 
Certain of the ritual prayers are reported as having been combined by 
the Prophet at Makka. Unsurprisingly, for the scholars, a further 
concession extended to all travellers is that of combining ritual 
prayers. More surprising, however, is the further report that the 
Prophet had combined ritual prayers when not travelling. The great 
Mad!nan expert, Malik, presents such reports in a chapter curiously 
entitled: 'On combining ritual prayers when not travelling and when 
travelling'. 

Reproducing from ibn 'Abbas the report to the effect that 
the Prophet bad combined ri tuai prayers in peacetime conditions 
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and when not travelling, Màlik ventures to presume that, on that 
occasion, it was probably raining.117 

Observing that the report describing Gabriel's descent to demon
strate to Muhammad the hours at which the five daily ritual 
prayers are to be separately performed, and the present report on 
the Prophet's perfonning two prayers jointly at the hour appro
priate to one of them, both stemmed from one and the same 
persan, ibn 'Abbas, Malik's great pupil, Shafi'ï, constrained to 
accept both reports, and attempting to tease out the circum
stances that might account for the difference makes no advanc_e 
on the explanation of his teacher. It might have been raining.218 

Muhammad, according to the hadiths, bad made much of the social 
character of worship. The repons show him constantly and consist
ently exhorting the Muslims to engage in communal prayer, said to be 
twenty-five degrees more meritorious than private worship.119 Regu
larly he spoke of the superior merits of group prayer, and he is shown 
repeatedly (therefore, it must be said, with little sign of success) 
pleading with his followers to come out to the masque at the hours 
stipulated for the prayers.= Muhammad was also, in the descriptions 
of him in the Hadith, ponrayed as a caring and loving leader, under
standing and sympathetic to the difficulties and hardships frequently 
met by his devoted followers. Thus, he is shown in cold, inclement 
conditions, instructing the insertion into the cali to prayer of the 
additional phrase, 'Pray at home.1221 The common factor, in Shafi'I's 
estimation, that links the reports on the concession to the traveller to 
shorten the ritual prayer and the second concession to combine two of 
the prayers, and the advice to the faithful that they need not venture 
out of doors on cold, windy, rainy winter nights, is that of hardship. 
There is hardship involved for the traveller in constantly stopping and 
having to dismount and remount. Shàfi'I thus enunciated the principle 
that whoever is entitled to shonen the ritual prayer is entitled to 
combine two ritual prayers.= Coming out and going home, only to 
have to come out again to the mosque, would seriously inconvenience 
worshippers in bad weather. So that, he suggests, must explain the 
Prophet's combining ritual prayers even when not travelling. 

A further version of the ibn 'Abbas badlth, which now repons that 
Muhammad bad combined two prayers when at home in Madlna 
when it was not even raining, proved too much for the scholars, 
who abruptly dismissed it.223 

Màlik's teacher, 
Zuhrl, consulted Salim, son of 'Abdallah b. 'Umar, on the ques
tion of combining two ritual prayers when travelling. Salim 
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could see no harm in that, since that is what the pilgrims do at 
'Arafa.l2<1 

Malik's second great pupil, the Iraqi Muhammad al-ShaybAn.I, com
menting on Mllik's report that 

'Abdallah b. 'Umar would do as the imam did, if he combined 
prayers on account of rain, states: 'We do not accept that. We do 
not combine any two prayers at a single hour, with the sole 
exception of the prayers at 'Arafa and Muzdalifa, during the 
pilgrimage. ,:z.zs 

The lraqis thus declined to extrapolate from the pilgrimage to mere 
joumeys, that is, on the question of combining prayers. lllogically, 
they countenance the shortening of the prayers on mere joumeys. A 
report had reached Shaybilnl according to which 

the caliph 'Umar had written to the Muslims in ali the provinces 
prohibiting the combining of two ritual prayers at the hour appro
priate to one of them and describing that as a most heinous sin.226 

Wh en 
challenged by Zuhrl, 'Urwa went back to 'A'isha to ask her wh y 
she completed the ritual prayers on ali her joumeys. 'My dear.' 
she said, '1 find no hardship in performing a complete ritual 
prayer.'127 

The traveller may be fit and able-bodied, yet he is aliowed to combine 
two ritual prayers. For Malik, 

the sick are even more deserving of consideration. Surely this 
concession should be extended to the sick.128 

His pupil, Shafi'I adamantly refused to grant this extension in favour of 
the sick.129 

FASTING 

One concession to travellers which one would not expect to occasion 
contention was that granted by Q 2.184-5 to postpone the fast until 
one arrived. Notwithstanding expectations, ali aspects of the question 
were vigorously debated, with every standpoint finding a champion 
among Companions and Successors. Division must be laid at the door 
of the Quran's expression: 

those who are ill or on a joumey, a number of alternative days, 
and incumbent on those who can, the ransom of feeding one of 
the poor; and he who voluntarily does good !khayrJ, it will be 
counted as a good deed lkhayrJ, and that you fast will be counted 
as a good deed lkhayrJ, did you but know. 

Some took the words 'and those who can' to refer to the sick and the 
traveller who, notwithstanding their special condition, are never
theless physically capable of sustaining the fast. If they claim the 
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concession to postpone the fast, they incur the penalty of supporting 
one of the poor. 230 Others took them to be a general address. Those who 
can fast but choose not to must support one of the poor. That makes 
the fast an option, a view that is almost universally defended, although 
cast back into 'earl y Islam'.231 Fas ting became obligatory only with the 
revelation of Q 2.185: 'those present during the month shall fast'. The 
tenn khayr may mean, as translated here, 'a good deed'; but it may also 
mean 'better'. 

'He who voluntarily does better' was thought to indicate the 
merit of feeding more than one poor person; others thought it 
meant 'he who, although entitled to postpone the fast, volun
teers to fast'; 

that was then reinforced in 'and that you fast is better',231 that is, than 
claiming the concession to postpone one's fast. The most radical 
proposition was that neither sick nor traveller had any option. Their 
obligation was to postpone the fast. If either attempted to fast when 
sick or travellin& that fast would be qui te invalid and would require to 
be repeated. Their obligation was the fast of 'a number of alternative 
days'.133 

Each of the above positions has been attributed to certain Sucees
sors, or Companions, even to the Prophet himself. But, as we are 
informed in harmonising badïths that the Prophet had both fasted on 
sorne journeys and broken his fast on others, some could conclude that 
the matter was optional.~ Others eamestly continued to track down 
every detail that could be unearthed in the forest of badlths on this 
topic, in the hope of locating which bad been the Prophet's indubitably 
latest attitude on the question. They supposed it absurd to maintain 
that a prophet sent to guide mankind would have left any element of 
the praxis obscure. Zuhri, on this matter of fasting when travelling, is 
credited with the dictum: 'They used to follow the latest of the 
Prophet's enactments',235 judging that to have abrogated ali other 
reports on the subject. 

TEMPORARY MARRJACE: MUT'A 

A further concession, allegedly made to the warrior or the traveller 
bereft of female company, had been the facility to enter into a tempo
rary or quasi-marriage, claimed to have been once, in 'early Islam', a 
legally valid procedure. The men would make arrangements with the 
women of the villages which they passed, striking a bargain normally 
consisting, it is said, of a handful of dates, flour or grain, or perhaps an 
outer gannent, in consideration of their anticipated enjoyment. They 
would stipulate a time-limit of, say, three days, on the expiry of which 
the compact spontaneously expired, unless by mutual consent they 
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agreed to extend the time-limit. The institution bad a distinct name, 
being known as mut'a.236 

There are a host of l;Iadïths in the literature on this topic. What 
must be underlined as most significant is that wherever such reports 
are conveyed by scholars of the Sunnl persuasion, or attributed by 
them to Successors or Companions, great pains are taken to append to 
each report the deliberately worded rider that, of course, in the end, 
the Prophet prohibited the 'practice', declaring it outlawed until the 
Day of Judgment. As ali Sunnï Muslims express extreme loathing for 
the mut'a, the question naturally arises as to the source of these 
reports. Why should they take the trouble to mention that, at one 
time, the Prophet bad recognised, some say recommended, this mut' a? 

The most interesting fact about these reports is that an impressive 
proportion connect mut'a not with just any joumey, but with a 
journey to Makka. Regrettably, that led one Western scholar to muse 
about the possibility of temple-prostitution associated with the pil
grimage.237 Another, equally prominent Orientalist more recently saw 
in mut' a 

presurnably a pre-Islamic institution adopted into Islam and 
even given a measure of Quranic sanction.238 

The supposed institution owes its existence, its name and its very 
discussion to the use of the term by the Quran in one context that is 
concemed with marriage, as it owes its supposed connection with the 
pilgrimage to use of the term in a second context concemed with the 
pilgrimage. 

Q 4.23 lists the women of forbidden degree with whom no Muslim 
may ever contemplate marriage. One indispensable element in the 
validity of any Islamic marriage contract is the dowry. Making that 
clear, Q 4.4 permits the woman the freedom to remit part of the 
promised dowry if she so chooses. Q 4.24 states that, apart from those 
just listed in Q 4.23, the Muslim is free to use his wealth in seeking a 
wife. 

Apart from that, it is declared lawful that you seek out with your 
wealth - intending to accommodate them, not mere physical 
gratification - and, in consideration of what you enjoy from 
them (istamta'tum], give the women their obligatory payment. 
Y ou will incur no moral guilt in renegotiating the amount of this 
obligatory payment, on the basis of mutual consentY9 

ln context, 'apart from that' clearly refers to the foregoing list of ladies 
who are not eligible to be marriage-partners. 

'Abdallah b. 'Abbas, who is supposed to have acquired his knowl
edge of Quran text from Ubayy, insists that in Ubayy's persona! codex 
appeared an additional phrase: 
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'and, in consideration of what you enjoy from these women for a 
stipulated period of time, give them the obligatory payment'. 

That is another instance of 'applied exegesis'. 'Abdallah is shown 
correcting other men's recitation of this passage, insisting that they 
insert the additional phrase. One man protested that that was not how 
he had been trained to recite the passage. 'Nevertheless,' swears 
'Abdallah, 'by God! that is how it was revealed.' 

Sorne who daim to have seen the Ubayy codex swear that it 
contained the expression 'for a stipulated period'.240 Possibly a superfi
cial reading of Q 4.24 might suggest to some the idea of temporary 
marriage, but it is doubtful that it can give that sense to most unless 
they had beard that term and knew how it was being defined. Once the 
discussions on the extensive legal consequences that flow from mar
nage were under way, that was an interpretation that could be sus
tained only by the interpolation that was now being attributed to a 
Companion. The primitive exegesis of the verse that first gave rise 
to the notion of 'temporary marriage' is detectable in an exchange 
reported between 'Ammar and 'Abdallah. 

'Ammar had asked him, 'What exactly is mut' a? ls it sorne fonn 
of valid Muslim marriage, or is it a kind of illicit sexual behav
iour?' Ibn 'AbbAs had replied, 'It is neither. It is simply mut' a as 
God calls it.'241 

The legal consequences of valid Islamic marriage are many. The 
pertinent civil con tract must contain no expression implying intent to 
form only a temporary alliance. The dowry must be negotiated, agreed 
and accepted. The con tract may be dissolved in only one of two ways: 
by the death of one of the partners, or legally, that is, by divorce. Both 
parties enjoy reciprocal inheritance rights, as do the offspring, who are 
assigned to the husband as his heirs. Dissolution of the marriage 
entails on the female a 'waiting-period' whose length varies with the 
cause of the dissolution and which must be observed by the female 
before she may contemplate a valid remarriage. 

Persisting with his enquiries, 
'Ammar asked, 'What then, is the 'waiting-period' for the mut' a 
female?' to which 'Abdallâh returned the purely arbitrary reply 
that it is one menstrual cycle. 242 

That bears no relation to any of the known 'waiting-periods'. Pressed 
on whether the mut'a-partners enjoyed mutual rights of inheritance, 
'Abdallah declared that they did not. 243 That does not conform with the 
Islamic marriage law either. Examining the conditions attaching to 
the mut'a arrangement and finding none of the basic features of 
lslamic marriage present, the Sunni scholars unanimously determined 
that this was no form of valid marriage. In addition to the severa! 
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was not a peremptory command, merely permission to do so. 
The Muslims protested at the thought of having relations with 
women so near the time when they would depart for 'Arafa, 
arriving there with penises dripping. Addressing the throng, the 
Prophet said, 'Y ou know that of all of you, 1 fear God the most. 1 
am the most truthful and the most faithful. 1 too, should have 
laid aside the prohibitions, were it not for this sacrificial offering 
1 have brought. Had 1 my time over again, 1 would not have 
brought it.' At this, the men did as they had been ordered.256 

The Prophet told them to tum what they had intended into 
mut' a. As for himself, he was free to relax from no prohibition 
'until his sacrificial offering had reached the place where it was 
to be consecrated.' 

Infonned that 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas recommended mut' a, whereas 
'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr prohibited it, Jabir exclaimed, '1 have the 
very hadith! We tamatta' in the Prophet's entourage. When 
'Umar became caliph, he said, "God allowed what He pleased to 
His Prophet for His own reasons. The Quran bas now been 
revealed, so 'Complete the 'umra and the baii to God', as God 
commands. See to it that when you marry women, you intend 
permanency, for no man who marries a woman 'for a stipulated 
period' will be brought before me but 1 will stone him.'"257 

Informed that 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas and 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr 
disagreed about the two mut' as, Jabir said, 'We did both with the 
Prophet. La ter, when 'Umar prohibited both, we desisted.'258 

Abü Dharr insisted that the two mut' as were restricted solely to 
the Companions: the mut' a of women and the mut' a of the ba ii .259 

Whereas 'Uthmàn prohibited mut'a, 'Ali recommended it. 
'Uthmàn spoke to 'Ali, who replied, 'You know perfectly well 
that we tamatta' with the Prophet'. 'Uthmàn conceded that that 
was true, 'but we feared that we might be attacked'.160 

Versions speak of 'Uthman's banning mut' a- or the 'umra. 
'Ali asked him what he thought he was doing banning something 
that the Prophet had done. 'Ali went out and proclaimed his 
most solemn intent to perfonn l;Jajj and 'umra jointly.161 

Hearing that ibn 'Abbas was lenient on the topic of mut' a. 'Ali 
wamed him to be careful. The Prophet had prohibited mut' a 
with women during the Khaybar expedition (AH 7].161 

'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr inveighed against those who recommended 
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mut'a. Summoning a particular man, 'AbdallAh raged at him, 
'You're a coarse, ignorant fellow!' The man insisted that mut' a 
had been practised in the days of 'the leader of the saints'. 'Very 
well,' said 'Abdallah, 'try it, and by God! if you do, l'Il stone 
you.'163 

The reader of these discussions will not doubt th.at what they 
represent is the debris of arguments between persans who do not stand 
in the line of unbroken continuity of transmission of the views of the 
Companions of the Prophet, let alone the acts and instructions of the 
prophet himself. The confusions and the contradictions that we have 
just witnessed speak rather, with a very strong voice, of a breach in 
that alleged continuity. We have experienced the floundering of men 
who no longer knew the circumstances in which some of the revela
tions bad reached the Prophet and consequent! y no longer understood 
the import of certain of the Quran's regulations. For what we have here 
is evidence of a collision between the interpretations of two quite 
separate and independent Quran contexts. Q 4.24 deals with Islamic 
marriage. Q 2.196 deals with an aspect of the joumey to Makka to 
perform one or other of the two visitations, the 'umra and the ]J.ajj. The 
latter verse reads: 

Complete the ]J.ajj and the 'umra to God. If you are obstructed, 
theo such sacrificial offering as you can afford. But do not shave 
your heads until the offering shall have reached its place of 
consecration. He who chances to be ill, or suffering some disor
der of the head - the ransom of fasti.ng, or charitable givi.ng, or 
further rites. Theo, when you feel safe, whoever tamatta' the 
'umra until the l;J.ajj, such sacrificial offering as you can afford. 
He who cannat afford that, a fast of three days during the ]J.ajj 
and seven on returning, making a total of ten days. This is for 
those whose households are not present in the sacred masque. 

The verse caused the grea test imaginable difficulties for the commen
tators. The one occasion spoken of in the biographical tradition when 
Mul)ammad and his followers suffered obstruction on their way to the 
sacred masque was that of the abortive 'umra of AH 6-7, when they 
were stopped by the Makkans at a place near Makka called 
l:{udaybiya. There followed prolonged negotiations, culminating in 
the treaty of l:{udaybiya among whose provisions was the offer by the 
Makkans to permit the Muslims to perform an 'umra the following 
year. There is said to be a reference to this event in Q 48.24ff., where, 
however, the word for 'obstruction' is the more usual Quranic $add, 
as opposed to Q 2.196's ib$àr. Q 48 does further mention th.at the 
sacrificial offering was prevented from reaching the place of its conse
cration. God had prevented fighting on that occasion in the valley of 
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Makka, but the tradition is divided on the question of whether 
Muhammad sacrificed his offering at the spot where he bad been 
checked, or whether he had been able to arrange to forward it in the 
care of others. We have already beard that this uncompleted visitation 
had been provoked by a dream. The Quran insists that the dream was 
true and that the Muslims would, God willing, enter the sacred 
masque in perfect safety, fearing none, sorne with shaven heads and 
sorne with trimmed locks. 

In the year in which al-l:iajjAj arrived in the l:lijaz to do hattie 
with 'Abdal.lah b. al-Zubayr, the counter-caliph, two sons of 
'Abdallah b. 'Umar attempted to convince their father that it 
would not harm him to forgo bajj that year, for they feared that 
he would find his path obstructed. 'Abdallah, however, proved 
obdurate. 'If the way is obstructed, then 1 shall do what the 
Prophet did when I was with him and the unbelievers of Makka 
obstructed him. 1 cali you to witness my solemn declaration of 
intent to perform the 'umra.' That he did at dhu '1-l:iulayfa, 
adding, 'If 1 get there, l'Il complete my 'umra, but if l'rn obstructed, 
l'Il do as the Prophet did when 1 accompanied him - "Indeed, 
there is for you in God's Messenger a fine madel'" [Q 33.21]. 
Later, 'Abdallah halted, declaring, 'But the two are one thing. If 
my 'umra is obstructed, so tao will my baii be obstructed, so 1 
cali you to witness my solemn declaration of intent to perform a 
baii together with an 'umra.'264 

Q 2.196 states: '1. the Muslim must complete 'umra and baii to 
Gad; 2. if sorne [unspecifiedJ obstruction is met, a sacrificial offering 
must be made; 3. when safety retums, the tamattu' of the 'umra into/ 
until the baii will also involve a sacrificial offering'. 

Niyya 

Every ritual act in Islam, wu4ü', prayer, fast, 'umra or ba ii requires for 
its validity that the worshipper formally declare before the act his 
solemn intent to perform it, niyya. This declaration once pronounced, 
the worshipper is bound by solemn contract to complete the act in its 
approved form and, un til the act is completed, is under a series of bans 
known by the general title of consecration, ibrâm, from which he is 
released only on the formally correct completion of the act. The title of 
the release, ihlâl, is distinguished from the preliminary solemn decla
ration which, in the case of an 'umra or a bajj is known as ihlàl. The 
ba ii proper may be performed only during the fust ten days of the last 
month of the year; the 'umra, which is a much shorter form of the 
visitation of the holy bouse, the Ka'ba at Makka, and ali of whose rites 
faU within the boundaries of Makka itself, may be performed at any 
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time of the year, although whether it might be performed during the 
period set aside for the ba;; was a most warmly debated topic, as may 
be judged from the wording of a declaration reported from 'Imran: 

'Know that the Prophet permitted certain of his womenfolk to 
perform an 'umra during the ten days [of the baifl. No Quran 
verse was subsequent! y revealed to abolish that practice, nor did 
the Prophet prohibit it until he passed away - wbatever sorne 
man may say to the contrary.'265 

Il;mim 

Both b.aii and 'umra are govemed by strict dress regulations and 
particularly govemed by a total ban on any sexual relations, dressing or 
cutting the hair, paring the nails and the shedding of blood, the bearing 
of arms and other taboos. 

According to Mâlik, he whose solemn declaration of intent was for 
the hajj may not, thereafter, add to his ihlal the intent to perform an 
'umra in addition.166 He whose solemn declaration bad been to per
form the 'umra may, however, but before arriving at the Ka'ba, add the 
intent to perform the baii in addition.267 

A discussion of Q 2.196, on the occasion of Mu'awiya's baii, shows 
the extent of Companion disagreement. The expression: 

'the tamattu' of the 'umra until the ]J.ajj' having been men
tioned, one Companion stated that that was never done, except 
by those who are thoroughly ignorant of God's regulations. 
When Sa'd strenuously countered this, Oahhak pointed out that, 
in any event, 'Umar bad prohibited that. Sa'd now insisted that 
the Prophet bad done it and the Companions who bad accompa
nied him bad imitated him and done so also.268 

According to ibn 'Umar, tamattu' refers to the performance of an 
'umra in months ten, eleven and, if in month twelve, performing 
the 'umra before the baii proper, then staying on in Makka un til 
the bajj ceremonies commence. Should one then participate in 
that year's bajj, a sacrificial offering must be made. [Here, there 
is no mention of any obstruction!. Malik empbasises that 
tamattu' and the penalty attaching to it apply solely to those 
whose permanent abode is elsewhere than in Makka itself, since 
God specifically said, 'that is for those whose household is not 
present in the sacred mosque.'269 

He who is obstructed by enemy action and cannot reach the Ka'ba 
abandons all taboos, sacrifices his offering and sbaves his head at the 
point where he was halted. He is not required to substitute a later 
pilgrimage for this aboned one. 
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The Prophet had done precisely that at I:Iudaybiya, not having 
been able to make the circuit of the Ka'ba and before his sacrifi
cial offering had reached the place where it would have been 
slaughtered. 270 

Muhammad's ihlâl had, on that occasion, been for an 'umra and, in 
terms of Q 2.196, tamattu' occurs after removal of any obstruction. 
For Malik, obstruction refers solely to enemy action. 

A Basran, making his way to Makka, bad an accident and suf
fered a broken thigh. Messengers were sent to Makka to make 
enquiries. 'Abdallah b. 'AbbAs and 'Abdallah b. 'Umar were 
consulted, among others, and none permitted the man to aban
don ibram. He was detained at the scene of the accident for seven 
months before he could release himself from ibram when he was 
fit enough to proceed and complete an 'umra. 271 

A second person was unseated by his mount. Making enquiries 
of 'Abdallah b. 'Umar, 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr and Marwan b. al
I:Iakam, he was informed that any indispensable medication 
might be applied, but he would be required to furnish one of the 
three penalties listed in Q 2.196. When sufficiently recovered, 
the performance of an 'umra would release him from ibrdm for 
the time being, but he would be required to retum the following 
year to purge the ihlâl of the ba;; by the completion of the 
pilgrimage. For the present, the release from ibrcïm required that 
he provide a sacrificial offering. 

'Umar bad delivered similar judgment in cases when, miscounting the 
days, people arrived late for the ba;; ceremonies.272 

'Abdallah b. 'Umar stated that he would rather perform the 
'umra before the baii and have to provide a sacrificial offering 
than perform the 'umra after the baffin the twelfth month.273 

He also reports his father's saying, 'Keep your 'umra separate 
from your baff. To perform the 'umra in any except the pilgrim
age months makes both yom 'umra and your baif complete.'174 

'Abdallah explains that 'the pilgrimage months' are months ten, 
eleven and twelve.275 That the 'pilgrimage season' is one of months, 
rather than one of the first ten days o.f the last month of the year, may 
well reflect God's words: 'The baif is well-known months'. Being 
plural, that would suggest at least three. 

Asked if the Prophet bad performed the 'umra before the baii, 
the Madinan scholar Sa'id said he bad. 'Urwa clarifies this: the 
Prophet performed three 'umras: once in the tenth month, and 
twice in the twelfth month.176 

That bas nothing to do with the questions discussed by 'Umar and the 
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others who were concemed with the effects of the performance of an 
'umra and a bajj in one and the same visit. 

ln the foregoing series of badiths on the mut' a, the term bad 
attracted a range of definitions. It was said to mean: 

1. temporary marriage; 2. the combination of an 'umra with a 
bat;; 3. tamattu'; 4. the abandonment of ali the taboos attaching 
to the baif, on completing an 'umra; 5. the completion of an 
'umra and a baii in the course of a single visit to Makka; 6. the 
enjoyment of women during the baii; 7. the alteration of a 
solemn declaration to perform a baii and the substitution of an 
'umra instead; 8. the performance of an 'umra 'during the fust 
ten days', that is, during the period peculiar to the bajj alone. 

We touched above on the strict dress regulations attaching to the 
pilgrimage. 

Asked about this, the Prophet replied, 'Wear no shirt, nor turban, 
nor trousers, nor humus, nor boots - unless one of you has no 
sandals. He may then take boots and eut them below ankle
height. Wear no garment that has come into contact with saffron 
or turmeric.'277 

An alternative form of this wording was in circulation: 'boots are for 
those who cannot afford sandals; trousers for those who have no waist
wrapper'. When asked about this version, Malik declared he had never 
beard it. The Prophet had prohibited the wearing of trousers. 278 

THE USE OF DYESTUFFS 

'Umar saw Talha in a dyed vest when in il)riim and asked him to 
explain that, 'lt's just clay-stained', he said. 'Listen,' said 'Umar, 
'you men are leaders whom the people imitate. If sorne of the 
unleamed see this, they'll say: "Tall:ta used to wear dyed gar
ments when in ibrtïm", so see that you don't wear anything 
coloured in this way.'279 

Asked whether he disapproved of a garment that exuded per
fume, MAlik replied that that was indifferent, so long as, in the 
case of ibriim, there was no hint of any yellow colour.280 

Ya'lâ had long cherished the wish to see revelation descend. One 
day, a man, wearing a vest dyed with sorne yellowish colouring, 
approached the Prophet and asked him about the 'umra rites. 
Revelation came down and the Prophet had to be covered in an 
overgarment. Raising the corner of the garment, 'Umar beck
oned to Ya'lit. Looking inside, he saw the Prophet's face had gone 
red and he was snuffling like a young camel. The revelation 
ascended and the Prophet, recovering, said, 'W ash off ali trace of 
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yellow, put off the vest and do in the 'umra precisely what you 
do in the haif'.281 

lnstead of 'yellowish', variants have 'exuding perfume'.182 

Sniffing, 'Umar detected the smell of perfume. 'Where's this 
odour coming from l'he demanded. Mu'àwiya said his sister had 
perfumed him before he set out. 'Go back this minute,' thun
dered 'Umar, 'and wash ali that stuff off.'283 

Malik thought there was no harm in a man's greasing his hair, if 
the preparation contained no perfume, but he admitted that his 
older authorities were divided on this question.284 

'Umar detected an odour of perfume from one man's head. The 
man said he bad smeared it, but had no intention of cutting his 
hair until he bad completed the }).aff. 'Umar made him use the 
water at the base of a palm tree to wash it off.285 

Ibn 'Umar would oil his hair when setting out on pilgrimage. But 
the oil he used was quite odourless.286 

On the contrary, 
'A'isha insisted that she used to smear the Prophet's person with 
perfume before he assumed his ib.rtïm. She repeated the process 
towards the end of the b.aii, to prepare him for his i.bltïl, before 
his final visit to the Ka'ba.287 

'Umar is reported to have declared that the final act of the 
pilgrimage and the shaving of the head frees the pilgrim from all 
restrictions except th ose in respect of women and perfume. 288 

Salim, grandson of 'Umar, and cited by Malik for the contrary 
proposition, reporting, sometimes on his father's authority, 
sometimes on his own authority, is quoted as saying, 'But the 
practice of the Prophet has more claim to be followed'. 

'A'isha's daim is not contradicted by the Prophet's reply to the 
man in the dyed vest. What he objected to was not the odour of 
perfume, but traces of the yellow dyestuff. Both that man and the 
Prophet had applied the perfume before assuming the il;lrtïm. That 
the odour persisted after the adoption of il;l.rdm is irrelevant. 289 

The above Salim report had appeared between Malik and Shàfi'ï. 

MARRIAGE DURING THE PILGRIMAGE 

A man invited Abàn, who was presiding over the }J.ajf, to join 
him in celebra ting the marriage of his son to a certain lady. Abàn 
disapproved, informing the man that his father, the caliph 
'Uthman, had told him that the Prophet had said, 'The pilgrim 
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may neither wed, nor arrange any marriage, nor ask for any 
woman's hand in marriage'. 

'Umar dissolved a marriage contracted by a pilgrim. 'Umar's son 
taught that no man might wed, nor ask for a woman in marriage 
for himself or for another, if in il)ram. 
The three ancient authorities at Madlna, Sa'Id, Salim and 
Sulayman, when consulted, all said, 'ln ibram, none may wed, 
nor arrange another's marriage',290 

The greatest confusion attends the circumstances in which the 
Prophet married his last wife, Maymüna. She was sister-in-law to his 
uncle, • Abbas, who is said to have arranged the union in the course of 
'the fulfilled 'umra'. The daims that bath groom and bride were in 
ibram, and that neither of them was, show such perfect balance that it 
is impossible to decide between them. 

The prophet is said to have sent two messengers to 'Abbas. Their 
camels going astray, they were delayed and were, in fact over
taken by the Prophet on his way to Makka. They therefore 
accompanied him and, on reaching Makka, he sent them on their 
errand. The Prophet then asked 'Abbâs for her hand in marriage 
and 'Abbas concluded the contract.291 

One pole of the discussion is represented by reports handed down by 
one of the three ancient Madlnan authorities mentioned above, 
Sulayman b. Yasar. He was the freedman of Maymüna, and 

he reports from one of the two menwhom the Prophet is said to 
have sent from Madlna, Abü Rafi', the Prophet's freedman, that 
he and another wed Muhammad to Maymuna before he had even 
left Madlna, i.e. before he had assumed the ibrtlm.191 

A second of the old Madïnan authorities, 
Sa'ïd, when informed that 'Ikrima, the freedman and pupil of 
'Abdallah b. 'Abbâs, reported that the Prophet had been muhrim 
when he married Maymüna, replied, 'Go back and insult that 
fellow. The Prophet arrived in ihram but married her only after 
his WaJ.293 

Maymün b. Mihran was sitting with the great Makkan scholar, 
'Atà', when a man approached and asked, 'May the mubrim 
wed?' 'Ata' replied, 'Since the day He instituted marriage, God 
has not declared it unlawful'. Maymün said, "Umar b. 'Abdul 
'Aziz wrote to me when lwas Govemor of the Jazïra, telling me 
to send for Y azïd b. al-Asamm and ask him whether the Prophet 
had been balal or baram the day he married Maymüna. Y azïd 
said, "He was balai"- now Maymüna was Yazld's aunt.' 'A~a·, 
however, said, 'We would accept only Maymüna's word on that. 
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Now, we have heard that the Prophet was mul)rim when he 
married her.'294 

Yazld b. al·A!!lamm insists that Muhammad was haliil when he 
wed Maymüna and he was haliil when he consummated the 
marriage.295 

The second pole of the discussion is 'Atâ"s report that 'ibn 'Abbas said 
that Muhammad had been mul)rirn when he wed her'. 296 The compli
cation is that Maymüna was also ibn 'Abbas's aunt. Despite one 
curious hadith in which 'Yazïd b. al-Namm reports from ibn 'Abbas 
that he had said that the Prophet had wed Maymüna when he was 
haliil, ibn 'Abbâs is the chief authority for the opposite view that he 
had been muhrim when he married.297 That view was then, as we see, 
taken up by his pupils in Makka. 

lt was also disseminated by sorne who had beard him in Iraq. 
Sufyan b. 'Uyayna mentioned the ibn 'Abbas hadith to Zuhrt, 
who replied, 'But Yazid b. al-A$amm told me that he was haliil 
when he married her'.298 

Yazi:d b. al-A!!lamm told another man, 'Maymüna told me herself 
that the Prophet was haliil when he married her - she was my 
aunt and ibn 'Abbas's aunt'.199 

The Makkan scholar • Amr ask Zuhn, 'Are you putting Y azid on 
a par with ibn 'Abbas?'300 

For Shafi'I, nephew cancels out nephew, leaving Sulayman, 
Maymüna's freedman who would be weil informed on her affairs, 
and 'Uthmàn who was certain! y weil informed on Muhammad's, 
having been converted at a very early date, and thus accom
panied the Prophet for many more years than most Muslims. 
'Uthman's reference to the declaration of the Prophet was imme
diate and direct and is the strongest source of information that 
could be wished for.301 

lt is, however, Malik's Iraqi pupil, Muhammad, who brings out cl earl y 
that this is a matter of regional disagreement.301 

There is disagreement on this tapie. The Madmans consider 
the marriage of thè mul)rim null and void. The Makkans and 
the lraqis recognise the marriage as valid. 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas 
reported that the Prophet was mul)rim when he wed Maymüna, 
and we know of no-one more likely to be informed on the 
Prophet's marriage to Maymüna than her own nephew. We see 
nothing amiss in the m$irn's marrying, although he must 
neither kiss nor consummate until he is haliil. That was also the 
view of Abü }::lanifa and the great number of our fuqaha'. 
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Although Muhammad disapproved of the use of perfume by one 
intending to assume the ihram, unless he immediately washed it off, 
he reports that Abù I:Ianïfa had seen nothing amiss in its use. lraqi 
opinion had shifted within one generation.303 

Had the Successors been in direct contact with the generation of the 
Companions and so, through them, with the Prophet himself, as is both 
the presupposition and indeed, expressed daim of those who cultivated 
the l:ladith so energetically, one would not expect this degree of 
uncertainty, ignorance and disagreement on cardinal chapters of the 
law, the pilgrimage and the marriage regulations, both said to have 
been definitively regulated by the Prophet in his day. To Shaybàni we 
owe the information that the two parties to this dispute were, on the 
one hand, the Makkan and Iraqi schools, and on the other band the 
school of Mad!na. Characteristic is the role played by ibn 'Abbàs in the 
documentation of the Makkan view. Somewhat su.rprising is the non
appearance of ibn Mas'ùd, the normal representative of the Kufan 
view. The question at issue may well not have arisen until Umayyad 
times, wh en locally fixed attitudes were seen to be at variance and the 
search for documentation first undertaken. That the result was stale
mate, neither side succeeding in convincing the other, meant that it 
would prove impossible to achieve a Muslim consensus on the question. 
The schools had no alternative but to agree ta continue to disagree, 
consoling themselves with the reminder that the Prophet himself had 
said: 'Differences among my people are a divine mercy';300 where final 
agreement proved impossible, a resigned recognition of each locality's 
right to maintain its traditional attitude came to prevail. Such conflict 
of hadith with hadith naturally raises the question of the source of 
both sets of documentation. It does suggest that one function of the 
hadith was the documentation of locally achieved consensus. 

THE PENALTY FOR AOULTERY 

Not merely Iraqis and J:Iijazïs, but all Sunnls and Shi'Is achieved 
unanimity on a major question in the penal law. It was the opposition 
of a minority that provoked, in response, the efforts of the scholars of 
all regions to locate the source of their agreement that the penalty for 
adultery was dea th by stoning. The question involved matters of much 
greater import than conflict of hadith and hadith. It was a matter of 
the apparent conflict of hadith with Quran. The results of the schol
arly effort reinforced, if it did not crea te, differing attitudes among the 
schools on how to proceed in the event of such an embarrassing 
problem as had been forced into the open by this discussion. What is 
one to say when hadiths traced from the Prophet contradict the Book 
of God which has reached us only through the Prophet? 
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The oldest surviving attempt to locate the source of this death 
penalty is that undertaken by Malik, whose analysis identifies three 
separate sources suggested by scholars active in earlier generations. 
MAlik had beard that the historical source of the penalty had been 'the 
Book of God'. The Quran recognises a series of divine revelations or 
books of God. The pre-Tora, Tora and post-Tora prophets had aU 
been granted written revelations: Abraham, Moses, Christ and 
Muhammad.305 Certain Quran verses mention the distinction between 
the books compiled by the rabbis and the divinely guaranteed Tora.306 
Other verses speak of their suppression of the divine word, such as the 
previous revelations foretelling the coming of Muhammad;307 yet 
other verses condemn the distortion of 'the word of God'.308 

Most early commentators teach that whenever Mul,.ammad ap
proached the rabbis for information, they gleefully rnisinformed him, 
from jealousy at his having been selected for the office of Prophet. 
Many versions circulate of a story that, when a Jewish couple were 
discovered to have committed adultery, the rabbis preferred to send 
them to Mul,.ammad for judgment, hoping that he would be ignorant 
of their law, or disposed to impose a more lenient penalty. Warned 
either directly by Heaven, or indirectly through his suspicion of their 
motives, Muhammad dosely questioned the Jewish party, at length 
demanding that the scrolls be brought out from the synagogue to 
reassure himself of the truth. Jewish hypocrisy is emphasised in these 
stories. Either, when questioned, the rabbis informed Muhammad that 
the penalty in their law was flogging, or, once the scrolls were brought 
out, the rabbi lector leaned his hand on the page as he recited the 
sacred texts above and below his hand. Only when a Jewish convert to 
Islam forced the man to remove his band was the wording of the 
stoning-verse of the Tora visible for ali to see. Muhammad ordered 
that the penalty be carried out. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar avers that he 
attended their execution.309 

When, in a later compilation, one scholar asked another whether 
Muhammad had ever verifiably imposed the stoning penalty, the reply 
could be given with confidence. He had indeed done so.310 

The second section of Malik's study consists of hadiths that illus
trate the daim that Muhammad had equally verifiably applied the 
stoning penalty to Muslim offenders, male as well as female, when his 
demand for four witnesses was satisfied, or, by analogy, an offender 
confessed four times. The contents of the severa! l;J.adïths are summa
rised: 

ibn 'Abbas beard 'Umar say: 'The stoning penalty is a just daim 
made in the Book of God against any male or female who, being 
married [mul;J.$an], engages in extra marital sexual activity, when 
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evidence is laid, pregnancy results, or a confession is volun
teered'. 311 

The four witnesses, or their equivalent, the fourfold self-condemna
tion, is reminiscent of Q 4.15 which, however, concems only females 
guilty of an 'abomination', fiibisha. If four bear witness against her, the 
woman is to be locked up for life 'or until God appoint a way'. The four 
witnesses and the fourfold accusation motifs recur at Q 24:~, on 
slander. 

Among the hadiths in Màlik's second section is a report in which 
pains are taken to stress that, invited in one case to adjudicate on the 
basis of the Book of God, the Prophet formally undertakes to render 
judgment on the basis of the Book of Cod. Here, offenders were of 
mixed status. MlÙ;lammad stoned the married party; he flogged the 
unmarried male and banished him (or ostracised him?) for twelve 
months. The man received 100 lashes- a motif that occurs at Q 24.2.312 

It is Malik's third section which is the most illuminating. 
In the course of a public address to the believers of Mad.Ina, 
'Umar insists that the duties have been established and the 
obligations put in place. Men had been left in perfect clarity. 
Should they thereafter stray from the path, it would be their own 
doing. They must not neglect the stoning-'verse', which would 
be the result of someone's saying, 'But we don't find two penal
ties in the Book of God'. 'Umar insists that the Prophet had 
stoned and the caliphs after him had stoned. Only the fear that 
he might be accused of 'adding to the Book of God' prevented 
him from then and there writing into the text: 'the mature male 
and female, stone them to death'. 'We certainly recited this verse 
in the ritual prayers. 1313 

Only what was verifiably revealed to Muhammad may be recited in 
the ritual prayers or recorded in the sacred texts. 

That Malik may have heard, although he does not record a relevant 
hadith, is suggested by his glossing 'Umar's words, shaykh wa 
shaykha, as thayyib wa thayyiba.314 The latter have the meaning 'non· 
virgin', that is, currently or at least previously, married. The expres
sion 'We don't find two penalties in the Book of God' doubtless refers 
to the penalty which is present in Q 24.2: 'the female and male 
fomicators, flog each of them 100 strokes of the lash'. 

When the Prophet undertook to judge on the basis of the Book of 
Cod, he flogged the unmarried male. Malik drives his search for the 
source of the stoning penalty no further. His pupil, Shafi'I, took up 
what Malik had initiated. For him, the fact that the hadiths, especially 
those traced from the Prophet, must be followed, is a belief founded on 
the interpretation of all the verses in the Quran in which Muhammad's 
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contemporaries had been commanded to ohey Gad and His Prophet. 
Those who disobey the Prophet disobey God; those who ohey 
Muhammad ohey God.315 Ali are bluntly advised that they will not be 
true believers until they appoint Muhammad to adjudicate on ali 
matters.316 They are required to 'take what the Prophet gives you and 
desist from what he denies you'.311 Ali questions must be submitted to 
God and His Prophet. ln the post-Prophetie age, such verses proved a 
potent weapon in response to any who raised against any badïth the 
protest: 'But we don't filid that in the Book of God'. God threatens 
with Helliire any who stubbomly refuse to hear what Muhammad 
commanded or fail to do precisely as he says. Paradise is promised to 
aU who subordinate their will to that of Muhammad and hasten 
without hesitation to do his bidding. The warning and the promise 
verses were resurrected and pointed at any who dared set Quran 
against Hadith. The divine command is directed not solely to the 
Prophet's contemporaries, but is for ali ages and falls upon ali who 
hear it. Nor would God lay a command upon men without providing 
the means by which they might fulfil it. God has made it possible for 
ali who are distant from Muhammad to acquaint themselves with the 
will of Muhammad and knowledge of his commands and prohibitions. 
Not to have met Muhammad, or seen him, or heard him is no excuse 
for failing to adhere unquestioningly to his instruction. Ali have 
access to the knowledge of God's will and that of His inspired Prophet. 
The function of the Hadith is not to provide a distant echo of the 
Prophet's voice. It is the means created by a solicitous Lord to preserve 
the Prophet in men's mi dst, despite his physical separation from them 
in death. The divine command to hear and ohey Muhammad extends 
to his Hadïth in which the Prophet continues to command and pro
hibit. Whoever is commanded to ohey the Prophet is commanded to 
ohey the Hadïtb of the Prophet, for only so does the etemal command 
make sense. To accept the Jfadith as from Muhammad is to accept it 
from God. 318 

We saw that in the mid-second century the concept of sunna was 
still that of the continuous practice of the Muslims that had come 
down from the past. ln the work of Shafi'I, this concept was irrevers
ibly modified. His discursive analyses of the current state of the Law, 
more especially of the bases on which it had been erected, the fabric of 
which must be constantly maintained, were conducted in the entirely 
novellight of regarding Islam as a divine revelation, not solely in its 
origin but in its historical continuation. For Shafi'i, Islam was an 
abiding, a continuing revelation and its sources were two: the Book of 
God and the sunna of the Prophet of God to whom alone God had 
granted the prerogative to interpret/elucidate His Book. To ohey 
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Muhammad is to ohey God; to disobey hlm is to disobey God, or, as 
Shafi'i words it, 'Muhammad's rulings are God's rulings'.319 The path 
ta obeying Muhammad is the pa th ta obeying Gad, that is, acceptance 
of and adherence to the sunna of the Prophet alone. Ta guarantee 
purity of belief and practice, it is essential to identify for every ques· 
tian, and especially for every disputed question, the uniquely authori· 
tative ruling established by Gad and His Prophet. Determined that His 
hal y will would be unambiguous to aU men, Gad had never permitted 
His Prophet ta diverge from the instruction He had selected hlm to 
deliver. Having been called ta high office and not having achieved 
prophethood by any effort on his part, Muhammad bad been perfectly 
aware that he bad no liberty to vary the message which he had been 
sent ta deliver. When the Makkans, who neither aspired to nor feared 
an afterlife, complained to Muhammad about the message and advised 
him to change it or bring another, Gad told hlm to reply: 

'lt's not for me ta alter it on my own initiative. 1 merely follow 
what is implanted in my mind. If 1 disobeyed my Lord, l'd dread 
the punishment of a most terrible day.' !Q 10.15). 

In the Q 53 passage, construed by sorne as reporting an actual encoun
ter with the Creator, Muhammad was com.manded to recite: 

'Your compatriot bas not erred, nor gone astray. He does not 
speak as he desires. lt is but divine inspiration that is implanted 
in his mind. One of great powers has taught hlm. One of might 
who ascended. He was on the highest point of the horizon. He 
then descended and drew near until only two bows' length 
distant, or even nearer. He revealed to his creature what he 
revealed.' 

Citing these two passages, together with the numerous contexts in 
which the Quran identifies the will of Muhammad with the will of 
God, Shafi'I seeks to convince that the extra-Quranic utterances of 
Mnbammad are, like the Quran, of divine origin. There are two 
revelations, that which may be recited in the daily ritual prayers, and 
that which may not be recited in the prayers since, although, like the 
other, the content is revealed, the wording bad been left to 
Muham.mad's discretion. This second revelation is the revelation of 
the I:ladith of the Prophet.320 

This conviction enabled Sha.fi'ï to make sense of the apparent 
confusion in the development of the attitudes of the Muslims on every 
significant question. Had Islamic Law, for instance, been based exclu· 
sively on Quran texts, the Muslims would have amputated a limb in 
every single instance of theft. They would have inflicted 100 lashes in 
every single instance of sexual irregularity.321 That they do not may 
not be taken as grounds for alleging that the Prophet's instructions 
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departed from those of the Quran. A Prophet ruling could never 
conceivably conflict with the Book of Gad. 

Q 24.2 appears to impose 100 lashes on every fornicator.322 But Q 
4.25 imposes on slave-fornicators one half of the penalty.323 There is 
therefore a category of fornicator to whom Q 24.2 does not apply. A 
whole category has been excluded from the provisions of the Q 24 
verse.324 The hadiths show that, in stoning married offenders, the 
Prophet did not flog them in addition.325 Taken together, Quran and 
Hadith show that Q 24.2 applies solely to unmarried, free Muslims. If 
the free, married Muslim had been intended initially to be included in 
the provisions of Q 24, the Hadith has shown that they forma second 
excluded category. On the other hand, married persans are different 
from unmarried persans, so they probably were never intended to be 
included in the Q 24 provision. No slave is ever stoned- indeed, there 
is no definable half for stoning. Slaves are flogged fifty lashes. Q 4.25 
said that their penalty was to be half of the penalty: 100 lashes are 
imposed only on free Muslims. The Hadith records its imposition on 
the unmarried panner. Thus, Q 24.2 applies exclusively to the free, 
unmarried fornicator.326 

The stoning penalty entered the Islamic penal code by inadvert
ence. The focus of Malik's l;I.adith about the Jews who applied to 
Muhammad for judgment was not, in fact, the stoning penalty as such. 
Any clau~,>e of the law could have been used to illustrate the main 
theme of the story: the unreliability of the rabbis and their constant 
readiness to misinform Muhammad whenever he applied to them for 
information on a religious or a legal question. The story inevitably 
reminds one of that in John, 8: 1-11, with which it shares the common 
propaganda theme of showing the new Prophet scoring points over the 
representatives of the older code. Malik's text shows the literary 
provenance of his story. His wording, 'The Jews came to Muhammad 
for judgment', is the exegetical-curn-biographical reflex of Q 5.42: 'and 
if they come to you, either judge between them or ignore them ... '. 
There follow instructione on the source in which the judgment should 
be sought: 'the Tora in which is guidance and light and on whose basis 
the prophets who professed Islam judge the Jews ... '. 

Malik, whose opening words suggest the nature of his report, makes 
no direct reference to the details of the Q 5 passage. His pupil, Shafi'I, 
on the other hand, who was much exercised by this question of 
stoning, cites the Q 5 passage extensively to develop at much greater 
length the theme of the unreliability of Jewish scholars, the fate of the 
divine revelations at the hands of the rabbis and their unacceptability 
as witnesses in Islamic courts. One will find here the classic statement 
of the allegation that the Jews had not merely concealed but actually 
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distorted and even altered the wording of the sacred texts entrusted to 
tbeir care.327 It is a matter of total indifference to Shàfi'I that there is a 
stoning-verse in the Tora. Tbat is quite irrelevant, since Muhammad 
bad consistently rendered judgment solely on the basis of what bad 
been revealed to him in the latest divine revelation in wbich was no 
trace of any extraneous matter. Muhammad stoned adulterers since 
that is what had been revealed to bim, and in stoning the Jews he had 
merely applied to them the penalty instituted in Islam wbicb be had 
already applied to Muslim offenders.321 Shafi'I expended mucb time 
and ingenuity in seeking to restore the position that bad been dis
turbed by those who complained that they could not find two penalties 
in the Book of God. Reviewing the history of the evolution witbin 
Islam of the penalties establisbed in Islam, he worked out a clear 
chronology. His starting pointis Q 4.15. 

Women accused of 'abomination' are to be locked up for life on 
the evidence of four Muslim witnesses ... un til God appoints a 
way. 

Malik had not cited the following hadith, yet it proved to be the very 
comerstone of Sbafi'I's apparatus. 

'Ubàda reported tbat the Prophet one day said, 'Take it from me, 
take it from me! God bas now appointed the way for the women: 
the unmarried witb the unm.arried, 100 lashes and twelve 
months' banishment; the married witb the married, 100 lashes 
and death by stoning.'329 · 

This hadith circulated in numerous versions, severa! of wbicb 
underline that this wording bad been revealed to the Prophet.JJO The 
artificiality of this wording is transparent. Apart from its appropriation 
of the Q 59.7 wording - a favourite Shafi'I proof of the religious 
obligation to adhere to the l:ladlth of the Propbet - the use to wbich 
this hadith is put by Shafi'I is obvious. It existed to bridge the gap 
between Q 4.15, Q 24.2 and the stoning penalty of the law. 'Uba.da, be 
sa ys, as is clear from the expression 'Now God bas appointed the way 
for the women', reports on the first revelation to reacb Muhammad 
after Q 4.15. The fresb revelation abrogated Q 4.15's locking up for life. 
The next revelation to come down, Q 24.2, 'endorsed' the flogging 
element in the two dual penalties contained in the 'Ubada report. Q 
4.25 imposed on slaves half the penalty - that is, half the Q 24.2 
penalty, since slaves are flogged fifty strokes. For the thayyib, or 
married offender, 'Ubàda's report shows that the penalty bad once 
been both flogging and death by stoning. Repons show the Propbet 
stoning married offenders without flogging them. This indicates that, 
in respect of those who are stoned, the additional flogging element bas 
been dispensed with entirely.331 The entire series of repons shows for 
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Shafi'I only conflict of hadiths. The stoning hadiths abrogated the 
stoning-with-flogging badiths.332 

Those who had rejected the stoning penalty on the grounds that 
they could not find two penalties in the Book of God would have 
approved of a hadith which has the Prophet say: 

'Compare what purports to come from me with the Book of God. 
What agrees with it, 1 have said; what disagrees with it, 1 have 
not said.'333 

The report claims that, as the Prophet would never have said or done 
anything not in conformity with the Quran, the Quran is the criterion 
by which reports as to the Prophet's acts or words are to be judged. 
That claim was, however, as we have just seen, in the case of the 
lslamic penalties for adultery, judged to be highly subversive. It threat
ened a structure of laws that had developed in the period since the 
Prophet and had been inherited by the generations before Màlik and 
Shàfi'I, the very men engaged in working out a theory of sources and, 
in the case of the latter, a theory of the Hadith that would document 
and preserve that heritage. Shafi'i knew and cited the hadith, only to 
dismiss it on the grounds of inadequate attestation. lt had not, he says, 
been transmitted by any person recognised by the Hadith specialists as 
reliable. lts curt dismissal was inevitable. The role of the Hadith 
scholars was one of defending and justifying the practices which they 
upheld in the belief that they were part of the Tradition. They could 
not approve of any document which challenged the very basis of the 
same practices. Shàfi'I and his fellow Hadith specialists preferred a 
second hadith: 

The Prophet said, 'Let me not find any of you who says, when a 
command or a prohibition that 1 have uttered cornes to him, "1 
don't know. We shall follow what we find in the Book of 
God."'334 

Shafi'I alleges that vis-à-vis the Holy Quran, reports from the Prophet 
fall into three categories, on two of which there is agreement among 
the scholars. 

1. where there is a text in the Quran and the relevant hadith 
from the Prophet conforms precisely with that text. 

2. where the text in the Quran is couched in general terms and 
the hadith illustra tes the precise meaning that was intended. 

3. where there is a hadith on a topic on which the Quran is silent. 
lt is the third class of hadith that occasioned contention.335 Some 
scholars insisted that Muhammad had never instituted any ruling on 
any matter unless it was referred to, at least in principle, in the Quran. 
For example, the Quran insists on the obligation to pray. It was the 
Prophet who showed how many prayers were required, and when, and 
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the precise manner in which they were to be performed. Similarly, he 
showed precisely how commercial transactions were to be validly 
conducted and all other such legal matters. Others say that all his 
enactments were guaranteed by the fact of his sacred office. Sorne held 
that God bad imposed on ail men the religious obligation to adhere to 
ail Muhammad's commands and prohibitions, baving determined 
from all etemity to direct Muhammad to what is pleasing to Himself 
in wbatever he instituted on topics not mentioned in the Quran. 
Finally, it was said that all of Muhammad's activities were directly 
revealed. The }Jadïth of the Prophet supplements the Quran, elucidat
ing on God's behalf what Gad intended by His regulations. Further
more, the l:ladlth is complete. 

The prophet stated, '1 have omitted to command nothing that 
God commanded, and have omitted to prohibit nothing that God 
prohibited'.336 

In Shafi'i's view, God had appointed Muhammad both to deliver and to 
interpret the minutest details of the revelation, and both functions are 
covered in the peremptory divine command tbat men ohey the Prophet 
of God in all things. 

The reports that Muhammad had ever stoned anyone had deter
mined the development of that aspect of the law. That they had come 
into circulation at a very early date tends to be indicated by the 
impressive unanimity on the topic, not only among ail the Sunni 
scholars in all centres throughout the Empire, but also between the 
Sunnis and the Shi'Is. The attempt by a minority to question the 
validity of the ruling serves to underline this unanimity which con
trasts with their differences and disputes on a host of other questions, 
great and small. That the scholars of the second century no longer 
understood how that regulation bad originated is clear from Malik's 
efforts to locate its source. His three attempts to trace it had in 
common the belief that it bad originated in 'the Book of God', which 
he then defined further as the Tora, or the Prophet's legal practice, or 
the Quran. The efforts of ShAfi'ï to meet the challenge thrown down by 
those who rejected stoning on the grounds that they could not find two 
penalties in the Book of God, that is, in the written texts of the Quran 
in circulation, merely served to heighten the tension between the 
Quran and the l:ladlth, although they showed Shâfi'ï's position and 
that of the }Jadïth scholars in general. It is the }Jadlth that exerts 
priority over the Quran, and not the other way round. The protest of 
those who complained that they could not find two penalties in the 
Book of God came after scholars bad agreed on the stoning penalty, and 
so too late to affect the issue. Seen as acting in defence of the legal 
proposition, Shâfi'I's argumentation and the hadiths which he 
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deployed to retain and justify the stoning penalty may be called 
technical. That is, the hadiths were not aimed at ascertaining the 
prophet's attitude, but, using what is alleged to have been his attitude, 
as displayed in the reports which ShAfi'I's generation had inherited, the 
hadïths aim rather to entrench the legal ruling and provide a mecha
nism for linking it with the prophet in such a way as to obviate 
objections to it. 

Other instances of hadiths serving a technical need would, for 
example, include the report to the effect that, leading the ritual prayer 
on one occasion, the Prophet is said to have omitted a verse in his 
Quran recitation. On completing the prayer, Muhammad asked Ubayy 
wh y he had not prompted him. 

'1 thought perhaps the passage had been withdrawn', replied 
Ubayy. 'No,' said the Prophet, 'it wasn't withdrawn; 1 just forget 
it at that moment.'337 

The technicalities of this exchange are, first, the allegation that a clear 
distinction should be drawn between Muhammad's reported forget
ting an item of revelation and a divine decision to withdraw a portion 
of revelation. 

In the very long-drawn-out debates among the scholars on abroga
tion, considerable attention was given to the Quran passages alleged to 
refer to various aspects of the procedure. In Q 87.6-7, God assured His 
Prophet that 

He would instruct him in the Quran and that he would never 
forget- except what God willed. 

When God wished Muhammad to forget, Muhammad would assuredly 
forget. But, could Muhammad forget where God did not will it? Sorne 
had gone so far asto deny that Muhammad had ever forgotten any item 
of revelation - unless it had been withdrawn. That may have repre
sented not merely a technical argument, that is, on the methods by 
which abrogation could be effected, but a reading of the relevant verse 
in which both terms occurred side by side: Q 2.106: 'Whatever iiya We 
naskh or you forget', which took the second verb to be a gloss on the 
first, the rather difficult term naskh.aas 

In the circles which cultivated the l:ladith and would insist that the 
goal of the pious Muslim should be to discover what the Prophet had 
done in various situations, and then model one's own conduct on his 
prophetie example, to be sure of acting correctly, a question that arose 
and bad to be faced was: what action ought a Muslim to take in the 
event that he miscounted the elements of the ritual prayer? From 
reports, it was discovered that the Prophet bad suffered such a mishap 
more than once. He had on one occasion performed too few, and on 
another too many rak'as. The congregation, painting this out to him, 
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in order to make certain that the ritual had been neither shortened nor 
lengthened, received the reply: '1 am human. 1 forget as you forget, and 
when 1 forget, please remind me. '339 A version has: '1 forget - or am 
made to forget- in order that 1 may establish a practice',340 that is, the 
practice of the two prostrations to be performed in the event of 
miscounting the constituent elements of the prayer. The above Ubayy 
badlth similarly established, second, the distinction between 
Muhammad's prophetie and his human memory. 

Much debated was the d.ifficult term which the scholars employed 
to signify abrogation, namely naskh. The word occurs twice in the 
Quran and, in the prolonged debates that raged over the etymology and 
meaning of the term, the scholars, both exegetes and legal theorists, 
tended on the whole to favour the opinion that it means 'to replace'. 
Abrogation, however, as d.iscussed by the Muslims, is a complex, 
multi-faceted phenomenon certain aspects of which cannot be clearly 
grasped on the basis of restricting the meaning of naskh to 'replace
ment' alone. lt could even be argued that in the key reference to 
abrogation, Q 2.106, 'Whatever iiya Wenaskh or cause you toforget', it 
would not be certain that the word meant 'to replace' without the 
apodosis: 'We shall bring one better than it, or similar'. That one iiya 
replaces another owes rather more to Q 16.101: 'and when We substi
tute one àya for another, they say: "You're just making this up"' than 
to Q 2.106, or, at any rate, toits protasis, 'When We naskh". 
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The Theological Dimension of the I:Iadïth 

The Quran was not designed as a handbook of systematic theology. 
lntended to persuade, it emphasises now the limitless powers of the 
Almighty, now the freedom of the individual to choose the path to 
salvation or that to damnation. 

Otherwise intelligent listeners who ignored or scoffed at the Proph
et's urgent warnings may be portrayed as denied by deliberate divine 
action of the power to see and hear. The heedless had been rendered 
incapable of belief and so of benefiting from the divine communica
tions. Muhammad cannot make the deaf hear, nor the blind see. He 
cannot guide those whom he chooses. Only those whom God pleases 
will have their breasts expanded to receive the message. 

Those who reject belief, it is ali the same whether you wam 
them or not, they will not believe. God has sealed their minds 
and their ears and over their eyes there is a covering. (Q 2.6-7) 

Y et, there appears to be sorne choice for which the listeners must bear 
sorne responsibility; but even that is removed. 

This is but a reminder. Whoever chooses may take the path to 
God. But they cannot wish to do so, unless God wishes. (Q 73.19) 

It is but a reminder to all beings, To those of you who wish togo 
straight. But you will not wish so, unless God, the Lord of all 
beings, wish it. (Q 76.29-30) 

We have sent into every people a prophet [instructing them): 
'Worship God alone and avoid rebelliousness'; there were those 
whom God guided, and there were those who deserved error. (Q 
16.36) 

Consider those who have made their desires their god, whom 
God bas knowingly misled, and sealed their hearing, their mind, 
and covered their eyes. Who, apart from God, can guide such? (Q 
45.23) 

We have sent no messenger, but with his people's language, so 
that he can make clear to them. But God misleads whom He 
pleases and guides whom He pleases. He is the Almighty, the 
Judicious. (Q. 14.4) 

Even if you are eager to guide them, God does not guide those 
whom He has misled. (Q. 16.37) 
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You cannat guide whom you choose. God guides whom He 
chooses. (Q. 28.56) 

But the Quran also urges to action and promises ample reward. 
We shall certain! y repay those who have been patient according 
to their best acts. Whoever does good, whether male or female, 
being a believer, We shall bring to a pleasant rebirth and 
will certainly reward them for the best that they have done. 
(Q 16.96-71 

Wboso does good does soto the benefit of his soul; whoso does 
evil does so to his own soul's hurt. Your Lord is not unjust to 
those He has created. (Q 41.46) 

God promises those who believe and do good works that they 
will find forgiveness and a mighty reward. Those who reject and 
belie Our message will be the inmates of Hell. (Q 5.9-101 

Whoever earns [the reward of! evil and is consumed by his sins, 
those will be the inmates of Hell, there to abide. Those who 
believe and do good works, those will be the inmates of Heaven, 
there to abide. (Q 2.81-2) 

The Quran urges to action. It requires men to worship, to contribute 
generously to charitable causes; it incites them to involve themselves 
in 'the cause of God' with their wealth and their lives. It requires 
truthfulness, faithfulness to one's trusts, generosity, courage and effort. 
lt exhorts men to strive for the great prize awaiting those who believe 
and engage in the right conduct based on sincere motives. It condemns 
all untruth, meanness of spirit, cowardice, hypocrisy and empty public 
display of piety. 

Emphasising the absolute dependence of the creature upon the 
limitless powers of the Creator while at the same time belittling the 
value of human action, the I:Iadith erected a theology heavily 
weighted in the direction of bleak predestinarianism. 

Describing the development of the foetus in the womb, the 
Prophet is reported as announcing: 'The angel sent to breathe the 
spirit of life into the new creature is given orders to record four 
things: its provision, its lifespan, itS acts, and whether it is 
destined for Heaven or Hell. Any one of you may perform the 
deeds of those destined for paradise until only an a.rm's length 
separa tes him from death. Overtaken by his record, he will then 
perform acts such as are performed by those destined for Hell and 
so will enter the fire. Another of you may perform the deeds of 
those destined for Hell, un til only an arm's length separates hirn 
from death, when he is overtaken by the written record and 
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performs the acts of those destined for Heaven, and so enters 
paradise. '341 

There are signs that questions were asked about the need to eam one's 
reward in the Hereafter by acts deserving of a place in either Heaven or 
Hell,342 or even about the justice of this notion of predestination,343 but 
enquirers were overawed by reference to the authority of the Prophet. 

While attending a funeral, the Prophet bent and wrote some
thing with a stick he was carrying. He then said to the com
pany, 'There is no living soul whose place in Heaven or HeU 
God bas not already decreed'. One of those present said, 'Should 
we not then await the outcome of the written record and aban
don acts?' to which the Prophet replied, 'He who has been 
recorded as destined for Heaven will be directed to the acts of 
those destined for Heaven and he who is destined for Hell will 
be directed to the acts of those destined for HeU. The path of 
each will be smoothed.' He then recited, 'He who gives and acts 
circumspectly and believes in the good word, him We shall 
assist to what is easy; he who was niggardly and felt self-suffi
cient, and denied the good word, him We shall guide to what is 
difficult. '344 

MOSES CONFRONTS ADAM 

Moses said, 'Adam, you are he whom God created with His own 
band and breathed into you of His spirit and caused the angels to 
bow before you and made you dwell in the garden. Then, by your 
sin, you caused men to be put out of the garden and driven down 
to earth.' Adam said, 'Moses, you are he whom God selected for 
His communication and to whom He granted the privilege of 
direct converse. He gave you the tablets containing an exposi
tion of all things. How long before 1 was created did God write 
the Tora?' Moses said, 'Forty years before'. Adam asked him, 'Do 
you find in it: Adam disobeyed his Lord and went astray?' Moses 
said, 'Yes'. 'Do you then criticise me', asked Adam, 'for doing 
something that God decreed that 1 should do, forty years before 
He even created me?' The Prophet said, 'Adam had the better of 
him'.345 

Asto the value of deeds, there is confusion in the Hadith. 
Asked which work was most pleasing to God, the Prophet said, 
'That which is persisted in, although slight. Undertake what you 
can manage. '346 

'Walk righteously, sacrifice and be of good cheer,' he said, 'but 
none will enter Heaven on account of his deeds.' 'Not even you?' 
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he was asked. 'Not even 1,' he replied, 'unless God smother me in 
forgiveness and mercy.'347 

Faith, however, justifies: 
The Prophet said, 'There bas just come to me a messenger from 
God to inform me to be of good cheer, for whichever of my 
people died without associating any panner with God will enter 
Heaven. 1 asked him, "Even if he commits adultery, or even if he 
steals?" and he said, "Even so".'348 

'Abdallah b. Mas'üd alleges that the Prophet said one thing but 
he said something else. 'The Prophet said, "He who dies praying 
to any panner besides God will enter Hell", but I say, "He who 
dies, not calling upon any panner besides God, will enter 
Heaven.'"349 

The Prophet asked Mu'adh, 'Do you know what God can claim 
from men? That they worship Him and Him alone. Do you know 
what they can claim from Him? If they do that, that He will not 
punish them.'350 

When God created the universe, He wrote in His Book, so 
binding Himself, 'My mercy will overcome My wrath'. He has 
kept that Book by Him on the throne.351 

But the principal hope of the believer resides in the intercession of the 
Prophet. 

God will assemble the believers on the Day of Judgment. They 
will say, 'If only we could find an advocate to plead our cause and 
relieve us of this predicament'. They will apply to Adam, 'Do 
you not see the people? God created you with His own hand; He 
made the angels bow before you and taught you the names of all 
things. Intercede for us with the Lord.' He will reply, 'l'm not the 
one'. He will mention his sin. 'Go to Noah, the first prophet God 
sent to men. He will advise.' They will appeal to Noah, who will 
say, 'l'rn not the one', and mention his sin. 'Go to Abraham, 
confidant of the Merciful.' They will appeal to Abraham. He will 
mention his sins and say, 'l'm not the one. Go to Moses, the 
persan to whom God gave the Tora and to whom he spoke 
directly.' They will appeal to Moses. He will say, 'I'm not the 
one'. Mentioning the sin he committed, he will advise them to 
try Christ, God's creature and prophet, His word and His spirit. 
Christ will say, 'I'm not the one. Ask Muhammad, the man 
whom God forgave ali his sins, earl y and la te.' They will then 
come to me and I shall go and ask God for permission to enter 
and will be ushered into His presence. On seeing Him, 1 shall fall 
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down in obeisance where He willleave me as long as He pleases. 
Then 1 shall be told to tise. 1 shall be told, "Speak, and you will be 
heard; ask, and you will be gi.ven; beg permission to intercede, 
and it will be granted." 1 shaH then praise the Lord with words 
He will teach me. 1 shaH intercede, but a limit will be placed on 
the numbers for whom 1 may plead. He will grant them entry 
into Heaven. 1 shall retum and repeat this twice, then 1 shall say, 
"Lord, there remain in the Fire only those detained by the Quran 
who will stay there for evermore". Th us, there will emerge from 
Hell those who said, "There is no God but God alone", in whose 
hearts there is a barley grain's weight of good, and after them, 
those whose hearts contain a wheat grain's weight of good, and 
finally, those whose hearts contain a maize grain's measure of 
good.'as2 

When God has finished with the Last Judgrnent, and wishes to 
extract from Hellfire sorne people out of mere mercy, He will 
order the angels to remove those who did not associate a.Îly 
partners with Him, but who had uttered, 'There is no god but 
God alone'. They will be recognised from the marks made on 
their lim.bs by the performance of the ri tuai prayers. Every part of 
the human body will be consumed in the Fire except the traces of 
praying, for God has prohibited Hell from eating those parts. 
They will be brought out burned to a cinder and the water of life 
will be poured over them. They will then sprout as the seed 
borne along in the torrent of the flood sprouts. God will then 
complete the Judgrnent.353 

In Heaven, the people who were released from Hell for having 
said the profession of faith will be known as iahannamis.354 

THE BEATIFIC VISION 

The people asked the Prophet whether they would see God at the 
Last Judgment. He asked them, 'Do you doubt the moon on the 
nights when it is full and there is no cloud? Do you doubt the sun 
by day, when there is no cloud? Y ou will certainly see God on the 
Day of Resurrection.'355 

Although God is very jealous, which is why He prohibited all abomi
nations, none is fonder of praise than He. 

He says, '1 am as My creature imagines Me. 1 am with him when 
he thinks of Me. If he thinks of Me inwardly, 1 think of him 
inwardly; if he mentions Me in company, 1 mention him in a 
superior company. If a man approaches Me a span, 1 shaH approach 
him an ell; if he approaches Me an ell, 1 shall approach him a 
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fathom. If he cornes to Me walkin& 1 shall go to him at a swift 
pace.'356 

But bleak predestinarianism and simple optimism that salvation 
awaited every believer was mitigated by a body of Hadith that im
parted clearly-defined ethical principles. 

MIRACLES 

One area where a gap opens between the Quran, a contemporary 
document, and the supposed biographical record of the Ijadïth is the 
reports on the Prophet's miracles. The Quran severa! times had to 
respond to the demand that Muhammad perform miracles to confirm 
his daims to be a prophet sent from God. 

They said, 'Wh y has no miracle come from his Lord?' Say, 'Cod is 
capable of sending down miracles, but most of them do not 
know'. (Q 6.37) 

They swear their most solemn oaths that if there came to them a 
miracle, they would accept it. Say, 'Miracles are God's business'. 
How do you know, if they came, whether they would believe? 
(Q6.109) 

They say, 'We will not believe until we are shown the like of 
what the prophets of old were sent with'. But God knows where 
He places His commission.(Q 6.124) 

When no miracle was forthcoming, they said, 'Wh y did you not 
obtain one?' Say, '1 merely follow what is implanted in me from 
my Lord'. (Q 7.203) 

Those who refuse to believe say, 'Why has no miracle come to 
him from his Lord?' Y ou are merely a warner; every people has a 
guide (Q 13.7). [To the same question,) 

Say, 'God misleads whom He chooses and guides those who 
repent'. (Q 13.27) 

Y ou find their aversion hard to bear. If you could find a way to 
burrow into the earth, or a ladder up to the sky to bring them a 
miracle ... (Q 6.35) 

If only We sent down to you a book written on parchment and 
they could feel it with their hands, those who refuse to believe 
would say, 'Obviously a magician's ruse'. (Q 6.7) 

lt is not for any prophet to bring a miracle, other than by God's 
permission. (Q 13.38; 40.78) 
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Y ou are just another human like ourselves. Bring us a sign if you 
are speaking the truth. (Q 26.154) 

Anas reports: 'One of the Prophet's expeditions found us, when 
the time came for prayer, without water for the ritual ablution. 
The Prophet was brought a small dish with some water in it and 
he ordered the troops to perform their ablution from the dish. 1 
could see water gushing up from under his fingers until the 
entire force had performed their ablution. They totalled some 
seventy men'.357 

Jabir reports that, on the occasion of the l:Iudaybiya 'umra, the 
people were afflicted wiÙl thirst. From a waterskin in front of 
him, the Prophet performed his ablution. Suddenly, the entire 
force rushed at him. 'What's wrong?' he asked. The men said, 
'We've no water to drink orto perform the ablution with'. There 
was a weil at 1:Judaybiya, but the army had already exhausted its 
water. The Prophet sat on the edge of the weil, prayed and rinsed 
out his mouth, then spat into the well. We were able to draw 
water until each bad his fill and we watered all the mounts. We 
were about 1,400 men.358 

Anas recalls Abü Talha remarking to his wife that the weakness 
of the prophet's voice was a sign of extreme hunger. He asked if 
she had anything in the bouse. 'She brought some bits of coarse 
bread and wrapped them in her scarf and put it into my band, 
attached to the wrist and sent me off to the Prophet. 1 found him 
in the mosque among the people. He asked if Abü Talha had sent 
me, and if 1 had brought anything to eat. When 1 said that that 
was the case, he invited those with him to accompany him. 1 went 
back fast and told Abü Talha they were coming. Abü Talha said 
to his wife, "The Prophet's coming, and we haven't enough for 
all of them". She said, "God and His Prophet know best". Abü 
Talha went to meet them. The Prophet said, "Umm Sulaym, 
bring out what you have". She set out that bread which the 
Prophet ordered to be broken and Umm Sulaym pressed some 
clarified butter out of a skin to flavour it. The Prophet then said, 
"Call ten men". They all ate their fill. When they left, he said, 
"Call ten more". They alla te their fill, then the next ten, and the 
next. In ail, they were between seventy and eighty persons.'359 

'Abdallah said, 'We used to consider miracles a blessing, but 
nowadays, you people think they are sent to frighten us'. He then 
recounted another story about the production of water on one of 
their expeditions.360 
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Jàbir's father died in hattie, leaving mountainous debts. Jabir had 
only very few palm trees the crop of which for severa! years 
would never match the crippling debt. He sought the Prophet's 
intercession with his creditors. The Prophet walked around the 
drying-floor, praying, then withdrew. He then said, 'Share them 
out'. He paid everyone in full and the quantity that remained 
equalled what had been distributed.361 

The food at one dinner that Abü Bakr, at the Prophet's behest, 
had provided for three of the poorest in Madlna, increased the 
more they ate and was, after the meal, much more than it had 
been at the outset, perhaps three times more. The food was sent 
to the Prophet who, next day, fed a dozen delegations.362 

An Arab interrupted the Prophet's Friday sermon once. 'The 
cattle are perishing and the sheep are dying from this drought. 
Pray to God for rain.' He stretched out his band and invoked 
God. The sky was as clear as glass. Suddenly a wind got up 
bringing clouds and the heavens opened. We left the masque, 
wading through water. It continued to rain for an entire week. 
The next Friday, a man rose and said, 'The bouses have col
lapsed, pray to God to cali off this rain'. Smiling, the Prophet 
said, 'Around us, but not on top of us'. Suddenly the clouds 
parted, forming a circlet around Madina.363 

'Abdallah ibn 'Umar reminds us that the Prophet's fust masque 
had been a fairly primitive structure held up by palm trunks, 
with its roof beams of palm trunks, the roof itself of palm fronds. 
Sorne years later, the Prophet used a pulpit that had been built 
and presented to him. The palm trunk against which he bad been 
used to lean when preaching was heard to groan at now being 
neglected. The Prophet went over to it and stroked it to reassure 
it. Jàbir reports that its noise was hke the whining of a small 
child. It used to bawl and weep at the sermon. It could make a 
noise like a tax-collector.364 

Jabir relates that, on one of his expeditions, the Prophet halted to 
relieve himself. There was, however, no shade and nothing to 
screen him. There were two trees at the edge of the wddi, and the 
Prophet went over to one of them. Taking hold of a branch, he 
said, 'Come along, with God's permission'. It followed him like a 
camel with a bit in its nose. He then went to the other tree and 
did exactly the same. Bringing them together, he said, 'Now, 
intertwine, with God's permission', and they did just that. Later, 
I saw the two trees standing in their original position.365 
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'Abdallah reports that, in the time of the Prophet, the moon split 
in two. The Prophet said, 'Now, bear witness'. One half went to 
this si de of the hill, the other to the other side. 

Anas relates this event to the insistence of the Makkans that 
Mul;wnmad produce a miracle. Twice he showed them the moon 
in two pieces. The same is reported by 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas.366 

This reminds one of the opening of Q 54: 
The last hour has drawn near and the moon split. If they see any 
sign, they tum away, saying, 'Continuing magic!' 

These stories notwithstanding, 
the Prophet is reported as saying, 'There was no prophet who was 
not granted the like of which would induce men to believe in 
him. What 1 have been granted is revelation which God has 
imparted to me, and 1 trust 1 shall have the grea test congregation 
on the Last Day.'367 

ASSORTED ETHICAL STATEMENTS 

A brief general statement of lslamic virtues is summarised in the 
words used by Khad.Ija when Muhammad was dejected at not knowing 
whether his informant was angelic or demonic. 

'Now, take it as a good omen. God would never disgrace you who 
honour family ties, speak the truth, share the burdens of others 
and eam for those without. Y ou are solicitous of your guest and 
help when difficulties stand before people's rights.'368 

Precisely the same words are addressed to Abü Bakr by the Arab 
chieftain to whom he had applied for protection against the treatment 
he was receiving from his fellow-tribesmen.369 When asked which is 
the most meritorious act, the Prophet would reply, 'Filial piety' .370 The 
most heinous sin he thought was filial impiety.371 A man should strive 
fust for his parents and only theo for the cause.m He should avoid 
insulting another man's parents, for he might reply in kind.373 

A friend commented on seeing Abü Dharr and his slave wearing 
identical clothes. He explained: 'There had been words between 
me and a man whose mother was non-Arab and 1 said something 
about her. The man complained to the Prophet who asked, "Did 
you insult so-and-so?" 1 said 1 had. "Did you insult his mother, 
too?" 1 said 1 had. He then said, "You're a man who still retains 
traces of paganism". 1 said, "At my age?" He said, "Y es. They are 
your brothers whom God bas given into your keeping. You 
should feed them of what you eat, and clothe them of what you 
wear and see that you do not overburden them with work that is 
beyond them, but, if you have to, then give them a hand."'374 
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God has forbidden disobedience to one's mother; refusing help 
when asked, yet going and asking others; gossip; asking too 
many questions; squandering one's wealth and wasting good 
property.a7s 

Lying was especially condemned, and not only when under oath.376 
The sure marks of the hypocrite are three: when he speaks, he 
lies; when he makes a promise, he does not keep it; and, if 
entrusted with something, he betrays one's trust.377 

There are only three excuses for 'white lies': to mislead an 
enemy intime of war; to reconcile two friends who are quarrel
ling; and to keep the peace between husband and wife.378 

The Prophet was especially fond of children. He was often seen carry
ing them- even in the ritual prayer.379 He could be led around Madina 
by the band by a little girl wherever she chose to go,380 and was 
frequently to be seen kissing his grandchildren. 

A man who had ten children said to him once, 'l've never kissed 
any of them'. Taken aback, the prophet said, 'He who does not 
treat others gently cannat expect to be treated gently himself, 
when the time comes'.38l 

God bas divided His mercy into 100 portions, retaining ninety
nine and spreading the other one among all His creatures. That is 
why a mare will tread gently to avoid stepping on her foal.382 

To work to ease the burden of the widow or the orphan is at least 
the equivalent of fighting in 'the cause of God'.383 

The Prophet rebuked one man for overdoing the praying and the 
fas ting. 'Y our wife is entitled to some of you as well.'384 

Others showed the same fanaticism and tended to overvalue celibacy. 
But the Prophet said, '1 am the most God-fearing man, but 1 fast 
and 1 also break the fast; 1 pray, but 1 also sleep by night, and 1 
marry women. Any man who does not care for my conduct has 
no tie of relation with me.'385 

There had been a domestic quarrel and the wife refused to share 
the husband's bed that night. The prophet thought that she was 
probably cursed by the angels ali night long.3&6 

Muhammad frequently told the story of the traveller afflicted by 
thirst. 

Coming to a well, he noticed that there was no rope and no 
bucket. So he climbed down the welland slaked his thirst. When 
he climbed up again, he saw a dog lying, panting with protruding 
tangue and thought, 'There has afflicted this poor soul what 
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afflicted me', so he climbed down the well again, filled his boot 
and clambered back out, to revive the dog with a cool, refreshing 
draught. 

Sometimes the hero of the story is a prostitute. 
His hearers express their astonishment, not at this, but that 
anybody should go to such trouble for a dog. 'An act of kindness 
to any living soul will be rewarded', said Muhammad.387 

'Believers', he used to say, 'are members one of another.388 

God looks askance on two Muslims who quarre! and stop speak
ing to one another, until they make up.'389 

'He is no believer whose neighbour does not feel safe from his 
fist, or from his tongue.'390 

'He who really believes in God and the Last Day, does not harm 
his neighbour. He honours his guest. If he cannat help another, 
then he says a kind word. If he cannot say a good word, then he 
holds his tongue.'391 

'A'isha said, 'Gabriel kept on at the Prophet about a man's 
neighbour so much that we began to think he was going to allot 
him an inheritance share'.392 

Listing a number of commands the Prophet had issued, Bara' men
tioned: 

1. visiting the sick; 
2. attending funerals; 
3. blessing those that sneeze; 
4. keeping one's oaths; 
S. aiding the oppressed; 
6. exchanging greetings and spreading the peace; 
7. accepting invitations.393 

The Prophet himself visited a Jewish slave who was ill. 
Although the reward for death in battle is the martyr's privilege of 

direct entry into Heaven, and despite his own figurative comment that 
he would love to be killed in hattie, then retumed to earth to be killed 
in hattie again, several times over, 

the Prophet said it was wrong for any Muslim to long for death. 
However ill one was, one must be patient and pray, 'Lord God, 
spare me as long as life is better for me, but take me toY ou if that 
is better for me'.394 

When she consulted him as she did not know the answer, the 
Prophet assured his sister-in-law that it was in order for ber 
unbelieving mother to visit her. She might also, with no qualms, 
give presents to her mother when she came.395 
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'The strong', said Muhammad, 'is not he who overcomes others. 
The strong is he who overcomes himself. A man must leam to 
control his anger.'396 

The Musüm must al ways cultivate the habit of patience. 
When accused of unfaimess in the distribution of the booty, the 
Prophet merely said, 'Moses had to put up with worse than 
that'.a97 

The proud cannat hope to be received into Heaven. That is for 
the humble, and nothing but good can come of meekness.398 

Mnbammad's own forbearance was proverbial among his followers. 
'AbdallAh reports, '1 can still see him imitating the act of a 
previous prophet. His people attacked him and drew blood. As he 
wiped the blood from his face, he said, "Lord, forgive them, for 
they know not what they do".'399 

ECHO ES 

1. Angels came upon Muhammad sleeping and began to describe 
him: He is like a man who built a house and prepared a banquet. 
He sent a messenger to call his guests. Those who accepted his 
invitation came, entered the bouse and partook of the banquet. 
Those who did not accept the invitation did not enter the bouse 
and did not join the feast. 

The bouse is Heaven, the host is Muhammad. Whoever obeys 
him obeys God; whoever disobeys him disobeys God. Muhammad 
is thus the criterion that distinguishes between people.400 

2. Zuhrt- Salim- ibn 'Umar- the Prophet: Y our duration, relative to 
those before you, is as the space between the aftemoon prayer 
[' a$r] and sunset. The Jews were granted the Tora on the basis of 
which they laboured until noon and then grew weary. Each was 
given one penny. The Christians were granted the Gospel and 
laboured on its basis until the aftemoon, ['tl$r], then grew weary. 
Each was given one penny. Then we were given the Quran, 
laboured un til the sun set and were given two pennies. The people 
of the two revelations protested: 'You have given these folk two 
pennies; you have given us one penny, yet we laboured longer'. 
God said, 'Have 1 wronged you in respect of your hire?' They said, 
'No'. He said, 'This is my bounty which 1 give to whom 1 
choose'.401 

2a. Qutayba b. Sa'Id- Layth- Nàfi' -ibn 'Umar- the Prophet: Y our 
duration, relative to those before you, is as the space between the 
aftemoon prayer and sunset. Y ou are as a man who hired labour
ers, saying, 'Who will work for me un til noon for one penny?' The 
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Jews worked until noon and received each man one penny. The 
man said, 'Who will work from noon until the aftemoon prayer?' 
The Christians worked until the aftemoon prayer and took each 
man a penny. The man said, 'Who will work from the aftemoon 
prayer until sunset for two pennies?' Y ou are they who are work
ing from the 'asr until sunset for two pennies. Y ou will take 
double wages. The Jews and Christians were angered. They said, 
'We did more work and got less pay'. God said, 'Have 1 wronged 
you?' They said, 'No'. He said, 'This is my bounty which 1 give to 
whom 1 choose'.402 

2b. Abu Kurayb- Abu Usama- Burayd- Abu Burda- Abu Musa- the 
Prophet said: Muslims, Jews and Christians are like a man who 
hired labourers to work until nightfall. They worked until noon 
then said, 'We have no need of your fee'. He then hired others 
saying, 'Work the rest of the day and I shaH give you what 1 
stipulated'. They laboured un til the time of the aftemoon prayer, 
then said, 'Take what we have done for nothing'. He then hired 
some others who worked for the remainder of the day un til sunset 
and gained the fee due to both groups.403 

2c. lsma'ïl b. abï Uways- Malik- 'Abdallah b. Dinar, freedman of 
'Abdallah b. 'Umar- ibn 'Umar said that the Prophet said: 'Y ou, 
the Jews and the Christians are like a man who hired labourers 
saying, 'Who will work until noon for one penny?' The Jews 
worked for one penny. Then you are they who work from the 
aftemoon prayer until sunset for two pennies. The Jews and 
Christians were angry and said, 'We worked longer and got fewer 
wages'. He said, 'Have 1 wronged you in respect of your hire?' They 
said, 'No'. He said, 'That is my bounty which 1 give to whom 1 
please'. 404 

2d. Musaddad- Yabya- Sufyan- 'Abdallah b. Dïnar-ibn 'Umar-the 
Prophet said, 'Y our duration, relative to those who preceded you, 
is as the interval between the aftemoon prayer and sunset. Y ou, 
the Jews and the Christians are like a man who hired labourers, 
saying, 'Who will work until noon for one penny?' The Jews did. 
He said, 'Who will work un til the aftemoon?' The Christians did. 
Now you are working from aftemoon un til sunset for two pennies. 
They said, 'We did more work and got fewer wages'. He said, 'Have 
1 wronged you of your right?' They said, 'No'. He said, 'That is my 
bounty which 1 give to whom 1 please'.405 

2e. Sulayman b. I:Iarb - I:Iammad - Ayyiib - Nafi' - ibn 'Umar - the 
Prophet said, 'Y ou and the people of the two revealed books are 
like a man who hired help, saying, 'Who will work for me from 
moming till noon for one penny?' The Jews did. He said, 'Who will 
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work for me from noon untü the aftemoon prayer, for one penny?' 
The Chris tians d.id. He then said, 'Who will work for me from the 
aftemoon prayeruntil the sun sets for two pennies?' Y ou are they. 
Jews and Christians were angry and said, 'What about us? We 
worked longer and got fewer wages.' He said, 'Did 1 give you less 
than stipulated?' They said, 'No'. He said, 'That is my bounty 
which I give to whom I please'.406 

These few selected examples will give a flaveur of the variations in the 
texts of tho se badïtbs that were handed down 'according to the general 
sense'. It is characteristic that Shaybàni, producing Màlik's version of 
this badïtb, derives from it a legally relevant ruling: 

Sin ce the Prophet treated the spa ce between noon and the 'Of$1 

pray er as longer than that between the • Of$1 and the sunset pray er, 
that shows that it is preferable to delay the' Qf$1 prayer- as long as 
the sun remains of a pure white colour and no yellowing has 
occurred.407 

Not ali prophets are given precise! y the same revelations. For example, 
one verse that was revealed to Moses but not to Muhammad was the 
following: 
3. Lord, let not the Devil enter our hearts, deliver us from him, for 

Thine is the kingdo;m and everlastingness and power and the 
kingship and the praise and the earth and the heavens for ever and 
evermore, amen.408 
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The Verification of the I:Iadïth 

Assailed from ail sides by the propaganda of the warring sects and 
parties, the Muslims were uncornfortably aware that many false 
hadiths were in circulation. 

Muhammad b Slrïn (d. 110/728) said, 'This information one is 
collecting is religion. So consider from whom you accept your 
religion.'409 

As 'Abdallah b. al-Mubàrak is reported as saying, 'The isniid is a 
part of religion. But for it, anyone could say whatever he 
pleased.'410 

Ibn Slrln aiso said, 'They used not to bother to ask for the isnad. 
But when civil dissension broke out, they would say, "Narne 
your men", then examine which were people of the sunna and 
accept their reports, and which were people of the new ways and 
reject their reports.'411 

The reference is clearly to transrnitters of the later times, since it is 
characteristic that the following is reported, not only from the caliph 
'Umar and the Companion 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd, but even from the 
Prophet himself in identical words: 

lt is sufficient to make any man a liar that he transmits ail that 
he hears.411 

A variant, from as late an expert as Malik b. Anas, is worded: 'No man 
who transmits ail that he hears is safe' .413 

The Prophet is reported as having said, 'There will come in later 
days men who will transmit what neither you nor your fathers 
have ever heard. Beware them, lest they mislead you and seduce 
you.'414 

Attributed to 'Abdallah is the warning: 'Devils can assume 
human form and spread lies. One man will say, "A persan whose 
face 1 know, although 1 do not know his name, told me so-and
so".'41S 

One man came to 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas and began, 'The Prophet 
said this; the Prophet said that'. Ibn 'Abbas paid no attention, so 
the man said, 'l'm telling you from the Prophet and you're paying 
no attention to my reports'. Ibn 'Abbas replied, 'There was a 
time, before lies were being fathered on the Prophet, when we 
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exchanged hadiths from him. But, when people started going in 
this direction and that, we gave up reporting hadiths from 
him.'416 

'If we beard anyone say, "The Prophet sai d", we would be all ears 
and eyes. But, since the people started going off in this and that 
direction, we have accepted from men only what we recog
nised.'417 

After 'Alï's death, they invented all manner of things which 
wrang from one of his associates, 'Damn these people! They have 
perverted sa much religious information.'418 

Ibn Sinn himself states that the bulk of what has been fathered on 'Ali 
is untrue.419 Another man claimed that the only sound information 
from 'Ali was that transmitted by the disciples of 'Abdallah b. 
Mas'üd.420 'Abdallah b. al-Mubârak warned the people ta avoid the 
hadiths of those who insulted the pious forebears.421 Abü 'Abdul 
Rahman al-Sulami warned the young ta avoid popular preachers, 
except one man he named.421 One he especially warned against was 
known for Kharijite views.423 Another man ta be avoided was one who 
held extreme views on 'the second coming of 'Ali'. For that reason 
alone, some of the people abandoned his repons.41A Others claimed ta 
have beard his reports before he had fallen into that appalling heresy. 
One elderly fellow transmitted reports purporting ta come from Cam
panions who had accompanied the Prophet at his fust major victory. 
But he was recognised as having been formerly a beggar by profession 
who took up the profession of reponing hadiths only late in life.415 

Even the great Basran expert, l:lasan, bad beard no hadlths from 
anyone who had fought in that battle, while the acknowledged 
Madlnan expert, Sa'ïd b. al-Musayyab, had perhaps only one.416 

}:lasan reported from several Companions, as from the Prophet, 
that use of the cupping-glass breaches the fast of bath the patient 
and the cupper. This question divided the scholars. Pressed as ta 
whether his hadith did come dawn from the Prophet, J:Iasan at 
first insisted that it did. Later, he merely said, 'God knows 
best'.427 

Close examination of the isndds disclosed that there must be sorne 
name omitted between l:lasan and the Companion who could have 
reported this from the Prophet. Comparison with other hadiths of 
}:lasan's on other questions led scholars tentatively ta suggest who 
that missing intermediary might have been. The process leads ta 
presumptive restoration of the missing link. Others, aware of the gap, 
but not knowing how ta fill it, had accepted l:lasan's report, but as 
incomplete.428 Similarly, a report ta the effect that ibn 'Abbas had 
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demanded from the Basrans the alms payment on the termination of 
the Ramadan fast, and his silencing their protests that they bad never 
beard of such a tax by referring them to a statement made by the 
Prophet, was described as 'a Basran hadith of incomplete isntïd'. 
Neither I:Iasan, nor his contemporary, ibn Slrln, who both relayed this 
report, bad ever met ibn 'Abbas. ln the case of ibn Sinn, the defect in 
the isnàd was easily remedied. His other reports from ibn 'Abbas bad 
been acquired from 'lkrima, the freedman and 'pupil' of ibn 'Abbas.419 

lsntïd criticism was essentially a statistical study. One amassed all 
known versions of a report and, comparing their isntïds, reached 
conclusions, as can be illustrated. 

Ibn Ishaq reports from Sa'Id b. abl Sa'Id from Abü Hurayra from 
the Prophet. 

'Abdul Rahman reports from Sa'Id, '1 beard Abü Hurayra say, 
"The Prophet said ... '". 

In no other report bas Sa'Id claimed to have beard Abü 
Hurayra. Ibn Ishaq and Layth b. Sa'd both report: Sa'Id, from his 
father, from Abü Hurayra ... 

Following consideration of further reports, the conclusion is: 
'Abdul Rahrnan's version cannot possibly be correct. He bas 
made an error and one fears that his memory bas betrayed him.430 

Qasim, qaclï of Küfa, and grandson of 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd, bad two 
reports from ibn 'Umar, but bad never met him. 

Questioned about a version of one of the two reports, now being 
carried back to the Prophet, an isntïd expert declared that that 
extension was an error. The hadith did not come dawn from the 
Prophet, but only from ibn 'Umar.431 

One of the leaders of the Shi' a was suspected of fabrication. The 
content of his reports (matn) was authentic, but he used to allege that 
they were statements of the Prophet when they were not. Their 
attribution was unsound.432 

The intemecine struggles between the Companions generated the 
notion that one side must have been in the wrong and, by taking arms 
against those in the right, must have sinned. This is seen as 'insulting 
the pious forebears'. A Kharijl would say both sides were in the wrong 
and, in sinning, bad ceased to be Muslims. The Shi'a, accusing 'Ali's 
opponents of sinning, said they bad ceased to be believers. A middle 
way was to argue that one side bad sinned, although it was no longer 
clear which. One man who said this was accused of responsibility for 
circulating the report to the effect that the Prophet bad said: 'He who 
takes up arms against us does not belong to us'.433 

The Hadith party tended to argue: 'H you do not accepta man's 
theological views, there can be no justification for accepting his hadith 
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reports'.434 But such reports bad, in many cases, long been accepted. 
Unwilling to give them up, sorne can be seen claiming to have ac
quired them before the man bad fallen into heresy.435 Similarly, 
scholars were vigilant for the first signs of fading memory or of 
senility. Here, too, it was claimed that the reports bad been acquired 
before the onset of the disability. In the case of heretics, it was also 
argued that only the reports of those known to have been active in the 
propagation of the heresy need be suspect. A man might be a sectary, 
even a heretic, yet be aware of the penalties in the Hereafter reserved 
for liars - especially for lyingly imputing to the Prophet words that he 
bad never uttered. One sometimes hears: 

So-and-so was a Shi'ï extremist, a really evil persan, yet, for ali 
that, scrupulously truthful in his }J.adïth reports. 436 

Sorne extolled the Kha.riji devotion to truthfulness, claiming that 
untruths were sddom to be encountered in their reports.437 Tales of 
reformed sectaries repenting in later life of their former beliefs and 
confessing that whenever they had had an idea that promoted those 
beliefs, they had dressed it up in suitable }J.adïth attire, attached to it 
an acceptable isniid and launched it into circulation among the people, 
must be seen in the perspective of a remark made by the outstanding 
scholar and leader of the l:ladïth group, Yahyà b. Sa'Id: 'One does not 
see pious persans more prone to lie than when they transmit 
hadïths.'438 

The isniid experts found it convenient that, in Arabie, the word 
often translated, as here, 'to lie', in fact means 'to get things wrong'.439 

Shu'ba had asked al-l:lakam, 'Did the Prophet pray over those 
slain in the hattie of Uhud?' l:fakam said he had not. Shu'ba 
warned Abü Da'üd against a particular scholar who had reported: 
l:lakam- Miqsam - ibn 'Abbàs: 'The Prophet prayed over those 
slain in the hattie of Uhud'.440 

Shu'ba provided other examples of this man's behaviour. 
One man asked another about a hadith. He transmitted it with 
an isniid. On a .second occasion, the man asked him about the 
same badith. He transmitted it, using a different isniid. A third 
time he asked him about the same }J.adïth and the man trans
mitted it with a third isniid.441 

Two of the Hadith experts confronted some man who trans
mitted from a particular Companion. The man admitted he had 
never met him, and swore that he now repented. They had to 
confront him a second time, as he had reverted to his former 
practice. The man again repented, but news came later that he 
was still continuing to recite the same reports.442 
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One hadith collector heard of no hadlth of Hasan's, but he 
checked it with a specialist on Hasan's hadiths. A colleague of 
his, who had acquired sorne 1,000 hadiths from that specialist, 
had the opportunity to check them all with the Prophet, whom 
he met one night in a dream. The Prophet recognised only five or 
six as his reports. 443 

The Syrian scholar, Baqiyya, was criticised. 'Accept from him 
only when he reports from well-known transmitters' was the 
caution issued by the experts. Of another man, they advised, 'Do 
not accept what he reports from the well-known or from the 
unknown'.444 

Baqiyya had the trying habit of using only patronymics for men 
better known by their own names, and their own names for men 
better known by their patronymics or other soubriquets. He was 
suspected of trying to hide something, so his practice reduced his 
dependability as a transrnitter. 

Another man solemnly reported what 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd had said to 
the Muslims at the battle of Siffïn, fought between 'Ali and Mu'àwiya. 
He was challenged by sorne man who said: '1 suppose he was raised 
from the dead to tell you that?'445 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE HADITHS 

The hadiths were classified principally on the basis of the quality of 
the isniid. The transmitter should be 'adil. That is, he should be 
known for the scrupulous observance of the ordinances of the religion: 
prayer, fasting, pilgrimage and support of the poor. He must also avoid 
all intoxicants. He should be sober in manner and manly in his social 
conduct. He must, therefore, have the reputation of being truthful and 
honest in ali his dealings. He should be known to have applied himself 
to the study and collection of Hadith and be strictly accurate in 
reproducing precisely what he had personally acquired from those 
from whom he transmits. He ought, by preference, also to be com
petent in Arabie, proficient enough to appreciate which types of words 
or particles affect the meaning and nuance of what he passes on- that 
is, if he is one of those who transmit hadiths according to the sense, as 
opposed to the strict letter. In the interests of accuracy, verbatim 
transmission is to be preferred. If he is among those who transmit 
from a book, his information will be accepted only if he had memor
ised his hadïths precisely as heard and he did not have to rely upon his 
text.446 This pointis often misunderstood. The Hadith group were not 
opposed to the use of books. But they did insist on two provisions: that 
people were aware of the pitfalls presented by the Arabie script itself; 
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and so a man must actually have beard wbat he transmits from the 
persan from whom he transmits, and transmit only from those he bad 
beard, restricting himself to precisely what he bad beard without 
embellishment and without omission. Transmitters are, of course, 
being human, exposed to the dangers of error. That is why trans
mitters are graded. Hadiths were normally communicated by expert 
teachers to groups of aspiring scholars. lt was therefore, simple, if 
laborious, to compare badiths. Verbal coïncidence of the texts trans
mitted by severa! persans would indicate who were the most reliable 
(thiqa), the most accurate (thâbit, dabit), and who bad the greatest 
powers of memory (bdfÏ+). The outstanding transmitter is he who 
combines ail these qualities in the highest degree. The repons of the 
'adil, thiqa, thabit, bafiz occupy the highest rank of acceptability. 
Thay are 'sound', $abïb. Should any scholar faU below the highest 
demands in one or more of these capacities, his badiths will be less 
'sound'. Should the shortfall be noticeable, and of frequent occurrence, 
his reports may faU into the second grade, 'fair' lbasan), but will still 
be acceptable in the absence of superior accounts; and if, on the same 
tapie, there are a number of parallel reports which are $ablb, the basan 
report may be promoted to the grade of bas an $ablb. 447 The great er part 
of the badiths which underpin the system of 'lawful' and unlawful' 
categories applied to ali questions by the lawyers are of the basan 
classification. 

A man known to make frequent errors in his reports, whether from 
carelessness on his part, or from fading memory due to age, will find 
his badiths classilied as 'weak' (da'If), the third grade of quality. Such 
badiths are still gratefully received, especially by scholars unable to 
locate reports of higher grade. In this way, the badiths were categor
ised in terms of their transmitters. Other reports may be regarded as 
fabricated. 448 

A second grade of classification depended on the quality of the 
isnâd itself. Best of ali is the 'musnad', 'supported'. Here, the chain of 
authorities shows no break between its successive transmitters. Thus, 
the frequent isnad 'Salim b. 'Abdallàh b. 'Umar- 'Abdallah b. 'Umar
'Umar' is musnad, since it is in the highest degree probable that Salim 
beard and reported from his father, and he from his. Similar father-son 
connections seen to be of infrequent occurrence, in terms of the 
statistics of Hadith texts, may be treated with reserve or ignored 
entirely, especially if the son, a great Hadith expert himself, wams his 
peers to accept nathing from his own father, who was no specialist.449 

The above isntld is not merely 'supported', musnad, it is 'connected', 
mutta$il. The connections claimed are known to have been feasible 
and often reported. Each time they are claimed, they are likely to be 
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historically factual. Such an isniid would preface a statement about, or 
even uttered by, 'Umar. That would make it 'stopped' lmawqüf): it 
issues from 'Umar and does not daim to go any further back. If the 
isniid had continued, "Umar- the Prophet', it would have been of the 
highest possible grade, marfü' lraised), that is, 'raised' to the Prophet 
himself. The isniid thus becomes musnad mutta$il marfü'. 

It commonly happens that a man not known to have been a contem
porary of the Prophet, or known not to have been so, transmits 
information from or about the Prophet. The isniid is then said to be 
'broken', maqtü', or munqafi' - usage will vary from scholar to 
scholar. If the gap is of one generation only, a very frequent type of 
isnad, it will be said to be 'unattached' jmursal), the act of trans
mitting it being irsiil.450 Some experts use this term for any single gap 
at any point in the chain of authorities, but what is here described is 
the most frequent usage. 

Attitudes to the mursall)adith varied, although the grea test scholars, 
especially those engaged in codifying the Law, view it with indul
gence, this type of l)adlth being the source of a great quantity of badly
needed material. The degree to which it was relied on was dictated by 
necessity and govemed by due regard to the transmitter's reputation. 
Considerable reliance was placed at Madina, for example, on the 
mursal reports of Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab and, at Kü.fa, on those of 
Ibrahim. Both died some eighty years after the Prophet; while, at B.3$ra, 
l:fasan and Muhammad b. Slrfil, on whom reliance was also placed, 
both died 100 years after the Prophet. 

A second 'ailment' l'ilia) of the isndd, tad.hs, 'fibbing', may be 
thought of as a kind of 'contrivedirsiil'. A man disguises or even omits, 
deliberately in both cases, it was thought, the name of his immediate 
informant. Motives named include pride or professional jealousy, or 
fear that to name the source might 'weaken' the report, if the inform
ant were not fully 'reliable' . .s1 The transmitter names his informant's 
source as his own. We saw that the scholars raised no objections to 
writing the l)adiths. Indeed, one of the commonest expressions of 
approval/disapproval of a transmitter is: 'So-and-so's hadiths may/ 
may not be written'. The real demand was that the hadiths must first 
be heard and only then transmitted. Thus, included in tad.hs are 
numerous cases of scholars suspected by later experts of passing on 
their hadiths from books written by their predecessors whom in many 
cases they had never met, nor thought that they needed to meet.451 

That suggests a generation who considered the transmission of what 
they had acquired by reading to be legitimate, thus, the opposition to 
the transmission of written l)adiths was based on another considera
tion, for example the pitfalls of the Arabie script. 
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The demand that hadiths must be 'heard' before transmission came 
tao late and was already an anachronism, as can be seen from the 
impressive lists drawn up in the late second and early third centuries 
of the greatest authorities in their own discipline who were now 
accused of the misdemeanour of tadlïs.453 It had to be decided that, as 
tadlïs was not lying, it must be tolerated.454 To have insisted tao 
strenuously on their own canon of 'hearing' would have deprived the 
Hadith group of much vital information and, in the strictest circles, 
has probably had that effect. 

Similar lists were also drawn up of the names of key persons in the 
history of the Hadith who, regrettably, had apparently espoused doc
trines which in a later generation would have quite disqualified 
them. 455 But it was now tao late and would have been impossible to 
reject out of hand the information that had come dawn from such men. 
They were therefore declared 'respectable' in relation to hadiths 
which did not involve those doctrines. 

It was also observed that many of the names that figured prom.i
nently in the transmission of information from the Prophet used in the 
elaboration of the regional codes of the Law were of persans who, on 
the Prophet's death, had still been rninors.456 That, too, had to be 
blinked at, when the main aim of the Hadith experts was to link 
current doctrine and practice with the name of the Prophet by means 
of continuous chains of authorities. 

Of considerably greater moment were accusations brought by 
enemies of the Hadith party that their hadiths showed mutual contra
diction or, worse, that sorne of them contradicted rulings established 
in the Book of Gad. The general adoption of the theories of abrogation 
gave a further fillip to the exarnination of isnads, to determine which 
hadiths had been passed on by men of later and later date of conver
sion to Islam. Abrogation, as now applied to the Hadith, allegedly 
rested on the analogy of its application in the Quran, some of whose 
verses were thought to have superseded revelations of earlier date. 
That, as I have argued elsewhere, was based on dubious interpreta
tions of a few Quran verses and on a number of even more dubious 
alleged instances of actual abrogation of one verse by another. For 
example, Q 2.234 is usually adduced as a clear case. It had abrogated Q 
2.240. But, as the fust verse deals with the 'waiting-period' of the 
widow, and the second concems the financial and accommodation 
rights established in the widow's favour which the Quran requires the 
husband's other heirs to honour, the two verses clearly do not address 
a common issue.457 

It is thus not clear, outside the exegesis, that they are in conflict 
with one another. Shàfi'I had been forced to face up to the even more 
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serious challenge that sorne of the hadiths contradicted the Quran. In 
the case of stoning for adultery, he had attempted and failed to per
suade the Muslims that that bad merely been an instance of l;zadith
hadith conflict and thus only of the abrogation of one l;zadïth by 
another. The fact remained that nowhere does the Quran mention a 
stoning penalty. Since present in the Law, it could have come only 
from the sunna. Shafi'I, however, bad insisted that the sunna bad 
never once abrogated the Quran's rulings, since the sunna was never in 
conflict with the Quran, its function being limited to the elucidation 
of the Quran. As stoning does conflict with flogging, if stoning cannat 
be a sunna, it can only be a Quran regulation. It must represent an 
instance of the abrogation of one Quran ruling by another Quran 
ruling. Malik had reported 'Umar's insistence that a stoning-'verse' 
bad actually been revealed to Muhammad as part of the revelation of 
the Quran. 458 Stoning must, therefore, represent the interesting variety 
of abrogation where what bad been abrogated was not the Quran 
ruling, but merely the Quran wording. Th us, the response wrung from 
the scholars by those who bad rejected the stoning penalty, since they 
could not find two penalties in the Book of God, was that there had 
indeed been two penalties in the Book of God. Both bad survived in the 
Law, but were to be applied to two separate categories of offender. The 
scholars' dilemma was thus to concede that, on stoning, the sunna bad 
abrogated the Quran- which their opponents rejected on principle- or 
to insist that only the Quran can abrogate the Quran and, on stoning, 
the Quran text is shawn to be incomplete - which their opponents 
rejected on principle. 

What must interest us here is that in the period following Shafi'I, 
although only those who were persuaded by his argument that the 
sunna had never abrogated the Quran need ever agree that the Quran 
text is incomplete, since those who continued to argue that the sunna 
can abrogate and can be shawn to have abrogated the Quran rulings 
had no such need, nevertheless bath views can be seen being simulta
neously canvassed by one and the same scholar. In one such case, the 
scholar was an adherent of the school of Mâlik, 459 but in another case, 
the same attitude was adopted by an adherent of the school of 
Shafi'I.460 This testifies both to the power of Shafi'I's arguments and to 
the fact that the challenge faced by Mâlik and Shàfi'ï had been 
removed in the meantime. 

Pace Goldziher, Shafi'I did not believe that any hadith, even a well
authenticated l;zadith, could abrogate the Quran.461 Pace Schacht, 
Shafi'I did believe that the sunna of the Prophet was revealed.461 He 
spoke of the revelation that may be recited in the prayer and the 
revelation that may not be recited. 
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In the following generation, that itself had become a hadith from 
the Prophet. 

'If the Quran can abrogate the Quran, the sunna of the Prophet 
can abrogate the Quran, since Gabriel brings the sunna from 
God, and one form of revelation can abrogate the other form of 
revelation. On this, the Prophet said, "1 have been granted the 
Book and along with it its equal", that is, the sunna. That is why 
God said in Q. 59.7: "Whatsoever the Prophet brings you, accept; 
whatsoever he prohibits, refrain from". God knew that we would 
accept that which the Prophet delivered as the actual Ward of 
God. But He also knew that He intended to abrogate parts of the 
Quran by the revelations He would make to Mul;lammad and 
that when that happened, sorne would hesitate. He therefore 
commanded us to accept what the Prophet brings that is not in 
the Quran or that abrogated the Quran.'463 

'YahyA b. abi Kathïr expressed this in his dictum: "The sunna 
prevails over the Quran; the Quran does not prevail over the 
sunna" .'464 

'lt is feasible that God reveal a verse in the Quran and subse
quently annul its wording, as 'Umar reports in the case of the 
stoning-verse and others report on other cases. Such verses 
appeared in the Quran before it was collected into book-form. 
That is as feasible as annulling a Quran ruling while preserving 
its wording in the Quran.'465 

'MAlik reported 'A'isha's hadith: "There was revealed a Quran 
verse prohibiting marriage between a male and any female rela
tives of the nurse who breast-fed him on ten separa te occasions. 
That was subsequently abrogated by a second verse setting the 
number of occasions at five. The latter verse was still part of the 
Quran when the Prophet died."~ 

ShAfi'I acted on the basis of this hadith in framing the law on 
marriage. '467 

Ibn Qutayba fails to mention that Malik curtly rejected this hadith, or 
that, when challenged on the possibility that one of his authorities had 
'heard' the relevant pronouncement by the Prophet, Shafi'I bad 
replied: "AbdallAh b. al-Zubayr certainly "heard" the Prophet and 
preserved hadith materials from him, for, at the time of the Prophet's 
death, "AbdallAh was already nine years old' . .o8 

Shafi'I was certainly inconsistent in his application of the 'rules' 
governing abrogation, which, as we have seen, required acceptance of 
the later of two reported statements of the Prophet. On at !east two 
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questions, that of the 'fear-prayer' and that of the marriage of the 
pilgrim, he had laid great stress on his reliance on the informant of 
earlier date of conversion, and hence of longer association with the 
Prophet.469 

THE APPEARANCE OF THE ISNAD 

In view of their attitude to the political and theological issues that 
stemmed from ancient wars and had since then continued to stir 
intellectual circles, the /:{adïth experts can be identified as themselves 
forming yet another party. Scholars have argued about Muhammad b. 
Sïrïn's comment that until 'the civil dissension', men had not even 
bothered to ask each other for isnads, and have sought to identify 
which civil dissension was meant.470 Sorne have suggested that the 
reference was to the strife that followed the murder of 'Uthman and 
especially the 'Ali-Mu'awiya split, that is, only a quarter of a century 
after the Prophet's death. There are, however, very solid reasons for 
rejecting such an early date. Chief of these is that, from what we know 
about the state of Islamic literature during the 100 years following the 
Prophet's death, the isnad, as defined by the experts of the late second 
century, did not yet exist in the first century. It is true that second
century scholars report their predecessors as demanding at the turn of 
the century that men name their sources. That, however, should be 
seen rather as their applying their own standards to scholars of earlier 
time. Indeed, their insisting that a scholar of the repute of Al-Zuhrï, for 
example, would insist that his informants name their sources, sug
gests that the demand was something of a novelty.471 Al-Zuhrï himself 
would have had difficulties meeting the later standards. The isniid had 
come into use by his day but can be seen when studied to be rudimen
tary and imprecise. Many of his own isniids are imperfect, and he also 
makes free use of what would later be called 'the composite isnad', 
which amalgamates information received from severa! sources. He 
prefaces lengthy reports with lists of names of men 'sorne of whom 
report more than others, but the reports of each corrobora te the reports 
of the others', without the reader being informed of precisely which 
parts of the reports were transmitted by which man.472 The same 
attitude to the isnad would be levelled, but as an accusation, against 
Muhammad b. IshAq, author of the Prophet's biography. Al-Zuhrï died 
124/741; ibn Ishaq in 151/768. Al-Zuhn has left us none of his own 
writings, but his celebrated pupil, Malik, has bequeathed us the oldest 
surviving Sunnl law book, on the hadiths of which the following 
statistics were la ter calculated. In one of the two surviving recensions, 
that of Y ah y a, there is a total of 1, 720 hadiths. Of the se, 600 are traced 
back to the Prophet; a further 222 have incomplete isnâds; 613 reports 
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go back to Cam panions, while a further 285 present the views of later 
scholars. There are si.xty-one statements with no isnâd at all.473 The 
second swviving recension, that of Shaybànl, contains 1,179 hadiths, 
174 from other sources, and 1,005 from Malik. Of these, 429 are traced 
to the Prophet, 628 to Companions, 112 to the following generation, 
the Successors, and ten come from later informants.m 

Màlik, who died in 179/795, is lauded by later generations as having 
been one of the grea test pioneers in the close scrutin y of the isnàds. He 
is portrayed, when questioned as to the qualifications and credentials 
of a list of hadith transmitters, as replying: 'If they are reliable, you 
will find them cited in my writings'.m AU but four of the si.xty-one 
reports that Malik produces with no isntïd will be found in later 
compilations with full isndds.476 His work also contains quite lengthy 
sections of legal reasoning with no hadiths whatsoever. It is clear that 
his intention was to produce a discourse on legal topics with support
ing hadith reports where such were available. But such hadiths were 
neither his sole nor indeed his principal source. The later scholars 
denied Malik the dignity of membership of the l:ladlth movement, 
regarding him rather as an exponent of speculation on legal and ritual 
questions. When Malik died, the heyday of isnâd expertise stilllay in 
the future. Its true founders were men of the generation of Y ~yâ b. 
Sa'Id (120-98/737-813), 'Abdul R~ b. Mahdi (135-93/752-808), 
and especially a man like 'Ali b. 'Abdallàh al-Madini (161-234/777-
848), from whom we have his fragmentary 'Disorders of the Hadith 
and the knowledge of the men' (i.e. mentioned in the isndds). 

Schacht suggested that the civil dissension referred to by ibn Sïrln 
had been that occasioned by the murder of the Umayyad caliph Wali:d 
b. Yazld in the year 126/743. Since ibn Sirin died in 110/728, Schacht 
characteristically rejects the attribution of the report to ibn Sirin as 
spurious.477 M~ammad b. Sïrin was born in 35/655, and scholars, 
looking for an instance of civil strife that had occurred in his days, 
have suggested the period of the anti-caliphate of 'Abdallàh b. al
Zubayr, between 64-72/683-191. Malik, we remember, reported the 
circumstances of ibn 'Umar's haii at the time when al-I:Iajjàj came 
dawn to Arabia to do battle with 'Abdallàh.478 It may well be, however, 
that what the report about the beginnings of the demand.for the isntïd 
speaks of was not one particular historical event, but rather the 
Muslims' awareness of the many Unes of division that had been 
opened up on political and theological questions that had had their 
origins in the older civil commotions. The purpose of the isnad, in 
terms of that report, was to identify which were the reports of 'the 
people of the sunna and the unity', to accept only those and to discard 
the rest. 
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The I:Iadïth movement took it upon themselves to organise the 
criteria for the acceptability of such reports as represented political, 
theological and legal-cum-ritual attitudes with which the Muslim 
who was neither Shï'ï, not Khàrijï, nor an adherent of any other 
grouping against which they identified 'the people of the sunna and 
the unity', could be comfortable. Their criteria tended to be negative. 
To be an acceptable 'prop' to a hadith, a persan must not merely be a 
Muslim, he should preferably be a sunni Muslim and 'sound' asto his 
religious views. For example, when it was reported that 

a Basran had consulted 'Abdallah b. 'Umar about a man in their 
region who was teaching that matters were not divinely prede
termined, the venerable Companion of the Prophet had repudi
ated that view and insisted that Muhammad had taught the 
reverse.479 

One group of speculative theologians reflected that, to reward the good 
and to punish the evil, if the actions of bath groups had been divinely 
predetermined, led to an imperfect view of divine justice, a thought 
that caused them to reject ail hadiths of a predestinarian flavour. Being 
perfect, Cod must be perfectly just. If He rewards good, the reward must 
be deserved; if He punishes evil, the punishment must be deserved. 
That means that what He rewards and punishes is the choice that Man 
makes between committing good or committing evil, and that implies 
the capacity to choose. Man must, therefore, be endowed with freedom 
to choose. Any hadith to the contrary was thus contrary to reason, and 
Islam is not contrary to reason. Many other hadiths were contrary to 
reason and should also be rejected, such as the hadith that 

the Prophet had said, 'There will come a time when people will 
say, "All right, Cod created the uni verse. Now tell us, who 
crea ted Cod?" '480 

The question was improper, not merely to a Muslim, but to any persan 
endowed with intelligence.481 Many hadiths contradicted other 
hadiths. Bath sets of hadiths could not have come dawn from the 
Prophet. Sorne hadïths contradicted the Book of Cod. No such hadïth 
could have come dawn from the Prophet of Cod. 

The agenda was therefore determined for the I:ladJth party, in part 
by the internai divisions between the regional schools, and now by the 
challenge thrown dawn by the theologians. Their activities were 
therefore reactive and defensive. 
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The I:Iadïth Collections 

The scholarly labour on the isndd prosecuted during the late second 
and early third centuries produced its fruit in the fust part of the third 
century when a number of scholars, inspil'ed by Shafi'i's assurance that 
the corporate body of 1Jad1th experts possessed between them the 
entire corpus of the Sunna of the Prophet, proceeded to publish the 
collected IJadïth. A number of great collections were now compiled. 
Two techniques were adopted, resulting in two types of collection. 
One type was arranged 'according to the men'. The hadiths traced 
from different major past personalities formed the individual sections 
of a collection which was then, in consequence, called a musnad. The 
oldest musnad in our bands today is that of Abù Da'ùd al-Tayàlisi (d. 
204/819), while the most celebrated is that of Ahmad b . .I:Ianbal (d. 
241/855). A musnad has its value to those interested in the views or 
pronouncements attributed to a specifie person, but is of little value 
when the object is to discover readily answers to specifie questions on 
a single topic. This need explains the rearrangement in a later genera
tion of the contents of a musnad into the more manageable form of 
'according to the topic', musannaf. Such rearranging of an earlier work 
was a frequent occurrence and, in the case of Abù Da'üd, we have 
today both forms of his collection. His work consists of 2,767 hadiths 
attributed to 281 of the Companions.481 He was something of a special
ist on the badïths transmitted by Shu'ba, a somewhat severe isnad 
critic, through whom many of the badïths are cited. His work proved 
popular for severa! centuries and is still of value, especially for com
parative purposes. 

Al;unad's work, although completed only a generation later, is a 
rouch vaster undertaking. His musnad has been calculated to con tain 
upwards of 30,000 hadith reports transmitted from sorne 700 Com
panions.483 His criteria were somewhat more lenient than those of his 
contemporaries, and he has been criticised for including weak or even 
fabricated traditions as a result of reproducing reports from men not 
all of whom were regarded by specialists as wholly reliable. Never
theless, Musnad Abmad is today as highly regarded as it has been 
during the centuries since its appearance, probably because the great 
repute which its compiler has always enjoyed in Sunni Islam has, to a 
high degree, been transferred to his work. The cil'cumstances which 
led to Ahmad's acquiring his very special place in the hearts of the 
Sunni Muslims, by whom he is revered as saint and victim, lie at the 
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very centre of the explanation of the significance of the 1:fadïth litera
ture, the motives for its collection and the reverence paid to those 
who collected and published it and to their works m subsequent 
generations. 

The anti-l:ladïth attitude of the systematic theologians of whom we 
spoke earlier was taken up by a caliph who then attempted to force it, 
as the official faith of Islam, on those over whom he ruled. In 218/833, 
the then caliph, al-Ma'mün, captivated by the teachings of the theolo
gians, set up an office of inquisition before which were, at his express 
instructions to his govemors, cited the leading judges and clerics of the 
Empire and required to answer to the satisfaction of the theologians a 
series of questions. Those who faûed to agree to a list of propositions 
drawn up by their inquisitors were imprisoned until their fate should 
be decided. A number of the more conservative-minded scholars, 
theologians, l:ladlth scholars and popular preachers suffered severely 
at the bands of their persecutors.484 Summoned in chains before the 
caliph's court, sorne died en route; others were executed for their 
refusai to acquiesce in the new theology which dealt with recondite 
matters, such as it had never occurred to the past generations of the 
believers to discuss. One such thesis was that of the creation of the 
Quran. The Quran had entered the sphere of matter and time by being 
revealed to the Prophet. Although all acknowledged that revelation 
was the speech of God, the distinction was now insisted on which had 
never occurred to the people or to their unsophisticated teachers: the 
Quran, they must now acknowledge, was a created object. The ordi
nary populace could not comprehend these subtleties. What they saw 
and understood was that their beloved teachers and preachers on 
whom they relied for the conduct of their daily and weekly devotions 
in the mosques were thrown into jail to be beaten and tortured, sorne 
to be released badly bruised and frightened: weaker spirits, it was 
thought, who must have surrendered to their jailers' demands or 
perhaps used prevarication in order to secure their release. Ahmad, it 
was said, being of stouter courage and stronger faith, had resolutely 
withstood the threats and beatings and insisted on defying the innova
tors and their attempts to interfere with the central tenets of the faith. 
Not once during the sixteen years that the sufferings of the believers 
lasted was he seen to waver. Fearing God only, he defied the ruler, his 
courts and his prisons, his eyes fixed only on that last dread tribunal 
when he would be called upon to give an account of his faith and his 
earthly acts to the only sovereign entitled to enquire into both. H_aving 
lasted during the reigns of three caliphs, the inquisition was finally 
abandoned by a ruler who had no interest in its intellectual subtleties. 
Ahmad emerged from the experience as the hero of the masses and the 
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champion of the true believers. Canonised in his own lifetime by 
public and clerics alike, Ahmad was compared, in his services to Islam, 
with Abü Bakr: 

God reinforced Islam by two men- Abü Bakr who confronted the 
great apostasy, and Ahmad who confronted the inquisition. 

None performed such services to God's religion after the Prophet 
as those rendered by Ahmad. Even Abü Bakr had his associates 
and allies, whereas Ahmad stood alone.485 

A modem Muslim writer describes Ahmad as 'the saviour of Ortho
doxy and freedom of conscience and faith in Islam'.486 

The theologians had attempted to make Islam attractive to the non
Arab intellectual elite of the Empire by ridding it of what they regarded 
as its major encumbrances. Ibn Qutayba reports that, among these, 
they numbered the unedifying sight of Iraqi and Arabian jurists divided 
on most questions of law, yet ali appealing to the evidence of the 
l:ladïtb, the ludicrous fables and legends fed to the masses by popular 
preachers pretending to be qualified to explain the Quran and the 
religion on the basis of y et another body of popular badltb of the kind 
that !izards were once disobedient Jews who were transmogrified; a 
wolf was admitted to panidise for eating a tax-collector; and the 
answer to the conundrum 'Who created God?' was that when God 
decided to crea te Himself, He first created fast horses, set them off at a 
gallop and then made Himself out of their sweat. 

Such idiocies bring Islam into disrepute, reduce non-Muslims to 
guffaws, and make the religion unattractive to apostate and 
potential convert alike.487 

The looseness with which the Hadïtb party spoke of the etemal Ward 
of God, meaning thereby the etemity of the Quran, set up a second 
etemal existence alongside God and led straight to the sort of dualism 
from which the theologians in their missionary zeal were attempting 
to wean the Zoroastrian elite. 

The failure of the inquisition ushered in the immediate triumph of 
the J:;ladïtb group, determined to steer the populace away from the 
barbarities of the people of reason and to plant Islam on the firmer 
foundation of a thoroughgoing Traditional basis. Making the most of 
their opportunity, they remounted their pulpits, harangued the con
gregation about the perils of idle speculation and theorising, and 
demanded a retum to the only certainties, the badïtb reports handed 
dawn from the Prophet and the Companions by chains of authority 
that had been tested and probed to ensure that only the soundest 
badltbs were accepted by the experts and recommended to the believ
ers, to form the sure basis of belief and action alike. 
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Nor was it only the theologians who had engaged in speculation. 
Nurtured in the legal circles of Madina and Küfa, Shafi'I was more 
concemed than most of his contemporaries about the deep divisions 
between the jurists of the two centres, and more alert to the dangers 
posed by the theologians. Noting the reliance of the regional jurists on 
their own store of hadïths from their own Successor and Companion 
eponyms- 'Uthman, 'Umar, Zayd and their respective sons and disci
ples in the case of Madina; 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd and 'Ali and their 
associates and pupils in the case of Küfa - he had observed the 
disposition of the scholars at each centre to attribute hadiths conven
ient to their own views to the ancient authorities of the other. He now 
proposed his solution to their division. There being only one God, one 
Quran and one Prophet, there could be only one Islam. That would be 
the Islam of neither Madina nor Küfa, of neither 'Umar nor 'Alï. It 
would be the Islam of Muhammad. It was only the unique person of 
the Prophet to whom God had granted revelation and authority and to 
whom He demanded the obedience of the believer. The true Islam 
could be restored and, with it, not only truth discovered, but also the 
unity of the Muslims re-established if, in the presence of a hadith 
traced from the Prophet, all other information from all other sources 
were ignored. Shafi'ï reserved his most stinging invective for the role 
that speculation had played in both Mad!na and Küfa in the derivation 
of rulings in both the legal and ritual spheres when scholars claimed 
that no more solid information was known to them. The traditional 
information was available. The jurists had either been remiss in not 
accepting it from the l::ladith specialists, or negligent if, knowing of the 
existence of the hadiths, they had failed to accept them, trumping up 
excuses about their uncertainty as to the attestation of the hadiths in 
circulation. Attestation was the business of the experts. When they 
had examined the details of the background of the men in the isniids 
and satisfied themselves as to their characters and competence and 
paid special regard to the solidity of the connection between them, the 
non-specialist could make confident use of their hadïths. Those expert 
in these matters had elaborated strict criteria, and their prolonged 
studies had equipped them to identify the 'sound' from the 'ailing', the 
'established' from the 'unknown', the 'connected' from the 'broken 
off'. All scholars should recognise that there was no longer any excuse 
for failing to repose complete confidence in the reports from the 
Prophet that had now been identified. That body of material must now 
form the sole basis for all pronouncements on legal or ritual questions 
in the formulation of the Law. 

The l::ladïth party was now determined to control the Law as well as 
the theology of Islam, and two scholars appeared whose aim was to 
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provide the materials for which Sha.fi'ï's critique had created the 
demand. 

Muhammad b. Isma'ïl al-Bukharï (194-256/81~70) and Muslim b. 
}:lajjaj (203-61/817-74), jointly referred to as 'the two shaykhs', each 
compUed a [ilmi' Sahïll, that is, a collection of 'sound' hadiths only, 
encompassing ali tapies of significance. Apart from the Book of God, 
no more lavish praise has been heaped on any writing in Arabie than 
that which for 1,000 years has accompanied mention of the twin 
pinnacles of the mw;annaf type of work. They tend to be spoken of as 
'second only to the Holy Quran' in terms of authority,"8 as the 
repositories of the record of the sayings and doings of the Prophet. 
Although the word 'sound', $ablb, in their day laid daim only to the 
highest degree of probability, owing to the general agreement of the 
experts on what constituted the very best class of isniid, with time the 
habit has grown of seeing in the word $ahïll the sense of 'authentic', 
even 'true'. On its fust appearance, each work found critics among the 
contemporaries, but time has merely added to the reverence with 
which they have been regarded, in consideration of their aim and their 
content. The same can be said of their compUers. The intellectual 
prowess, astonishing powers of assimilation and capacity to reproduce 
from memory verbatim vast numbers of long l;Iadiths with their 
lengthy isniids without error that have been attributed to each man are 
the stuff of hagiographie legend. But that is the index of the value that 
Muslims have a.ttached to the two men's achievements. 

Both works are of approximately the same extent, although there 
are interesting differences in their organisation. Of the two, only 
Muslim explained in an introduction the aim and plan of his book. He 
does not propose to include everything that, in his view, is sound, but 
only what the expert scholars are unanimous as describing as 'sound'. 
His materials are intended to be of use in the derivation of rules on the 
lawful and the unlawful, and he proposes to avoid repetition except in 
certain cases where different sections of a hadith may offer rulings on 
different tapies. He proposes to offer three grades of hadïth, each of 
which is $ahïh, but the first class of which consists of isnads whose 
men are freest of ali faults in terms of the transmission of the Hadith 
according to the criteria of the experts. Among their reports, one finds 
the least degree of difference; in terms of precision and quality of 
memory, they occupy the front rank. The second and third classes of 
report are those from men of marginaliy lower degree who may have 
slighter powers of memory than those of the fust, but are of undoubted 
honesty and application to the science of Hadith and whose hadiths 
show few signs of difference or of error or confusion. Excluded are 
persans whose reports show frequent differences from better-known 
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versions, or more signs of imprecision; ail whose reports regularly do 
not coincide with those of better-qualified men, or whose reports are 
less well known among the specialists; and the reports of any persons 
suspected of lying in their transmitted reports and of all persons of 
unorthodox views. In addition, Muslim offers, as he proceeds through
out the work, a running commentary on the quality of the isnads 
which he cites in both second and third classes. 

From this, it will already be clear that one is dealing with a self
perpetuating system of doctrines: a man may be honest and truthful in 
ail his dealings, but not known for his application to the study of the 
l:ladïth. The criteria for the acceptance of hadith reports are those 
which are set out by the isnad experts. The degree to which any man 
meets these criteria is statistically determined on the basis of compati
son with hadïths which are acceptable to the Hadith specialists. A 
major drawback here, as will be seen, is that the assessment of persons 
and of isniïds is not uniform, but varies from scholar to scholar. The 
criteria are subjective, rather than objective and demonstrable. 

According to ibn Sinn, al-l:Iarith was one of the 'Companions of 
'Abdallah b. Mas'üd'. He refers to him as al-Hamadânï and as al
A'war.489 The transmitter of the hadïths of 'the Companions of 
'Abdallah', Ibrahim Nakha'I, may or may not have included l:fârith in 
his enumeration of 'the Companions'. According to 'Alï b. al-Madlnï, 
al-l:Iârith al-A'war was not among them. He was an associate of 'Alï's 
and reported his hadiths rather than 'Abdallah' s. Neither Ibrahïm nor 
Sha'bï 'heard' l:farith. 490 Muslim has Sha'bï say: 1 Al-l:Iarith al-A'war al
Hamdanî informed me- and he was a liar! 1 He also has Ibrahim report 
the words of l:Iarith.491 Muslim's work is divided into fifty-four books, 
each dealing with different topics of faith and practice to which he 
devotes sorne 4,000 badïths, taking great care to point out differences 
in the wording of different versions. 

The major differences between Muslim's and Bukharï's compila
tion lies in the latter's prefacing each section of each chapter with a 
brief statement indicating his view on the interpretation of the 
hadiths which follow. From these headings, the reader can forman 
accurate impression of Bukharï's legal, theological and exegetical atti
tudes. His intention appears to have been to guide the reader to the 
meaning or application of each report. One brief example may suffice 
to show this: l'ti~iïm, bab 8: 

Section: The Prophet would be questioned on matters concem
ing which no revelation had come to him, and he would say, '1 do 
not know', or he would not reply until revelation had come 
down. He would not reply on the basis of speculation, nor use 
analogy, since Cod has said [Q 4.105], 'We have sent down to you 
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the Book with truth so that you may adjudicate between the 
people according as God has shown you'.Ibn Mas'üd said, 'The 
Prophet was asked about the spirit, but remained silent un til the 
relevant verse was revealed'. 

Students of the Law were intended to take to heart the example of the 
Prophet and desist from indulging in speculation or in arguing by 
analogy (although Bukhari's book is not lacking in repons which show 
the Prophet himself employing analogy).491 

BukhAri's work contains sorne 7,275 individual repons distributed 
in ninety-seven separa te books, but this number can be brought down 
to 4,000 badiths, for the second major difference between his and 
Muslim's work is that, determined to distil as many rulings as the 
different clauses, even individwù words, of a hadith can be made to 
yield, he repeats his hadiths, at times in a great number of places, 
depending on how the wording of the repons can be made to respond to 
his various headings. This degree of repetition can be fascinating for 
the specialist while trying for the less devoted, making for very dis
jointed reading. It can also be frustra ting for the busy specialist hoping 
to recheck a particular form of wording for any report. 493 ln this sense, 
Muslim's work is much the easier to use. A funher, important distinc
tion between the two men in volves their attitudes to isnads. Bukhiiri, 
the stricter of the two, insists on evidence that any two men named 
consecutively in the isnad had actually met. Denouncing this strict
ness as an innovation, Muslim is content with evidence that the two 
men were contemporaries who could have met.494 Technically, this 
means that Bukhm, at least, in his theory, would prefer that A said: '1 
beard B', or 'B informed me'; Muslirn, however, is prepared to accept: 
'A told me, on the authority of B', or, 'citing B'. 

Although Bukhm's attitude was more admired by the Muslims as 
stricter than Muslim's, both men used and knew that their predeces
sors had used written sources. The two works have much material in 
common, although Bukhiiri recognises 434 persons whom Muslim 
does not cite, and Muslim cites 625 persons whom Bukhàrï does not 
mention.495 As each man set out to collect what is ~abïb, later scholars 
assure one that what they included is sabïb, that is, guaranteed. What 
is found in the book of either requires no further examination. In this, 
their two books are unique. But, as neither man aimed at comprehen
siveness, it could not be said that what either had not included may be 
regarded as not sablb. The collection of the Prophet's badith, once 
begun, was to be pursued. Sahib was defined by those who came after 
them as: 

1. any report found in both Bukhan and Muslim; 
2. any report found in Bukhâri alone; 
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3. any report found in Muslim alone; 
4. any report which matched their criteria, even if they did not 

include it; 
5. any hadith in accordance with the criteria of either of the two 

shaykhs.496 

Together with the two Sahib works, four further collections made 
up what came to be called 'the six books'. As the four tend to concen
trate rather more on the traditions relevant to legal or ri tuai questions, 
they are, on this account, referred to as the Sunan works, sunan being 
the plural of sunna. Abu Da'üd (203-75/817-88) bad studied under 
Ahmad b. I:Ianbal. He included in his Sunan not merely 'sound' 
hadiths, but also others that he described as 'nearly so', that is, hasan 
hadiths, or even 'weak' !4a'If) hadiths. The use of 'weak' hadiths was 
inevitable for scholars preferring a thorough Traditional basis for all 
questions and determined to avoid any hint of speculation.497 Abü 
Da'üd would have the reader understand that lack of comment on any 
hadith indicates that, in his view, it is sahib. His comments are, in 
fact, both numerous and very useful. For example, he frequently 
attributes a hadith to a particular place, or group, while his notes on 
his isntids, or on variant wordings of different versions of his hadiths, 
are extremely interesting for the historian, throwing much-needed 
light on the condition of I:ladïth studies in his time and especially on 
the discussions among the experts. His arrangement of his material, 
consisting of sorne 4,800 reports, is similar to that of Muslim, while 
his headings are restricted to merely identifying the various tapies. 

A pupil of both Abu Da'üd and Bukhart, al-Tirmidhï (206-79/821-
92), compiled his work from the hadiths which had been used in the 
discussions between the regional schools of Law. He shows an inti
mate knowledge of the detailed arguments 'from the time of the 
Companions to our own day'. For that branch of Islamic science 
known as 'the differences between the legal schools', his work is of 
considerable value, since he appends to each section of his work notes 
on the use made of the hadiths cited by the leading jurists of the 
different regions in the second and third centuries. His studies with 
Bukhart and Abu Da'ud gave him an expertise in the details of the 
isntids on which he frequently mentions his discussions with his 
teachers and others among his eiders. As he proceeds from hadith 
to hadith, he classifies the hadith, showing the advances that had 
occurred in this field by his generation. His classification range from 
sahib, hasan, sahïh hasan, hasan sahïh to gharïb, that is, coming 
down by only a single line of transmission, or reported from a well
known scholar by only one among his known pupils, to cja'If, 'weak', 
and finally, munkar, that is, not acknowledged by the experts. Once 
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established, this classification was taken up by those after him and 
extended, in terms of the number of lines of transmission reporting, for 
example mutawtitir, 'very widespread', and mashhüz, 'very widely 
known'. 

EXAMPLES OF PROCEDURE 

AbiiDa'iid 
a. 'Ali, ibn 'Umar and ibn 'Amr said: A man in a state of major 

pollution may perform wu4ii' (rather than ghusl, the major ablu
tion], when about to eat. 

Yabya b. Ya'mur-'Ammarb. Yasir-the Prophetgranted to such 
a person about to eat, drink or sleep, this concession. 

Abü Da'üd: There must be a man between Yabya and 'Ammar.498 

b. Zului: - Abü Salama - Abü Hurayra, 'The Prophet said ... '. 
Abü Da'üd: Ayyüb, ibn 'Awn and Hisham all report this from 
Muhammad b. Slrln from the Prophet- i.e. mursal.499 

c. Suhayl- Zuhri - 'Urwa - FAtima ... 
QatAda- 'Urwa- Zaynab ... 
Abü Da'üd: Qatada did not 'hear' one hadith from 'Urwa.500 

d. Abü Da'üd: ln AwzA'I's report from Zuhri:, there are additional 
words not present in the reports as transmitted by the other 
associates of Zului: such as: 'Amr b. al-I:Iarith, Layth, Yünus, ibn 
Abï Dhi'b, Ma'mar, IbrAhim b. Sa'd, Sulayman b. Kathir, ibn Isl;taq 
or ibn 'Uyayna.501 

It is essential to point out that the purpose of the badiths being to 
convey rulings, the wordings of the reports are taken with the 
highest seriousness by the critics. It is a superficial view of the 
l:ladith litera ture to argue that the weakness it suffers from is the 
externality of its scrutiny of the isntid. 

e. Abü Da'üd: Zuhrl- 'Ubaydallàh b. 'Abdallah b. 'Ut ba ... 
Malik- Zuhri - 'Ubaydallàh - his father ... 
Ibn 'Uyayna - 'Ubaydallàh - his father 
or, - 'Ubaydallàh - ibn 'Abbas ... 
Abü Da'üd: Ibn 'Uyayna was confused in his isnad.502 

f. Differing assessments: Abü Da'üd: Yabya b. Ma'ln regarded 
Mu'alla b. Man$ür as thiqa; Ahmad b.I:Ianbal would not transmit 
from him, since he was known to be interested in speculation (and 
not only l;Iadiths).503 

g. What the pilgrim may wear: Musaddad and Al;unad b. I:Ianbal -
Sufyan - Zuhri - SAlim -his father, ibn 'Umar- the Prophet said: 
Malik- NAfi'- ibn 'Umar- the Prophet said: do. 
I:Iatim b. IsmA'Il and Yahya b. Ayyüb-Müsi\ b. 'Uqba-NAfi' -ibn 
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'Umar- the Prophet said: do. 
Müsà b. Tariq - Müsa b. 'Uqba - Naft' - ibn 'Umar said: 
'Ubaydallah b. 'Umar and MAlik and Ayyüb- Nafi' -ibn 'Umar. 
But: Ibrahïm b. Sa'Id- Nafi' -ibn 'Umar- the Prophet said: ... 
Abü Da'üd: Ibrahim b. Sa'id is a Madinan shaykh of few hadiths. 
Ahmad b . .E:Ianbal- Ya'qüb -his father- Ibn Ishaq- Nafi' -ibn 
'Umar- the Prophet said: ... 
Abü Da'üd points out, but leaves unresolved, this case of marfü' 
versus mawqüf. 504 

al-Tirmidhï 

Qutayba and Hannad and Abü Kurayb and Ahmad b. Mani' and 
Ma.hmüd b. Ghaylan and Abü 'AmmAr all said: Wakï'- A 'mash
.E:Iabïb b. Abl Thàbit- 'Urwa- 'A'isha: 'The Prophet kissed one of 
his wives, theo led the ritual prayer without any ablution'. 
'Urwa said, 'Who could that have been but you?' She laughed. 

Tirmidhi: Similar reports have been transmitted from more than 
one Companion and Successor. The view of SufyAn Thawrl and 
the Kufans was that there is no need for ablution. Malik, Awza'ï, 
Shafi'I, Ahmad and Ishaq (b. Ràhawayh) all say: Ablution is 
necessary after kissing. That was also the view of more than one 
Companion and Successor. 
Our party do not accept this as from 'A'isha from the Prophet. It 
is not regarded as sound on account of the isnad. I have heard 
Abü Bakr al-'AttAr of Ba!;>ra report from 'Ali b. al-Madini: 'Ya.hya 
b. Sa'ïd thought the hadith "weak" - indeed, he said, "It's as 
good as a non-hadlth".' 
I heard Muhammad b. IsmA'Il [al-Bukhàrl) say it was 'weak'. He 
argued that .E:Iabib b. Abi Thabit had never 'heard' 'Urwa. It is 
also related from Ibrahim Taymi that 'A'isha said this. His report 
is not 'sound' either, since we do not know that Ibràhim ever 
'heard' 'A'isha. No hadlth from the Prophet on this topic is 
'sound'.505 

AbüDa'üd 

1. Muhammad b. Bashshàr- Ya.hya and 'Abdul Ra.hmàn- Sufyàn
Abü Rawq- Ibràhim Taymï- 'A'isha, that the Prophet kissed her 
and did not perform ablution. 
That is mursal. Ibràhïm never 'heard' from 'A'isha. 

2. 'Uthmàn b. Abi Shayba- Waki'- A'mash- .E:Iabïb- 'Urwa
'A'isha [as cited by Tirmidh.I). 

3. Ibràhïrn b. Makhlad- 'Abdul Rahmm b. MaghrA'- A'mash-
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associates of ours- 'Urwa al-Muzani- 'A'isha [as above]. 
It is the Ibràhim Tayml and this A'mashhadith that were rejected 
by Yahya. b. Sa'ïd. Thawrl said, 'l:lablb reported tous from 'Urwa 
al-Muzanl. He reported nothing from 'Urwa b. al-Zubayr.' Abü 
Da•üd: But }:lamza al-Zayyat does report from .E:Iablb from 'Urwa b. 
al-Zubayr, from 'A'isha a 'sound' badlth.506 

Al-Nasa'l (214-303/829-915) had two abiding interests: the study of 
the men of the isniids and the meticulous scrutin y and comparison of 
the different wordings of the many versions which he collected for 
each of the hadiths that he included in his work. It is his own epitome 
of an earlier, much larger collection that forms one of 'the six books'. 
Accumulating the versions of his reports, he occasionally expresses 
his judgment of their comparative quality and that of their isniids. 
This gives his work value for those who wish to trace the evolution of 
the texts of the matn of the hadiths. It has the further merit of 
juxtaposing the hadiths which document opposing views on a number 
of tapies, while, for the historian, Na~a.'l's fascination for texts has 
resulted in his preserving formai documents, such as contracts of 
various kinds which con tain much valuable information for the social 
history of the time. His death is said to have been brought about as a 
result of his attempting to impart to the people of Damascus some of 
the enthusiasm which he personally felt for 'All.507 

The great seventh/thirteenth-century commentator on the Sal;û.b of 
Muslim, al-NawaWI, and the earlier master ibn Sala.b, bath speak of 
'the five books'.508 The inclusion of the Sunan of ibn Maja as one of the 
'six' did not occur until after their time. Earlier lists of the 'foundation 
works on which Islam rests' had included, at least, in the western part 
of the Islamic world, the Muwana' of Malik. The addition of ibn Ma.ja 
ta the 'six' is difficult to account for. He covers as wide a field of topics 
as Abü Da'üd, but without the latter's useful insights. It was not the 
admiration of the native cri tics that brought about the elevation of his 
book to canonical status alongside 'the five'. He is said to be alone in 
reproducing badlths 

from persans suspected of lying, or of stealing other men's 
l;zadiths. Indeed, sorne of his reports are not known from any 
other source. 509 

Others link him with the authors of the Sal;ub works.510 Born in 209/ 
824, he died in 273/887. 

Perhaps the experts doubted his discretion on seeing him include 
hadiths on the excellence of his hometown of Qazwln, which many 
regarded as fabricated. No less a scholar than 'the shaykh of Islam', Ibn 
}:lajar, commentator on the Sal;zil;z of Bukhirî, thought: 
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'The Mus nad of Darimï ( 181-255/797 -869) is not of inferior rank 
to the Sunan works and would have had a better daim to be 
added to 'the five' than that of Ibn Màja.'m Ibn }:la jar had found 
in the latter many badïths that were not merely 'weak', but even 
'munkar', unknown.512 

In the manner of Abü Da'üd, Darimï makes frequent comments on 
the isncïds, and he refers, in the manner of Tirmidhï, to the schools 
who uphold or reject particular views. From time to time, he expresses 
his persona} view on what the Law should be. 

Many other authors compiled musnad or mu!)annaf works as 
extensive as those we have mentioned but, for reasons that are unfath
omable now, did not achieve the general recognition accorded to the 
'six' books, although many of these compilers were noted isncïd ex
perts at least as leamed as those who have achieved canonical status. 
One of them, the fourth-century critic Dàraqutnï, devoted a special 
work to showing the 'weakness' of 200 of the badïths included in the 
two Sabib works.513 A second, al-}:làkim, compiled his work from 
!labïb reports included in neither Bukhàrï's nor Muslim's book, yet 
matching their criteria.514 Others, having the same aim, greatly ex
tended the scope of what might be regarded by the Muslirns as !)abib 
reports. 

THE APPLICATION OF THE EXPERTS' RULES 

The second Islamic century witnessed a very vigorous intellectual 
activity that animated a number of schools which had grown up 
around the personalities of outstanding scholars both in Arabia and in 
the newly conquered territories outside. Groups of scholars had come 
together in Makka and Madïna, while the other important centres 
were those of Iraq, which had grown out of the earlier garrison stations, 
planted by 'Umar, into the cities of Ba~ra and Küfa. The beginnings of 
these intellectual activities are obscured from us by the absence of 
sources. What we can do, however, is to study the brisk exchanges 
between the second-century schools, note the way their arguments are 
presented and extract the presumptions that underlie their state
ments. What strikes one is not simply the universal exploitation of the 
Hadith, but the manner in which the current view of the school is to 
be made as convincing as possible by tracing it back severa} genera
tions to prominent Muslim personalities known to have been resident 
in the region and claimed to have been the first to lay the foundations 
of the local Islam, and th us the original teachers who had inspired the 
rise of the local school. More intriguing, perhaps, is the regularity with 
which, in reacting to each other's arguments, these scholars make a 
habit of appropria ting each other's figureheads, as the backward search 
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for documentation approaches nearer to the time of the Prophet. An 
illustration of the treatment of one topic (i.e. what necessitates the 
ritual ablution) will perhaps make the methods employed clearer. 

The core of the ideas that bad been fermented at Madina is pre
sented in the surviving writings of one of its great masters, Malik, 
who, in his Muwatta', sums up the thinking that had reached him 
large! y through his teacher, al-Zuhri, who, in tum, drew upon what he 
bad acquired from the Successors with whom he bad been in persona! 
contact: Sa'ïd b. al-Musayyab, Hisham b. 'Urwa (son of 'Urwa b. al
Zubayr, nephew of 'A'isha, the Prophet's widow), Salim, son of 
'AbdallAh b. 'Umar and al-Qàsim, son of Muhammad b. Abï Bakr, and 
a host of others, including scholars in Syria where he latterly made his 
home. Al-Zuhrï bad also had direct contact with at least one Campan
ion, Anas. 

Malik, reporting from Hisham, notes that he said that 'Urwa had 
stated: 'He who touches his genitals must renew his ritual purity 
by perforrning the wu4ü'; he also reports the same words from 
'Abdallah b. 'Umar (through his freedman, Nafi'). That is con
firmed by Zuhrï's report from Salim to the same effect. 

From a descendant of one of the Prophet's agents whose family 
still retained sorne of the Prophet's written instructions to his 
great-grandfather, Malik reports 'Urwa's telling him of a discus
sion he had had with Marwan b. al-l:lakam on the factors 
thought to breach the ritual purity. Marwan mentioned in his 
list touching the genitals. 'Urwa declared that he had never 
beard that. Marwan, however, insisted that his grandmother, 
Busra, bad told him that she bad beard the Prophet state that.515 

We are fortunate in that we also possess the writings of sorne of 
Malik's outstanding pupils. Foremost among them is the Iraqi, al
Shaybànl, who bas left us his recension of the Muwatta', begun while 
he was studying with Malik at Madïna, which contains his annota
tions and comments, from which we Ieam which of the Madïnan 
master's views he continued to uphold and which he had come, on his 
return to Küfa, to reject, together with his reasons for doing so. 
Shaybàni's discussion of the above topic involves the citation of no 
fewer than si.xteen bad1ths.516 

ln addition to the usual appeals to the fathers of Kufan thought, for 
example to 'Ali's '1 don't care whether 1 touch my genitals or the tip of 
my nose [or my ear}'; and 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd's 'If the genitals are a 
source of ritual impurity, then eut them off'- also attributed to Sa'd b. 
Abl Waqqas, once 'Umar's govemor at Küfa, as ibn Mas'üd bad also 
been; and Ibrahim Nakha'ï's, 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud's, 'Ammar's and 
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Abü '1-DardA"s [the last also a noted Syrian figure] 'lt's just another 
part of your own body'; l:ludhayfa b. al-Yamàn.ï's 'Touching that is just 
like touching your head' or 'lt's just the same as touching your nose', 
Shaybànl draws upon the noted Makkan authority, 'AW b. Abl Rabah: 

A Basran who consulted him was reminded by one of 'A~a"s 
other guests that ibn 'Abbas had said, 'If you think your genitals 
are impure, then eut them off', while 'A~' can state that in reply 
to a question he himself had asked him, ibn 'Abbas had replied, '1 
don't care whether 1 touch my genitals or my nose'. He can 
report that when a Madlnan consulted Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab, the 
sage of Madlna had stated, 'Touching the genitals does not 
involve renewal of the wudü". 

Pride of place, however, in this battery of ammunition accumulated to 
be fired off at the scholars in Madlna, is given to the report from the 
Prophet himself who, when consulted on the same question, had 
replied, 'ls it anything but just another part of your own body?' 

We know that the other major scholar produced in the school of 
Malik, al-Shafi'I, cares nothing about l;ladïth reports from others, 
Successors or Companions, when a report from the Prophet is avail
able. In addition to Marwan's claim that his grandmother had passed 
on to him the Prophet's statement, Shafi'I had beard a second state
ment of the Prophet's transmitted by the prolific Abü Hurayra. A 
version of a similar report shows sorne uncertainty in the isniid, being 
sometimes reported as coming from the Companion Jabir, at other 
times failing to mention his narne.517 However, one report only from 
the Prophet would suffice Shafi'I, and he has, as we see, two. On that 
basis, he is content, on the present topic, to accept the sarne view as 
the Madlnans. 

The principal Prophet report which occupied central position in 
Shaybani's ordnance would appear not to have reached Shafi'I, for, if it 
had, he would most certainly not have failed to react to it. One of 
Shafi'ï's major skills, as may be seen in all his writings, had been honed 
on years of analysing conflict of badïths and of rehabilitating the 
doctrine involved when any two hadiths on a single topic, both traced 
to the Prophet, clashed. Shafi'I was the first author to compile a book 
devoted solely to reconciling contradictory Prophet reports, as he was 
also the first to attempt to systematise the theory of abrogation to be 
applied in the event that reconciliation of the differences proved 
impossible. 

Abü Da'üd knew both the Busra badïth from the Prophet and a 
second bad1th which, conflicting with her report, he presents as 
conveying a relaxation of the rulingY 8 This is none other than the one 
Prophet report adduced by Shaybàn.ï. With a different isnad, Abü 
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Da'üd's is the second of two versions to be analysed by later experts. 
Shaybànï's informant had been the Qadl Ayyüb b. 'Utba; Abü Da'üd's 
was Mulazim b. 'Amr. He knows a second route which, however, leads 
to a l;zadïth on the results of delibera tel y or inadvertently touching the 
genitals in the course of performing the ritual prayer. Both hadiths 
involve the one Companion, Talq, this second route passing through 
Muhammad b. Jabir. 

Abü Da'üd's commentator lists the Companions who insisted on 
renewal of the wu4ü': 'Umar, Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas, ibn 'Umar, ibn 
'Abbas and Abü Hurayra. The scholars who adopted that view were al
Awza.'ï, al-Shafi'i, Ahmad and Ishaq. Among the Companions, the 
opposing view bad been traced from 'Alï, ibn Mas'üd, 'Ammar, 
}:ludhayfa and Abü '1-Darda'. The scholars who championed this con
trary view included Abu Hanïfa, his pupils, and Sufyan Thawri i.e. the 
Iraqis.s•9 

Since Abü Hurayra's conversion to Islam occurred only in AH 7, 
whereas thé alternative report stems from a man who came in a tribal 
delegation to Madïna as the Prophet was engaged in constructing his 
mosque, his must be a report from 'the early period of Islam'. Altema
tively, this second report has been subjected to interpretation. Sorne 
versions of this _report refer to touching the genitals while performing 
the ritual prayers. When at prayer, the Muslim will be clothed, from 
which it follows that the Prophet's reply that it was not necessary to 
renew the wu4ü' referred in fact not to touching one's genitals but to 
touching the intervening fabric. 520 

It is said thaf, in one of their regular scholarly sessions, Ahmad 
and Yabya. b. Ma'In reviewed thel;zadïths on this topic. Abmad's 
position was that the wu4ü' must be renewed; Yabya's that that 
was not necessary. Failing to con vince each other, they agreed to 
ignore the Prophet reports on the subject and consider only what 
the Companions had taught. Ahmad now insisted on the ibn 
'Umar reports, to which Yabya discovered that he had no reply.511 

Another expert commentator on isniids, al-Tiimidhï, introduces the 
isnad: Ishaq b. Mansür- Yahya b. Sa'ïd Qattan- Hisham b. 'Urwa
'Urwa - Bu sr a - the Prophet. 511 He mentions parallel hadiths reported 
by Umm J:Iabiba, Abü Ayyüb, Abü Hurayra, 'A'isha, Jabir, Zayd b. 
Khàlid and 'Abdallah b. 'Amr. A second isnad to which he refers is: 
Ishaq b. Mansur- Abü Usama- Hisham b. 'Urwa - 'Urwa - Marwàn b. 
al-Hakam- Busra. Complementary to his fust isniid is a third: 'Ali b. 
}:lujr- 'Abdul Rahman b. Abi 'l-Zinàd- Abü '1-Zinad- 'Urwa- Busra. 
The grea test of all experts on the isniids of hadith reports, his teacher, 
al-Bukhart, judged that the 'soundest' of aU hadiths on this side of the 
dispute was that relayed by Busra. 
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A second great expert on isnàds, Abü Zur'a, bad declared that the 
Umm l:lablba hadith was 'sound'. It bad been reported by al-'Ala' b. al
l:larith - Makbül -_ 'Anbasa b. Abl Sufyan- Umm l:lablba. But al
Bukharï contradicted this: Makbül did not 'hear' from 'Anbasa, as is 
shown by the fact that all Makbül's other reports run: Makbül- a man 
- 'Anbasa. Tirmidhï deduces from this remark that al-BukhArl did not 
consider the Umm l:labïba hadith to be 'sound' at all. 

Tirmidhï next cites the report from Mulàzim b. 'Amr reaching back 
to Talq, as first given by AbüDa'üd. This is the besthadlth on this side 
of the dispute which reflects the views of severa! Companions and 
sorne Successors, and was adopted by the Kufans. The Talq report bad 
come down through Ayyüb b. 'Utba and Muhammad b. Jabir. Sorne of 
the I:Iadïth experts bad expressed doubts on the qualifications of both 
of these men as bearers of hadith reports. The version through 
Mulàzim b. 'Amris adjudged to be 'sounder' andbetterin the technical 
sense. Ayyüb b. 'Utba bad been the informant of al-Shaybaru, and 
Muhammad b. Jabir's report bad concemed touching the genitals in 
the course of performing the ritual prayers. 

Shafi'i appeared not to have encountered the Talq hadith and used 
the Abü Hurayra report to complement and reinforce that of Busra. In 
his version of this Abü Hurayra report occur the words: 'with no 
intervening material of any kind'.523 

Among the later writers on abrogation, the author of the rtibar 
knew both positive and negative hadiths, and his account provides an 
insight into the application of the rules of the mature science of the 
Hadith.524 

He adduces the Shaybin.ï, the Sufyan b. 'Uyayna and an Abü Da'üd 
version of the Talq hadith attributing to the Prophet the reply that 
renewal of the wu(lü' is uncalled for. His lists of Corn panions, Sucees
sors and scholars who adopted this opinion is an amalgam of those of 
Shaybaru and Khattabï with, in addition, the waming that both posi
tive and negative attitudes bad been attributed to Sa'd b. Abl Waqqà$, 
Sa'ïd b. al-Musayyab and 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas. In both the negative and 
the positive camps, sorne additional names appear. In the latter, for 
example, he mentions Awza'ï and the majority of the Syrian scholars. 

It bad been asserted that the Talq hadïth bad been abrogated by the 
hadith from Busra. Shafi'i bad mentioned in his hadiths one in which 
'A'isha applied the rule that the wu(lü' be renewed to females.l:làzimï 
discusses at length a report from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb - his father - his 
grandfather - the Prophet which extends the rule to both males and 
females. This isnàd, he says, is 'sound' for the following reasons: first, 
the report is cited in his Musnad by Ishaq b. Ibrahim, who is an 
indisputable imam; although the report cornes via Baqiyya, who bas 
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been criticised by severa! scholars, in this instance criticism does not 
arise, since Baqiyya is trustworthy in himself, especially when, as 
here, he reports from well-known persons. In such circumstances, he 
is relied on by Muslim and others. Second, here, Baqiyya cites 
Zubayd.I, a relia ble Syrian, recognised by ail experts. Third, in the same 
way, 'Amr is acknowledged by ali experts, especially when, as here, he 
reports from his father and he from his grandfather. This isndd is 
continuous, showing no break in the chain.525 Fourth, Tirmidhi reports 
in his section on the 'weakness' of badltbs that Bukhârl had judged 
'Amr's badltb on the topic under discussion to be 'sound'. Fifth, since 
this present 'Amr badltb has come clown by a variety of paths, none 
may suppose it unique to Baqiyya who rnight, if that had been the case, 
be presumed, as happens in the absence of parallel versions, to be 
reporting from sorne person unknown to the Hadith experts. 

Those who say that touching the genitals does not entail the 
renewal of the wuclü' allege that the Talq hadlth is the more relia ble of 
the reports. First, Talq is weil known to have been a Companion of the 
Prophet. Second, his association with the Prophet had been a lengthy 
one. Third, there are many badltbs from Talq in circulation. By con
trast, Busra is less weil known. The transmitters are disagreed asto her 
tribal affiliation. Fewer l;!aditbs are associated with her name than 
with that of Talq. In consequence, it would appear that her association 
with the Prophet had been 'weaker' than his. Besicles, in general, the 
testimony of women is weaker than that of males.526 The great l:ladltb 
expert, 'Ali b. al-Madïnï, asked Yabya b. Ma'in: 'Why do you insist on 
the Busra badïtb, when it reached Marwan only through one of his 
guards?' The other expert, Fallas, thought the Talq badïth 'firmer' 
than that of Busra. Even admitting that Busra's badïtb is sound, there 
is in it no evidence for abrogation. Wh y not harmonise the l;!adïtbs?- for 
Luwayn reports from ibn 'Uyayna that the interpretation of her report 
is 'Now, wash your hands' - that is, it was a mere matter of persona! 
hygiene. 

Those who insist on the renewal of the wuclü' reply as follows: 
None disputes that Busra was a Companion of the Prophet, nor 
the quality of her badïtb, except only the ignorant. Shafi'i: said, 
'We have reported our view from other than Busra. Those who 
challenge our reliance on Busra, cite badïtbs from other females, 
any number of whom are less weil known to the non-expert. 
How can Busra be regarded as 'weak', having regard to the 
earliness of her conversion and of her biira? She uttered her 
badïtb in the midst of numerous mubdiirün and Ans dr, none of 
whom rebutted it. Indeed, we know that sorne of them adopted 
her view on the strength of her report, such as 'Urwa, who had 
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earlier taken the opposite view. Ibn 'Umar beard her })adïth and 
never ceased acting on it until he died. 

This is the way in which legal and religious knowledge should be 
treated. 

As for the supposed differences in the wording of the versions of 
the Busra report, the same or even more applies to the Talq 
})adïth. But, if one chain of a })adith is sound, and factors that 
would justify criticism are absent, then the report must be 
accepted, with no regard paid to the parallel chains. Malik's 
version is indisputably sound in its transmission. The story told 
about 'Urwa's challenging Marwa.n's account which obliged 
Marwan to despatch one of his guards to question Busra and 
retum with her reply is not a flaw in the })adïth, since we see that 
'Urwa accepted her report, which he would not have done unless 
the guard, in his view, was wholly reliable. Further, there are 
reports that 'Urwa himself had questioned Busra, who confirmed 
the report. Thus, there are several isndds of the form: Hisham
'Urwa- Busra. 

The Talq })adïth does not equal the Busra report in quality. 
The sanad is unknown and the wording inept. Shâfi'ï said, 'Our 
opponents daim that the Qadï of Y amama [Ayyüb b. 'Utba] and 
Mu4ammad b. Jabir reported from Qays, from his father, from 
the Prophet, words indicating that wuc;lii' need not be renewed. 
We have enquired about this Qays, but found none to know him 
to possess the qualities that would render his report acceptable. 
His report has been challenged by a report from a persan whose 
qualities we have set out and whose capacity and accuracy as 
transmitter is greater.' Here, Shafi'i is said to have in mind the 
reports of Ayyüb and Muhammad, both of whom are considered 
by Hadith experts to be 'weak'. 

The Talq })adïth has also been transmitted by Mulazim b. 
'Amr - 'Abdallah b. Badr - Qays - his father, Talq. Yet the 
authors of the two Sahibs have not relied on either of the first 
two men's transmissions. 'Ikrima b. 'Ammar reported it from 
Qays - the Prophet. That transmission is mursal, yet he is the 
'strongest' of all those who report it from Qays, but in an 
unacceptable form, as one sees. It is also reported that Y abya b. 
Ma'ln stated, 'The scholars have discussed the reports of Qays b. 
Talq at length and repose no confidence in them'. 

Ibn Abï l;iàtim said, '1 asked my father and Abü Zur'a about 
this report. Both said Qays b. Talq is not evidential. Both de
clared him "weak" and inaccurate.'527 

The Qays b. Talq })adïth is reproduced in neither of the two 
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Sal;übs, nor have the two shaykhs relied on any of his reports, nor 
the reports of most of those who transmit his other hadïths. 

Now, whereas they do not reproduce the Busra hadïth either, 
on account of the disagreements as to whether 'Urwa actually 
beard from ber direct! y, or only indirectly through Marwàn, they 
nevertheless rely on all the men mentioned in the isniid of ber 
report, from Marwan to those later in date than he. 
Thi~ is how one establishes that the Busra hadïth is to be given 

preference over the Qays hadith on grounds of isniid considera
tion. Preference is determined by the conditions governing the 
'soundness' of reports and the qualifications of the transmitters, 
as against those who appear in the parallel isndds. 

That there is in this question no abrogation is shown by the 
dates. Talq's report refers to the early days of Islam. Busra, Abu 
Hurayra and 'Abdallah b. 'Umar's reports are later, given the 
la ter date of their respective conversions. 

All cases of contention affecting what the scholars regard as serious 
matters and the relevant conflict of the evidentiary hadiths tend to be 
treated at this degree of length and with this degree of attentive 
comparison of the details of the parallel isnads and of the parallel 
wording. But, as neither Busra nor 'Abdallah b. 'Umar was a late 
convert to Islam, the suspicion arises that the extreme utility of the 
name of Abu Hurayra lies in the repeated motif of his converting only 
at the time of the Khaybar expedition in AH 7. He thus seems to figure 
in the present dispute simply to protect the Busra report from the 
allegation that, being an earl y report, it might be the one that bad been 
abrogated. ShAfi'I will be found now to emphasise earliness of conver
sion and length of association with the Prophet; now, lateness of 
conversion as indicating information from the later period, namely 
abrogation. 

CONFUSED HADITHS 

The three elements of confused isniids, confused matn and rationalisa
tion are represented in full on the single topic of the status of !izard 
flesh. 

'Abdallah b. 'Umar reports that, when asked about this, the 
Prophet replied, '1 don't eat it myself, but 1 don't say that it is 
unlawful'. 528 

Versions of this report make it more solemn by having the Prophet 
consulted and replying when in the pulpit.529 Further versions describe 
a meal at which, offered !izard meat, the Prophet declined to eat but 
did not say it was unlawful.53° Circumstantial details begin to be 
added: 
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The Prophet was in a company of his followers and they were 
offered meat. A woman of the Prophet's household called out, 
'lt's lizard meat!' The Prophet said to the group, 'Eat it, it's quite 
lawful, but not part of my normal di et'. 531 

Sha'bl, who had associated with ibn 'Umar for the best part of two 
years, declared that that was ali that ibn 'Umar had reported from the 
Prophet on the subject.532 

'Abdallah b. 'Abbas, whose reports are even more confused, states: 
1 accompanied the prophet and Khalid b. al-Walld to 
Maymüna's. Offered roast lizard, the Prophet stretched out his 
hand, when one of the women present said, 'Tell him what he is 
about to eat'. The Prophet stayed his hand. 1 asked, 'ls it unlaw
ful?' He said, 'No, but it is not available in our country, and 1 feel 
a certain aversion'. Khalid said, '1 pulled it across and ate it, as 
the Prophet looked on'.533 

Now 
'AbdallAh reports, 'Khalid b. al-Walïd told me that he accom
panied the Prophet to Maymüna's, his aunt and the aunt of ibn 
'Abbas also. He found a roast lizard had been brought from Najd 
by her sister, l:iafida. She put the dish before the Prophet, who 
rarely stretched his hand before being told what he was about to 
eat and it was identified for him. On this occasion, he stretched 
out his hand, when one of the women said, 'Tell the Prophet 
what you are offering hlm'. They said, 'lt's lizard', and he raised 
his hand. KhAlid said, 'ls lizard unlawful?' The Prophet said, 'No, 
but it's not found in our country, and 1 find that 1 feel a certain 
aversion'. Khalid said, 'So 1 pulled it across and ate it, as the 
Prophet looked on, and he did not forbid me'.534 

Ibn 'Abbas reports that Khalid told him that he had accompanied 
the Prophet ... [as above]. Maymüna, who was his aunt, put 
before him !izard meat brought by Umm I:Iafïd from Najd. The 
Prophet never a te anything un til he knew what it was ... 535 

Ibn 'AbbAs: When we were at Maymüna's, the Prophet was given 
two roast lizards ... 536 

To one version is added: 'This was also reported by Yazïd'.537 A second 
version makes no mention of Yazïd b. al-A$amm.538 In a further 
version, ibn 'AbbAs was not present. The point of this version is that he 
reached his conclusion by inference. 

My aunt, Umm l:iafld, presented the Prophet with sorne fat, 
cheese and severallizards. He a te sorne of the fat and the cheese, 
but left the lizard, thinking it 'unclean'. But, it was eaten at his 
table, which would never have happened had it been unlawful. 539 
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Yazïd b. al-~amm reports, 'We were at a wedding feast in 
Madïna and were offered 13 lizards from which .sorne ate but 
others didn't. The following day, meeting ibn 'Abbas, 1 told him 
this. Those with him started discussing this at length. Sorne 
said, "The prophet said, '1 don't eat it myself, but 1 don't say that 
it is forbidden, or that it is unlawful"'. Ibn 'Abbas disagreed. 
"There never was a prophet but that he was sent to declare sorne 
things lawful and other things unlawful. At Maymlina's, accom
panied by al-Fadl b. 'Abbàs and Khàlid, and another of his wives, 
they were offered !izard. As the Prophet was about to eat, 
Maymüna said, 'lt's lizard'. The Prophet stayed his hand, saying, 
'That's something l've never bad before. Eat up.' Al-Fa<,il, Khàlid 
and the other woman had it, but Maymüna said, '1 won't if he 
doesn't'. "'540 

The reports stemmed from an original which said merely 'ibn 'Abbas', 
with no further identification. 

Jabir b. 'Abdallah reports, 'The Prophet, brought sorne lizard, 
declined to eat it, saying, "1 don't know. It could be sorne past 
generation transmogrified".'541 

Abü '1-Zubayr consulted Jabir about lizard. Jabir said, 'Don't eat 
it, it's unclean'. 'Umar intervened, 'The Prophet did not ban it. 
God benefits more than one person with it. lt's the food of most 
herdsmen. If 1 had any, l'd eat it.'542 

A man consulted the Prophet, asking for a ruling. 'Our place is 
full of !izards. What do you recommend, give us a fatwa.' He 
replied, 'l've been told that a tribe of Israelites was transmogri
fied'. He neither recommended nor forbade it. La ter, 'Umar said, 
'God benefits more than one person with it. It's the food of most 
herdsmen. If 1 had any, l'd eat it. The Prophet merely felt a 
persona! aversion to it.'543 

An Arab consulted the Prophet. 'l'rn from a lowland full of 
lizards, which are the staple food of my people.' Three times he 
said this, and three times got no answer. Finally, the Prophet 
said, 'God cursed, or He was angry with a tribe of Israelites and 
changed them ali into reptiles. 1 don't know if these are they. I 
don't eat them myself, but I don't prohibit them.'w 

It was reported that the Prophet had banned the flesh of the domestic 
donkey at the time of the Khaybar raid. Sorne men reasoned that that 
was probably because they were 'unclean'.~5 One can see them eating 
garbage. Others thought that he may have banned them precisely 
because they were domesticated. Ibn 'Abbas was uncertain whether it 
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was because they were the people's mode of transport.546 One man 
would not eat chicken because he had seen chickens eating litter. He 
was prevailed upon to eat only when a Companion assured him that 
the Prophet had eaten chicken.s47 

It was not difficult for the theologians to find instances of 'idiocy' in 
the Hadith. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar, it was claimed, had attended the 
stoning of the two Jews; a similar daim has been entered on behalf of 
Jâbir b. 'Abdallah. One traveller had an even more interesting contri
bution to make to the litera ture. He had witnessed a troop of monkeys 
stoning two of their number who had breached the sexual code.548 In a 
work which reads remarkably like a satirical review of the Sal;lïl;l, one 
wag asked whether these monkeys had, perhaps, stoned on the basis of 
the Tora.549 We have seen the attempts made to argue that there had, in 
fact, been a revelation brought to Mul;lammad which resulted in the 
presence of a stoning-'verse' in the Quran. The absence of a stoning
'verse' from their copies of the Quran had to be explained to the 
Muslims of the post-Prophetie age. 

The verse, it is alleged, had been written down on a sheet that 
was kept under the bedding in the Prophet's apartments. Unfor
tunately, a domestic goat got in one day and gobbled up that 
sheet. The sheet had, in addition, contained the record of a 
revealed verse stating that five acknowledged breast-feeding 
sessions erected a lifelong barrier to the marriage of the suckled 
infant with the nurse or any of her female descendants, or any 
female child suckled by the same wet-nurse.550 

That was a Quran verse essential to Shâfi'i's rulings on marriage.551 It 
was referred to in a hadith from the Prophet's widow 'A'isha, who 
insisted that it was still being recited as part of the Quran at the time 
of the Prophet's death. Mâlik curtly dismissed that l;ladîth.552 

A rather more subtle way of accounting for the absence of these two 
vital items of revelation from the written Quran texts was to argue 
that whoever may first have collected the texts into a book (mu~l;laf), it 
must have been someone other than the Prophet himself, who would 
have noticed the omission. 553 Other difficulties attending the Hadith 
concemed mistaken identities, such as, for example, the confusion of 
differing sons of 'Abbàs, or the attribution of a single view to a 
multiplicity of Companions, who happen to share the same forename, 
'Abdallah. The word means merely 'a believer' and could refer to any 
monotheist. To the student of Hadith, it was important to identify 
further which 'Abdallâh was meant: ibn 'Umar (Madïna); ibn 'Abbâs 
(Makka or Ba~ra); ibn Qays (Ba$ra), or ibn Mas'ûd (Kûfa). Similarly, 
conflicting views are attributed to one and the same persan - espe
cially serious when that persan is the Prophet. One protest against the 
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proliferating badlths from Muhammad took the form of 'A'isha's 
criticism of the stream of hadiths attributed to the late convert, Abu 
Hurayra, with whom she crossed swords on numerous tapies. She 
insisted that the number of hadiths actually spoken by the Prophet 
had been so small that they could be counted.554 Attacks by others on 
the probity of the man were based on his sheer proli.xity. The response 
was framed to their question: 

'How is it that Abu Hurayra has so many hadiths to relate from 
the Prophet, when the major Companions have so few?' The 
reply is either that trading in the markets or tending to their 
plantations kept many of the Cam panions for qui te long periods 
out of the Prophet's presence, whereas Abu Hurayra, who had no 
other vocation but religion and leaming, grew inseparable from 
the Prophet with the intention of harvesting the crop of religious 
instruction which flowed from his lips.555 

Even more characteristic is the reply framed in the form of another 
hadith: the miracle of the cloak. 

The Prophet had promised that whoever threw open his coat as 
soon as he began his discourse, and pulled it to him when he had 
done, would never forget a word that he had uttered. Abu 
Hurayra claimed that he had implicitly followed this instruction 
and had been rewarded with the fulfilment of the Prophetie 
promise. 556 

'None of the Companions', boasted Abu Hurayra, 'possesses as 
many of the Prophet's hadiths as 1 do - except perhaps only 
'Abdallah b. 'Amr. But then, he wrote down everything, whereas 
1 memorised everything 1 heard.'557 

On the question of the legitimacy or illegitimacy of writing down the 
Prophet's teachings, a vast body of material came into existence on 
each side of the argument. Proponents and opponents alike of the 
recording of the l:ladïth attributed their view on the matter, in what 1 
should call'technical' hadiths, to the Prophet himself. 

Considerable scope for the further application of the l:ladith lay in 
the field of Quran commentary. That, indeed, is very likely to have 
been a very ancient activity, preceding by several generations the 
deliberations of the legal scholars. Malik himself had beard that the 
stoning penalty had originated in the Book of God. He no longer 
understood what that meant. Ignorance of the historical source of the 
fust discussions on the penalty had already, before Mâlik's day, led to 
the separation of stories about the Prophet's supposed practice from a 
possible origin in the Book of God, leading to the formation of a body of 
l:ladith inspired by the supposition that stoning was something that 
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Muhammad had clone; that it was sunna. By Malik's time, from the 
sunna materials discussed in preceding generations, it had already 
long been assumed that this sunna was connected, this being a legal 
topic, with Mubammad's role as magistrate of Madina. The unanimity 
on this stoning penalty, not merely of the Muslims of all the regions, 
but as between Shï'ï and Sunnï Muslims alike, may suggest a rough 
date for those discussions in the period before there was any Sunnï
Shï'ï rift, as well as before the hardening of the demarcation lines 
between the schools of Ba!?ra, Küfa, Makka and Madïna. It might even 
have lain in the pre-Conquest days, thus predating the diaspora. 

Coldziher searched for an explanation of the wide divergences 
between the provincial centres on most points of the Law and the 
doctrine. He overlooked the equal necessity to explain the startling 
fact of unanimity on certain points of Law and doctrine, such as 
stoning, or that the number of the daily ritual prayers is five, or that 
the Muslims were concemed to observe any fast on the day of 'Ashüra'. 
None of these matters can be directly derived from a Quran text. Ail 
have been traced to the sunna of the Prophet. Unanimity on the 
stoning penalty was not, however, total. Malik mentioned its rejection 
by one group of Muslims who had failed to find it in the Quran. The 
la ter scholars identify this group as sorne of the Khawarij, or Kharijites, 
to whom, intriguingly, sorne of the later commentators add the 
Mu'tazila. These are the very ahl al-kalâm, or systematic theologians, 
that Shafi'I had to work so hard to convince that it was the Quran that 
insisted on the religious obligation to ohey Cod and the Prophet, that 
is, to accept the Sunna of the Prophet as well as the Book of Cod. lt had 
been the Mu'tazila who had instigated the inquisition whose cruel 
persecution of the l:ladïth group had made a saint of Ahmad and called 
forth the powerful public reaction against the appeal that reason be 
allotted a role in the derivation of Law and doctrine. When the day of 
triumph for the forces of conservatism dawned, tables were overtumed 
and reason driven forth from the temple. The l:lad1th group captured 
not only the fields of the Law and the doctrine. Their vic tory extended 
also into the field of Quran commentary. Only interpretations handed 
down by approved chains of authority tracing them back to the pious 
forebears would be listened to. The Prophet is made to put this into 
words: 

'He who comments on the holy texts on the basis of reason and 
arrives at the correct interpretation, arrives at the wrong inter
pretation. '558 

The insistence that the exegesis must be based exclusively on that 
one source which alone guarantees tru th, being qui te incapable of error 
- that based on the manqül, what has been handed clown, and the 
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ma'thür, that which is traced by an isntid in an athar, or report - was 
extended by Shafi'i to the Arabie of the Quran. Only one man in ali of 
history possessed ali of the sunna, and only one man possessed the 
global knowledge of the Arabie language. Knowledge of the language 
was now in the possession only of the en tire collective of native Arabie 
speakers; the entire Sunna was the preserve only of the entire corpo
rate body of scholars of the Ijadith. This .was meant to exclude 
exegesis based only on evidence drawn from linguistics. Reliance on 
an individual's knowledge of the language could lead only to arbitrary 
interpretations. But, on examination, it will be found that that is 
precise! y the shortcoming of an interpretation based on badîth reports 
from the Companions. 

'They tum away from the Reminder as though they were startled 
asses fleeing from a qaswara.' 

In the exegesis, we find a number of explanations for the unfamiliar 
terms that occur frequently in the Quran. 

qaswara.: means 
1. 'archers'- ibn 'Abbas; Abü Müsa; Mujahid. 
2. it means 'a party of hunters with bow and arrow'- Qatada; 

Mujahid. 
3. it means 'a lion'- 'lkrima. 
4. it means 'arrows'- Qatada. 
S. 'hunters'- ibn 'Abbas; Sa'Id b. Jubayr. 
6. a party of men - ibn 'Abbas, who said, '1 know of no Arabie 

dialect in which the word means a lion. It means: a party of 
men.' 

7. human voices- ibn 'Abbas. 
8. a lion. Abü Hurayra; Zayd b. Aslam; Zayd b. Aslam from Abü 

Hurayra; ibn 'Abbas: in Arabie, the lion is asad; in Persian, it 
is shar; in Nabataean, it is arba; the word qaswara is 
E thiopic. 559 

We have heard that a number of the Prophet's followers had been 
despatched from Makka to Ethiopia. On occasion, the Prophet himself 
is reported as using Ethiopic words, and, wh en he is furious and wishes 
to curse, so also Abü Hurayra.560 Nothing is known of any visit that 
Abü Hurayra is supposed to have made to that territory. There is no 
trace of such a report. 

At the level of the conditional clause, an indifferent interpretation 
of a Quran verse is attributed to Muhammad. Q 9.80, speaking of 
certain unnamed nominal Muslims, says: 

Pray that they be forgiven, or do not pray that they be forgiven; if 
· you pray seventy times that they be forgiven, God will not 
forgive them. 
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Ibn 'Umar reports: When 'Abdallah b. Ubayy [the leader of 
opposition to Muhammad at Madïna] died, his son begged the 
Prophet to give him his shirt for his father's shroud. That 
Muhammad did. He next asked the Prophet to pray over the 
body. As the Prophet made to do so, 'Umar went over and seized 
his clothing and dragged the Prophet away, saying, 'Do you 
propose to pray over him, when God has forbidden you to?' 
Muhammad explained, 'God did not forbid me. He gave me a 
choice, "Pray that they be forgiven, or do not pray that they be 
forgiven; if you pray seventy times for their forgiveness, God will 
not forgive them". 1 propose to pray for 'Abdallah more than 
seventy times.' 'Umar expostulated, 'But he is only a nominal 
Muslim!' The Prophet, however, insisted on praying for him and 
God then revealed, 'Do not pray over any of them that dies and 
do not stand by his graveside'. (Q 9.84) 

This verse refers to those who decline to accompany Muhammad on 
an armed raid. The above l;J.adïtb is traced to the Prophet indifferently 
through ('Abdallah) b. 'Umar and ('Abdallah) b. 'Abbas.561 

Further, account must be taken and explanation offered for the very 
numerous occasions on which badïtbs terminate with the words, 
'then the confirmation of that was revealed by God', or with, 'now go 
back and check verse such-and-such, if you please'. 

THE FABRICATING OF HADÎTHS 

The I:ladïth specialists were well aware that many fabricated hadiths 
were in circulation. To combat this, the utmost they could do was to 
issue stem warnings; and, typically, these warnings were themselves, 
ironically, cast into badïth form. 

Thus, 'Ali is represented as reporting that the Prophet himself 
had had to issue the warning, 'Do not father lies on me, for he 
who does so will enter Hellfire'.562 

'Alï himself proclaimed, '1 would sooner fall from Heaven to 
Earth than father lies on the Prophet'.563 

'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr asked his father, 'Why is it that 1 do 
not hear you relating badïths from the Prophet in the way that 
so-and-so and 'Abdallah b. Mas'üd, for example, do?' Zubayr 
replied, 'By God! 1 was never out of the Prophet's company from 
the day 1 converted to Islam, but 1 did hear him say, "He who 
fathers lies on me may here and now select his resting place in 
Hell"'. 564 

Mughïra had heard the Prophet announce, 'To fabricate lies in 
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my name is not like using another's name for this purpose. He 
who delibera tel y fathers lies on me may here and now choose his 
resting place in Hell.'565 

The Companions have not all been credited with a like prolixity in 
their transmission of l;!adiths from the Prophet, and, although Anas is 
by no means an uncommon name in the isniids of hadiths, 

he is reported to have said, 'What prevents me from relating 
many l;!adïths to you is that I heard the Prophet say, "He who 
goes out of his way to father lies on me may here and now select 
his resting place in He11"'.566 

Precisely the same sentiment is reported from the Prophet by the most 
prolific of all the Companions, Abü Hurayra.567 That one hadith may 
contemplate another is shawn by the following: 

Zubayr said to his son in the course of the above reported 
conversation, '1 note that they are adding the word "deliber
a tel y" to this Prophet hadith. By Cod, he did not even say 
"deliberately". '568 

lt was possible to convey instructions from the Prophet on any 
topic, yet to bypass the restrictions which the scholars placed upon 
precision in the matter of the isnad by reporting a meeting With the 
Prophet in a dream and then relaying his words. This was acceptable, 
since 

Abü Hurayra had reported the Prophet's saying, 'The Devil 
cannat assume my guise, so he who sees me in a dream has really 
seen me in truth - but he who then deliberately fathers lies on 
me may here and now select his resting place in Hell'.569 

It could th us well be that the mina tory formula applied in so sweeping 
a way to the transmission of l;!adïtbs in the ordinary way may repre
sent merely the generalisation of a waming that had originally been 
intended to have a more specifie reference to a particular class of 
hadiths. How the Prophet's waming came to be generalised is shawn 
in the fact that sorne scholars can trace it back to forty Companions, 
others to sixty and sorne to as many as between seventy and eighty, 
including among them all the ten men who had been promised in 
advance that they would certainly be going to Heaven.570 lt will be, 
however, for Cod to make the final determination as to whether those 
who deliberately lied against His Prophet are consigned to Hell or 
forgiven by divine grace, especially if they never wavered in their 
adherence to the formula that 'there is no god other than God and 
Muhammad is in truth His Prophet.'571 Insertion of the word 'deliber
ately' is important, for without it the term used in the Arabie, 
kadhaba, can mean quite simply 'to get something wrong', a hazard 
from which no human is immune.572 The scholars were divided asto 
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whether detection of untruth in one hadlth rendered only that hadith, 
or every hadith by that transmitter, liable to rejection. Scholars were 
particularly severe on hadiths which concemed 'the lawful and the 
unlawful'. I:ladiths on other topics had to be treated with more indul
gence.573 The stemer critics might be disposed to treat aU fabrications 
to outright condemnation, but the countless hadiths which incited 
the masses to acts of piety although admittedly offering them grossly 
inflated rewards for what appear to be the most trifling acts of devo
tion or filling their heads either with the most glowing accounts of the 
seductive luxuries awaiting the believers in Paradise or reducing them 
to terror by graphie descriptions of the horrors awaiting the wicked in 
HeU, while deplorable in their unbridled exaggeration, probably did no 
harm, and might even do sorne good. Among the worst offenders in 
this respect were the popular preachers and the pious promoters of 
asceticism and religious enthusiasts who interpreted the Prophet's 
waming to mean: 

'Those who deliberately father lies on me with the aim of 
misleading the Muslims in their religion may here and now 
select their resting places in Hell'.574 

These are people who cheerfully admit that they fabricate their 
hadiths, not against the Prophet, but in his service. In this, they 
merely show their ignorance and their extreme gullibility. 

Fulminate they may do against those who take the slippery slope, 
but the experts proved ineffective against those who fed the public 
appetite for thrills and who ministered to their emotional needs. 
When asked about the problem of the forgeries and fabrications in 
circulation, the Hadith specialists were inclined to reply compla
cently that there were experts who were alive to the problem and had 
things under total control.575 

ln a sermon, Mu'awiya claimed that the Prophet had told them 
that the religions before Islam had split into seventy-two seci:s. 
The Muslims would split into seventy-three sects, of which 
seventy-two would end up in HeU, and only one sect could look 
forward to getting into Heaven, i.e. the people who maintained 
the unity of the Muslims.576 

In an alternative version, 
'There will not cease among my people one party upholding 
God's affair. They will be nowise harmed by those who let them 
down, nor by those who oppose them. Thus they will remain 
until God brings things to a close.' At this, a man prompted 
Mu'awiya, 'Mu'adh said, "They will be in Syria"'. 'There you 
are,' said Mu'awiya, 'Mu'adh said, "They will be in Syria"'.577 

We have spoken already about the versatility of the I:ladïth. The 
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fact that the l:ladJ.th pany emerged intact from the severe trial to 
which they had been subjected owed more to the indifference of one 
ruler than to their own brilliance did nothing to prevent them luxuri
ously wallowing in a warm glow of triumphalism. When a second man 
by the name of Mu'awiya reported that 

the Prophet had said, 'A group of my people will not cease to 
triumph, unharmed by those who let them down, until the Last 
Hour strikes', they were quick to apply these words to them
selves. Asked to what the Prophet's words referred, their hero 
Ahmad b. }:lanbal replied, 'If this triumphant pany is any other 
than the l:ladïth pany, 1 do not know who else they can be'.578 
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The Western Approach to the I:Iadith 

Goldziher's major achievement was undoubtedly his recognition that 
the mass of contradictions in the l:fadïth was traceable to the competi
tion between disputing political interests, Umayyads, Shi'a and 
Khaw:Irij; regional groups of scholars with interest in legal questions, 
and disagreements ·among the theologians on questions such as free 
will versus predetermination. The weaknesses in his procedure arose 
from his acceptance of the description of the Damascus dynasty circu
lated by their political enemies, the Shi' a, the Khawmj and ultimately 
by the Abbasids who overthrew and succeeded them, in which they 
were painted as worldly, autocratie and not simply indifferent, but 
actively hostile to religious enquiry. The picture which he accepted in 
1889, he realised sorne years later bad been painted too black and 
white, and he was to modify his earlier view.579 That the picture was 
less stark than he bad originally thought and considerably more subtle 
and complex was brought out sorne fifty years later by Schacht, who, 
taking Goldziher's overall thesis that much of the Hadith was the 
result of mere fabrication, and applying his considerable erudition to 
the contents and to the isndds of the special class of hadiths on legal 
questions, opened up the vista of regional groups of scholars working 
out a programme of Islamic Law as they understood it to be in their 
separate areas. Schacht showed the degree to whi!!h the older genera
tions of 'lawyers' shared much material in common, although they 
were also divided on many issues. His studies on the details of the 
isnâds led to sorne useful insights on how information can be derived 
from the confusions apparent in the attribution of specifie legal propo
sitions to a range of individual personalities in the different regions 
and in the different generations. His provocative studies on the 
increasing sophistication shown by the isnads, as they acquired wider 
'spread' and obtained surer and more secure routes to prominent 
personalities of the past, to Successors, Companions and eventually to 
the Prophet, make it certain that the isndd itself bad consciously been 
seen and exploited as a weapon of debate in its own right. 580 The data 
recoverable from the literary period lend considerable support to his 
suggestions on the evolution of the isnàd instrument. Schacht 
improved upon Goldziher's findings in his observation that the repre
sentatives of the legal 'schools' in the generation preceding· that of 
Sh:lfi'l had come under increasing pressure from the /:ladith party, 
whose insistence on strict documentation forced upon the 'lawyers' 
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the adoption of the badlth as the principal means of expressing their 
conclusions on ali tapies. That, in tum, led to the obfuscation of the 
historical source of those conclusions themselves. The content of 
their legal codes altered little as a result, but their presentation had to 
change to conform with a new orthodoxy, thus obscuring the actual 
nature of the thinking that had first produced the conclusions. 

A major weakness detectable in the work of both these pioneers 
was the failure of each to take adequate account of the underlying 
pressure exerted on ali branches of Islamic intellectual activity in the 
earliest period by the looming presence of the Quran- or, rather, of the 
preparatory work on the interpretation of the sacred texts that bad 
already reached quite advanced positions on questions of cult, ritual 
and theological attitudes and even legal questions, before the appear
ance of what Schacht called 'the ancient schools of law'. 

We took note that, in his endeavours to locate the source of the 
legal penalty for adultery which formed part of the law that he had 
inherited, Malik, author of the oldest surviving Sunnl law work, 
demonstrated that, in the middle of the second century, men no 
longer knew where that had come from. Malik bad beard that it bad 
come from 'the Book of God', but could not make the mental connec
tian with any text known to him in his Quran. A similar inability 
faced the scholars in their discussions on the fast of 'AshürA'. In these 
and other cases which divided them, such as opinions on tamattu' of 
the bajj, or 'temporary marriage', or washing/wiping the feet in the 
wuc;l.ü', and, developing from that, the arguments on making do with 
merely wiping the footwear, questions on shortening the ritual 
prayers on a journey, or of combining two of the ritual prayers in 
certain conditions, scholars, the heirs to these and a host of other 
questions, failing to connect any of these matters with the Quran, or 
with its interpretation, took refuge in attributing them to a second 
source, 'the sunna'. 

'Uthman invited 'Ali to punish a breach of the ban on drinking 
wine. 'Alï delegated the actual application of the penalty to 
another and counted out the strokes as they feU. He stopped him 
at forty. The Prophet bad applied forty lashes; Abü Bakr had 
applied forty lashes. 'Umar bad imposed eighty lashes, and each 
is sunna.581 

The population swelled in 'Umar's day, and drinking became a 
common habit among the people. 'Umar consulted the Prophet's 
Companions and 'Abdul RahmAn b. 'Awf suggested use of the 
'lightest penalty', so 'Umar adopted eighty lashes.582 

Abü Hurayra (and Mu'Awiyal reported the Prophet as ordering 
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the flogging of drinkers. For a man's fourth such offence, the 
Prophet ordained execution.583 

The scholars, however, did not adopt this dea th penalty for the persist
ent drinker. They took the view that it had been repealed. 

Shafi'I had heard the Prophet's report from only one man- a man 
of virtue who transmitted b.asan reports. He is uncertain 
whether, in this instance, the man's memory was to be relied 
upon. He knew of a second report mentioning either death or 
banishment, in a parallel to which a man was brought to the 
Prophet charged with the fifth offence of drinking, yet was 
merely sentenced to be flogged. If any of the previous b.adiths 
are, in fact, 'sound', this last report indicates their repeal. Those 
other reports on the subject are mursal. Further, 'Uthman had 
conveyed from the Prophet a celebrated general statement on the 
penal law: 'no Muslim ·may be put to death except for one of 
three causes - apostasy, adultery and un justifiable homicide'. As 
to the 'soundness' of this report, the l:fadïth specialists entertain 
no doubt. The attempt may be made to argue that this general 
statement does not contradict the reports on the death penalty 
for persistent drinking, but Shafi'I knows of no scholar who calls 
for other than repeated flogging of the incorrigible drinker, on 
the fifth or the sixth charge. No drinker was ever executed. So, 
if the reports on the Prophet's institution of a death penalty 
for persistent drinking prove to be sound, it must have been 
rescinded. In the Quran, God has specified which acts merit 
killing and which flogging. Killing may not replace flogging(!] 
except on the basis of information 'soundly' reported from the 
Prophet, in the absence of contrary Prophet statements or an 
indication of abrogation. 584 

When 'Umar consulted the Companions on this problem of a 
penalty for drinking, 'Ali spoke up: 'A man drinks, he gets drunk1 

he gets drunk, he rants1 he rants, he is bound to slander sorne
body. 1 think you sl:~:!ld flog them eighty strokes of the lash.' 
'Umar adopted the suggestion. 

Malik adds: 
The sunna in our region is that whoever consumes any intoxi
cant, whether or not he gets drunk, incurs the flogging pen
alty.sss 

'Ali declared, 'I will compensate the heirs of anyone who dies as 
a result of undergoing a legal penalty, except in the case of 
drinking, for it was not the Prophet who instituted it1 we did'. 586 

Whoever instituted the penalty for drinking did iton the analogy of the 
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penalty of the eighty lashes imposed in Q 24.4 for the unjustifiable 
slander of innocent females. Despite the Muslim insistence that the 
Quran prohibits wine, there is no provision in the Quran of any 
penalty for any breach of the prohibition. 

Malik was informed by Rabi' a b. 'Abdul Rahmàn (often dubbed 
'Rabl'at al-ra'y' for his supposed reliance on speculation, as 
opposed to badïths) that he had asked the great Madinan expert, 
Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab, about the compensation for a woman's loss 
of a finger by the criminal act of another. Sa'Id said that for one 
finger, it was ten camels; for two fingers, it was twenty camels; 
for three fingers, it was thiny camels; and for four fingers, it was 
twenty camels. 'What?' exclaimed Rabi' a, 'the greater the injury 
she sustains, the less the compensation she obtains?' Sa'îd asked 
him if he were an Iraqi. 'No,' said Rabi'a, 'a scholar seeking 
confirmation, or a beginner seeking instruction.' 
'Well, anyway,' said Sa'Id, 'that is the sunna.'587 

Shafi'I was at first attracted to this hadïth for two reasons. 
Sa'Id had claimed that it was the sunna. There was a parallel 
hadith from the Companion, Zayd b. Thabit, a confidant of the 

- Prophet. Second, the ruling was irrational and so could not have 
resulted from human ratiocination. 

The Iraqis held that a woman's compensation was always hall 
that payable to a male, and they could adduce a hadith from 'Ali 
to that effect. This, they said, was supponed by a hadith from 
'Umar. This Iraqi view was also attractive. li the life of a female 
is always compensated for at half the weregeld paid for a male 
life, the idea that ali injuries received by females should be 
compensated on the same scale was unexceptionable from the 
analogical angle. It was not a conclusion which an intelligent 
person could be rnistaken about. But Sa'îd had said, 'That is the 
sunna'. The doctrine which he so described could not have been 
arrived at by the application of legal reasoning. It could not arise 
from faulty application of analogy, since such mistakes have to 
be at least plausible, which this Madinan view seli-evidently is 
not. It must, therefore, have been reached on the basis of sorne 
precedent which the Madina scholars felt they had no option but 
to follow. Sa'ïd did say it was the sunna. That probably means 
that it cornes from the Prophet, or from the general body of the 
Prophet's Companions. To the objection that it is contrary to the 
reports from 'Ali and 'Umar, it can be said that neither of their 
reports is 'sound'. Had they been satisfactorily transmitted, it is 
probable that their conclusions had been reached through the 
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application of rational methods which would have produced no 
other result. Sa'Id's declaration, on the other hand, being non
analogical and contrary to reason, can be based only on prec
edent. On that basis, and for that reason, 1 once accepted it and 
agreed with it, but have since abandoned it. That is because one 
finds scholars from time to time saying, 'Such-and-such is the 
sunna', but they fail to trace it to the Prophet by an acceptable 
isnàd. That being the case, one has no option but to declare that 
anal ogy provides the better solution. 

The Iraqis produced a badïth from Zayd in which the think.ing pro
cesses of the Madïnans are reconstructed: 

the rates of compensation payable to the female equal those paid 
to the male un til they reach one third of the male rates, at which 
point the female rates drop to one half of the male rates. But this 
Zayd badïth is less satisfactorily transmitted than the badïth 
from 'Ali. There being no satisfactory badïth from the Prophet, 
resort to analogy is preferable.588 

'Umar determined that the compensation for the loss of a thumb 
should be fifteen camels; for the forefinger, he awarded ten, and 
ten also for the middle finger; he awarded nine for the next finger 
and six for the little finger. Doubtless, 'Umar would have been 
aware that for the loss of an entire hand the Prophet had set the 
compensation at fifty camels. There being five differend y shaped 
fingers of varying utility, 'Umar seems to have applied his discre
tion to arranging them in arder of usefulness, declaring the 
appropria te compensation. 'Umar's ruling was accepted and 
acted upon for a time until there came to light a document 
written by the Prophet for 'Amr b. I:Iazm in which Muhammad 
stated that the compensation for any of the fingers was to be ten 
camels. When 'Amr's descendants produced this document, the 
Muslims abandoned 'Umar's ruling and adopted that of the 
Prophet. 'Umar, too, would have abandoned his own ruling if he 
bad known that of the Prophet. 

- or so Shafi'I insists. To reinforce the technical point at issue, in 
another place, it is reported that 'Umar had said: 'But for the state
ment made by the Prophet to which attention has now been drawn, 
the matter would have been decided on the basis of our own reason
ing•.ss9 

What ail the scholars who engaged in these studies were doing was 
to attempt to account for the present state of the Law. What the 
Hadith scholars were engaged in was the conscious attempt to link the 
present state of the Law in its details to identifiable personalities in the 
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community's past. Sha.fi'ï sought to simplify this process by tracing 
the present state of the Law, wherever possible, to a single personality 
of the past, the Prophet himseU. Here, we witness the deliberate 
smashing of the smooth chronologicalline from the Prophet on to the 
latest period. What happened in the years following the Prophet's 
death, in the time of 'Umar, is rejected in favour of 'turning the dock 
back' to what has been reponed as having been the ruling issued by the 
Prophet. 

SHAFI'Ï AND THE 'SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE 1 

Sha.fi'ï speaks of the four ways of acquiring knowledge of the divine 
will: Quran, Sunna, analogy and i;mii'.590 What he means by the last 
principle, consensus, tends to vary with the audience which he 
chances to be addressing. It changes also on the accident of whether or 
not a hadith, and preferably one transmitted as from the Prophet, 
happens to be available. Shafi'I declines to interpret hadiths from the 
Prophet in the light of hadiths from the Companions, or la ter figures. 
But he invariably interprets the Quran in the light of his hadiths from 
the Prophet, which renders his alleged 'hierarchy of sources' some
what suspect. 591 

We have seen him, on the question of the penalty for the persistent 
drinker, interpret hadiths from the Prophet in the light of the general 
view adopted by the specialist scholars. The case showed that isndd 
guarantees did not always suffice to satisfy 'the general body of the 
scholars'. ln the face of hadïths of unwelcome content lmatn), they 
were always receptive to ready presumption of repeal (nas.kh). Offi
cially, according to the theories, naskh is indicated by the content of a 
contrary hadith - in Shafi'I's case, a hadith from the Prophet. But, 
repeal is actually indicated by this majority scholarly view.592 That 
represents the older mean"ing of the terrn 'sunna', for which others 
were beginning to use the alternative terrn iimâ', that is, scholarly 
consensus. For many of the specialists, Iraqi and Madïnan, 'sunna' bad 
meant past precedent, exhibited in the discussions on the compensa
tions payable to females. There being no clear-cut Quran guidance at 
the level of detail, nor any satisfactorily transmitted statement that 
bad been traced from the Prophet, then in such cases, for Shafi'ï, 
analogical derivation from such general principles as were thought to 
be based on Prophetie precedent came into play. In theory at least, 
analogy exens priority over iimd'. ln the second case which we consid
ered, that of the compensation payable for loss of fingers, analogy 
appears to have given rise to a Prophetie statement. The conclusion 
at issue was, however, presented as an analogy derived from the 
same hadith. That hadith, being from the Prophet, was perrnitted to 
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override the considered judgment attributed to the caliph 'Umar, 
removing the refinement of consideration of the position of the finger 
or its supposed greater or less utility. The compensation for the en tire 
hand being fifty camels, and there being five fingers, the compensation 
for any one of the fingers was set at ten. 

We stated that Shafi'ï's attitude to appeals made to ijmii' was 
ambivalent. In other cases, he himself seems to have no other sugges
tion to offer conceming the origin of certain of the rulings of the 
inherited Law. For example, it was generally noted that, in instituting 
his tax regime, the Prophet had had in mind Arabian conditions. Taxes 
on agricultural produce had focused on the crops grown locally, 
namely wheat, barley and maize. 

'The Muslims before our time taxed, in addition, a range of other 
crops, concentra ting on what people grew for persona! consump
tion. The tax base was th us extended. They both imitated in this 
those before them, and argued by analogy with what the Prophet 
had introduced, since he had taxed crops used as food sources.'593 

Similarly, it is ascertained that the Prophet taxed financial resources 
held in silver. Malik stated that the undisputed sunna in his region 
was that tax must also be paid on resources held in gold, just as it must 
be levied on silver.594 

For Shafi'I, the Prophet had taxed silver. That the Muslims taxed 
gold must be presumed to have been either based on a hadith 
from the Prophet, although that hadith has not come down tous, 
or derived by analogy from the taxon silver, on the principle that 
gold, like silver, is a means of exchange. 595 

For Shafi'ï, there were two grades of consensus: the ijmà' of the en tire 
Muslim populace on the general duties of the believer; and the ex
pressed views of the general body of specialist scholars on specifie 
points of the Law. Apparently resistant to the urgings of others that the 
general agreement of the scholars must be based ultimately on state
ments of the Prophet, even if these have not been handed down to us, 
he swung between now acknowledging the force of that general schol
arly agreement and the countervailing realisation that it was precisely 
specialist knowledge that caused disagreement. Only the Quran and 
hadiths from the Prophet acknowledged by the entire Muslim public 
guaranteed absolu te certainty.596 Only the hadiths in the possession of 
the specialists alone were hable to give rise to different conclusions or 
were susceptible to ta'Wil, or minute reinterpretation. But the accom
plished scholar, by the application of a series of rules, could arrive at a 
conclusion asto which of the competing hadiths was the more deserv
ing of acceptance. For example, on the much-debated question of how 
precisely to define 'usury', which all Muslims agreed had been 
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denounced by God and His Prophet in the strongest tenns, two views 
had come down from the Companions. 

U sury arises wh en the ex change of two commodities of like kind 
is marked by unequal quantities; or usury arises when the facil
ity to defer payment is reflected in the agreed priee. 

Both views are reported as from the Prophet by Companions of equal 
eminence. One view had been adopted by the Makkans, and the other 
by the Madlnans. For Shafi'I, the two opinions were either potentially 
reconcilable or potentially irreconcilable. 

They were reconcilable on the presumption that the Makkan 
authority had either misheard the question that the Prophet had 
been asked, or had heard only the reply and not the question. 
However, given the Makkan attitude, it is more likely that the 
reports are irreconcilable, and the scholar is obliged to choose 
between them. Whereas those who report the hadith favoured at 
Madlna are not regarded as of greater powers of retention than 
the transmitter of the form preferred at Makka, they are not 
reputed to have had weaker powers of retention either. Among 
the transmitters of the Madlnan version are, however, persans 
much older in years and of much longer association with the 
Prophet than those reporting the Makkan version. Indeed, one of 
them, Abü Hurayra, is regarded as having been the most out
standing memoriser of his day. The number of the transmitters 
of the Madlnan form of the hadith is grea ter. The grea ter number 
is more likely to be more retentive and less exposed to error than 
the smaller number, and the older than the younger trans
mitter.597 

Thus, the mechanical criterion of number may be applied. Other 
criteria expressed by Shafi'I contain a high degree of interpretative 
judgment. 

One chooses the hadith which is doser in spirit to the Quran; if 
there is no Quran text, one prefers the better-attested in terms of 
the isnad, that is, the isnad that contains the better-known 
names or names of those known to be better memorisers; or the 
hadith that is accompanied by the greater number of isndds, 
since that is more likely to have been better memorised; or the 
hadith that is more in keeping with the sense of the Quran in 
general, or the sense of the sunna of the Prophet in general; or 
more in keeping with what the scholars recognise, or more 
correct in terms of analogy with parallel matters, or the view 
espoused by the greater number of Companions.598 

As 'to what is more in keeping with what the scholars recognise', 
Shafi'I's interlocutors would allege that that was sufficient evidence 
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that what the scholars acknowledged must have been based on an 
ascertained utterance of the Prophet whether or not they had trans
rnitted the relevant report. Shafi'I was not willing togo as far as that. 
What he would say was that 

what the scholars agreed had been transmitted from the Prophet 
had indeed been transmitted from him. Where they were agreed 
but did not assen that that had been transmitted from the 
Prophet was open to the two possibilities: that it had been 
transmitted from him, and that it had not been forrnally trans
mitted from him. We may not, however, presume that it had 
been transmitted from him in the absence of the forma} appara
tus of transmission. We used to hold what they hold, imitating 
their attitude in this respect. We realise that where there are 
sunna reports from the Prophet, they cannot fail to be known to 
sorne of them, although not known to all of them. We further 
know that collective! y they could not agree on something not in 
conformity with the sunna of the Prophet- nor upon an error.599 

The Prophet had demanded that men adhere to the community of the 
Muslims. That must mean that the consensus of the Muslims is 
binding.600 
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Conclusions: ijmif (Consensus) versus sunna 

From ali the discussions we have considered, a number of conclusions 
may be drawn. ShAfi'I's aim to achieve a full statement of the Law of 
Islam on the basis of two primary sources was not attainable, although 
he very nearly succeeded. 

Many of his contemporaries, for example, Mâlik and those he had 
taught, were still at the stage of being impressed by the general 
agreement of those scholars around them. What was so generally 
agreed by the Muslims might be regarded as the very stuff of Islam. 
They might not always be able to say precisely where it had come 
from, but it was spoken of as 'the sunna of the Muslims', or simply 'the 
sunna'. Faced in his own day with 'the sunna of Madlna' and 'the 
sunna of Küfa', ShAfi'i sought, with the aid of the unifying principle of 
'the sunna of the Prophet', to locate and to impose a less localised 
'sunna of Islam'. Objections bad been raised to individual theses of an 
inherited Law on the grounds that they were not in conformity with 
the Quran, the Book of God. Observing that the protesters were 
scholars sceptical of the competing daim to 'the sunna' made by 
quarrelling groups of Arabians and lraqis each appropriating the term 
to their own particular regional stock of I:Iachth, and realising that 
these objectors were deaf to any but evidence derived from the Quran 
itself, ShAfi'i attempted to satisfy both his own aims and this novel 
demand. He thus restricted his response to drawing from the Quran 
the arguments which it bad addressed to the Prophet's contemporar
ies: to obey the Prophet is to obey Cod; to disobey or ignore the Prophet 
is to disobey and ignore Cod. Obedience to Cod can be demonstrated 
solely by obedience to Muhammad and, after his death, obedience to 
his sunna. That religious obligation solemnly imposed upon men in 
the Quran could, in Muhammad's lifetime, be fulfilled either by 
asking the Prophet oneself, or by accepting the word of another man 
who had approached the Prophet and asked him and could now pass on 
his instruction.601 This, according to ShAfi'I, continues to be possible 
on the basis of the bad1tbs collected by and found to satisfy the isnad 
criteria of the specialist scholars. When it was objected that the 
specialist scholars appeared to be content to accept their very signifi
cant information on the basis of isniids from, at best, two or three 
individuals, at worst even from a single person, ShAfi'i insisted on 
drawing the parallel with the contemporaries of the Prophet who bad 
not shown any reluctance to accept their information from single 
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persans who had questioned the Prophet and whose reports on the 
Prophet's replies the other Muslims were prepared to trust. Shàfi'ï is 
here defending the special situation where important information 
required by him and his contemporaries had been discovered only in 
hadiths transmitted by only a single person, the so-called akbbar al
iihàd. Isndds, he says, which can be trusted are accepted. Isnads which 
cannot be trusted may be ignored. No-one appears to have made the 
point that what was possible for the Prophet's contemporaries, that is, 
to satisfy themselves asto the tru th of any statement by checking with 
him directly, was no longer possible following his death. It is, how
ever, standard practice for Shafi'i to draw this parallel between the 
single-person report which he and other Hadïth specialists accepted 
and the trust that individual Companions had shown to each other in 
their day. Attempts to introduce sorne minimum number of trans
mitters for each generation through which the badlths had passed 
since the death of the Prophet could always be dismissed as arbitrary. 
Citing the reports on the fa te of those who deliberately irnputed to the 
Prophet words he had not uttered, Shàfi'ï is complacent in supposing 
that the knowledge of that class of badïth had sufficed to deter men 
from incurring such dreadful risks.602 Besides, the business of the 
Hadith scholars is to achieve probability rather than certainty.603 

Thus, to accept a command or a prohibition from the Prophet on the 
basis of a formally correct hadith is to act in complete conformity with 
the demands of the Quran. If satisfactorily reported as from the 
Prophet, no badîth can ever be in conflict with the Book of God, 
communicated tous by the sarne generation from the sarne source, the 
Prophet, who had been charged with the additional responsibility of 
clarifying to men the precise meaning of what Cod intended by His 
revelations in the Quran.604 

That the scholars of the various regions have disagreed is to be 
imputed to their having relied on reports from ordinary men, rather 
than on those from the inspired lawgiver. However, in the presence of 
a report from the Prophet, reports from any other quarter need not even 
be considered. Such reports neither reinforce nor weaken Prophet 
reports.605 Companion reports often clash. That happens because the 
Companions had not ali been equal in their knowledge of the prophet's 
teachings. Sorne had been more frequent! y in his company than others, 
so that the oldest of his associa tes might well be unaware of something 
he bad done and said, if they chanced to be absent on an occasion when 
others were present and able to report. The report from one or more 
Companions to which no other Companion has been reported as 
dissenting bas a strong daim on our consideration. But a report from a 
single Companion from the Prophet has an even stronger daim to be 
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considered, no matter how many other Companions may be reported 
as having done or said different! y. Those who place great reliance ùpon 
Companion reports and who cite them to counter reports from the 
Prophet transmitted as from other Companions frequently excused 
their procedure on the plea that 'the Companions knew the mind of 
the Prophet best'. Shàfi'I rejects this line of argument: only the Prophct 
knew the mind of the Prophet best.606 Thus, in opposition to any 
hadith from the Prophet, only a second report from the Prophet may be 
considered. Only if two or more Companions report from the Prophet 
anything in opposition to another report also from the Prophet are 
these reports to be considered. There are frequent such instances of 
conflicting information. But only if both items are explicitly traced to 
the Prophet are they to be investigated. Consideration must then be 
given to the dates of the acts or words reported, as indicated in the 
isnads of the relevant hadiths, if not from the texts of the reports. As is 
the case with the asbab of the Quran, knowledge of the historical 
situation which provoked the Prophet's words or actions on a particu
lar occasion is invaluable for removing a conflict which will prove to 
be merely apparent. If it is a question of repeal, only the information on 
the later of the two situations is followed. But Shafi'I himself is not 
always consistent in his application of this principle, and other in
stances are seen in which his references to repeal are mere presump
tion. 

The l:ladith movement was daily unearthing much fresh material 
on the views of earlier generations of the Muslims. Nor was it only in 
Iraq that the group which formed around the persan of Mâlik had its 
competitors. He was opposed on many questions by the scholars in 
Makka. He had, besicles, rivais and enemies in Madlna itself. Having 
studied not simply with Màlik but also with his contemporaries in 
Makka, Iraq and Madïna itself, Shafi'I was armed with a much vaster 
bulk of hadiths than those acknowledged by Màlik, and many of these 
hadisnads reaching back either to older Arabian authorities, orto lraqi 
authorities and to the Prophet himself. Many of these Shàfi'ï could use 
to challenge what Màlik referred to as the 'agreement of the scholars' 
of Madïna and, where that conflicted with information reported as 
from the Prophet, he could question the legitimacy of the appeal to 
that 'agreement', or, where it conflicted with the hadith material 
traced to older Madïnan authorities, he could question the very reality 
of that alleged 'agreement'.607 

'Agreement', consensus, ijmii', as a principle of verification of the 
theses of the Law, was still very much alive in the time of Shafi'I. His 
references, however, to the principle itself, were equivocal, even incon
sistent. We have seen him, on the question of the treatment of the 
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persistent drinker, use the agreement of the legal scholars as an 
argument to dismiss a badïth report from the Prophet in which he had 
been alleged to propose the death penalty. It had been that ijmà' that 
he had used to decide between the two reports from the prophet. 
Elsewhere in his writings, Shafi'i, for polemic reasons, denies what 
others caU ijmà'. The representative scholars of the Islamic regions 
not having ever met or been brought together, it was idle, he would 
insist, to allege that there could exist any consensus.608 Only wbat the 
entire body of the Muslims, the unlearned and the leamed together, 
were agreed upon, such as the number of the daily ritual prayers, the 
obligation to observe the fast of the month of Ramal,iàn, and a few 
other general matters of the kind, of which no Muslim was ignorant, 
could be graced with the name of ijmà'. Otherwise, Law derived from 
the work of specialists skilled in the meanings of the Quran and its 
interpretation and who, between them, possessed the sunna of the 
Prophet, the knowledge of the criteria of the isnàds and were skilled in 
its interpretation also. 

Shâfi'I's great rival, Shaybànl, bad 'beard', on the other hand, 
that the Prophet had said, 'Whatever the Muslims regard as good 
is good in the sight of Cod; whatever the Muslims regard as bad 
is bad in the sight of God'.609 

This report had reacbed Shaybànl, but for it he had no isntid. Tayàlisi 
knew the same statement, but as a pronouncement uttered by the 
Companion, 'Abdallàh b. Mas'üd.610 Ibn Maja, with an isnàd passing 
through Abü Hurayra, produces it as a statement of the Prophet's, 
specifically directed at people who, in exactly the same way as the 
anti-J:{adïth group addressed by Shafi'i, had shawn their reservations 
about the 'sunna'. 

'Let me not find any of you ensconced at his ease saying, when a 
badïth from me is reported to him, "Recite the Quran rather 
than this"- whatever good thing is uttered, it is 1 who have said 
it.'611 

The growing principle of ijmà' is appealed to by Ibn Qutayba in his 
debate with the theologians. One of them had scoffed at the notion 
that sleep breaches a man's ritual purity and necessitated the renewal 
of the wudü'. As far as he was concemed, the agreement that the 
Muslims had achieved on the point was erroneous. Nor did it matter 
which posture was adopted for sleep, sitting up or lying flat out. 

The Muslims perform their moming wudü' since they had seen 
their eiders do so. That bad nothing to do with sleep. Most 
people rising in the moming usually have to relieve themselves. 
They generally have dried, crusty scales on their eyes and stale 
mouths. That is why they prefer to wash first thing each day. 
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This kind of argument emages Ibn Qutayba, since it is contrary to the 
sunna. The Prophet had said: 'My people will never agree on an 
error'.612 The theologians prided themselves on their skill in rational 
argument and sought to bring the entire Law onto strictly rational 
bases, yet there are elements of the Law and the sunna which are not 
susceptible of rational explanation. No logic could explain, for example, 
why it is that the woman who is not permitted to perform any of the 
prayers when she is menstruating, nor to observe the ritual fast, is not 
required to 'make up' any prayer rnissed for this cause, and yet is 
required to 'make up' the fast. The fact that that is sois sim ply because 
that is the sunna.613 

One man reported from Qatada, who traced it to Abü Hurayra, 
that the Prophet had said, 'When you receive from me a l;lad1th 
whichaccords with the Truth, accept it, whetherl saidit ornot'.614 

On this, one expert comments: 
'For this statement, there is no sal;111;1 isnad. He who transmitted 
it has been responsible for more than one umecognised hadith.' 

According to a second expert, the l;ladlth was fabricated by persons 
hostile to Islam, while Khat~bi said it had no basis. The transmitter of 
a report parallel to this is described as quite unknown, or 'weak', or 
probably acceptable, or a legal specialist to whom no suspicion attaches, 
who was in contact with those from whom he transmits reports. 
Perhaps his memory was poor. In a variant to the Ibn Màja badlth 
above, we find an addition: 

'Whatever good thing reaches you from me, whether 1 said it or 
not, 1 said it; whatever bad thing reaches you - 1 do not say bad 
things'. 615 

In the period between Malik and his pupils, Muhammad and Shafi 'ï, 
there occurred a veritable explosion of isntlds. We noted the large 
number of reports that Muhammad could introduce on the question of 
wucjü' after touching the penis. On another matter, the validity in 
certain types of case of the testimony of only one witness plus the oath 
of the claimant, Malik could mus ter very few reports, not one of which 
would satisfy the isnâd experts. The reports are munqati', yet Malik 
pronounces that they express the sunna.616 Shaybaru has a report to the 
effect that ZuhrijMalik's teacher} had denounced the view that Malik 
defends as 'an unwarrantable innovation'. The Iraqis attribute its 
introduction to the Umayyads.617 On the same topic, Shafi'I alleges no 
fewer than twenty-two separate isntlds.618 

The production and the 'improvement' of isntlds proceeded in the 
period after Shafi'ï and is especially noticeable in cases like the above 
which were the subject of discussion or debate. A few examples of the 
completion of isnâds will illustrate this. 
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1. Malik - Yahya b. Sa'ïd - 'Amr b. Shu'ayb - 'Umar - the 
Prophet. Shafi'i- Malik- Yahya b. Sa'ïd- 'Amr b. Shu'ayb
the Prophet. 
Cf. Abü Da'üd: '1 find in my book from Shayban, but 1 did not 
hear this from him- Abü Bakr, an associa te of mine, informed 
me - Shayban - Muhammad (b. Rashid) - Sulayman (ibn 
Müsa) - 'Amr b. Shu'ayb - his father - his grandfather: the 
Prophet used to do so-and-so, and apropos of this, he said:619 

2. Malik: Nafi' said, '1 do not think 'Abdallah b. 'Umar reported 
this other than from the Prophet'. 
Shafi'i- Malik- Nafi'- ibn 'Umar, 1 think from the Prophet. 
Shafi'i- a man- Ibn abï Dhi'b- Zuhrï- Salim- his father, 
'Abdallah b. 'Umar - the Prophet. Salim had no doubt that 
this was his father's report and that it was marfü' (raised) to 
the Prophet. 620 

Malik's report had been cited extensively in the form of 'Abdallah b. 
'Umar's opinion, given in reply to a question: 

cf. Muslim: 'Abd b.l:lumayd- 'Abdul Razzaq -Ma'mar-Zuhrï
Salim- 'Abdallah b. 'Umar: the Prophet prayed ... 
Muslim- Abü Bakr b. abï Shayba- Yahya b. Adam- Sufyan
Müsà b. 'Uqba- Nafi'- ibn 'Umar- the Prophet ... 6z1 

Ibn Maja: Muhammad b. al-Sabah- Jarïr b. l:lazim- 'Ubaydallah 
b. 'Umar- Nafi'- ibn 'Umar- the Prophet ... m 

There are many examples of this same phenomenon of Shâfi'ï's 
hadiths, either mursal or munqati' as cited in the Ristïla, yet recover
able in the classical collections as fully connected, marfû' hadiths. 
There are even instances in which the modem editor and commenta
tor on the Ristïla, Shaykh Shakir, either rejects Shafi'ï's arguments or 
the hadiths on which they are based, or even declares in sorne in
stances that the hadiths are mere fabrications. 623 

Shafi'i himself was inclined to be severe on the subject of the 
impeccability of the isntïd, although he also points out that he has yet 
to meet another who maintained these very high standards that he 
himself insisted on. 614 Whereas he alleges that the past generations in 
his region had been free of the habit, he has noted the recent trend 
towards tadhs. From those known to practise tadhs (dissimulation), 
he declares that he would insist that they use the correct formula of 
transmission, that is, haddathanti, or sami'tu, before he will agree to 
accepta single hadith from them.6zs The mursal hadith is also corn
mon. But, if acknowledged by known specialists, and reported by 
them, in formally correct fashion, mursal hadiths acquire a degree of 
strength. Or, if a second mursal hadith is found, coming dawn from a 
second transmitter, that also tends to confirm the first. If Companion 
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statements support what the mursall;zadïth reports, that shows that 
the mursal has a 'sound' foundation. So also does the view expressed 
by the generality of the scholars.626 Companion statements, even if 
based on opinion, can indicate the 'soundness' of a mursal, for the 
transmitter may have mistaken that statement (qawl) for a l;zadïth 
report. 627 The mursal reports of the older Successors who had met 
sorne of the Corn panions do not pose the same problems as the mursal 
of the younger Successors who had met none of the Companions. 
Their mursal reports are subject to stricter control. But scholars differ 
in approach. Sorne, wishing to accumulate a large stock of Hadith, 
accept reports from men who are best ignored. The less careful schol
ars accept from weak transmitters who happen to agree with their 
views, while rejecting the reports of others who happen to disagree 
with their views. Shafi'î has expressed his amazement at the number 
of mursal reports that have been accepted from the younger Succes
sors.62B 

The reasons that would justify a scholar's rejection of any l;zadith 
the like of which he had already accepted are: 

that he knows a contrary l;zadïth; that what he hears and the 
persan from whom he hears it are more reliable than is the case 
with the l;zadïth which it opposes; or the persan who informed 
hiln of one of the l;zadïths has grea ter powers of memory; perhaps 
his informant may in his eyes be suspect, or he may entertain 
suspicions about the informant's informant; or perhaps the 
l;zadïth may be susceptible to more than one interpretation and 
he opts for one of the interpretations, abandoning the altema
tive.629 

No other cause will justify the rejection of a formally correct transmis
sion. When the general body of scholars is satisfied with a l;zadïth's 
credentials, no man may reject it. If it cornes from the Prophet, it is 
sunna and it alone, together with the Quran, provides absolute cer
tainty.630 

From the subsequent development of Islamic literature, it may 
appear that Shafi'î's insistence on the primacy of the sunna of the 
Prophet has triumphed. In a sense that is true, but in another sense the 
triumph has been that of the Hadith experts. Shafi'î considered that, in 
the sphere of the Hadïth, 'the general agreement of the scholars' was 
ijmd', and, in the period after his death, the principle of ijmii' contin
ued to gather strength. In the generation following his, it was the ijma' 
of the Hadith party that guaranteed for al-Tàbarï not merely the details 
of the orthography and the pronunciation of the Quran texts, so that if 
more than a single reading had been proposed in the different centres 
in l;zadïths of equal strength between which it was not possible to 
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decide, each of the readings must be declared valid and acceptable 
provided they were handed down by the Muslims as 

'their heritage from their Prophet by a known, open transmis
sion which gives no man any excuse either to allege ignorance, 
or reluctance to accept it. What cornes down in a manner that is 
probative arnong the Muslims is the tru th. It cannot be doubted 
that it cornes from God. What is attested in this manner can 
never be opposed by opinions, suppositions, nor the isolated 
views of the srnaller nurnber.'631 

The text having been settled, the interpretation of the text is deter
mined in precisely the sarne fashion, on the basis of precisely the same 
guaranteed transmission. 

lt was ijma' that determined the community's rightful ruler. ljma' 
determined which /:;ladïths were unquestionable, therefore, what the 
Law and the theology of Islam would be. On their appearance, the 
general scholarly welcorne accorded to the Hadith collections of 
Bukhàrï and Muslim, who had included not every /:;ladïth that, in their 
persona} opinion was 'sound', but what the Hadith experts were 
unanirnous was 'sound', guaranteed that, in tum, their works would be 
sanctified by the ijmà' and th us placed in the highest category, beyond 
questioning. We also saw that the aim of the leading Sunan collectors 
was to include, in addition to what was regarded as 'sound', those 
/:;ladïths of the /:;lasan class, identified as those which the Hadith 
experts had not unanimously rejected on one ground or another. 
Thereafter, the ijma' had selected which of the Sunan works should be 
selected to join the two Sa/:;11l;! works to form 'the six books'. 

ln an interesting passage, Ibn Qutayba explains this emerging pref-
erence for the ijma': 

In our view, Truth is established by ijma' more frequently than 
by the transmission [of /:;ladïths] since the /:;ladïth can be exposed 
t9 the mischance of forgetfulness or carelessness. lt can be 
affected also by ambiguities, reinterpretation and abrogation. 
The reliable also accept information from unreliable persons. 
There are also parallelisms, with one report saying one thing and 
another another thing, both of which may be acceptable. One 
man might report a Prophet comrnand but be absent when it is 
la ter rescinded. So he reports the command in good faith, but not 
its cancellation since he does not know anything about it. 

Ijma' is exempt from these hazards. That is why Màlik can 
report a /:;ladïth from the Prophet and then say 'But what is clone 
in Madïna is something different', on a basis other than that 
particular /:;ladïth. Mâlik's town was the Prophet's town. When 
something was done in the Prophet's day, the same thing would 
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be done in the second generation, and in the third and subse
quent generations. The Madïnans would not all abandon some
thing done in the Prophet's day in his town and adopt something 
different. What is.transmitted by an entire generation outweighs 
what is transmitted by one man from one man. Men have 
transmitted connected l;zadïths yet disregarded them. For 
example, it is correctly reported that the Prophet combined two 
prayers when safe in Madïna and in no fear of enemy attack. Ail 
scholars have, however, agreed not to act on this, either because 
it may have been repealed, or because Muhammad had done that 
for sorne compelling reason, such as rain, or his being preoccu
pied with affairs of state. 

Another hadith reports that a man died without leaving any 
heirs, apart from a man he had manumitted to whom the 
Prophet assigned his property. The scholars do not act on this, 
possibly because they do not repose sufficient trust in one man 
named in the isntïd. Equally, it could be on account of a problem 
of interpetation. The words might be interpreted: 'a part from the 
man who had manumitted him'. Altematively, the ruling may 
have been as first stated, but la ter that ruling was replaced by the 
one represented in the second interpretation. 

Despite its having been reported by a satisfactory isntïd, the 
scholars ignored the report that, in the wu4ü', the Prophet wiped 
his headgear (and not his head). That, too, may have been abro
gated, or perhaps the transmitter, having seen the Prophet wipe 
his head-covering and his head, reported only the more remark
able of the two situations and ignored the obvious one. At any 
rate, they prefer the other l;zadîth in which it is reported that the 
Prophet wiped his turban and his hair. The obligation to wipe the 
head is imposed in the Quran and is not cancelled by a l;zadîth 
worded to-t:he contrary.632 

Other h.adîths had fared better. Among these were the reports that, 
when travelling, the Prophet had set the precedent that the Muslim 
might wipe his boots instead of having to remove them to wash his 
feet in the wu4ü' before praying. That shows a continuation of the old 
wipe/wash controversy. The traveller was permitted, in addition, 
instead of periodically having to keep dismounting for the prayer and 
remounting after it, to combine two of the ritual prayers. An effort to 
extend the same facility to the non-traveller proved unsuccessful. For 
sorne, however, the facility to wipe the boots rather than the feet had 
been successfully passed on to non-travellers. The performance of 
wu4ü' itself had shrunk to only once a day, unless the ritual purity 
were breached by sorne factor other than sleep - and what the other 
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factors might be was rouch debated: The inheriting of two sets of 
traditions reporting the Prophet's precise timing of his ritual prayers, 
proving incapable of an agreed solution, had led to general agreement 
that for each prayer there was an extended time-band between the 
extemallimits of which each of the prayers must be completed.633 The 
question of whether the traveller or the sick must observe, or even 
may observe, the fast of Ramadan proving equally impossible to re
solve, it was left open on the argument that the prophet had clone both: 
when travelling, he had sometimes fasted and, at other times, had 
broken his fast. 634 Similarly, when travelling, he had sometimes cur
tailed the ritual prayers and at other times had performed the complete 
ritual.635 Although Muhammad is known to have performed only one 
pilgrimage in Islam, he has been credited with four different types of 
performance and with uttering four different kinds of ihlàl: he had 
declared his intent to perform the bajj alone (afrada); to combine his 
baii with an 'umra (iam'; qiràn); he had tamatta', said to mean the 
performance of a baii and an 'umra on a single visit; he had counte
nanced mut'a; he had shown the validity of faskh, or cancellation of 
one's ihlàl and the substitution of another declaration; he had permit
ted the performance of an 'umra in the season set aside for the ba ii; the 
'umra, during the 'ten days', might precede or might follow the bafj. 
On this question, the scholars argued that each of the Companions had 
reported within the limits of what he had seen or heard the Prophet 
either say, himself do, or permit to others.636 

It is even conceded that the Prophet had permitted temporary 
marriage, either on expeditions or on the pilgrimage expedition; but 
that establishes no precedent, since he immediately stated that that 
practice was prohibited for all future generations. In his penal system, 
the Prophet is reported to have applied a penalty for drinking wine that 
had not been supplied by the Quran, and, although he is stated to have 
imposed forty lashes, the Companions have been imitated in their 
preference for the analogy with the penalty supplied by the Quran for 
the slander of believing females. Muhammad is further suggested to 
have inclined towards the execution of the persistent drinker, but 
continued flogging for the fourth and subsequent offences has been 
preferred. By contrast, execution by stoning for the offence of adultery 
has prevailed, overwhelming the objection that no such penalty is 
mentioned in the Quran and that, indeed, it runs counter to the 
penalty that is there established. 

Legal regulations that depart from the meaning of the relevant 
Quran statements were rationalised, as we have seen, on the argument 
that there were two historical bases for regulation: the Quran and 
what, at a given moment, was called 'sunna'. The post-Prophetie 
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generations had inherited, it was thought, from the time of the 
Prophet, full documentation supplied, fust, by the Prophet's associa tes 
to the rising generation that would succeed them. The second genera
tion had preserved the sacred materials in trust and bad faithfully 
handed them on to those coming after them and so on, generation after 
generation, until they reached the major experts of the Hadïth. Check
ing the credentials of the severallinks in the transmission, the experts 
had issued their guarantee that it was possible to organise, collect and 
continue to pass on undimished and uncontaminated this national 
heritage into the bands of the succeeding generations of Muslims. 

Severa} observations militate, however, against this neat mode! of 
the history of the I:ladith. We have seen that the Muslim analysis of 
the Tradition was directed at reassuring the believers that they might 
take this deposit of the Hadith on trust. They show themselves to have 
been perfectly well aware of the many hazards to which the I:ladïth 
had been exposed in the course of its passage. They saw clearly that 
confidence in the ir reports could be demanded only if the links back to 
the generation surrounding Muhammad could be shown to have been 
unbroken and reliable at each stage of the transmission. The hadiths 
must be supported by connected isnâds. The individuallinks in their 
chains of authorities must be shawn to be men of probity and undoubted 
reliability. It is at this point however, that the outside observer takes 
note of the absence of unanimity in the assessment of the qualities of 
the individual transmitters. To give but one example bdore proceed
ing, the assessments uttered by the experts on a single badïth con
cerned with the topic of the permissibility of the use of the cupping 
technique to relieve pain and disorder when one is fas ting, range along 
the entire length of the spectrum of 'quality control'. 

Ahmad b. I:Ianbal described the badïth in question as 'the 
soundest of all the reports on the question'; his associate, Ibn 
Ma'în, thought it the 'weakest of ali'; Bukharî suspected that it 
had not been competently memorised, while Abü I:Iatim is said 
to have thought the report 'groundless'.637 

One is left witb the impression that the experts assert rather than 
demonstrate their evaluations of the reports and the men. 

To emphasise their own insistence upon examination of the isnad, 
the experts show that scholars of the generation of, for example, Zuhrï: 
had already insisted on the production of isnads for ail statements 
made. To place that insistence at the turn of the first/second century 
may be thought somewhat self-defeating. We have seen that Zuhrï's 
follower, Malik, had not yet·had access to impeccable isnads, and from 
him we learn that that had also been the case with his teacher. Malik 
himself is nonetheless cited by the later scholars for his cautious and 
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critical scrutin y of his isnâds, and hailed as an outstanding example of 
the practices which they themselves emphasised. In the time of 
Malik's pupils, classification of the isnâds had made sorne advance, 
but justification of the use still being made of the munqafi' and the 
mursal hadïths and the acceptability of the khabar al-wiihid, or 
hadith transmitted from a single authority, remained necessary pre
cisely because of the imperfect nature of the instrument held to 
guarantee the materials used in the scholarly debate. The visible 
replacement in a later day of the incomplete isnâds that earlier schol
ars had had to rely on by the completed connections more in keeping 
with the taste of a la ter scholarship suggests the victory of theory over 
fact. It also, incidentally, added a further principle to the scholars' 
growing list of 'rules'. That the same .hadith may be cited both in 
murs al and in mutta~il, or connected form, did not justify criticism of 
either the transmitter whose isnâd was incomplete, or of him whose 
isnâd was complete. Sorne men have better memories than others, and 
any addition, whether to the text (matn) of a .hadith or to its isnâd, 
made by a man who was recognised as thiqa, reliable, and hiifi~, 
blessed with a sound memory, must be accepted on trust. The principle 
is worded thus: ziyiidat al-thiqa maqbüla.638 

This triumph of theory over fact is even more clearly illustrated in 
the evolution of the meaning of the term sunna. The contrast between 
an earlier understanding of the term as 'past precedent' underlined by 
occasional sporadic references to 'the sunna of the Prophet' marked 
the transitional nature of Malik's thought from the anonymous to the 
more precisely specifie use of the term that blossomed only in the 
writings of Shafi'I, whose ceaseless repetition of the theme that 
'sunna' is meaningless unless it is shawn to be reported exclusively 
from the Prophet shows that this usage is something novel. The 
narrower reference forced upon the term had, as we saw, been con
sciously adopted by Shafi'I for technical, jurisprudential reasons. That 
restriction was seen to be radically different from what the term had 
meant to Malik, to Zuhri and, before him, to his informant, Sa'ïd b. al
Musayyab (d. 95/713). Born of controvery, Shafi'I's definition was 
radically new, it was revolutionary and it could never be reversed. His 
tireless repetition of the definition shows that it was not general! y self
evident in the second half of the second century, nor in the first half of 
the third, to judge by Ibn Qutayba's stated preference for the ijmâ' as 
against hadiths of satisfactory isnâd. It was to be the ijmâ' that, by 
taking the I:Iadïth under its wing, would set the stamp of approval on 
the individual reports. Shafi'I himself had insisted that hadïths which 
were generally approved by the corporate body of the competent 
experts might not be questioned. 
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THE ASSESSMENT OF THE HADITH 

A further difficulty that arises is that such general acknowledgement 
proved to be not at ali a common phenomenon. Standards of assess
ment of individual transmitters vary very widely indeed from expert to 
expert and from generation to generation, leaving the outside observer 
often very confused. The standards applied vary also with the tapie 
dealt with in a hadith, being at their most severe whenever a question 
of Law, 'the lawful and the unlawful', arises, and at their most lenient 
when ethical or edificatory material designed to affect the behaviour of 
the masses by appeal to the emotions of fear or hope is involved. The 
latter includes the frequent lavish descriptions of the seductive luxu
ries awaiting in the Hereafter those who volunteer to undertake seem
ingly trivial supererogatory acts of simple piety, or the horrifically 
graphie details of the tortures awaiting the damned. Also included 
under this heading are many hadiths designed to magnify the virtues 
and self-deniai of the great personalities of the community's past. A 
common Western complaint that, in the assessment of the hadiths, 
too much emphasis has been placed by the critics on the externat 
factor of the isniid to the disregard of the content of the reports, can be 
seen to be overstated from a study of the literature on the fabricated 
hadiths, where there has been an attempt to purge the most extrava
gant reports. However, it remains true that such a study brings out even 
more clearly the varying standards applied by the critics in different 
centres and in different periods. The Muslim critic who entertained 
any reservation about the content of such reports might tend more 
usually to express sorne dissatisfaction with one or other element in 
the isniid, but criticism of the matn is not so rare as is sometimes 
claimed. One instance of this would be the following tale in which 

a female jinn is reported to have discussed with the Prophet a 
strange encounter with Satan. Seeing him stand in prayer, she 
accosted him, demanding to know why he prayed, he being who 
he was. The Devil replied that he still hoped that God would 
keep His promise to forgive him in the end.639 · 

That report was rejected out of hand, on the grounds that it was 
intellectually unacceptable. Only then was the isniid discussed, as if 
for the sake of form. 

Conversely, if the content appears attractive, attacks on the isnàd 
will meet with a vigorous response. Delicate questions are occasion
ally met with in the l:ladith on the fate of the Prophet's parents. The 
reply that can usually be anticipated is that since they pre-dated his 
mission, his parents must presumably be languishing in Hell. The 
continuing process of apotheosis of the Prophet that is natural in 
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religions made the thought intolerable to Muslims imbued with their 
own persona! filial piety, which they automatically transferred to 
Mul;tammad. 

The Prophet's widow recalled a day when Muhammad went out 
looking forlom and distressed but retumed beaming with joy. He 
informed her that he had petitioned Gad conceming his mother. 
Gad, in His limitless mercy, had brought her back to life so that 
she could hear and accept her son's message. After she had 
declared her b.elief, Gad had then retumed her. 

The attack on this report concentrating on the isntïd, the reply was 
that the bad1th was not, as alleged, a fabrication, although this particu
lar form might be said to be 'weak'. Al-Suyüti vigorously defended the 
report, referring to his own composition on the revivification of bath 
noble parents. The greatest of the ]Jad1th cri tics, Ibn Ba jar, defends the 
isntïd. 

Two men had been rejected as 'unknown'. On the contrary, both 
were known. One, a Madinan, had come to Egypt, dying there in 
258/871. Although 'weak', he had never been accused of lying in 
his transmissions. The second, if not a noted ]Jad1th transmit
ter, was a celebrated Quran scholar, highly spoken of by Quran 
and tafsii experts. 

The report is known in two versions, both transmitted from a 
man recognised as one of Màlik's transmitters, to whom no 
criticism had ever been attached. 

The commentator on the Prophet's biography, al-Suhayli, related 
a report, coming from only one chain of transmission, which he 
thought might have been $ab1b, 'sound', that he had found in his 
grandfather's handwriting. The isniid involved sorne unknown 
names, but the grandfather stated that he had copied it from a 
book whose author traced it to the same source as the above 
Màlik version. This form of the bad1th involves the restoration 
to life of bath parents - but God is all-powerful, nothing is 
beyond His mercy and His capability. His Prophet merits being 
singled out for whatever signal sign of His favour God wishes to 
bestow on him. 

Qurtubï declared that there was no contradiction between the 
reports on the resurrection of the Prophet's parents and the 
Quran's withholding permission to pray for them. Their resur
rection was the later of the two events. ln his book on the 
Prophet, Ibn Munir stated that the restoration to life 'that 
occurred in favour of our Prophet is the equivalent of the restora
tion to life that occurred in favour of Christ'.640 
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From this, it is apparent that factors additional to the quality of the 
isnâds had their role to play in deciding whether any l;Iadïth would be 
upheld or rejected.641 To return to the differing assessments made of 
the individuals in the isnâds, we cite: 

1. Ahmad and others abandoned Layth. But Suyütï can point out 
that Muslim and 'the four' cite him.642 

2. Warqa' is 'worthless'. Suyütï: 'He is thiqa, a scholar cited by 
'the Six'.643 

3. Al-Qasim is 'abandoned'. Suyüti: He is cited by 'the four'; Ibn 
Ma'In said he is thiqa; Juzjanï said, 'Outstanding', he had met 
forty Companions; Tirmidhï: thiqa. But others characterised 
him as 'weak', 4a'If.644 

Arabie names can be very confusing, and it is important not to allow 
oneself to be muddled. 

4. Ishaq b. Wahb is a liar. Suyütï: God forbid! Ishaq is neither a 
liar, nor yet 'weak'. He is thiqa. The Ishaq who was a liar was 
Ishâq b. Wahb al-Taharmasï.645 

Here, the author has confused two men. A further instance of muddle 
is the transmuting of 'Abdul 'Azïz b. Abi Rawad into 'Abdul 'Azïz b. 
Muhammad al-Darâwardl.646 

The book of Ibn al-Jawzï is a mine of information on the varying 
assessments proffered by the isnâd experts. It is not unusual to find 
entries such as: 

Of this same person, Ibn Ma'In in one place says thiqa; in 
another place, he says 'weak'.647 

Accompanying a very remarkable isnâd: ... al-Mas'ùdï- ·A~im
Abù Wa'il - 'Abdallah b. Mas'ùd - the Prophet - Gabriel -
Michael - Isrâfïl - the Elevated One - God - God's Book of 
Decrees, one finds al-Baghdadï's comment: 'All the men named 
in this isnad are known bar one, 'Abdallâh b. Muhammad. I am 
persuaded that my informant invented this name and then at
tached toit this hadïth.' The invented person's supposed inform
ant has left a book from which this l;Iadïth is absent. 

Al-Dhahabï's comment is more concise: both matn and isnâd are 
fabrications. 648 

One, 'Abdallah b. Jarrâd alleged that both he and his uncle were 
Companions of the Prophet. When asked what his uncle had heard 
from the Prophet, he solemnly answered: 'The Muwatta' of Malik, 
Sufyân's Collection and other things'. 

Ibn J:Iajar: There were two men: 'Abdallah b. al-Jarrad who was a 
Companion and who is listed by Bukhâri and others. His name 
was: 'Abdallah b. Jarrad b. al-Muntafiq b. 'Amir. 'Abdallah b. 
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Jarrad b. Mu'awiya was no Companion.649 

Spurious hadiths are recognised despite acceptable isnâds; other 
hadiths described by al-l:Iàkim as $a./;üb on the criteria of the Two 
Sahibs are dismissed as 'fabrications'. On other occasions, both de
scriptions are rejected if the matn is attached to an isnâd which is 
merely 'weak'.650 

'Abdul Rahman b. Shartk may be 'weak' to Abü I:Iatim, but to 
others he is thiqa. Bukhàrî cites him in the Sal;üb. 

Ibn 'Uqda may be an extreme Shï'ï who has been accused of 
lying, but, in fact, he is a major hafi+ on whose quality they 
merely disagreed. Dàraqutni said: 'Those who call him a liar, I 
call liars. The imams, leaders and conservators of the I:Iadïth 
pronounce this hadith $ahi}J..'651 

Baghdad! neatly exposes one hadith by painting out that the isnad had 
been 'overcorrected'. 

Muhammad b. Mazyad reported once from Qabüs - his father -
his grandfather- Jabir ... On a second occasion, this had become: 
Qabüs - his father - Jabir . . . The informant had noticed the 
absurd error he had committed. The father of Qabüs was a 
Muslim who had been in contact with certain Companions, for 
example, 'Alï. We have no knowledge of the conversion of the 
grandfather of Qabüs. He was hom in the pre-Islamic age and, for 
all we know, he may have died a heathen. At ali events, the man 
reporting from Qabüs lived tao late to have met even him.652 

The dismissal of the hadith as having been fabricated, isnad and matn, 
does not appear to have been provoked by the report's containing the 
Prophet's curse on the man responsible for the killing of his grandson. 
Many another accepted hadith shows the Prophet foretelling the 
dreadful circumstances of that event. 

The foregoing examples are adrnittedly drawn from late sources. 
But a similar range of assessments can be seen to be recorded from the 
earliest stages of the development of the sciences of the I:Iadith. In the 
'Ilal, for example, 

'Ali b. 'Abdallah, on comparing two versions of a hadith from the 
Prophet, declares a preference for the Zuhri version tracing the 
hadith to 'Abdul Rahman b. 'Awf. The other version, he says, is 
wrong. He rejects Muhammad b. 'Amr's transmission from Abü 
Salama, reporting via Ahü Hurayra.653 

One of Bukharï's two versions is that reported by Abü Hurayra.654 ln 
his 'Ilal, Tirmidhï reports: 

Sorne experts criticise sorne of the leading scholars, describing 
them as 'weak' on account of their memories. Other experts 
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describe these men as thiqa, having regard to their status and 
their truthfulness, although they may make the occasional error. 
Yabya b. Sa'ïd criticised Mnl;Jammad b. 'Amr, and then transmit
ted from him. 'Ali b. 'Abda.lla.h informed me that he had ques
tioned Yahya about Muhammad b. 'Amr. 'Do you mean to be 
lenient, orto be severe?' asked Yabya. 'Ali said he meant to be 
severe, and as Yabya said, 'He's not one of those you want. He 
used to say, "Our teachers said- Abü Salama and Yabyâ b. 
'Abdul .RahmAn b. I::IAtib".' According to Yabya, MAlik b. Anas 
had said much the same about Muhammad b. 'Amr. Yabya, 
however, was prepared to concede that Muhammad b. 'Amr 
was superior to Suhayl b. abi Salil;J and 'Abdul Rabmm b. 
I::larmala. 655 

'Ali knows the latter from a report transmitted from ·Abdallah, but 
'Abdul Rabmân is not known as an associate of 'Abdallâh's.656 

'Ali reports that Y ab y a did not accept from Shartk, nor from Abü 
Bakr b. 'Ayyâsh, nor al-Rabi' b. Subayh, nor al-Mubarak b. 
Fadala. But 'AbdallAh b. al-Mubarak, Waki' b. al-Jarrah, 'Abdul 
Rabmm b. Mahdi and other imams transmitted from them.657 

Sorne scholars impugned transmitters such as Suhayl b. abi 
Salib, Muhammad b. IshAq, I::lammâd b. Salama and Mul;Jammad 
b. 'Ajlm. They had noticed lapses of memory in sorne of their 
reports. But, among those who did accept from these and their 
like were 'Ali b. 'AbdallAh and Sufym b. 'Uyayna, who described 
both Suhayl and Ibn 'Ajlan as respectively thabit and thiqa 
ma'mün [reliable, trustworthyj.658 

Yabya was somewhat confused about Ibn 'Ajlan's badlth from 
Sa'Id al-Maqburi which is sometimes reported, Sa'id - Abü 
Hurayra, and at other times, Sa'Id- a man- Abü Hurayra. Y ab y a 
said, '1 simplify this by saying: Sa'Id- Abü Hurayra'. 

The Maqburi hadiths are a constant source of confusion.659 

'Ali reports that it was common for Successors to name now one 
Companion, now another, in their reports. Tirmidhi thought that was 
to be put down to the fact that they had not written their hadiths but 
trusted too much to memory. Sorne of them added to, sorne of them 
omitted from their isnads, even changed their isnads or their matn. 

Muhammad b. Sïrïn would say, '1 might hear the same badïth 
from ten men. The wording would not be the same twice, 
although the meaning was always the same.'660 

That concems us less at this point than the remark about the changes 
made in the isnads. Great difficulty is caused to the student of the 
l:fadïth by the practice of these early experts who state, or at least are 
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reported as stating, their views on the isntïds in the form of simple lists 
of names of those whose isntïds they approve of and those whose 
isntïds they disapprove of, without any hint of a general principle. 
They thus appear as mere statements of unaccountable persona! pref
erences. For example, 

'Alï reports from Yahya: 'I prefer Mujahid's mursal reports to 
'Ata"s; I prefer Ibn Jubayr's mursal to 'Atà"s; Mujahid and 
Tawüs are on a par. Abü Ishaq's mursal hadiths, those of 
A'mash, Taymï, Yahya b. abï Kathïr, Ibn 'Uyayna and Thawri's 
are all as good as non-reports. I prefer Màlik's mursal reports 
above all others.'661 

It is difficult to know what to make of such statements unless to 
conclude that, by the time they were being made, Màlik had acquired 
sorne reputation among these scholars. Tirmidhi suggests that the 
imams criticised the mursal since a scholar is as capable of reporting 
from an unreliable as he is from a reliable informant. How is one to 
know if he does not name his immediate informant?662 l:Iasan Ba~rï, 
who criticised Ma'bad's theological views, nevertheless cites him for 
other matters. Sha'bï denounced I:Iarith al-A'war as a liar, yet relied on 
him for legal information, indeed praising him for the quality of that 
particular branch of information as the best-informed on legal top
ics.663 

Wh en A'mash questioned Ibrahïm Nakha 'ï as to who his intermedi
ary was for the information he cited as from 'Abdallah, Ibrahim replied 
somewhat loftily: 

If I name my intermediary, that is who told me. But when I say, 
"'Abdallah said", that is something I heard from severa! persans 
reporting from 'Abdallah.'664 

Under the powerful influence of Shafi'ï's seemingly unshakeable 
arguments, modem Muslim writers on the .lfadïth, arguing from the 
figure of the Prophet onwards, state in their presentation of the devel
opment of the lfadïth a 'must have been' case. Hesitation is caused in 
the case of the non-Muslim writer by a series of factors. The arbitrary 
nature of the assessment of the men named in the isniids and the way 
it can vary from expert to expert, and from time to time, inspires 
doubt. Rejection of one man's reports on account of his views on other 
matters, we have seen, accompanies acceptance of another man's 
reports, despite his views on other matters. The frequency of single
line transmission where one might have expected multiple reporting 
and the prevalence of accusations of irstïl or tadlïs and the scholarly 
tendency to seek to minimise their implications, are further factors 
which prevent acceptance of the simple view that the .lfadïth repre
sents information deposited by the Prophet with his Companions, 
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lovingly preserved by that generation to be passed on, unchanged, 
unchanging and etemal in an unbroken, continuons transmission, 
generation after generation until it reached the hands of the compilers 
of the great third/fourth-century collections. This reads as altogether 
too ahistorical an approach, taking no account of the major 
commotions and social dislocations caused by the civil wars and the 
extemal conquests that occupied the Muslims during the forty years 
following the dea th of the Prophet, and wholly disregarding the impact 
on the Muslims arriving in the conquered territories of the developed 
cultures of the pre-existing populations among whom they would 
settle, many of whom intime, on converting to Islam, would fumish it 
with its most prominent figures participating in creating the new 
cosmopolitan Islamic culture to which they brought their own reli
gions, legal, political and theological contributions. These men were 
not guided by Arabian institutions and presuppositions, of which they 
knew nothing. Nor do modem Muslim writers consider the competi
tive atmosphere in which the Hadïth flourished, the debates which 
nourished and exploited it. Above all, they take no account of develop
ment. Too many bland rationalisations are attempted when even the 
medieval experts mention negative features. Perhaps the most nega
tive feature affecting the his tory of the l:ladith is irsal. The demand for 
isnads shows the absence of isnâds. The prevalence of irsâl and tadlïs 
and their discussion and then rationalisation point in precisely the 
same direction. The generation that deserves most attention in future 
studies of I:Iadïth is that of the younger Successors. I:Iasan Basrl (20-
110/641-728); Muhammad b. Sirïn (33-110/653-728); the Madinan, 
Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab (13-95/634-714); the Ko.fan, Ibra.hïm Nakha'i 
(50-95/670-714); the Makkans, 'A~' (27-113/648-731), Tawüs (d. 
106/724), Ibn Jurayj (86-150/705-68) and Mujahid (21-104/642-722). 
For Madina, other important figures would be al-Qâsim b. Muhammad 
(d. 107/725), Salim b. 'Abdallàh (d. 106/724) and Sulayman b. Yasar 
(34-107 /654-725). 

These are the names most commonly cited for irsâl and tadlïs, and 
that suggests a break in the continuity of the transmission. lt might, 
on the other hand, point to yet another factor. This concems not oral 
transmission but the transmission of written records. In Hadith 
circles, there appears to be a permanent tension between the knowledge 
that materials had been circulated in written form and the scholars' 
wish that that had not been the case. The experts declare their strong 
preference for samâ', that is, the strictly oral reception and dissemi
nation of ali l;J.adïths. Possibly influenced by the preference for exclu
sive! y oral testimony in the law-courts (in sharp contrast to the 
Quran - see Q 2.282), this declared preference for oral reception and 
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transmission of the Hadith may equally have been engendered by 
genuine fear of the inadequacies of the script. ln any event, the Hadith 
experts al ways retained strong reservations about the role, if any, that 
writing be admitted to have played in Hadith circles. The rationalisa
tion of what was a known practice has tended to obscure the facts. One 
notes the frequency with which one reads, in deference to prejudice, 

'Most of the older authorities did not write their hadïths- or, if 
they did, they did so only after having first heard them'.665 

Those who wrote stood more chance of preserving the ipsissima 
verba of their informants, but they also ran the serious risk of misread
ing from their notes. Those who did not write avoided the perils of 
ta$hïf (misreading), although they ran the risk of forgetting. Two 
opposing views on the writing of Hadith were reflected in the cele
brated conflicting statements relayed as from the Prophet. The same 
division is voiced in the scholarly debates over the demand for precise, 
verbatim reports as against the transmission of hadiths 'according to 
the sense'. The latter has been seen in the earlier Ibn Sirin statement 
which has its parallel in a statement from his contemporary, 'Urwa b. 
al-Zubayr, citing, it is said, 'A'isha.666 We heard Abü Hurayra's sup
posed boast about his infallible memory. The only Companion who 
might match him for volume of hadiths was 'Abdallàh b. 'Amr- but 
'Abdallah had written his. When asked why his reports were not so 
compl~te as those of Salim, Ibrahim Nakha'î supposedly replied: 
'Salim wrote his, whereas 1 memorised mine'.667 The strictures of the 
scholars are later than an activity which has not been wholly effaced 
by theory. ln transmitting any hadith, a man was supposed to say: '1 
heard so-and-so say ... '. The preferred terms to be used should be 
sami'tu/haddathan1/akhbaranii/anba'an1, which were all meant to 
indicate audition. Again, rules about vocabulary do not completely 
conceal the practice, since these terms can be reported as having been 
recommended for use in circumstances in which audition was known 
not to have been the method of acquisition.668 Observation obliged the 
theorists to adapt their demands to a range of teaching methods that 
had long been in vogue in scholarly circles. Having recited their own 
note books to a group of students, or had them recited to them by one of 
the students, teachers licensed the learners to transmit the contents to 
others. A busy teacher might sim ply hand a book of his hadiths to an 
intelligent student, or give him the freedom of his library, or even 
furnish him with sorne of his hadiths in the course of correspondence. 
ln all such cases, whatever the method employed, the eiders would 
license their juniors to transmit their materials, using whichever of 
the above terms they preferred. It follows that the expert of later date 
could never be absolu tel y certain by which means a man had acquired 
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his stock of badlth reports. Ibn 'Abbas, 'Ata', Sufya.n Thawrt, Manl[itu 
b. al-Mu'tamir, l:iasan B8.$Ii, Hishàm b. 'Urwa, Zuhri, Malik - even 
Abü Hurayra- are only a few of the names of the celebrities credited 
with having adopted and even skilfully defended such methods of 
disseminating knowledge. In many cases this is no longer easily 
detectable, given the habit of the transmitters of citing, in good faith, 
the names of the au thors as opposed to the titles of their books. For his 
own day, Shafi'I could speak of this as the normal thing. For the earlier 
stage, it is detectable from the negative judgments uttered against men 
who, in a later stage of the Hadith, bad become 'household names' 
whose reports were to be accepted without demur. The later period's 
hunger and thirst after information bad overcome the earlier period's 
pompous strictures. 

'Ali b. 'Abdallah asked Yahya b. Sa'Id how he evaluated the 
badiths which Ibn Jurayj had transmitted from 'Atl' al
Khurasinl. The highly respected expert replied, 'Weak'. 'Ali 
protested, 'But he says, "akhbarani 'Ata"". Yahya assured him 
that that meant nothing. 'Atà' bad given him a book.669 

Similar reports about any number of other transmitters abound. Y ahya 
himself found the same justification for accepting the mursal reports 
of I:Iasan that Shafi'I later found for accepting the mursal reports of 
Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab: 

'When }:iasan says, "the Prophet said ... "one can usually find a 
basis for his bad1ths'.67D 

The responsibility in the transmission of badiths is, in the end, that of 
the transmitter. The recipient seeks to establish probability rather 
than certainty, and, even from those known to practise tad.hs , Shafi'I 
is prepared to accept badiths providing they use the approved formally 
correct vocabulary of transmission, baddathanâ or sami'tu. Matters 
are determined not on the basis that they come from the Prophet, but 
on the grounds of the consensus of the Hadith specialists that they 
probably come from the Prophet. 
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ln the compressed perspective that hindsight imposes, of the many 
personalities engaged in creating the Islamic Tradition, Shafi'i and 
Ahmad have emerged as key figures. Although the tone of Malik's 
Muwatta' is preponderately Arabian, he was open to lraqi views on 
legal tapies, as is clear from the scattering of lraqi isnads that one 
encounters in his work. We have seen that he counted among his many 
pupils Muhammad al-Shaybanï, the future spokesman of the Küfan 
school who, although endorsing much of Màlik's materials, would 
also produce major works in refutation of the legal positions adopted at 
Madina. Mâlik's second major pupil, Shafi'I, was probably, from his 
wide travels, even more expertly informed on the opinions of the legal 
schools of his day. Among his works would be several refutations of 
the conclusions of his chief rivais, both Madïnans and Küfans. A 
significant result of the incessant polemic waged in the latter half of 
the second century was the firm establishment of the Hadïth as the 
chief vehicle of scholarly debate. That set the Hadith on solid founda
tions as the currency of scholarly interchange, thus reinforcing its 
significance in the minds of the Muslims generally. It was, however, 
not the debating victories which they scored over each other that 
marked the major achievement of these scholars. Far more significant 
for future developments were Shàfi'ï's dazzling arguments for the 
primacy of badïths from the Prophet. These had been directed at two 
main targets. First was the older, informai and unsystematised defer
ence to past precedent, 'the sunna of the Muslims', which was still, at 
the outset of Shàfi'I's career, the tradition inherited from the forebears, 
including teachers and parents and, behind them, the local Successors, 
thought to have passed on the teachings and opinions of their pred
ecessors, the Companions of the Prophet. Once publicly declaimed, 
Shafi'ï's insistence on the uniqueness of the figure of the Prophet and 
the clear superiority of statements reported from or about him was so 
obvious that it could never thereafter be challenged. That was espe
cially the case since Shàfi'ï's second target was those who, seeking to 
reject the Hadith as a legitima te source of religious or legal knowledge, 
and demanding recognition of the Quran as the exclusive basis of the 
Law, forced Shafi'I to respond both to them and to the lawyers on the 
basis of exclusive! y Quranic evidence. It was God who had demanded 
uncomplaining adherence in all matters to the word of the Prophei: 
alone. Reacting in defence of an existing Law against those who 
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protested that they 'could not find two penalties in the Book of God', 
ShAfi'I was himself well aware of the consequences of the line of 
argument that he had introduced. 'Had the Muslims judged on the 
basis of the Quran alone, without taking account of the indications of 
the sunna of the Prophet, they would have eut off the hand of every 
thief and they would have flogged every fomicator.' In founding the 
claims which he made for the sunna on the Quran, ShAfi'I bad simulta
neously used the Quran to declare the sunna independent of the 
Quran. It would never again be possible to cite the Quran to res train or 
to challenge the sunna. This created the illusion that there were two 
sovereign, independent sources underlying the Law: the Book of God 
and the sunna of the Prophet. The impression was given that, being 
parallel, sunna and Quran at no point touched. Each had to be consid
ered in its own sphere and on its own terms. lt was said that the Quran 
could not judge the sunna. Rather, it was the sunna that judged the 
Quran. ShAfi'i spoke of three categories of sunna. The fust of these 
concemed matters regulated in the Quran with which the sunna 
'coincided precise! y'. In that case, the regulation is the Quran's and the 
sunna becomes wholly redundant. We can therefore surely ignore such 
sunna as historically insignificant. His second category consists of 
matters introduced in the Quran in general language, with the detailed 
clarification delegated to the Prophet. This category Shafi'I illustrates 
with reference to Q 5.6. The Prophet had demonstrated the ablution. 
Two reports are known. In one, Mul;lammad bad washed once; in the 
other, he had washed thrice. The Prophet's conduct is said to establish 
that the minimum required to satisfy the regulation is one washing. 
Th us, by inference, one perceives that the threefold washing is option
al. Given, however, the wording of the verse, the nature of language 
and the coexistence of the two reports, it is clear that these are two 
competing reports. They are not, however, presented as such, but as 
the inevitable result of interpretative potential, resolved only by 
knowledge of the sunna. The elucidatory function of sunna is addi
tionally illustrated in the Prophet's insistence that the ankles are to be 
washed- not wiped. Further aspects of the ablution, not mentioned in 
the verse but supplied only in the sunna, include illustrations of what 
occasions the need for wudü' -renewal. Similarly, while their 
obligatoriness is baldly stated by the Quran, knowledge of the number, 
frequency and manner of performance of the ritual prayers, or the 
kinds of property to be taxed, the rates of taxation ·and the dates on 
which tax is payable, or the detailed practices of the l).ajj and the 
'umra, is wholly sunna-based. 

Shafi'I had illustrated his first category by the Quran's imposition 
of the rule to face the Ka'ba when performing the ritual prayer. Since 
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only those in the immediate vicinity of the building can be assured of 
the correct direction to face, the obligation of those not in its immedi
ate vicinity must be to make every effort, using ail available means 
such as the position of the sun or the stars, locailandmarks and the 
known directions of the various winds, and so on, to ascertain the 
direction to face. Their obligation is not to hit on the precise direction, 
merely to make the effort to discover what they believe to be the 
correct direction. l'hus Shàfi'I lays the foundation stone of his pro
gramme of the relation between human effort liitihiid), the exercise of 
the intellect and the fulfilment of the divine commands. In his second 
and third categories, the sunna takes the place of physicailandmarks. 
The sunna functions not merely to elucidate but to supplement the 
Quran's regulations, supplying the details needed to implement divine 
commands; and, by a species of analogy, Shàfi'ï adds to the first and 
second categories the third, in which the sunna addresses matters 
quite unmentioned in the Quran. For this category, his evidence is 
Quran. 

Q 53.3-4: The Prophet 'does not speak from whim, but on the 
basis of revelation imparted to him'. 
Q 59.7: 'What[ever) the Prophet brings you, that accept; from 
what[ever) he prohibits, desist.' 

Although by training and background Shàfi'ï belonged to the legal 
school, his whole approach shows that he had thrown in his lot with 
the Hadith party. Both his arguments in principle and the Quran 
verses by which he sustained them have remained the staple of Mus
hm writers on the sunna from his time to the present day. 

The l:ladïth speciaiists gloated over their supposed victory over the 
party of Reason. In the charged atmosphere engendered by the persecu
tion of the pious conservatives at the bands of the devotees of Greek 
logic and metaphysics, the essentiais of Shâfi'ï's spirited argumenta
tion fumished, together with the powerful emotions of the victims of 
the onslaught on Tradition, a formidable combination of feelings 
coloured by fearful suspicion of an excessive dependence upon rational 
method and an unforgiving hatred of its aiien, un-Islamic origin. God 
was believed to have intervened to deliver His people and to rescue His 
religion. Their strong sentiments fostered in the Hadith circles an 
anti-intellectual bias and antipathy for anything foreign.l:ladith schol
arship opted for isolationism. Building a defensive wall around the 
Law and the theology, they became increasingly inward-looking, 
inclined to self-congratulation and determinedly indifferent and 
oblivious to ail but their own concems. 

For more than 1,000 years, the conservatives have maintained the 
mood and the arguments of Shafi'I and Al;tmad, offering the stoutest 
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resistance to any internai or extemal critique of the Hadith. Having 
done so once before, they denounce the studies of Goldziher and 
Schacht as allen and dismiss them as 'unscientific in method' and 
based on nothing more than mere spite and jealousy of Islam which, 
alone of ali the major religions, has been blessed with the institution of 
the isnad. 

Sorne Western scholars, too, have expressed reservations about the 
hypotheses of Goldziher and Schacht. My own position is that the 
wholesale rejection of the l;Jadlths as mere invention and fabrication 
misses the point that many of the l;Jadiths can be shown to spring from 
an ancient source in the primitive exegeses. Were that argument 
accepted, then pan of the Hadith at least could be said to reach back to 
the fust attempts to understand the Book of God. Such l;Jadiths would 
preserve sorne material on the thinking of Muslims, if not precisely in 
the age of the Prophet, then very soon after, in what might be called the 
age of the Quran. 
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Abbasids 

'adàla 

Allah 

Allat 
An~ar 

'Âshürà' 

a thar 

Ba dr 

cali ph 

Companion 

dàbit 
da'If 
'daughters of God' 

dhu '1-l:lulayfa 

evil eye 

fatra 

fatwa 

fiqh 

ghusl 

Glossary 

The second Quraysh-based Islamic dynasty claiming de
scent from the Prophet's uncle, al-'Abbas. Centred in 
Baghdad, the Abbasid caliphate ruled for five centuries, 
750-1258, until overwhelmed by the Mongol invaders. 
Abstract noun: probity, honesty, manliness and observ
ance of ali the ordinances of the faith are the qualities that 
must be demonstrated by one whose testimony is accept
able in an Islamic court and in the transmission of accept
able hadiths. Thus, the cognate adjective, 'adil. 
The name of God employed by Arabic-speaking Chris
tians, Jews and Muslims. 
A female lesser deity, one of 'the daughters of God'. 
The converted Yathribites who prepared the fust base in 
which M~ammad could operate freely. 
The tenth day of the tenth month. Technically, a fast-day 
corresponding to 'the Day of Atonement'. Later, the tenth 
day of the first mon th, M~arram, on which is commemo
rated the martyrdom of the Prophet's grandson, al-l:lusayn 
b. 'Alï. 
Synonym of khabar, or l)adîth, but usually reserved for a 
report from the Companions of the Prophet. 
Site of the Prophet's first major military success against 
the Makkans in AD 624. 
Arabie khalifa, a successor to the Prophet's politicallead
ership of the community. 
A contemporary of the Prophet who strove for the success 
of M~ammad's mission. 
Precise, accurate in reproducing reports. 
Imprecise, inaccurate or careless in reporting. 
Lesser female deities regarded as intercessors with God: al
Lat, al-Manàt and al-'Uzza (mentioned in Q 53, 19-20). 
The way-station for pilgrims from Madina, six miles out 
on the Makka road. 
The power to harm a thing one covets by looking at it 
enviously. 
An interval such as that between any two prophets, or 
between reception of revelation and its public delivery. 
An authoritative pronouncement on a specifie point of law 
delivered by a qualified expert, a muftï. 
'Comprehension' specifically of the revealed word of God 
or of His Prophet, cf. Q 9.122, whence, technically, the 
branch of leaming concemed to understand and relay the 
revealed law. Experts are known as fuqaha' (singular 
faqïh). 
The major ritual ablution necessary to renew the ritual 
purity following menstruation or sexual intercourse. 
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~adith 

Hadïth 
hâfi+ 

~ajj 

~as an 

l:iijàz 

hijra 

'ifru 
ihlàl 

~làl 

i~am 

ijaza 

'ilia 

imàm 

Imàn 

irsal 
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Any report, whether oral or written. Technically, a report 
of legal or religious significance. 
The science or literature of the Islamic tradition. 
A transmitter of hadïths endowed with excellence of 
memory. 
The religious pilgrimage to the holy sites in and around 
Makka to be undertaken at least once in one's lifetime 
during the first ten days of the last month of the Muslim 
year, dhu '1-hijja. 
'Fair', 'comely'. Technically, a report whose transmitters 
are not all of the highest grade in respect of excellence of 
memory and power of recall. 
A barrier, the great mountain range separa ting the interior 
from the low-lying coastal plain of the Red Sea; by exten
sion, the province in which both Makka and Madïna are 
situated. 
The absolute renunciation of family, clan, tribal and 
homeland ties and loyalties, together with the abandon
ment of property, whence muhtijir, one who associates 
with another in such renunciation. 
A demon, usually malevolent. 
A binding, solemn declaration of intent to undertake a 
work of piety, such as a pilgrimage or an 'urnra. 
Discharge from the foregoing on completion of all formali
ties undertaken, whence muhill, halai. 
The formai assumption of ali restrictions associated with 
the performance of sacred acts such as prayer, fasting or 
pilgrimage; whence muhrim, hartim, the one under such 
restrictions. 
A licence; permission granted by a master to his pupil to 
disseminate in the master's name the leaming acquired 
from him. Such a licence may be granted in respect of a 
single work, or it may be unrestricted, permitting trans
mission of all that is ascertained to be the teacher's stock 
of leaming, whether acquired directly or indirectly from 
another. The ijtiza transfera ble to a third, competent party 
is known as ijtizat al-ijtiza. Arnong later abuses, con
dernned by the scholars, was the granting of this type of 
licence to persans as yet unbom. The legitimacy of licens
ing absent persans or infants was debated. 
'Cause, reason'; the shared element that permits two 
things to be viewed analogically. For example, the capacity 
to intoxicate brings any beverage under the ban on the 
consumption of alcohol. 
'Sickness, ailment'; any consideration which impairs the 
'health' (.~ihhal or 'soundness' of any hadith. 
Leader at the ritual prayer, whence, by extension, leader of 
the political community of the Muslims. In both cases, the 
office is known as imtima. 
Total intellectual commitment to the dogmas of Islam, 
whence mu'min, 'sincere believer'. 
'Sending forth'; technically, the utterance of a report lack-
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Islâm 

isnâd 

jami' 

jinn 

ka'ba 

Khariji 

Khaybar 

al-Manat 
maqtü' 

marfü' 

al-Marwa 

matn 

mawdü' 
mawqüf 

muhrim 

GLOSSARY 

ing 'the bridle' or restraint of adequate formai attestation. 
It normally refers to a report from a Successor about the 
Prophet which fails to name the Companion intermediary. 
'Subrnission' to the Prophet. It may refer to the merely 
outward profession of faith which lacks full internal con
viction, Q 49.14. 
'Leaning against'; the attestation of any report indicated by 
the complete listing of transrnitters of each generation, 
whence musnad, adequately attested. 
Comprehensive1 a collection of badlths that covers the 
principal tapies: religious dogma1 laws or sunan; exhorta
tions to reflection on the 'four last things' (death, judg
ment, Heaven, Hell); Muslim social etiquette; Quran com
mentary;. history and biography; political crises; merits 
(manaqib) and demerits (l11ilthdlib) of persans or places. In 
addition to the major collections of al-Bukhart and Mus
lim, al-Tirrnidhi's Sunan is frequently referred to as a 
;ami'. 
'Invisible', bence supematural, beings thought to be the 
offspring of demons. 
'A cube'; the temple of cubic structure in the centre of 
Makka, known as 'the bouse of God'. 
(plural Khawarij) 'a deserter, seceder'; the name given to 
several strict puritanical sects descended from those who 
abandoned 'AII's cause on his agreeing to arbitration of his 
differences with Mu'awiya. They raised the questions of 
the nature of 'faith' and of the effect on 'faith' of the 
commission of sin. 
A Jewish settlement in the vicinity of Madlna, taken after 
a siege in AH 7/AD 629. 
See 'daughters of God'. 
'Broken off'; used of a badlth in whose isnad a gap is 
detectable so that it does not reach its putative source, 
normally the Prophet, in an unbroken connection. Some 
use munqati' as a synonym of maqtü', but the former term 
is more commonly used of any break at any point in the 
isndd. 
'Raised', used of a badltb which involves the Prophet's 
authority. Hence rafa', 'to raise'. 
One of a pair of hillocks, the other being al-Safa, between 
which the pilgrim proceeds in the course of the ba;; or 
'umra. The ritual is termed sa'y. 
'The back' or 'the body'; the substantive content of any 
badïth, whether oral or written. 
'Composed'; a spurious or fabricated badïtb. 
'Halted'; a report which stops short of reaching the Prophet 
and thus involving the authority of a Companion or la ter 
figure. 
One who, undertaking to perform a ritual act, assumes all 
the restrictions attached to the sacral condition. 
Liable, in the event of adultery, to the penalty of death by 
stoning. The minimum conditions which establish il)siin 
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munkar 
munqati' 
mursal 

musannaf 
Musaylima 
musnad 

mutta(lil 
mut' a 

Mu'tazila 

naskh 

niyya 

rak'a 

rawl 
ra'y 

riwaya 
sabah 

sanad 
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are: liberty, marriage and the consummation of marriage. 
Others add being Muslim. 
'Unrecognised'; of a hadith, unacknowledged. 
See maqtü'. 
Reported as from the Prophet by a Successor, but lacking 
identification of the Companion informant. 
Arranged according to the tapies of interest in law. 
A contemporary and rival of the Prophet. 
'Supported'; having a complete isndd; a collection of 
hadiths arranged according to the informants. 
'Connected up'; having an unbroken isndd. 
'Enjoying'; used of the combination of an 'umra with a ha ii 
on a single visit to Makka, alluded to in Q 2.196. The term 
is also used of temporary marriage in return for a stipulated 
fee, said to be referred to in Q 4.24. Supported by the Shi' a, 
temporary marriage is abominated by the Sunnls. 
The collective name given to systematic theologians influ
enced by ancient Greek metaphysics. They united in in
sistence on the freedom of the human will and on the 
createdness of the Quran to emphasise the justness and the 
oneness of God, and demanded a role for reason in working 
out the elements of Islamic belief and principles. 
The generic title of a number of theories concemed with 
apparent conflict of Quran verses, or of Quran with 
hadlths, or of one hadith with another. Three main appli
cations of this principle will be found in the literature on 
'the sources of law': alleged omissions from the Quran 
based on the interpretation of verses that appear to refer to 
the possibility of the Prophet's 'forgetting'; the alleged 
abrogation of certain Quran verses, or of certain badlths; 
the claim that certain rulings of the law originated in 
verses allegedly revealed, but since 'withdrawn' from the 
Quran texts. 
'Intent'; the formai declaration of intent necessary to the 
validity of any legal or ritual act. 
A single cycle of actions and words, different combina
tians of which constitute ritual prayer at various hours. 
A transmitter of reports, written or oral. 
'View'; the considered, judicious opinion of a qualified 
scholar. Later, the term was used pejoratively to imply 
'mere opinion', as opposed to adherence to the Hadith. 
A transmission. 
'Cause'; the specifie historical situation claimed to have 
led to the revelation of a particular Quran statement, or 
the institution of a given ruling by the Prophet. The plural 
is asbab !al-nuzül). 
See al-Marwa. 
'Of sound health'; the.highest grade of hadith in whose 
isniid figure the highest grade of transmitters. 
Prayer, whether obligatory lfarïc;la) or supererogatory 
!nafila, sunna), the latter the opposite of wdiib, 'required'. 
'Prop', whence isntïd, musnad. 
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shaykh 
shi' a 

Successor 

sunna 

sunni 

tadlis 

tahira 

ta'wll 

thabit 

thayyib 

thiqa 
Tora 
Uhud 

Umayyads 

umma 
'umra 

'Uzayr 

GLOSSARY 

'An elderly man'; scholar or teacher of Jjadith. 
'Party', as in shï'at 'Ali, the supporters of 'Ali, or shl'at 
Mu'awiya, supporters of Mu'lwiya b. abl Sufyan, 'AII's 
rival for the leadership. 
Any member of the generation following that of the 
Prophet and his contemporaries, his Companions. Those 
who met any of the Companions are the senior Successors; 
those who met none are the junior Successors. 
'Way'; 'Path', bence use, wont or custom of any group of 
Arabs. The plural is sun an. 
Of or pertaining to sunna, especially the Sunna of the 
Prophet. Used in conscious opposition to Shi' a, Shr'L 
There being no ecclesia or centralised magisterium, the 
translation 'onhodox' is inappropriate. To the Muslim 
'unorthodox' implies heretical, mubtadi', from bid'a, the 
contrary of sunna, and so 'innovation'. 
'Fraud'; dissembling by giving the impression of being able 
to repon from a person whom one bas not however met, 
or, if having met him, not beard from him what one 
purports to transmit as being his words. It is also used of 
disguising the name of an informant, with the probable 
intent to mislead. One who practises tadhs is a mudallis. 
Ritual purity required for the performance of ritual acts; 
whence tdhir, being in the requisite state. 
Inadvenently altering the sense of a text by having mis
read it, or, in the worst case, deliberately misrepresenting 
both wording and meaning. Connected with ta!$h1f (from 
stÙ)ifa, the written page) is the misrepresentation, inad
venent or otherwise, which results from confusing conso
nants (harf, hurüf) of similar shape, tahrif. Innocent tahrif 
was occasioned by the use of an inadequate notation lack
ing the necessary diacritics. 
Interpretation that goes beyond the letter of a text in 
search of the spirit of the ordinance. Contrasts with tafsîi, 
interpreting precise! y what is in the text its zahir. 
'Firm'; said of one who is a competent transmitter of 
precisely what he beard. 
Non-virgin by virtue of a current or a previous marriage 
that was consummated. Thus, married, or widowed or 
divorced. 
Entirely trustworthy and reliable as a transmitter. 
The Pentateuch or the five books of Moses. 
A mountain near Madlna, scene of the Prophet's second 
major military confrontation with the Makkans. 
The descendants of Umayya b. 'Abd Shams, founder of one 
of the clans of Quraysh. The narne was given to the dy
nasty founded by Mu'Awiya b. abl Sufym, who ruled Islam 
from their capital, Damascus, 661-750. 
An independent congregation, nation or dispensation. 
The shortened form of the visitation of the Ka'ba which 
may be performed at any time of year. 
A figure said to have been deified by the Jews, Q 9.30. 
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al-'Uzz! 
wtdi 
WUQù' 
Yathrib 

zakAt 
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One of the three 'daughters of God'. 
A dry river-course. 
The lesser ablution1 details at Q 5.6. 
The former name of the settlement later known as 
Madl:nat al-nabï, 'where the Prophet administered his law', 
later abbreviated to Madl:na. 
The tax on property, livestock, agricultural produce, or 
specie, introduced by the Prophet. 
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